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The Magical Inventions Of Nikola Tesla is a new e-book by Chris Edwards, editor and chief 
since 2009 of Tesla Leaks, the Wikileaks of Nikola Tesla. This e-book will solve the mystery 
and explain the magic of his creations; without breaking any laws-of-nature. Looking back 
from the future, in hindsight, we will show the importance of his quite “Let the future tell the 
truth, and evaluate each one according to his work and accomplishments. The present is 
theirs; the future, for which I have really worked, is mine.” In this book, I will explain in simple 
and complex terms how and why radio is not electro-magnetic, wireless power and is magic. 
How wireless power is instantaneous and faster-than-light. How and why the A/C induction 
motor power rating goes towards Infinity. To Infinity and beyond! How the Tesla valveduer 
conduit accelerates fluid through valve. How a Tesla Coil extracts fuels and gasses from the 
atmosphere. And, how Nikola Tesla used the magic in nature, like streams, fish, beetles, fire-
flies, cats, snowballs, lightning... in order to discover natural phenomena and put it to human 
use. This list of Nikola Tesla's quotes pending to verify his contentions. See: Harnessing the 
Wheelwork of Nature Tesla's Science of Energy by T. Valone. “It was built by a wizard, a man 
who actually do the things a magician pretends to do... This has no trick – it's real” - The 
Prestige. In 1962, in his book “Profiles of the Future: An Inquiry into the Limits of the 
Possible”, science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke formulated his famous Three Laws, of which 
the third law is the best-known and most widely cited: “Any sufficiently advanced technology 
is indistinguishable from magic”. - Arthur C. Clarke. CERN: Ten secret   inventions of Nikola 
Tesla which have changed the world forever. ... control the movements of any object by 
remote control was considered magic. - CERN

Some of the missing and not well understood inventions that are truly magic will include 
instantaneous wireless power transmission, weather control with HAARP, the earthquake 
machine, A/C induction motor power to infinity, remote control, logic gates and the computer, 
self-charging electrolytic electrostatic and solid state batteries, fluid propulsion and the Tesla 
valve and Tesla Turbine, manufacturing synthetic diamonds, sintering, nitrogen fixation and 
extracting fuels from the air, atomic energy, thermo-nuclear fusion, cold electricity, cryogenics,
perpetual motion machines, the deep-water Tesla Tube, Teleforce and projected kinetics, the 
death-peace ray and much much more. Bill Gates calls synthetic "Nitrogen Fixation", Magic! 
Are Hybrid Systems Truly The Future Of The Grid? NREL’s Magic 8-Ball Says: “Concentrate 
And Ask Again.” Elon Musk chimes in with “Engineering is the closest thing to Magic that 
exists”.

This being the issue at hand, the magic, Chris Edwards discovered this phenomena as early 
as 2009. The issue was revealed in a History Channel special of the same year entitled 
Nikola Tesla "Mad Electricity". The issue came to a head when the History Channel only aired 
the special one time, removed it from air-play and even removed the original copies from 
YouTube. In that special presentation, I realized that the History Channel was right, and 
wrong; because they didn't understand the Magic. It was then that I decided to find out, 
independently, what were the concepts, phenomena and inventions that were a still a 
mystery; un-solved; and mis-understood. Since I scored the highest grade in Physics at Cal 
Poly and even debunked Einstein's "Event Horizon" question in Relativity; I felt that I was the 
only one in the world capable of discerning the difference between Einstein and Nikola Tesla. 
In there lay the answers to the Magic. In essence, you cannot teach both Einstein and Tesla 
in school; as their concepts are contradictory; if not completely the opposite view. 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/teslaleakscom---nikola-teslas-1000-patents-
and-inventions
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Introduction:

It was March 13th 1895, the same day the Tesla Leaks 1.0 Facebook admin and group was 
removed, without warning; and the same day as the first Covid-19 lockdowns declared by 
President Trump, March 13th 2020. Lets call it, "coincidence theory". "Edison's Men"; JP 
Morgan and hired saboteurs burnt Tesla's 5 story lab to the ground. It was the first demolition 
of a building in the U.S.; and everything was lost. Tesla did not have insurance for complete 
destruction of his labs. As the story goes, Tesla went to meet JP Morgan's daughter, Ann 
Morgan, at Delmonico's. It was late in the evening. Tesla gets a message from his assistant 
Coleman Czito, that the lab was on fire. "Explosion after explosion rocked downtown NY, as 
one floor collapsed onto the other". Tesla went missing for days; as some allege; was 
kidnapped and castrated. It was a trap. Mr. Tesla's Great Loss: All of the Electrician’s Valuable
Instruments Burned. WORK OF HALF A LIFETIME GONE. Firemen Unable to Save His 
Laboratory in South Fifth Avenue — He Loses $50,000; Gillis & Geoghegan $80,000. By a fire
which occurred at 33 and 35 South Fifth Avenue, New York City, on the morning of March 13, 
Nikola Tesla, the inventor and scientist, sustained a severe loss in the total destruction of his 
laboratory, in which were several nearly completed inventions which, it is said, were intended 
to revolutionize electric lighting. The loss cannot unfortunately be reckoned in dollars, and it is
feared may seriously affect Mr. Tesla Inventor Tesla's Loss | Tesla Universe  April 2017 
Proceedings of the IEEE | A Contrarian History of Early Electric Power Distribution. An 
epidemic of books with details about the “battle of the currents” began in 1996 [2]–[6]. There 
is obviously a sizeable market for books about a “battle” that involved Edison, Tesla, and 
Westinghouse. The “battle of the currents” tumbled down the rabbit hole in 2016 with the 
publication of a “historical” novel in which there are accusations that Edison may have 
attempted to have Nikola Tesla assassinated and allegations that arson engineered by Edison
or by Westing house burned down Tesla’s laboratory [7]. The cover-up of The Current War 
continues today. For example, The Weinstein Conspiracy is being used to shelve the Tesla, 
Edison movie "The Current War" INDEFINITELY, which was slated for the Box Office and a 
potential Oscar. At the time before, The Current War had  2.1 Million views on Facebook and 
1.6 Million on YouTube.

What was lost in the lab fire? The Magic of  Roentgen "xray" shadowgraphs, "wireless 
motors", "wireless lights", "electric rays" of induction ala "cold electricity", the "Tesla Coil"; the 
"mechanical oscillator"; "special transformers" he calls "translation devices" ala the "ozone 
generator"; the first AM/FM "Radio" ala "The True Wireless"; "thermo-nuclear fusion" ala 
"Project Tesla" - Fusion of 1983; high-frequency electrical energy turned into therapeutic heat 
ala "diathermy", and "tuned lightning" or "electric lightning"; as even Mark Twain witnessed 
these inventions at his lab in the day. The Magic of Nikola Tesla's inventions is what led to the
lab fire. No one could understand it. And later, his nemesis would be proven wrong. All of 
Tesla's inventions up until his Autobiography in 1919; he states "worked 100% as prescribed".
“I spent 30 years of my work in the design of machinery of all kinds, and have never yet 
designed a machine which did not do as I expected, and I cannot imagine why it should not 
because when one calculates the things out on the basis of experimental data, the machine 
has to work as intended. This is engineering.” He also states in his autobiography that his 
enemies have purchased all the media, news papers, radio stations and television and that 
"this will be the last communication from him in the mainstream media". So, the conspiracy 
against Tesla, began on that day in 1919. More recently, on Jan 9th 2018, the Huffington Post 
covers the issue of disappearing Tesla, and his resurrection called "Troubling the Future: the 
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Remaking of Nikola Tesla"… It should have crippled his reputation. But it didn't. What we see 
in Tesla is a man made, unmade, and made again in our present era. It's a resurrection, and 
that's the most interesting story of all. And, because of this conspiracy, this quote exemplifies 
the situation we're all in: "For the last 100 years, there have come such discoveries..., that we 
have been made to live 1000 years behind what is now known" Ray of Discovery by the 
Publisher of Borderland Books. So, we're going to reveal the magic, the conspiracy, missing 
inventions, the cover up of the missing personal effects, what's been censored, removed, 
cancelled etc... The conspiracies are encapsulated in a post on Facebook entitled "Nikola 
Tesla's Timeline Chronography of Conspiracies That Can't Be Debunked".

What else was lost? Nikola Tesla's 1895 Lab Fire article/s with pictured Heat Engine 
(destroyed by the 1895 fire) using his Pyro-magneto electric generator patent in combination 
with his Reciprocating Compounding Steam Engine patent, the Tesla Oscillator, later together 
he demonstrated in 1909-1911 as 2 Tesla Bladeless Turbine's running against each other. 
Electrical Review, July 5th 1895. "Stages And Types Of The Tesla Oscillator", ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEER (NY) April 3, 1895 (prior to his lab fire). "Nikola Tesla's Lost Apparatus". AKA 
Tesla's Fuelless Generator. 1890 Tesla Patent US428057 - Pyromagneto-electric generator.  
-- Tesla Steam Turbine – Wikipedia. Electrical Engineer Magazine, Dec 28th 1900 -- JP 
Morgan's GE's/Edison hired Swedish Engineer Ernst Danielsen to circumvent the Tesla A/C 
motor patents and other scientists like Louis Bell & Charles Steinmetz to copy or circumvent 
other Tesla patents; However, Westinghouse did have an early patent sharing agreement with
GE for A/C Polyphase Systems + Novel Inventions of Nikola Tesla. The Problem of Increasing
Human Energy Review, Century Magazine 1900.

Tesla's 4 phase polyphase AC system apparatus he says existed PRIOR TO THE 
DESTRUCTION OF MY LABORATORY OF 1895 "I employed already in the 35 South Fifth 
Avenue laboratory, because I remember that I gave entertainments to several scientific 
societies and it was then present there. I know on one occasion there was the Society of 
Architects, and another, the Electrotherapeutic Society, and then I had distinguished men like 
Mark Twain and Joseph Jefferson -- I gave them a demonstration which was published in 
Martin's article in the Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these occasions I 
used a two-phase arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. 
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ 
http://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=orig/path/s40c423127565d23a/ima
ge/ib342079e0afabedd/version/1422241897/image.gif

Within months of Tesla's lab burning to the ground GE's Steinmetz patents a "system of 
distribution by alternating current" (A/C power), on January 29, 1895. This was the world's 
first three phase alternating current generator. Between January 1895 and March 1895, Tesla 
allegedly meets with JP Morgan and announces he has abandoned A/C power for wireless 
power and his "Electric Ray". By the St Louis World Fair in 1903, Tesla's systems had been 
replaced with General Electric. Also in early 1895, the Thompson-Houston company patented 
an AC system and AC Transformers that would compete directly with Nikola Tesla's AC 
system and AC Transformers.

Why did this happen? The Magic! It was reported in the press that Edison, "knew nothing 
about electricity"; was filing almost no patents; while Tesla was filing a hundred patents per 
year. Edison, nor anyone else of the day, could understand Tesla's concepts and inventions. 
He was a "discoverer". Edison's operation was run by his employees. It's doubtful that Edison 
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invented anything himself. It took Edison 1000 employees, and 10,000 experiments just to 
create a very inefficient light bulb, that lasted for only 13 hours and cost $850,000 each. A 
complete failure. Tesla spoke of Edison as an inventor in this way “If Edison had a needle to 
find in a haystack,” Tesla once wrote, “he would proceed at once with the diligence of the bee 
to examine straw after straw until he found the object of his search. I was a sorry witness of 
such doing that a little theory and calculation would have saved him ninety percent of his 
labor.”. In comparison, Tesla describes his "lucid dreaming" approach to invention this way: 
“The motors I built there,” Tesla said, “were exactly as I imagined them. I made no attempt to 
improve the design, but merely reproduced the pictures as they appeared to my vision, and 
the operation was always as I expected.”. The Nikola Tesla vs Thomas Edison battle will be 
covered in a later chapter of this book entitled “The Great Light Bulb Conspiracy”.

The comparison between how Tesla creates his inventions and others that have won the 
Nobel Prize for “accidentally” stumbling upon a discovery is examplified here: Tesla sent his 
images to Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen shortly after Roentgen published his discovery on 
November 8, 1895. Although Tesla gave Roentgen full credit for the finding, Roentgen 
congratulated Tesla on his sophisticated images, wondering how he had achieved such 
impressive results. Moreover, Tesla described some clinical benefits of x-rays — for example, 
determination of foreign body position and detection of lung diseases (8) — noting that denser
bodies were more opaque to the rays. — May 5, 1897 Letter: Tesla On Hurtful Actions Of 
Lennard And Roentgen Tubes. And Marie Curie, who was given credit by Nobel for 
discovering radioactivity; who died of aplastic anemia as a result of her radium and polonium 
exposure, many early researchers—and the patients they worked on—were sickened by their 
would-be cure. And Thomas Edison, "Don't talk to me about X-rays," Edison said after an 
assistant on one of his X-ray projects started showing signs of illness. "I am afraid of them.
In the 1890's, JP Morgan didn't believe you could send signals through the air stating 
"Pictures, voices, moving through the air without wires. You expect me to swallow that"? On 
Heinrich Hertz, Nikola Tesla constantly wrote about what he called non-Hertzian waves and 
experimentally proved that Hertz waves do not exist! He writes a full treatise on this issue in 
an article entitled “Dissipation of Electrical Energy on the Hertz Resonator”. In his article 
entitled “Tesla's World System” he states that his waves are di-ametrically opposed to Hertz. 
Tesla says electricity from his system is "fully recovereable" and Faster than Light using earth 
currents, with surface and standing waves VS the unrecoverable Electromagnetic, Hertzean 
waves “Whether this current passing through the center of the earth to the opposite side is 
real, or whether it is merely an effect of these surface currents, makes absolutely no 
difference. To understand the concept, one must imagine that the current from the transmitter 
flows straight to the opposite point of the globe.”

No one of the day could understand the magic. For example, Tesla sent his images to 
Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen shortly after Roentgen published his discovery on November 8, 
1895. Although Tesla gave Roentgen full credit for the finding, Roentgen congratulated Tesla 
on his sophisticated images, wondering how he had achieved such impressive results. 
Moreover, Tesla described some clinical benefits of x-rays — for example, determination of 
foreign body position and detection of lung diseases (8) — noting that denser bodies were 
more opaque to the rays. — May 5, 1897 Letter: Tesla On Hurtful Actions Of Lennard And 
Roentgen Tubes. And Marie Curie, who was given credit by Nobel for discovering 
radioactivity; who died of aplastic anemia as a result of her radium and polonium exposure, 
many early researchers—and the patients they worked on—were sickened by their would-be 
cure. And Thomas Edison, "Don't talk to me about X-rays," "Thomas Edison gave up on X-
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rays, fearing they were too dangerous. (Wikipedia) When an oculist informed him that his “eye
was something over a foot out of focus,” Edison said, he told Dally “that there was a danger in
the continuous use of the tubes.” Edison said after an assistant on one of his X-ray projects 
started showing signs of illness. "I am afraid of them". On Heinrich Hertz and Herzian waves, 
Tesla constantly wrote about what he called non-Hertzian waves and said he had 
experimentally proved that Hertz waves do not exist  ! Many mysteries in his famous quotes 
will be presented and solved “If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you 
would have a key to the universe” “ If you want to know the secrets of the Universe, think in 
terms of energy, frequency and vibration" "There is no energy in matter other than from it's 
environment" "When force and matter separate, man is no more". "Perhaps it is better in this 
present world of ours that a revolutionary idea or invention instead of being helped and 
patted, be hampered and ill-treated in its adolescence - by want of means, by selfish interest, 
pedantry, stupidity and ignorance; that it be attacked and stifled; that it pass through bitter 
trials and tribulations, through the heartless strife of commercial existence. So do we get our 
light. So all that was great in the past was ridiculed, condemned, combated, suppressed - 
only to emerge all the more powerfully, all the more triumphantly from the struggle." (Nikola 
Tesla)

In this book, I will clearly and completely explain, and demonstrate, the difference between 
the two inventors; the Infinte Speed of Tesla vs the Speed of Light Einstein, and how each of 
Tesla's inventions are "Magic" and what concepts and phenomena are responsible that make 
his inventions work according to the laws of nature. It will be proven here, how none of his 
inventions are contradictory, how they work together and why the Magic is now considered 
"conventional".  I will connect the above described inventions, and others, to observable 
phenomena as such radioactivity, breaking radiation, blackbody radiation, phosphorescents in
light and film, EMF recycling in motors, resonant rise, infinite gain, mechanical resonance, 
resonant cavities, negative resistance, zero resistance, free energy, radiant energy, reactive 
power in a/c systems, non radiative wireless power, standing or stationary waves, ionospheric
heating, electrical resonance, amplitude and  frequency modulation, radio being electrical 
induction, electrical translation devices, manufacturing gasses from the air and breeder 
reactors, special transformers for smelting and the manufacture of Diamonds, electrical self-
regulation, electrical self-cooling, fusion by laser and ion bombardment, spot heating by 
microwave, 5G technologies, the death-ray by repulsion, the UV death-ray, Earth as a 
perpetual motion machine, curie temperature in magnetism, quantum glass phenomena in 
self-charging batteries, electro-hydro dynamics, the tri-metal generator, just to name a few. 
Nikola Tesla is also unknown as the inventor of 1) The Computer 2) Digital Computing 3) 
Continuous-Wave Radio & Radar 4) Remote Control 5) Secure Communications & GPS 6) 
RF & Electric Amplifiers 7) Megneto & Tesla Coil Speakers 8) Photovoltaic Cells 9) Long 
Distance Wireless Power Method/s 10) Featuring: Resonant Rise, Reluctance Engines, 
Surface Waves, Standing Waves, Skywave, Negative Resistance, Reactive Currents, 
Feedback Oscillators and much more...

Nikola Tesla's statement describing the Magical "Ether": "Most of the striking phenomena of 
mechanical displacement, sound, heat and light which have been observed, imply the 
presence of a medium of a gaseous structure that is one consisting of independent carriers 
capable of free motion." "I had maintained for many years before that such a medium as 
supposed could not exist, and that we must rather accept the view that all space is filled with 
a gaseous substance. On repeating the Hertz experiments, with much improved and very 
powerful apparatus, I satisfied myself that what he had observed was nothing else but effects 
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of longitudinal waves in a gaseous medium, that is to say, waves, propagated by alternate 
compression and expansion. He had observed waves in the ether much of the nature of 
sound waves in the air.". In short, there can be no energy flow, if there isn't a medium to flow-
through.

What is meant by Magic? The magic is the idea that the phenomena involved is not apparent.
It in convoluted by things like modern mathematics; "mathematical garb" Tesla calls it. Nikola 
Tesla said in 1934: "Today's scientists have substituted mathematics for experiments, and 
they wander off through equation after equation and eventually build a structure which has no 
relation to reality." That may be true, although mathematics and experiments are both 
fundamental to scientific progress. Does magical "Free Energy" exist? Is it also convoluted by
mathematical garb? Is there a Free Energy Suppression Conspiracy? Modern science is rife 
with mis-information used to hide the true nature of the Magic. This will be exemplified in this 
book with a special section entitled "Debunking Einstein, Hertz, Maxwell, Ohm, the Scientific 
Community & The Patent Office." 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/nikola-tesla-free-energy-conspiracy-since-
1893-by-chief-justice

Uncovered by Chris Edwards is several dozen Missing Inventions filed in the Google patent 
search under a different spelling of Nikola Tesla's name "NiCola Tesla": Each of the missing 
inventions will be covered in a later chapter; many being previously unknown and magical. 
Nikola Tesla’s picture in 1890 at the Library of Congress is signed on the picture as “Nicola 
Tesla”, not “Nikola Tesla”. “Nicola Tesla” Missing or Lost Patents & Inventions such as: 
Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compounding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric 
Device, Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% 
Efficiency, Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative 
Resistance, Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, 
Wireless Power Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms and 
Atmosphere, HAARP, Death-Ray, Tunguska. Also, later in the book will include other missing 
inventions from the one's developed after his death; including citing patents, the missing 
patents mis-spelled or mis-named at patent offices, international patents, patent applications, 
inventions he described in articles, but did not build, and the ones he said he did not file. 
Nikola or Nicola? With what feelings must you read a criticism as the enclosed! I wish I could 
turn all the forked lightning discharge in my laboratory on the fellow. After all the work I have 
myself done - including the Servian translations - my name is still spelled with a “C.” 
https://teslauniverse.com/resources/organizations/teslian/teslian-01
 
The conspiracy against Nikola Tesla begins with "the science". The person behind the 
censorship of Tesla and the one behind "sustainable development" a key-word for de-
population is none other than John Holdren of Ecoscience. He's the U.S. National Science 
Tzar. In the last years he still thought natural gas is a bridge fuel for the next 10-20 years and 
that renewables are "unrealistic". He writes about sustainable development, but is against 
renewable energy. Go figure. In addition, your school books are owned by the water and 
video game company Vivendi, and the U.S. Department of Eduction is invested into by Dubai 
and Blackrock/Blackstone. Ted Cruz (R-TX), is the chairman of the U.S. Science Committee, 
but does want to shut down the Department of Education and Common Core. The states 
have local un-elected educational boards that review and approve the public and private 
school books. These three people lead to our current "woke" education system that doesn't 
include Nikola Tesla. https://morningconsult.com/2016/07/11/obama-adviser-keep-ground-
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movementunrealistic/

Fro the artile: "I have hundreds of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The 
expense was too great and I could not do it. This form of apparatus with two and four phases 
was used prior to the destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a large 
scale with four phases in my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the 
world, but that is a long story. The List of 19 Coincidences: Is it just a coincidence that the two
main terms that seem to be intentionally not used, standing waves and 2D space, need to be 
understood to understand Tesla's wireless energy transmission system? 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/the-real-tesla-groupseeking-the-truth-not-the-
propaganda/the-list-of-coincidences/701111250501083

December 15th 2022 It is claimed that this prompted an emergency meeting of the US 
government that decided to ban Tesla’s technology, after which his patents began to be 
withdrawn from libraries, and his name disappeared from the press. The bankers, it is 
claimed, prevented the development of the perpetuum mobile, and it is stated that the 
scientists who were involved in the development of “technology without fuel”, including Henri 
Poincaré, died in strange circumstances. https://seecheck.org/index.php/2022/12/15/a-video-
containing-disinformation-about-nikola-teslas-inventions-is-spreading/

What does John G Trump have to say about Nikola Tesla?

On John G Trump, Donald Trumps uncle; its important to understand the relationships 
betweeen the two and Nikola Tesla. We'll be following the trail of John, the trail of Don, and 
the trail of Tesla's missing pictures, safe, boxes, trunks and paperwork that allegedly 
disappeared after his death. We will trace their whereabouts to the Tesla Museum in Serbia, 
Russia, U.S Military, MIT, Ford Foundation, to George Bush Sr, to Hillary Clinton; to Donald 
Trump and others to find their actual or most likely locations. 

From Wikipedia, In early 1943, two days after the death of Nikola Tesla, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation rdered the Office of Alien Property Custodian to seize Tesla's belongings. [8] 
Trump was called in to analyze the Tesla artifacts, which were being held in government 
custody.[8] After a three-day investigation, Trump's report concluded that there was nothing 
which would constitute a hazard in unfriendly hands. [9] I anyalyzed every page of the 
extended, but redacted Tesla FBI File for details on the conspiracy. A full analysis of the file 
will be covered later in the book.

John G Trump 8 Page Report in the Nikola Tesla FBI File https://facebook.com/media/set/?
set=oa.757563367714757&type=3

Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton 
Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro

In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that 
his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 
miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-
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37) -- Rogue FBI Twitter Bot dumps months of FOIAs, causing controversy about Nikola 
Tesla's FBI File | Ars Technica http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/fbi-foia-
tweets-about-clinton-were-result-of-twitter-bot-logjam/

JOHN G TRUMP & TESLA'S FBI FILE regarding Nikola Tesla Fluid Dynamics 1881-1954 -- 
After the Stock market crash of 1907, staged by the owners of Anaconda Copper, JP Morgan,
Rothchilds, Rockefeller & Hearst team up to destroy United Copper's owners who were 
primarily George Westinghouse, John Astor and Tesla. This particular event, looking like the 
movie Trading Places, but the bad guys win, is the turning point that supposedly causes Tesla
to tear up his AC Power contracts with Westinghouse in order to save the Westinghouse 
Company from bankruptcy. Even if Tesla allegedly tore up his contracts, within a few years 
Westinghouse and Tesla go bankrupt and John Astor dies on the Titanic. By 1909 Tesla had 
patented and built his Tesla Disc Turbine, two run against each other reached a recorded 97%
efficiency https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine

Tesla Pump, Valve Conduits, Fluid Propulsion Patent of 1911, Fluid Dynamics, the concepts 
of Boundary Layers, Surface Tension, Skin Effect, Tension, Cohesion, and his search for 
Super-fluids and Meta-materials. The Ramjet (Tesla's flying stovepipe) was supposedly 
invented in 1913-1914 by French inventor René Lorin, but it did not work and was not re-
introduced until about 1928. But by 1913, Tesla had written about a similar device that "would 
resemble a gas stove and weigh almost as much."— Nikola Tesla, 7-7-1912. Tesla's Fountain 
in 1914 introduces the idea of the Cascade Effect and Concentric Waves in Water. Tesla's 
Lightning Protector in 1917 introduces both protection and capture of lighting and EMF 
recycling. Tesla's 1927-8 Verticle Take-Off & Landing (VTOL) aircraft patent was to use the 
very efficient dual Tesla Steam Turbines running against each-other and a specially designed 
Gyro for stability. Tesla 1931 Pierce-Arrow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o 
Tesla Turbine http://opensourceecology.org/wiki/Tesla_Turbine

Preliminary Inventory to the Papers of John G. Trump - MIT Libraries 
https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf

PBS: Tesla - Master of Lightning: The Missing Papers 
https://www.pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_mispapers.html

John G Trump Tesla FBI file http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-
trump-white-house-leaks.html

John G Trump Google Patents: https://www.google.com/search?
tbo=p&tbm=pts&hl=en&q=ininventor:%22John+G+Trump%22

In 2018, I saw a conspiracy in-action, drawing into the conspiracy further, Donald Trump! One 
that would further confirm that there was an acutal conspiracy going on. In early months of 
that year, John G Trump and Nikola Tesla were added to Donald Trump's Wikipedia page.  
Quote "His uncle, details about John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was 
involved in radar research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray 
machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when 
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9]". However, just a few months later, these 
details were removed from Donald Trump's Wikipedia page. And, a video on YouTube about 
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their relationship has also been removed. The information from the page has been re-created 
for you on this link from the Internet Archive at archive.org.

The Shanghai Museum and Belgrade Museum have cataloged “1000 Inventions” of Nikola 
Tesla’s, not including inventions that appeared later based on his observed laws like the 
“Ionosphere” or Arts Of “Telegeodynamics” nor “patents I did not file” on new physics like 
“Teleforce”. Patents he did not file after his 1896 lab fire. Patent citations to the existing Tesla 
patents. Patents involved with “Tuned Lightning”. https://shine.cn/news/metro/1810013015/

- Tuned Lightning http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-03-08.htm
- Teleforce https://rense.com/general10/deathray.htm
- Telegeodynamics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telegeodynamics
- Weather Modification https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-
nikola-tesla.html
- His 1000 Lights at Wardenclyffe http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm
- Law Of The Ionosphere https://www.facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=2028642334115253&set=pcb.2028642874115199&type=3&theater&ifg=1
- Missing Inventions https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-
missing.html
- Patent Applications https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6419149

John G Trump's 8 page report in Nikola Tesla's FBI File on January 27th-28th 1943 from 
documents in Tesla's storage unit -- "The Transmission of Electric Energy Without Wires", 
"World System of Wireless Transmission of Energy", "Method of Producing Powerful 
Radiations", "New System of Fluid Propulsion", "The Power of the Future", "Dynamic Theory 
of Gravity" and the "Nature of Atomic Energy", "Process of De-Gassifying, Refining & 
Purifying Metals", "The generation of high-voltage and the acceleration of charged particles", 
"Art of Telegeodynamics, or Art of Producing Terrestrial Actions at a Distance", "The Art of 
Projecting Concentrated Non-Dispersive Energy through Natural Media", "Possibilities of 
Electrostatic Generators", "Reactive Forces of Glycerine and Dynamite". 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3 

Nikola Tesla is John Galt. Tesla as Yoda speaks of the nature of Good & Evil, The Force & 
Man's Existence, The Dark Side's "Morality of Death", Perpetually Motors, Extracting energy 
from the Ionosphere, Cyclotrons, Atoms are Indestructible, Logic: A is A and not E is M, and 
much much more. http://amberandchaos.net/?page_id=73

WHAT ABOUT TESLA MOTORS?

The conspiracy between Nikola Tesla and Tesla Motors is one fo the biggest, most relevant 
conspiracies in world history. We'll cover that here. It begins in 1887, with Nikola Tesla's 
patent for the A/C induction motor. The invention that he said in his 1919 Autobiography 
entitled "My Inventions" was his most important is the A/C motor. The motor was part of his 
system of alternating currents he patented in 1887-1888 he called the Polyphase System. By 
1904, Tesla told JP Morgan in the JP Morgan Letters that he, Tesla, had already sold $6B of 
this system, $900B in today's dollars. In Tesla's Eulogy of 1943, spoken by Mayor Laguardia, 
said "Tesla would have been the richest man in the world, if he wished". By 1933, in the NY 
Herlad Tribune, an article entitled "Tesla Predicts New Soure Of Power In Year" he said that 
his motor's would "last for 500 years, unobstructed and indestructible". Since then, 
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Rockefeller Oil, the Bankers, the Green Party's and many others have taken no quarter at 
trying to stop electric cars.

December 29th 2019 How Tesla will Destroy 10 Industries: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=OkPSjcAy6jc -- 1) Auto 2) Oil (Energy) 3) Insurance 4) Lawyer's 5) Medical (Fire, Police & 
Military) 6) Parking & ("Road's") 7) Rental Cars 8) Railroads 9) Airlines 10) Robots that build 
Robots https://Cleantechnica.com/2019/12/24/youtuber-explains-how-elon-musk-tesla-will-
disrupt-10-industries/

Traders Now Betting On $200 Oil By The End Of The Month. SPECIAL REPORT:

Electric Cars have a 30-40X better round-trip efficiency than Gas, 10X safer, 10X longer 
lasting, 10X cheaper to charge & 10X more useful: Tesla Cyber-Truck vs Covid-19 Zombies 
(nurembergtrials.net) In this case laid out below, Electric Cars with Wireless Roads would 85-
90% round-trip efficiency. Tesla estimates the efficiency to be between 70-80% based on the 
average type of energy used in the United States and the use of A/C power and DC Chargers,
not Wireless. Gas cars are less than 2% efficient, round-trip.

November 2015 News: Tesla Motors Lining Up Broadside Attack On Auto Industry Lobbying 
http://cleantechnica.com/2015/11/01/tesla-lining-broadside-attack-auto-industry-lobbying/

September 2015 Why Combustion Engine Carmakers Are On A Collision Course With Destiny
http://cleantechnica.com/2015/09/24/why-combustion-engine-carmakers-are-on-a-collision-
course-with-destiny/

March 6th 2022 You Are Here: Mad Max meets Terminator meets George Orwell's 1984 
https://banned.video/watch?id=62253b588186d152c5c9e395

May 12th 2017 Tesla vs International Oil Barons Part 3: 'Stop Elon Musk Before It's Too Late 
for Us' https://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/international-oil-barons-stop-elon-musk-
before-its-too-late-for-us

May 13th 2017 Capitalists Eat Their Young: Why The Culture Of Greed Is Killing Innovation 
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/capitalists-eat-young-culture-greed-killing-innovation-
guardian/

May 15th 2017 Crude Oil: ‘Do Whatever it Takes’ - Barron's http://barrons.com/articles/crude-
oil-do-whatever-it-takes-1494858185

Latest News on Killing Tesla:

December 24th 2022 Tesla suspends production at Shanghai plant - internal notice. 
Rockefeller Oil, Rockefeller Medicine and Alex Jones Cheers! 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/tesla-suspends-production-shanghai-plant-125122362.html

December 24th 2022 California passes law banning Tesla from calling software FSD. Hitler & 
Russia's Getty Oil loving Gavin Newsom Cheers! https://www.teslarati.com/califonia-banning-
tesla-fsd/
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December 19th 2022 Tesla Owners Seem Most Likely To Be Victims Of Road Rage 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jimgorzelany/2022/12/19/tesla-owners-are-most-likely-to-be-
victims-of-road-rage/

December 16th 2022 Fake Greens Vs Tesla Green: Endangered Flower May Wipe Out 
Nevada Lithium Mine + Fake Indian Tribal Lands... A whopping 79% of the country's known 
lithium is found within 35 miles of tribal lands. In many places, that's already prompting 
protests by native American groups opposing mining on lands they consider sacred. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/green-vs-green-endangered-flower-may-wipe-out-
nevada-lithium-mine

November 3rd 2022 Competitors to Tesla and Pro-Vaccine companies like JP Morgan's 
General Mills, GM, Audi, Pfizer Join Growing List Of Companies Pausing Ads On Twitter 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/pfizer-audi-mondelez-join-growing-list-companies-
pausing-ads-twitter

Tesla vs Gas Cars:

Tesla Motors is based on Nikola Tesla. The A/C induction motor is 60lbs & 503HP @ 98% 
efficiency that can last for 500 years, unobstructed and indestructible - Nikola Tesla. 
https://teslaleaks.com/f/nikola-tesla-1-million-hour-ac-motor-in-the-tesla-model-s-plaid

The A/C induction motor can run at a nominal speed for 1 Million Hours (20-60 Million Miles), 
patented by Nikola Tesla in 1887. The longest running hydroelectric plant using these 
motor/generators (and Heat-Pump) has lasted for 127 years, running 24/7. Four of those 
independent in-wheel motors will be in the 2012HP Stainless Steel Cybertruck that will last for
1000 years. Gas powered cars are 2% efficient, round trip. That doesn't put oil and gas 
engines out of business immediately? https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/oils-
desperate-move-to-7gal-ft-electric-cars-vs-gas-efficiency

April 6th 2022 Who Cares About EV Fuel Efficiency? Drivers Don’t, But Investors Should. 
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/04/05/who-cares-about-ev-fuel-efficiency-drivers-dont-but-
investors-should/

June 18th 2022 How Long Do Electric Cars Last? This Tesla Has Gone 1 Million Miles! 
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/06/18/1-million-miles-in-a-tesla/

June 5th 2022 Prototype Quantum Glass Battery Powers Tesla Model S For 752 Miles On 
One Charge 880 Miles On A Dyno https://insideevs.com/news/558908/752-mile-range-
experimental-battery/

December 2nd 2022 Tesla released a timelapse video of one of its all-electric Semi trucks 
driving a 500-mile journey while carrying 82,000 pounds, the equivalent of a full load, on a 
single charge. The Tesla PLAID, Roadster 2, Semi & Cybertruck will come with a 1 Million 
Mile Guarantee option. https://futurism.com/the-byte/tesla-semi-truck-drives-500-miles-fully-
loaded

October 15th 2018 Tesla releases impressive pictures of Model 3 drive unit after test, Musk 
says they drove 1M miles with "VERY LITTLE WEAR" https://electrek.co/2018/10/15/tesla-
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drive-after-million-miles-test/

Those motors can be equipped today with a non-radiative wireless power, Tesla Coil, 
operating at 250-500KW (10-100MW for China's wireless trains) at 98% efficiency, (or 1MW 
DC) powered by an A/C generator at a hydroelectric plant at 95%+ efficiency located 2-3000 
miles away, run a 7 seater Tesla Model S at 55-75MPH indefinitely and not even need a 
battery. The Tesla Plaid can run at 25K RPM's, but Nikola Tesla reported that these motors 
are capable of 1 Million RPM's. That doesn't put your oil, gas, coal, tree burning and food 
Ethanol out of business immediately? https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-
0/f/nikola-tesla-wireless-ev-charging-to-moving-vehicles-coming-to-us

Fake News on Tesla:

Do Tesla's Run On Coal?

The states that burn coal for electricity ban Tesla's. California uses 1% of Coal for electricity. 
You've been watching too much Alex Jonestein. Mining? Lithium is laying on the ground in a 
Salt Flat. There is no "mine". In addition, there are many battery formula's that don't need 
Lithium or Cobalt, like Salt from Sea-Water and Sulfur. You're thinking about Alex Jonestein's 
Iodione and dick pills that he gets from the bottom of a 5 mile deep coal "mine". December 
8th 2022 Low Cost Sodium Sulfur Battery That Can Be Processed From Sea-Water Shows 
Promise https://cleantechnica.com/2022/12/08/low-cost-sodium-sulfur-battery-shows-promise/

Do Tesla's get only 100 Miles Per Charge?

The Tesla Model S with the new Quantum Glass Battery can get 752 Miles on a single 
charge, 880 on a Dyno. You must be talking about the Prius or exploding Chevy Volt. The 
Tesla Semi, can do 500 miles, carrying 30K Lbs, and Roadster 2 632 Miles and Cybertruck 
will go over 500 Miles. https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a38668912/750-mile-ev-battery-
michigan-startup-our-next-energy/

Gas Cars Explode at 100-200X Rate of a Tesla:

Hybrid-Gas: 3,600 fires per 100K sales; Gas vehicles: 1,529 fires per 100K sales; Electric 
vehicles: 25 fires per 100K sales; Tesla's: 8 fires per 100K. NTSB admits 1/2 of those are 
staged. 4 fires per 100K. Tesla aims for 1 fire per 100K cars. 
https://electrek.co/2022/01/12/government-data-shows-gasoline-vehicles-are-significantly-
more-prone-to-fires-than-evs/

Recall: All Chevy Bolts for Fire Risk | NHTSA https://nhtsa.gov/press-releases/recall-all-
chevy-bolt-vehicles-fire-risk

I've seen reports saying they needed 50,000 gallons of water to put out a fire, ... when actual 
report shows the ground was hardly wet; and needed only 2400 gallons. 4 of the 8 Tesla fires 
NTSB said were staged by gas station attendants like Alex Jonestein, set on fire with 
gasoline... See the ground by the firefighters? Hardly wet, and already put out, more or less a 
large swimming pool of water. https://carscoops.com/2022/11/fire-fighters-use-12000-gallons-
of-water-to-extinguish-burning-tesla-model-s/
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Here's another staged fire that's 100% fake, no proof the car "spontaneously" set on fire. 
https://kktv.com/2022/06/24/tesla-fire-takes-more-than-4500-gallons-water-extinguish-crews-
say/

Here's another fake fire where the ground is hardly wet 
https://statesman.com/story/news/politics/politifact/2022/08/03/fact-check-electric-vehicle-
fires-can-be-extinguished-with-water/65389595007/
BANNED!

The magic continues to be hidden. Nikola Tesla knew this. His inventions and their magic 
have been scuttled since the beginning. In 1912 and again in 1943 he reveals why. He said 
that government regulations and inhibitions would scuttle his inventions They include scuttling
his Polyphase System, AM/FM Radio, Wireless power, Nuclear Energy, Solar Energy, Fluid 
Propulsion, to Washing Machines and Light Bulbs; involving Individuals, Corporations, the Oil 
Companies, the EPA, the Interior Department, the School System, the Government, the 
Banks, the Stock Markets, the Green Parties, and even the Indians... The full list of actual and
potential conspirators is below in the section on "A Murder De-Classified". I will explain what 
happed as-they-happened, in chronological order. Tesla's are banned. Renewables are 
banned. Wireless is banned. Hydrolectirc, Smelting, Fuel production, Food production, 
Lithium for Batteries, Financing, Patent Protections. Wireless power transmission has been 
banned until just recently. Wireless, radio-frequency and UV curing technologies have also 
been banned until just recently. Atomic batteries have been banned since their inception, like 
Radium or Thorium batteries. Nuclear power has been banned in the U.S.A. for 30 years.

December 10th 2022 The US Once Actually Banned Sliced Bread 
https://www.thedailymeal.com/1129524/the-us-once-actually-banned-sliced-bread/

Between 1950-1960 Major Hydro on Niagara was blocked by Indian Spirits 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Power_Commission_v._Tuscarora_Indian_Nation

Atomic Electric Batteries & Air Force Project 1794 for Saucer Flying Craft were all banned by 
Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 1963, Chrysler's Turbine Car's mothballed in 1963 - High 
Speed Steam-Turbine Electric Trains mothballed in 1973 after the Oil Embargo - Solar Power 
mothballed by Reagan by about 1983 - HAARP gets funded and built by 1993 - DEW alleged 
to be used on 9/11/2001 and alleged again in Iraq in 2003 - Earthquake Machine could have 
been used against Fukushima, Japan in 2011 to demonize Nuclear Power and replace the 
power supply loss with fracked natural gas. The San Onofre, California Nuclear Power Plant 
was shut down in 2012 and also replace with fracked natural gas. Furthermore, some want to 
bomb Iran's Nuclear Power Facilities so that they an presumable, replace the power loss with,
fracked natural gas. More recent closures in Massachusetts and other U.S. states are being 
replaced with fracked natural gas. How convenient. 

January 1st 1888 Beginning with Niagara Falls, through to the proposal to dam the Grand 
Canyon; and between 1950-1960 Major Hydro in the U.S. was blocked by "Indian Spirits" 
dwelling about 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Power_Commission_v._Tuscarora_Indian_Nation
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The "Free Niagara Movement was one of the earliest manifestations of the environmental 
movement. Its goal was to restore the falls and environs to their natural aesthetic condition. 
The Free Niagara Movement had widespread popular appeal and in 1883 resulted in the 
creation of a state reservation around the falls, including Goat Island (see Figure 2). The only 
objection was from the owners of the water wheels and mills along the shore, whose property 
was appropriated by eminent domain, and who were compensated for their losses, though not
to the extent that they claimed injury. It was the first acquisition by a state government of 
property for preservation of the natural environment. And with the emphasis on natural. The 
term "reservation" was significant. The property was intended as "a Reservation of natural 
beauty, not a formal park...the sole aim was to restore the landscape to its normal condition 
and preserve its beauty unadorned." (The first national park had been created at Yellowstone,
in adjoining parts of Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana, in 1872, but the conditions of its creation 
were very different from those at Niagara, in that it did not involve evicting previous industrial 
tenants. The second national park was created at Yosemite, California, in 1890.) 
http://library.buffalo.edu/projects/cases/niagara.htm

It began in the early 1900's with government regulation: Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 
1953 (OCSLA) used as a "Ruse" to continue the ban on offshore wind, floating solar, wave, 
de-salintation, power to gas, and ocean mass. Then, Trump to later approve offshore oil 
platforms, pipelines to shore, and fracking the ocean. 
http://nytimes.com/2016/12/20/us/obama-drilling-ban-arctic-atlantic.html

BLM Issues Rule Changes to Encourage Solar/Wind Development on Federal Lands 
http://renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/blm-issues-rulechanges-to-encourage-
solar-wind-development-on-federal-lands.html

Will Trumping Obama’s Interior Department Help Solar? 
http://renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/will-trumping-obama-s-interior-department-
help-solar.html

Dec 11th 2016 U.S. builds first offshore wind farm (Despite the OCSLA) 
http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/u-s-builds-first-offshore-wind-plant/

New Hawaiian coral-reef fish named for President Obama (Thanks to OCSLA, 600,000 
square miles of Ocean were ceased to save a fish that swims 300 feet below the water from a
Wind Turbine that spins 420 above the water http://treehugger.com/animals/new-
hawaiiancoral-reef-fish-named-president-obama.html

June 30th 2022 Enter the Ocean Emergency. UN declares Ocean Emergency: - NOAA 
Admits Great Pacific Ocean Garbage Patch I mages Are FAKE. Trash is dumped by Cruise 
Ships & Military; not citizens driving to the ocean and dumping their trash. The oceans do not 
exist. Swimming will be banned. Fish do not exist. Fishing will be banned. Only fake Fillet-O-
Fish sandwiches from McDonalds. https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/great-
ocean-garbage-patch-hoax-un-declares-ocean-emergency

President Obama is creating a 1,500-mile “butterfly corridor” to help Monarchs get from 
Mexico to Canada (The same path as the proposed Trans-Texas Wind Corridor) 
http://qz.com/407893/obama-is-creating-a-1500-mile-butterfly-corridor-to-help-monarchs-get-
from-mexico-to-minnesota/
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A win for monarch butterflies at Mexico summit? (+video) - Christian Science Monitor 
http://csmonitor.com/World/Americas/Latin-America-Monitor/2014/0220/A-winfor-monarch-
butterflies-at-Mexico-summit-video

National Strategy to save the Butterfly; and ban all renewable energy along the 2500 mile 
path https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/2083589/national-strategy-
to-promote-the-health-ofhoney.pdf

Trans-Texas Corridor https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-Texas_Corridor

November 29th 2021 Gas station attendants on horses & "conservationist" try to block a solar
grid in an empty desert to protect "The Dirt". 50,000 gas stations spewing cancer causing 
poison everywhere, 100% approved! Despite the fact that solar panels reduce dust, not 
increase it. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/clean-green-nevada-town-fights-keep-
solar-industry-desert-rcna6578

Why Did The Turtle Cross The Road? Answer: It Didn't Roads Are Banned Because Of Flying 
Turtles! In the case of the flying turtles, when Ivanpah was built by essentially a Presidential 
Directive, a whole 20 turtles were moved to another spot, fed well and got their pictures taken.
No turtles are ever harmed by Wind Turbines or Solar Panels.
Protecting the Flying Desert Tortoise - Chevron.com 
https://www.chevron.com/-/media/chevron/stories/documents/Desert-Tortoise-Transcript.pdf

Laws Protecting Flying Desert Tortoises - Desert Tortoise Council  
https://deserttortoise.org/about-desert-tortoises/laws-protecting-desert-tortoises/

The Threatened Flying Desert Tortoise 
https://www.blm.gov/sites/blm.gov/files/documents/Nevada_SNDO_Desert_Tortoise_Fact_Sh
eet_0.pdf

Flying Desert Turtle Act Of 1994 H.R.518 https://www.congress.gov/bill/103rd-
congress/house-bill/518/text

The California Desert is Dying, and People Seem to Think That’s OK 
http://newsweek.com/2016/03/25/death-valley-jim-california-desert-green-energy-437156.html

Feb 27th 2018 The (quiet) electric car was banned in 2010, and will be banned by 2020, 
based on little or no research. https://carscoops.com/2018/02/u-s-dot-declares-evs-hybrids-
cant-run-silent-low-speeds/

March 7th 2018 The Trump White House, FAA may ban personal use of drones at any time. 
https://engadget.com/2018/03/07/ford-proposes-remote-dronetracking-system-for-the-faa/ 
Autonomous cars could be banned at any time; to be "tested" only. 
https://sf.curbed.com/2018/2/27/17058194/california-driverless-cars-approve-dmv

The Tesla electric car is already banned in 24 Republican states. 
https://greencarreports.com/news/1095933_are-republicans-really-behind-tesla-sales-bans-
data-offers-clues Large Hydro-electric plants have been de-facto banned in the U.S.A. since 
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1908. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/915134381957654/

October 26th 2016 Sorry Donald Trump, 20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no 
effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15 years since 64 
turbines have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of
1000's". Note: There is no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be 
affected by wind turbines and solar panels. With the Trillions of dollars oil, gas and coal 
companies have, there isn't one video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate 
situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar 
panel. (Not even with Photoshop or After Effects) 
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-
golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776

25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: 
Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?v=XzoqTiTimPA

Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?
v=mFVDDng1vGI

DOE's Berkeley Labs reports US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents 
Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—particularly in the central United States—are at rock-bottom 
levels" http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-lab-
report-confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improved-project-performance/

July 27th 2021 Big horn sheep (trails) threaten to block the project. The "Friends of the River",
save the bugs people, tree burner people, keep the coal plants on and gas stations aim to 
support the sheep (trails)! July 26 2018 City Of Los Angeles Wants To Turn Hoover Dam Into 
World’s Largest Pumped Energy Storage Facility https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/26/city-
of-los-angeles-wants-to-turn-hoover-dam-into-worlds-largest-pumped-energy-storage-facility/

July 11th 2021 Tesla Berlin being blocked (again) by "environmental group's" funded by 
Chevron, for a "Refrigerator" with Tetrafluoropropene. https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-giga-
berlin-investigation-refrigerant-tank/

Which is the same exact molecule in refrigeration for refrigerators. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2,3,3,3-Tetrafluoropropene

May 10th 2021 CNN: Fake News and "Environmentalists" aim to block Tesla lithium 
production due to alleged "rare" wildflower https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/10/cars/evs-species-
extinct-nevada/index.html

July 9th 2018 Lock Ness Monster Hoax. The Lock Ness has had plans for a hydro-electric 
dam for decades, but has been blocked or delayed because of the hoax. 
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/07/monster-energy-project-wants-to-
use-loch-ness-as-a-giant-battery/

May 4th 2018 Last year, a similar project, Searchlight Wind, was abandoned after years of 
resistance from environmentalists. Conservation group Basin and Range Watch states 
opposition to development in the area because it is “surrounded by important lands and holds 
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unique biodiversity and cultural landscapes.” 
https://lasvegassun.com/news/2018/may/04/renewable-energy-vs-the-environment-proposed-
proje/

February 28 2018 The conspirators: Sierra Club, friends of the flying "desert turtle" act of 
1994, goat trails, etc. claim that "dust" from solar panels is "the" reason to ban them. "There 
should be no further changes to the allocations of conservation, recreational or renewable 
energy designations in this comprehensive plan. Local residents see the degradation of the 
Basin’s air quality from existing solar developments. When the desert crust is scraped and 
vegetation removed, the winds blow dust along sand transport paths. The effects are 
permanent and cannot be mitigated. " 
https://hidesertstar.com/mobile/opinion/letters_to_editor/article_59824be0-1cfb-11e8-8027-
234a988a2b0e.html 

February 26th 2018 The NY Times and Xi admit the elimination of term limits is to primarily 
help their "one belt one road" initiative 2025 succeed without outsiders blocking it. What Xi 
deemed as Global Government, or Globalists in the West and UK, instead of Globalism, 
based on "free trade" or at least trade across borders for renewables. 
https://nytimes.com/2018/02/25/world/asia/china-xi-jinping.html

January 13 2018 So what really happened to Solyndra? Solyndra went bankrupt because of 7
years of delays and lawsuits by the Cowboys, Indians, Hippies, the Edison Institute, and even
representatives of the Crown, that believe in the "Flying Desert Turtle Act of 1994" as a 
reason to block all renewable energy. Other Acts started the bans as early as 1908 in the US. 
Nuclear is the "safest industry in the history of mankind". No one has ever died from radiation 
from reactors, nor in a Tesla car in 75 years. The newest 12 pack modular function reactors 
are "impossible to melt down". In the case of the flying turtles, when Ivanpah was built by
essentially a Presidential Directive, a whole 20 turtles were moved to another spot, fed 
well and got their pictures taken. No turtles are ever harmed by Wind Turbines or Solar 
Panels. This gave time for Obama to add 78% tariffs on solar panels, while 500,000,000 solar
panels sat idle in California warehouses since 2009. https://youtu.be/FcGLNyM4VP4

September 10th 2016 The 20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on 
nearby eagles. "No adverse impact on survival or breeding", "In 15 years since 64 turbines 
have been in operation, only 2 observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's".
Note: There is no such thing as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by 
wind turbines and solar panels. With $$Trillions oil, gas & coal companies have, there isn't 1 
video on Youtube, nor Google Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a 
bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or 
Adobe After Effects) http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-
effect-on-nearby-golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776

25/04/2012 [FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: 
Windfarms https://youtube.com/watch?v=XzoqTiTimPA

Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?
v=mFVDDng1vGI

August 30th 2016 15 conspiracies in 1 -- The Renewable Energy Association (REA), the other
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main industry body, said it had a list of 15 "negative" changes made recently by the 
Government. http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/cheap-green-energy-golden-age-
under-threat-government-tinkering-lawrence-slade-greg-clark-a7215226.html

March 4th 2012 Wind and Solar have been banned in the desert southwest since 1994. 
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/mar/04/local/la-me-solar-tortoise-20120304

Wireless airships banned due to exploding airships like the Hindenberg 
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1087349538069470/

Why Nikola Tesla's Wireless Power Was Fated to Fail Due to Exploding Airships (such as the 
Hindenburg) By Austin Sirkin 03/04/2013 https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-
nikola-teslaswireless-power-was-fated-fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707

Private Trolly's were banned after the 1908, San Francisco earthquake. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy The High-speed rail 
conspiracy https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail

Tesla Bankwuptcy Flips-Script; Biden snubs Tesla, Solar & Nuclear ft Fake-News vs Tesla & 
Renewable Energy https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/tesla-bankwuptcy-flips-
script-biden-snubs-tesla-solar-nuclear

Why is Hydroelectric, Geothermal etc. Banned?

By 1936, it required a Presidential Directive to build any new hydroelectric system in the 
United States such as the Hoover Dam. More recently, to build any large renewable energy 
system in the U.S., it now also requires the approval of the U.S. Interior Secretary. Both the 
first large wind and solar grids from Tehachapi to Ivanpah needed a Presidential Directive. It's 
also well known in public filings that government regulation and environmentalists are 
responsible for the delays in implementing Solyndra. Delays in renewable-energy deployment
will prove costly to Arctic communities. This requirement is on top of the sabotage, 
unnecessary regulations, no renewable energy credits, defunding by banks, staged protests, 
Indian spirits, rock carvings, dinosaur rock "teeth", goat trails, flying turtles, Alien bacteria, 
Covid bats, common switchgrass, butterfly corridors ... to "it hurts my eyes" and "save the 
cows"; and their "environmentalist" cult will stop at nothing to stop all forms renewable energy.
Have you ever seen the Sierra Club or Greenpeace protest a Gas Station? They went so far 
as in New Zealand and on the Colorado River, governments have given their rivers 
"personhood"; which now allows the river, to sue the hydroelectric plant for disrupting "Mr./Ms.
River".

Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 bans all renewable energy 
http://en.openei.org/wiki/Geothermal_Steam_Act_of_1970

US Park Service Seeks to Protect - (Ban renewable energy forever) New Mexico Thermal 
Features Under Geothermal Steam Act - 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/01/us-park-service-seeks-to-protect-
new-mexico-thermal-features-under-geothermal-steam-act.html

Wilderness Act bans all renewable energy https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilderness_Act
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National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act bans all renewable energy 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wild_and_Scenic_Rivers_Act -- 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Wild_and_Scenic_Rivers_System
 
Volcano Power & Hawaii "Eruption"

Was the latest eruption in Hawaii staged to destroy Geothermal power? Given that the 
Hawaian Islands are a huge source of free energy. https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-
volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-hawaii-s-energy-source/amp

Why was CNN reporting that “Microwaves” were coming from the Volcano? August 26th 2016 
Obama bans Geothermal operations offshore by ceasing prime volcanic property located in 
the reefs. If anyone is poisoning the reefs, it’s the 80% of power coming from dirty oil and dirty
ICE cars, not from geothermal energy plants. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-the-largest-protected-place-on-the-
planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

August 28 2018 This dormant Volcano’s 240 square miles of magma could power the U.S., all
by itself. https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-
magma-1070218

Given that the Hawaiian Islands are a huge source of free energy. 
https://www.inverse.com/article/45772-volcano-kilauea-floods-geothermal-plant-threatening-
hawaii-s-energy-source/amp

Seizing the Oceans and Coral Reefs:

John Kerry, Obama and the "Save the Oceans" project want to seize 1/3 of the Earth's 
Oceans; while putting out propaganda that there is no fish in the Ocean, there's no Oxygen in 
the Ocean, your hair dryer is heating up the whole Ocean, and you can't use the Geothermal, 
Energy from Ocean Mass, Wave Energy, nor anything else that is free. There is no water in 
the Ocean, you can't get Uranium nor Lithium from the Oceans, it's impossible to drink it ... 
The Oceans no longer exist; just Trash. And by the way, were sending all the Morons that 
believe this shit, straight to Mars, ... and with a waiver to pass Trump's wall, the body 
scanning and Real ID requirements are all waived! https://youtube.com/watch?v=j-
6LwqgoXGw

Hawaii banned Geothermal 100 years ago. The only thing destroyed in the "Eruption" was the
geothermal operation. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puna_Geothermal_Venture

Obama also seized the largest piece of property ever; all the offshore areas around Hawaii so
that no Geothermal could ever be built. https://washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-to-create-
the-largest-protected-place-on-the-planet-off-hawaii/2016/08/25/54ecb632-6aec-11e6-99bf-
f0cf3a6449a6_story.html

Obama also seized the entire Wind Corridor of the US to 'save the Butterflies"; it blocking 
wind power in the windiest area of the US is just an unfortunate side effect I'm sure. 
https://qz.com/407893/obama-is-creating-a-1500-mile-butterfly-corridor-to-help-monarchs-get-
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from-mexico-to-minnesota/amp/

February 23rd 2018 The "Friends of the Ocean" people at the World Economic Forum want to
steal 20% of Earth's oceans (equivalent to all land mass) while banning  things like offshore 
renewables claiming there is more trash in the  oceans than fish. They have a $40M cash 
infusion to pay for propaganda  like this. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1265020523630203&id=693504594115135

 Friends.of the Ocean, like Friends of rivers used to ban hydro electric dams at the 2018 
World Economic Forum https://youtu.be/ocmOi_n5TZY

Other conspirators that block renewable energy development include  Friends of the River, 
Friends of the Colorado River, Friends of the  Grand Canyon, Friends of Yosemite, Friends of 
the Ocean and friends of  the Earth, used to ban Nuclear Power and substitute that power 
with coal  plants, burning trees and feces/trash burners. 

Hydroelectric Potential & Sabotage

In 2017, Australian National University identified 22,000 potential pumped-hydro sites in 
Australia. That's a thousand times more than Australia would need to go totally renewable, 
according to Kennedy, but it shows the untapped potential for pumped hydro. 
https://www.anu.edu.au/news/all-news/anu-finds-22000-potential-pumped-hydro-sites-in-
australia

A Century earlier, in 1908, "Environmental group's" tried to stop the SF Hechy Hechy Dam 
that used Nikola Tesla's A/C, and became PG&E, ... And still today Greenpeace, Sierra Club 
etc. want to tear down 10,000 dams. While that's going on. Greenpeace and Save the 
Oceans program and John Kerry intend to seize 2/3 of the entire Ocean 
https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/campaigns/oceans/

The beginning of WW1 started with an Austrian attack invasion of Serbia on 28 July 1914 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I

Ater Duke Ferdinand was supposedly killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the 
Allies, along with Yugoslavia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia

In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked first by Germany http://history.com/this-day-
in-history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece  .

Then later by Stalin, and as the people fled through escape routs, the allies claimed that 
25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane. 
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-
in-balkan-trap/

In Bosnia/Kosovo War, Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters  .

April 23, 1999 NATO Bombs TV Station in Serbia: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- 
The Tesla Museum was also destroyed and not rebuilt until 2007. 
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http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm. https://groups.google.com/forum/#!
topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQe

Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed 
http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-on-yugoslav-1990s-general-
trial-03-28-2017  .

The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in U?ice on 
the ??tinj? river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. http://srpskikod.org/en/first-
level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plants-in-serbia

First in the World manufacturing of "Perfect Diamonds" with Hydroelectricity + Electric Arc 
Furnace: Queens Quarterly July 1894 "The Tesla method to manufacture diamonds from an 
electric arc furnace will be perfected within the next year". The first in the world Electric Arc 
Furnace run by Hydro-Electricity, was installed in Canada at Tesla's Niagara Falls generators 
in 1899. By July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground in March 1895) the 
"Queens Quarterly" science publication predicted these Tesla methods would be "perfected" 
as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture ((Diamonds)) from the carbon 
dust coming from Electrical Furnaces". The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, 
(600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla. 

December 11th 2012 Why? California's lack of investment in (raising dams) water storage 
infrastructure over the last 40 years. And of course, the Taliban and Chevron and the 
Greenies sabotage the Dams... The outcome was expected, but it was the latest in a political 
battle that has been raging for decades. Even as the dam was approved in 1913 to assist 
earthquake-ravaged San Francisco, environmentalists and nature lovers, who said the 
valley's beauty surpassed even Yosemite Valley's, were fighting its construction. 
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/environment/a8515/what-happens-when-you-
remove-a-dam-14845676/

15GW Ethiopian Dam provides electricity, flood protection, irrigation  for farming, a dozen 
square miles of fresh drinking water, large lake,  fishery and runs on-demand all year around, 
can use pumped-hydro or  power-to-gas as a backup battery -- Noting the nation's fast 
tracking  demands for more energy, the Premier said the government would  aggressively 
work to raise the generation capacity to 15,000 MW by the  end of GTP II. The Dam is eco-
friendly and allows downstream regulated  flow all the year round. In addition, inhabitants 
would benefit from  fishery and the accompanying infrastructural facilities undertaken in  the 
area, said the Premier.  http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45201/100-renewable-
electricity-system-is-cheap-and-possible-solution-for-south-america-say-researchers/  -- Last 
month, Rwanda joined a global universal energy initiative,  Sustainable Energy For All, a 
United Nations-led scheme geared toward  actions that aim at positively transforming the 
world’s energy systems.  http://newtimes.co.rw/section/article/2016-12-21/206422/

Taliban & Dam Attacks:

July 27th 2021 Iran: Drought, water shortages spark protests, as the Taliban attacks another 
dam https://www.dw.com/en/iran-drought-water-shortages-spark-protests/a-58651779
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July 6th 2021 Gravitas: India's fears come true: Taliban targets Indian project 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IEpdY81snw
May 6th 2021 Taliban captures key Afghan dam as fighting rages Dahla Dam provides 
irrigation to farmers via a network of canals as well as drinking water for Kandahar province. 
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/6/taliban-captures-key-afghan-dam-as-fighting-rages 
March 4th 2021 Barrett authors first U.S. Supreme Court ruling, a loss for environmentalists 
(looking to block hydroelectric power and other renewables) 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barrett-authors-first-u-supreme-164133186.html 
Jan 9th 2021 Attack on Dam leaves Pakistan in the Dark 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/pakistan-power-outage-
caused-by-failure-of-safeguards/articleshow/80211970.cms
Dec. 31st 2020 A $3 billion, 2 Billion Watt pumped-water energy storage project has been 
proposed along Isabella Lake that would help even out power delivery from California solar 
and wind farms at a volume and longevity dwarfing the large battery installations envisioned 
for eastern Kern. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is reviewing a Walnut 
engineering company’s plan to create a new reservoir above the lake then use pumps and 
underground pipes to turn it into a rechargeable dam and hydroelectric generator putting out a
whopping 2,000 megawatts of power for up to 12 hours at a time. He said the U.S. 
Department of Energy has offered to cover 70 percent of the project’s cost. 
https://www.bakersfield.com/news/large-energy-storage-project-would-create-new-reservoir-
above-isabella-lake/article_a79ff7ee-4955-11eb-a6d5-5b06b053bb14.amp.html
October 27th 2020 Ethiopian Protests in 2020 were staged by those who lost the Dam issue. 
https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-54531747
October 25th 2020 Taliban attacked an army base, and seven policemen guarding a dam 
https://washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/afghanistan-violence-peace-talks-
taliban/2020/10/25/4161716e-156c-11eb-a258-614acf2b906d_story.html
October 23rd 2020 https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-ethiopia-egypt-abiy-ahmed-
sudan-4a71496ab630c5cc6dbd242be894d24a
October 24th 2020 6 Killed, 2 Injured In A Militant Attack on Kamal Khan Dam 
https://khaama.com/6-killed-2-injured-in-a-militant-attack-on-kamal-khan-dam-nimroz-987676/
August 25th 2020 PoK locals up in arms against China & Pakistan’s Silk Road dams 
https://republicworld.com/world-news/pakistan-news/pok-residents-protest-againt-
construction-of-dams-by-china-and-pakistan.html
July 15th 2020 World Wildlife Fund & Fish and Game & Save the So  and So...and friends all 
want to tear down all your free-energy,  free-water and free flood control for farming, 24/7 
demand response,  24/7 backup power, boating, fishing etc. at Dams, Power-Gas, etc. and  
replace all that power with COAL PLANTS> Even though there have been  Run of River, Fish 
Ladders since the 1930's and feeding rivers and lakes  with fish, are all ignored. 
https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/17/hydro-power-to-the-people-the-fight-against-bosnia-
and-herzegovina-s-hydroelectric-dams - (https://www.nwcouncil.org/reports/columbia-river-
history/damsimpacts)  -- "In the US and Europe, there are plans for the removal of  
decommissioned dams to restore the connectivity of the rivers. Some dams  have already 
been removed," says Barbarossa. "Our global maps can help  to prioritize locations for 
restoration measures, such as dam removal  and installation of bypasses." 
https://phys.org/news/2020-02-hydropower-threaten-fish-tropics.html
July 7th 2020 Egypt hackers attack Ethiopian sites as Nile dam talks falter https://al-
monitor.com/pulse/originals/2020/06/egypt-cyber-attack-ethiopia-nile-dam-dispute.html
June 1st 2020 #TALIBAN Facing drought, farmers plan for 'economic disaster' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/facing-drought-farmers-plan-economic-173510766.html
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May 16th 2020 9 militants killed, 2 soldiers wounded in water dam attack 
http://xinhuanet.com/english/2020-05/16/c_139061732.htm
April 2nd 2020 The Taliban attacked security outposts in the Dahn Dara Dam area of Pashtun 
Kot District, killing two police officers and wounding three others https://latimes.com/world-
nation/story/2020-02-06/afghanistan-and-iran-battle-over-water-with-spies-bribes-and-threats
March 5th 2020 "Thank You Taliban" - Donald Trump -- Sep 19, 2019  A  Taliban car bomb 
killed and wounded dozens of people in ... Insurgents  have also attacked power-transmission
lines https://wsj.com/articles/taliban-bombing-flattens-hospital-kills-at-least-15-in-afghanistan-
11568887954
March 4th 2020 Is Trump the same Terrorist as the Taliban? 
https://apnews.com/e142c8d18406fb270ccb2c0cb0872a0a
March 3rd 2020, Trump blocks Ethiopia out of the Grand Renaissance Dam negotiations -- 
https://bbc.com/news/world-africa-51728405 -- The Taliban and Republicans have been 
blowing up your free energy,  free water, free irrigation, steel smelting, gas production, 
demand  response, backup power dams in every country for over 50 years. 
https://google.com/search&q=taliban+dams 
July 22nd 2018 George P Bush also congratulated Trumps Department of Interior head, 
another Republican, Ryan Zinke, who was the one, along with the greenies that want to tear 
down all hydroelectric dams, who called for blowing up the Hechy Hechy Dam outside of San 
Francisco. When Zinke was asked what will we do to replace the power and water, he 
responded "Well think of something"! The Governor of Texas in also Republican, and ERCOT 
Commissioner is from Austin, TX. As soon as their piece of shit system fails, they blame Tesla
electric cars (That are banned in TX). Jones would have been more accurate to blame the 
Abominable Snowman. https://www.wsj.com/articles/interior-secretary-meets-with-group-
seeking-to-drain-san-francisco-reservoir-1532286000
May 23rd 2017 Egypt politicians  call to sabotage Ethiopia's Nile dam project  
http://sudantribune.com/spip.php?article46817  -- Orgonite used to  sabotage Mozambique  
http://forum.ampprod.com/showthread.php?29877-Orgonite-used-to-sabotage-
hydro...damhydro  electric dam
Other Dams under attack by Terrorists: March 2nd 2017 (Ethiopia) says planned attack on 
flagship dam project foiled http://africanews.com/2017/03/02/ethiopia-says-planned-attack-on-
flagship-dam-project-foiled// 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Ethiopian_Renaissance_Dam (Angola) (Capanda Dam): 
Construction of the dam was conducted under the conditions of the ongoing Civil War in 
Angola. On November 4, 1992, the site was captured by a UNITA military squad. During this 
attack about 20 Angolans - mostly police guarding the construction site and three Russian 
specialists were killed. After the capture of the unfinished hydro-electric site, it stood without 
any preservation or conservation until 2000. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capanda_Dam -- 
(Philippines) 10.6-MW Pulanai hydropower plant being constructed in Philippines was 
attacked by armed individuals on Feb 2017 (Afghanistan/India) (Salma Dam) 
http://hydroworld.com/articles/2017/03/10-6-mw-pulanai-hydropower-plant-being-constructed-
in-philippines-suffers-attack.html "Green" groups attack Dams: http://ecowatch.com/rivers-
under-attack-dams-2041546416.html -- Infrastructure and Irregular Warfare: A Good Year for 
Afghan Dams 
http://realcleardefense.com/articles/2016/12/20/infrastructure_and_irregular_warfare_afghan_
dams_110524.html -- Dams Power Turkey's Conflict With the Kurds | Stratfor 
https://stratfor.com/analysis/dams-power-turkeys-conflict-kurds Updated Apr 16, 2017, 10:05 
AM
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July 23, 2016 Afghanistan blast: At least 61 killed at protest for a power line plan 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zvn2GhVuKaY
July 8, 2008 Suicide Car Blast Kills 41 in Afghan Capital for power lines from their 
hydroelectric plants https://nytimes.com/2008/07/08/world/asia/08afghanistan.html 
In February 2007, the Kajakai Dam was the subject of fighting between NATO and Taliban 
insurgents, as part of https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kajaki_Dam Operation Kryptonite. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Kryptonite [7] According to the governor of Helmand 
province, Assadullah Wafa, over 700 Taliban insurgents (including Pakistanis, Chechens and 
Uzbeks) coming from neighboring Pakistan fought against over 300 NATO troops.[8] Most of 
the NATO troops were Dutch and British. The number of casualties mentioned varies. The 
insurgents intended to destroy the dam.[9] Despite the turbine being delivered onsite, over 7 
years later in September 2015 it has still not been installed, as its installation requires 700 
tonnes of cement which cannot be delivered to the dam due to attacks by the Taliban.[11] 
February 4th 2017 "21 hydropower dams in the pipeline" Using its hydel, solar, gas, wind and 
coal resources, Afghanistan could become self-sufficient in electricity production and 
irrigation, an official said Saturday. http://pajhwok.com/en/2017/02/04/21-hydropower-dams-
pipeline

The Great Colorado Flood of May 30-31, 1935

In Steven King's book, IT, the book starts out in Chapter 1 "The Time Before"! The Time 
Before What?? The time before they had a hydroelectric dam on the river, that would have 
prevented the flood that happened in the book, that killed everyone, and led to the character 
PENNYWISE. In fact, the cost of the hydroelectric power is just, 1 penny per Kw/hr, and very 
wise. In history, prior to dams built on Niagara Falls or on the Colorado River, every 50 years, 
or so, a massive flood would travel down the rivers and kill everyone on the river. Thus, 
leading to the "Indian Spirits" dwelling about the river idea, that the "Indians" use as an 
excuse to attempt to ban the hydroelectric system at Niagara Falls beginning in 1893. A ban, 
that would get them all killed, and send the spirits right back down the river... 
https://www.wunderground.com/blog/weatherhistorian/the-great-colorado-flood-of-may-3031-
1935-one-of-the-states-top-.html

Forever Chemicals Hoax:

This may be the most important of all ideas that the conspirators want to stop. It's in the title. 
“Forever”. That's the last thing the PTB want to allow. In their system “you pay”. How can you 
keep going to Walmart, if you only had to buy somethine one time, that lasts “forever”? And, 
will last long beyond a lifetime, if not millenia. All of the now known revelations of each of 
these will be covered in their appropriate section in this book.

You've heard of the Egyptian Pyramids? They are allegedly 5,000 years old. So, it's not that 
hard of an idea to understand. It something lasts forever, and there are many things in nature 
or manufactured that last forever, by definition. Earth, the Ocean, the Sun, the Wind, 
Niagara .. All of the now known revelations of each of these will be covered in their 
appropriate section in this book. Falls, Super-Fluids, Chemicals like “Forever Chemicals”, 
Perpetual Wicks, Gyrotrons, Perpetual Motion Machines, A/C induction motors, Batteries. 
What if there are things already available today, just like these, but don't know it or were never
told about it. That's the conspiracy. This is the last thing they want you to know.
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August 28th 2021 Biden snubs Tesla, bans "forever" solar panels, and now blocks Nuclear 
Power from Cop26. Alok Sharma under fire as nuclear industry claim they have been banned 
from Cop26. https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2021/08/28/alok-sharma-fire-nuclear-
industry-claim-have-banned-cop26/amp/ 
July 18th 2021 Maine is the first U.S. state to ban Solar Panels because of an alleged 
"Forever Chemical" used in the manufacture of some long lifespan solar panels. 
https://www.ecowatch.com/maine-forever-chemicals-2653823872.html
When in fact, it's actually the Oil and Gas Companies; who also own the Pharma Companies 
that use these Forever Chemicals in petrochemical processing. EPA 1993 on Hydrogen 
Fluoride in Fracking https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=10003920.TXT
June 23rd 2021 Biden bans imports of solar panel material from Chinese companies 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-restricts-exports-5-chinese-211346273.html
June 15th 2021 North Carolina And California will contend in a rule it intends to finalize by 
July 1 that persistence alone is enough to trigger regulation of PFAS. If the rule is finalized, 
California’s Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) will become the world’s first 
agency to use persistence as the primary rationale for  regulating  a  class of chemicals. 
https://www.carolinajournal.com/news-article/epa-confirms-genx-related-compounds-used-in-
solar-panels/
June 15th 2021 Washington Post uses the picture of an electric car battery, as to allude that 
they want to ban the batteries too!  This new regulation by Gavin Newsom of Getty Oil, is 
another attempt at banning long lasting solar panels, called GenX. Like, solar panels that last 
50-200 years!  https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2021/06/15/toxic-pfas-
makeup/
January 12th 2021 Project to eliminate 'forever chemicals' ... to furniture, fire extinguishers, 
solar panels, saucepans, packaging and paints. 
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2021-01/au-rpt011221.php

WHO IS JOHN GALT?

Who was John Galt? A particularly interesting idea is that Ayn Rand’s fictional character from 
Atlas Shrugged was at least partially patterned after Nikola Tesla. After all, Galt had studied 
physics and became an engineer, then designed a “revolutionary new motor powered by 
ambient static electricity.” Galt became frustrated when the company he worked at embraced 
collectivism and he walked out, leaving his new motor behind.

This story plays well with Nikola Tesla’s actual history, at least when it is infused with some 
speculation that perhaps extends well beyond actual fact. Tesla obviously studied physics and
became an electrical engineer. He designed a revolutionary new motor powered by 
alternating current and experimented with electrostatic electricity. And like Galt, Tesla became 
frustrated with the corporatism of working for Edison.

Rand even alludes to Tesla coils—“It was the coil that I noticed first…Those men, long ago, 
tried to invent a motor that would draw static electricity from the atmosphere, convert it and 
create its own power as it went along.” While there are clear departures from Tesla in the Galt
character, these changes are certainly within the normal realm of creative writing. Atlas 
Shrugged is, after all, a novel.

The key to the thread is that John Galt, like Nikola Tesla, was interested in the production of 
what effectively would be “free energy.” Virtually all costs associated with electrical power 
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generation, transmission, and use would be eliminated. Tesla had discovered what he called 
“terrestrial stationary waves” in his laboratory in Colorado Springs. The Earth could transmit 
power—acting as a conductor that would be as responsive, and controllable, as a tuning fork. 
With this knowledge Tesla was able to light two hundred lamps without the use of wires.

Returning to New York, Tesla planned to develop not only wireless communication in his new 
facility at Wardenclyffe, but wireless power freely distributed to all through the Earth’s surface.
With this as a base, the John Galt connection—creating free energy from static electricity—is 
sometimes extended to include Wilhelm Reich. Reich claimed to have discovered what he 
called “orgone,” which was a physical energy contained in all living matter as well as in the 
atmosphere. He believed that this orgone could generate “free, useable energy.” Galt, Reich, 
and Tesla all discovered “free energy.” So where is it? Why do we have to pay the electrical 
utility for our power and wait for them to get power back on after a storm? Well, according to 
the conspiracy theorist, it is because the few people with political and corporate power do not 
want the rest of us to take away their profits by having access to energy that is “free.”
Tesla Shrugged? Was John Galt Based on Nikola Tesla? – David J. Kent (davidjkent-
writer.com) 

Nikola Tesla is John Galt. Tesla as Yoda speaks of the nature of Good & Evil, The Force & 
Man's Existence, The Dark Side's "Morality of Death", Perpetually Motors, Extracting energy 
from the Ionosphere, Cyclotrons, Atoms are Indestructible, Debunking Einstien using Logic: A 
is A and not E is M, and much much more. http://amberandchaos.net/?page_id=73 

THE RUSSIAN CONSPIRACY

The "Russian Conspiracy" is referenced in Tesla's FBI File claims that experiments now under
way at Hill AFB convinced them that the Soviet's had primary access to Tesla's "entire 
collection". As opposed to John G Trump claiming that Tesla's work had "no military 
significance" and therefore should not be held under national security. 
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/- 
MbiDQdIf3aY/WHChCAg0C7I/AAAAAAAAAc4/JE0KCngJhogsf9m5U0s5a1kax2HxEOWpQC
LcB/s640/Russian-Conspiracy-FBIFIle.PNG

Agent exposes the Russian Conspiracy in the Nikola Tesla FBI File: 
https://facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=1631999090446248&set=oa.757563367714757&type=3&theater

The U.S. was concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death 
Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK & Yugoslavia. Tesla FBI File interview report 
with Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116

The Russian's do have other associations with Tesla's inventions in the Tesla FBI File, during 
WW2, to today. On December 22nd 2022, Vladimir Putin said they have Tesla's Death-Ray 
methods vs any drone or missile attacks by the U.S. Patriot missile System used by Ukraine. 
President Putin: Let the U.S. supply "Patriot" system to Ukraine, we will destroy it 
(bitchute.com)

https://www.bitchute.com/video/aNpNysSQjLTp/
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Einstein was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel stupid — FBI file -- "Nikola Tesla (proved) 
that Relativity in many respects is erroneous" https://slguardian.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/wrong.jpg -- 4) Einstein was wrong about everything -- That same 
informant provided the field office with notes cribbed from Elizabeth Dilling’s The Red Network
“proving” that Einstein was a fraud and that relativity was a Soviet plot to make Americans feel
stupid or something. https://slguardian.org/einstein-was-asoviet-plot-to-make-americans-feel-
stupid-fbi-file/

Westinghouse & Tesla vs JP Morgan for Niagara Falls

Tesla once said: “If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6, and 9, then you would have a 
key to the universe.”. Explained below, this quote will lead to the idea that Nikola Tesla's 
conspiractors will use government regulation to stop his inventions. Also explained in patents 
you can read at the patent office, is that some are filed by the government and the 
government does not have to pay anyone for their use by the government. And in addition, 
during wartime or emergencies the governent can sized your property and anything else they 
want, and use them at their will.

The secret of 3 6 9 on Nikola Tesla is this: It's Supreme Court Case 369, June 21 1943 
MARCONI WIRELESS T. CO. OF AMERICA v. US https://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-supreme-
court/320/1.html

” The invention described herein may be manufactured and used by or for the Government of 
the United States of America for governmental purposes without payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. “” 

 The secret is 1) Nikola Tesla invented Radio 2) Radio is Electric Induction and not hertzian 
waves 3) The Government owns your patents, and they don't have to pay you. That's the 
"secret of the Universe". Furthermore, Tesla told JP Morgan in 1903 in the JP Morgan Letters 
"I sold $6B in my inventions since 1888" in 1900 dollars. But, the patents expired after 15 
years, and GE and Steinmetz went ahead and filed their own patents for A/C and were 
approved by the patent office. By 1907, the stock market crash between Anaconda Copper 
(Morgan, Rothchilds, Hearst) vs United Copper/Heinze (Westinghouse/Tesla) was staged to 
bankrupt Westinghouse. Whilst, 50% of Westinghouse's revenue went to protecting the Tesla 
patents. Westinghouse and Tesla went bankrupt. Tesla had to allegedly "tear up" his A/C 
contract with Westinghouse to save the company. Then, JP Morgan bailed out the U.S. 
government with $500M of his own money - 
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm

Niagara Falls system was approved on May Day 1888, when Nikola Tesla's 40+ patents for 
his system of A/C power generation, distribution and the motors which was bought by 
Westinghouse for a "kings ransom". This system was used in 13 patents for Niagara Falls. 
Thomas Edison did not steal Nikola Tesla's inventions relating to the 40+ Alternating Current 
A/C Motors, Mono-Polar DC Dynamo's and Generators, nor his methods of A/C power 
transmission. However, Westinghouse and JP Morgan's General Electric (GE) and Thomas 
Edison did have a "patent sharing" agreement for such systems. 
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/
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6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla's patent for a lump sum payment of 
$216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company 
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla  ﾗMore on at http://TeslaLeaks.com  ﾗ Theory: Nikola 
Tesla vs JP Morgan sets fire to Tesla Lab in 1895 then pays Tesla $150K to keep quiet 
https://youtube.com/watch? v=QgL8jLbPLgM  ﾗDelivered before the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers, May 1888. A New System of Alternate Current Motors and Transformers 
by Nikola Tesla https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikolatesla/a-new-system-of-
alternate-current-motors-and-transformers-1888/

George Westinghouse didn't invent anything A/C. The 40 Tesla Polyphase patents were 
already filed by 1887 for commercial use, and were purchased by Westinghouse for a "Kings 
Ransom". The patents were used by Tesla in 1889 (Wardenclyffe foreclosure appeal) and 
1899 in Colorado Springs. Westinghouse then used the Tesla patents and Tesla's assistance 
to build the AMES Hydro-electric plant at Telluride in 1891 and Niagara Falls in 1895. Nine of 
the 13 patents for Niagara Falls are stamped in metal placards at the falls with the name 
'Nikola Tesla" with the patent numbers. The search for Hydro-electric locations in the US was 
called "The Columbian Exposition"; named after The Columbian Exposition of 1893. After the 
Tesla A/C patents expired, in 1904, Tesla reports to JP Morgan that he, Tesla, had sold $6B in
his inventions since then. Westinghouse was merely a customer of Tesla. If Bugs Bunny buys 
the Tesla patents, makes no improvement or patents; does Bugs get credit for inventing it? -- 
Mr. AB Barron on the Tesla Transformers & Wardenclyffe Tower (The Electrical World and 
Engineer 1902) and 1889 [https://books.google.com/books? 
id=z7VQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA499&lpg=PA499&dq=barron+nikola+tesla

The Niagara Falls project was planned much earlier than it's completion in 1895, involved 
experience building the AMES Hydro Plant in Ames, CO completed in 1891. A year earlier in 
1894, the first Hydro Plant using Tesla's AC Power System was the Jaruga Hydroelectric 
Power Plant built near Nikola Tesla's hometown in Serbia in Croatia. See the Niagara Falls 
Power Project (1888)  A letter from Nikola Tesla to JP Morgan on 12/19/1904 reveals that 
Tesla tells Morgan that "if he had built Wardenclyffe at Niagara Falls, as was Rankine's 
suggestion (a partner in the Tesla Electric Company and head of the Niagara Power 
Company) it would be operable by now." The final psychological blow for Tesla occurred in 
1906 after the deaths of Rankine (of a heart attack) and Stanford White (who was murdered 
in an infamous love scandal with model Evelyn Nesbitt). Tesla was all but alone now. He 
could not face his friends such as the Johnsons, nor could he face his failure any longer, and 
suffered a nervous breakdown. Due to my work in graphology, I have discovered a complete 
disintegration in his handwriting in that year from his secretary George Herbert Walker Scherff
Sr confirms the hypothesis. The official nature of Tesla's Wardenclyffe tower is described in 
his Wardenclyffe Foreclosure Hearings in 1923. 

WAR OF THE CURRENTS

NIKOLA TESLA ON HIS WORK WITH ALTERNATING CURRENTS and Their Application to 
Wireless Telegraphy, Telephony and Transmission of Power : An Extended Interview ISBN: 1-
893817-01-6 http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/ In 1887 The War of the 
Currents, which had begun as a spirited but more or less conventional exchange of business 
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propaganda claims and counterclaims, heated up in 1888 with the publication of Edison's "A 
Warning" on the mortal danger of AC. What drove Edison to this extreme measure must have 
been in part a genuine belief that AC was more dangerous than DC, but also a vague sense 
that something was catching up on him. Edison still had more installations than 
Westinghouse, but the Westinghouse and other AC companies were growing faster than 
Edison's companies. No doubt, a sharp rise in the price of copper in 1887 contributed to 
Edison's mood. A French syndicate had cornered the copper market and driven the price up. 
DC systems, because of the low voltages, used thick copper conductors to lessen resistance, 
whereas AC could be sent on thin wires at high voltages. So the copper problem hurt Edison 
more than it hurt the AC systems. http://library.buffalo.edu/projects/cases/niagara.htm Niagara
Falls 13 Patents as of 1899. 
http://77458877.weebly.com/uploads/1/6/5/1/16517808/695770_orig.jpg

Next, we'll look at what was built or patented by others in 1895 to today from General 
Electric/General Motors (JP Morgan, GE, Thomas Edison, Henry Ford) in 1895-1900, 
Rudolph Diesel in 1895-6, Benz in 1896, Anhurser Bush 1900-1906, the 1906 San Francisco 
Earthquake and Trolly Conspiracy and today the Ford Motor Company's "Reluctance Motor" 
appearing as the motor used in Tesla Motors Co., Tesla Model S. In 1894-1895, JP Morgan 
merged Thomas Edison, Thomson-Houston, Charles Steinmetz and others into General 
Electric and later General Motors in 1908, after Westinghouse and Tesla went bankrupt in 
1907. Previous to Tesla's lab burning to the ground, there were no gas engines that used 
Tesla's concepts in reciprocation, moment and dead center etc. The Ford Quadricycle 1896 
was merely a bicycle. Ford then began to work for Westinghouse Engine Company, setting up
and repairing steam traction engines used by the farmers. This is the connection between 
Nikola Tesla, Ford Motor Company & Tesla Motors.It was reported widely that Nikola Tesla 
visited Henry Ford at his factory, which was having some kind of difficulty. Ford asked Tesla if 
he could help identify the problem area. Tesla walked up to a wall of boilerplate and made a 
small X in chalk on one of the plates. Ford was thrilled, and told him to send an invoice. The 
bill arrived, for $10,000. Ford asked for a breakdown. Tesla sent another invoice, indicating a 
$1 charge for marking the wall with an X, and $9,999 for knowing where to put it. Even though
Ford did work for Westinghouse, General Electric touts that Thomas Edison and Henry Ford 
were not only collaborators, but also the best of friends. How Henry Ford And Thomas Edison
Killed The Electric Car by 1914. Many Ford enthusiasts also know that, at the time Ford first 
drove his Quadricycle on the streets of Detroit in 1896, he was working for Edison at the 
Detroit Edison Illuminating Company. They also know that a couple months later, when Ford 
was introduced to Edison and showed Edison his plans for a gasoline automobile, Edison 
encouraged him to pursue those plans. http://jalopnik.com/5564999/the-failed-electric-car-of-
henry-ford-and-thomas-edison

March 31, 1913 JP Morgan Sr. assassinated by Illumanist, Richard Howard in Canada by the 
Niagara Falls Gorge, for his exposing Masonic Lodges, his support for Nikola Tesla and 
oppositon to the Federal Reserve? https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iQ_j2vm5ZRQ&feature=youtu.be&t=1655 JP Morgan Wikipedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._P._Morgan JP Morgan & John Jacob Astor were investors into 
the Niagara Falls project: http://library.buffalo.edu/projects/cases/niagara.htm 
http://cdsun.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/cornell?a=d&d=CDS19130401.2.6

Rurmors of Friends, Families and Forays that Edison built a battery-powered front-wheel-
drive electric in 1895, and he's noted as owning a few of the very expensive electric cars then
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in production, but no pictures or evidence exists. By December 1895, Randolph Diesel 
Patents a gas engine w/ flywheel, but does not explain the concept of reciprocation. The Flat 
Engine, and Benz Boxer with Balance Shaft or "contra engine" was the first after Tesla to 
recognize reciprocation in 1896. The Paris "city to city" races in 1896 included 6 cars, 4 gas 
cars much like bicycles and 2 steam engine cars, none used an electrical igniter for gas 
engines, spark plugs reciprocation and the fastest gas car was 22 mph. The Peugeot Type 15
was the first to use transversely mounted 198X. Henry Ford created the first Hybrid in 1899 w/
flywheel? Anheuser Bush funding Car Races & Beer in 190X and later donates $100K to San 
Francisco survivors of the 1906 earthquake that ended up bankrupting the privately owned 
electric Trolly systems in the United States. Much like how JP Morgan supposedly "invests" 
$150,000K into Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower, when it's more likely it was a payoff for the 
burning down of Tesla's lab in 1895. John Astor was the primary investor up until about 1899 
into Nikola Tesla's wireless works in Colorado Springs leading up to the Wardenclyffe Tower 
System. JP MORGAN / GE The development of mass produced electricity dates back to the 
1890’s when Thomas Edison, backed by JP Morgan, was promoting DC current as the 
dominant form of electricity distribution while Nicola Tesla backed by George Westinghouse 
was promoting AC current. The battle for electricity dominance culminated with the awarding 
of the contract to build a power station at Niagara Falls. The winner would establish the 
standard for the nation. JP Morgan and Rockefeller had merged to form General Electric. GE 
and then put pressure on Westinghouse’s financing to force a take-over of Westinghouse: 
Morgan then spread false rumors on Wall Street about the solvency of Westinghouse, 
resulting in a collapse of Westinghouse stock price. It was then that Tesla signed over all his 
patents to Westinghouse to allow the company to obtain additional financing and proceed with
Tesla’s invention — AC current. http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-morgan-and-electric-power-
100-years-of-misconduct/ 

Didn't Thomas Edison electrocute elephant's and animals to claim A/C (5G, Radio or Wireless
Power) was dangerous? He was lying. While at the same time, Edison's D/C trolleys were 
killing people. Thus the name "Brooklyn Trolley Dodgers". Later, the Trolley system of 
Edison's was replaced with the safer Westinghouse, Tesla system. Then the Brooklyn Trolley 
Dodgers could be renamed to the LA Dodgers. https://youtube.com/watch?v=VD0Q5FeF_wU 
He's not just a murder of animals, but also people. And a pathological liar... To discourage A/C
use, Edison declared high-voltage ac systems unsafe and lobbied the U.S. government to 
ban the technology. https://books.google.com/books? 
id=0kShVp04_oQC&pg=PA11&lpg=PA11&dq=thomas+edison+government+ban+AC 

The Boston Sunday Globe December 18 1904 -- Nikola Tesla & George Herbert Walker 
Scherff, on Dec 19 1904, admit Niagara Falls was to have 10K H.P. of wireless power. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-PSpA
 
In the summer of 1907, the American economy was showing signs of weakness as a number 
of business and Wall Street brokerages went bankrupt. In October, the respected 
Knickerbocker Trust in New York City and the ¹Westinghouse Electric Company both failed, 
touching off a series of events known as the Panic of 1907.  See other Theodore Roosevelt 
domestic activity. 1: Westinghouse Electric was the victim of foul business practices by J.P. 
Morgan. Morgan controlled General Electric and Thomas Edison’s Direct Current, (DC) 
electrical patents. He contended with Westinghouse Electric, who controlled Nicola Tesla’s 
Alternating Current, (AC) electrical patents. Morgan and Edison strove for control of all 
electrical power in America. Edison used deceptive demonstrations of the supposed 
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increased dangers of AC and Morgan had spread rumors in Wall Street that Westinghouse 
was insolvent, causing Westinghouse stock to collapse, along with the stock of the 
Westinghouse backers. Panic of 1907: J.P. Morgan Saves the Day (u-s-history.com) 

While Charles Steinmetz & GE was busy trying to figure out and copy Nikola Tesla's AC 
system, by 1895 Tesla abandoned AC for The Wireless Power Art. Nikola Tesla was right—
you can transfer electrical power wirelessly. He demonstrated it in several ways in the late 
19th century. Yet, as usual, he was ahead of his time. Up until recently, that work was 
generally lost, ignored, or dismissed. Now researchers and developers are finally finding ways
to make wireless power transfer happen in a practical manner. 
http://www.electronicdesign.com/power/cables-be-gone-wireless-charging-charges

April 25 2018 Charles Steinmetz Electrifies the Modern World 
http://now.northropgrumman.com/charles-steinmetz-electrifies-the-modern-world/

May 1958 by editor of Popular Science Magazine and witness who entered Tesla's hotel room
in 1943. "Electricity today is generated, transmitted, and converted to mechanical power by 
means of his inventions." http://science.sciencemag.org/content/127/3307/1147

Tesla could have made billions of dollars if he hadn’t ripped up his royalty contract with 
Westinghouse. It is estimated that Tesla could have become the first billionaire and histories’ 
wealthiest individual, far surpassing John D. Rockefeller. 
https://intelligentfanatics.com/forums/topic/nikola-tesla-could-have-been-the-richest-man-ever

Hydro-electric power has been banned on the Colorado River because of the Dinosaur 
National Monument, (a rock tooth), since 1915. If you believe in Dinosaurs, you believe in 
BANNING low-cost HydroElectric power, cheap back-up power, 24/7 power, free water, 
irrigation, flood control, boating, fishing etc. -- Echo Park Dam Controversy -- U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation plans for a ten-dam, billion dollar Colorado River Storage Project began to 
arouse opposition in the early 1950s when it was announced that one of the proposed dams 
would be at Echo Park, in the middle of Dinosaur National Monument. The controversy 
assumed major proportions, dominating conservation politics for years. David Brower, 
executive director of the Sierra Club, and Howard Zahniser of The Wilderness Society led an 
unprecedented nationwide campaign to preserve the free-flowing rivers and scenic canyons 
of the Green and Yampa Rivers. They argued that, if a national monument was not safe from 
development, how could any wildland be kept intact?[citation needed] On the other side of the
argument were powerful members of Congress from western states, who were committed to 
the project in order to secure water rights, obtain cheap hydroelectric power and develop 
reservoirs as tourist destinations. After much debate, Congress settled on a compromise that 
eliminated Echo Park Dam and authorized the rest of the project. The Colorado River Storage
Project Act became law on April 11, 1956. It stated, ""“that no dam or reservoir constructed 
under the authorization of the Act shall be within any National Park or Monument.”""[citation 
needed] Historians view the Echo Park Dam controversy as signaling the start of an era that 
includes major conservationist political successes such as the Wilderness Act and the Wild 
and Scenic Rivers Act.[citation needed] 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument

The Dinosaur hoax is used to ban Hydro electric power on the Colorado River, not to stop 
Coal plants. Utah invented coal plants in the early 1800's which quickly spread to the entire 
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US in the 1980's until 80% of all electricity in the US was powered by coal. 
http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-pol-trump-national-monuments-20171026- htmlstory.html

Delays, bans and Dinosaur rocks create unnecessary costs for renewable energy 
http://antaranews.com/en/news/108632/president-says-high-electricity-prices-due-
tounnecessary-costs

Dinosaur Hoax. CNN & BBC publish fake pictures of Dinosaur Footprints that are supposedly 
130 Million years old. Utah bans Hydro-Electricity because of the "Dinosaur National 
Monument". They found a rock "tooth" they claim is from a Dinosaur. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur_National_Monument 
http://telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/10/04/worlds-largest-dinosaurfootprint-discovered-in-
mongolias-gobi-d/ http://bbc.com/news/world-australia-37283519

The Mirage of Inward Mindset Success Pt. I (Featuring the first fake Dinosaur "bones") 
https://arbinger.com/blog/mirage-inward-mindset-success/ -- #fake #fossil 280 million-year-old
fossil reveals origins of chimaeroid fishes http://phys.org/news/2017-01-million-year-old-fossil-
reveals-chimaeroid-fishes.html -- 11 facts about blue whales, (the largest animals ever 
known) to live on Earth : TreeHugger http://treehugger.com/animals/11-facts-about-blue-
whales-largest-animals-everknown-earth.html

WIRELESS POWER AT NIAGARA  FALLS

From the story on March 5, 1904 The Electrical World and Engineer "The Transmission of 
Electric Energy Without Wires" by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/articles/publications/scientific-american-supplement -- Toward the close of 1898, 
systematic research led me to recognize 3 important necessities; First, to develop a 
transmitter of great power; second, to perfect means for individualizing and isolating the 
energy transmitted; and, third, to ascertain the laws of propagation of currents ((through the 
earth and the atmosphere.)) In the middle of June, I arranged one of my receiving 
transformers with the view of determining in a (novel) manner, experimentally, the electric 
potential of the globe and studying its periodic and casual fluctuations... I raised steam, to a 
dangerous pressure, in barrels filled with Concentrated Salt solution (Lithium)... It was on the 
third of July when I obtained the first decisive experimental evidence of a truth of 
overwhelming importance for the advancement of humanity... No doubt whatever remained —
I was observing ((Stationary Waves))... This is, essentially, a circuit of very high self-induction 
and small resistance which, in its arrangement, mode of excitation, and action, may be said to
be the ((diametrical opposite)) of a transmitting circuit typical ((of telegraphy by Hertzian or 
electromagnetic radiations.)) Quite different conditions exist in my system in which the 
((electromagnetic waves or radiations are designedly minimized,)) the connection of one of 
the terminals of the transmitting circuit to the ground having, itself, the effect of reducing the 
energy of these radiations to about one-half. The ((electromagnetic radiations being reduced 
to an insignificant quantity,)) and proper conditions of resonance maintained, the circuit acts 
like an immense pendulum, storing indefinitely the energy of the primary exciting impulses 
and impressing upon the earth and its conducting atmosphere uniform harmonic oscillations 
of intensities which, as actual tests have shown, may be pushed so far as to surpass those 
attained in the natural displays of static electricity... The best design of which I knew has been
adopted, and the transmitter will emit a wave complex of a total maximum activity of 10 Million
horse-power, one per cent of which is amply sufficient to “girdle the globe”: This enormous 
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rate of energy delivery, approximately twice that of the combined falls of Niagara, is 
((obtainable only by the use of certain artifices,)) which I shall make known in due course. The
Canadian Niagara Power Company have offered me a splendid inducement, I propose to 
distribute 10,000 horse-power under a tension of 100 Million volts, which I am now able to 
produce and handle with safety. December 18th, 1904 The State, Columbia, SC "A Talk with 
Nikola Tesla" by Frank G. Carpenter https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/talk-with-
nikola-tesla -- The first talk I had in his laboratory on east Houston street nine years ago last 
September. The second was at the Waldorf tonight... Said he: “I have proved that power can 
be thus transmitted. Let us suppose I have my plant at Niagara and you are running a sugar 
factory in Australia; by my discoveries it will be possible to send you a hundred, five hundred 
or a thousand horsepower for your factory, and to supply the same regularly by the force 
furnished from Niagara Falls. Suppose you are traveling in the wilds of the Andes and make 
your camp on the shores of Lake Titicaca. By the outcome of this principle you may have 
telegraphed to you there ((instantaneous)) reports of the news of the world as it happens from
time to time. You may cook your dinner over an electric fire thus transmitted, and you may 
have the same at will on any part of the globe. We shall be able to send power from place to 
place at will, and that at such a ((small cost)) that it will be industrially profitable.”... “I have for 
years been working on the transmission on of electrical energy, and in 1898 established a 
laboratory on the edge of the Rocky mountains near Colorado Springs. My laboratory there 
was over 6,000 feet high, higher than the top of Mount Washington, and I had extraordinary 
conditions for my experiments. Colorado is famous for its natural displays of electrical force. 
The earth at times is alive with electrical vibrations and the air is full of electricity. I have seen 
12,000 lightning discharges within two hours and all within a radius of 30 miles of my 
laboratory. These discharges were of great violence, some of them looking like trees of fire on
the heavens. It was among such discharges that I had my electrical instruments and studied 
the principles of ((electrical transmission through the earth and air.)) One day while watching 
the lightning I noticed that discharges afar often affected instruments in my laboratory more 
than those near by. Upon examination I found that this could -not- be caused by the difference
of intensity in the individual discharges... “Through instruments made for the purpose I tested 
the matter from time to time and finally came to the conclusion that the vibrations caused by 
the lightning moved around the world and that there were ((Stationary Waves.)) I could gauge 
the discharges near the laboratory and see them fade away and after a certain fixed period 
find them returning with ((almost no loss of power.)) In short, this planet, as big as it is, was 
acting as a conductor, and I became convinced that upon it not only telegraphic messages, 
but also the modulations of the human voice and electrical power in ((unlimited amounts,)) 
could be carried around the entire globe and sent to any part of it with hardly any perceptible 
loss. ((With my transmitter I actually sent electrical vibrations around the world and received 
them again, and I then went on to develop my machinery.)) I had, as I have told you, been 
studying and inventing along the lines of electrical transmission and was ready to take 
advantage of my discovery. I have since so improved the means or ((individualization and 
isolation)) that such ((energy may be sent in any amount to any fixed place without danger of 
its going elsewhere or affecting others, and I believe the individualization can be carried out to
almost any degree.”)) ... 

NIAGARA FOR THE WORLD. “Will this enable the power of Niagara to be sent anywhere 
over the world?” “Yes. I have been experimenting at my laboratory on Long Island. ((I have 
machinery and buildings there)) which have cost in the neighborhood of $350,000, and the 
results show me that a plant could be erected at Niagara which can transmit its force to any 
place desired. ((I am designing such a plant now at my laboratory,)) and would have had it 



completed had it not been for un foreseen delays, which have nothing to do with its technical 
features. The design which I have adopted will have a ((transmitter which will emit a wave 
complex of a total maximum activity of 10,000,000 horse power, 1 percent, of which is enough
to girdle the globe.)) This enormous rate of energy delivery — it is twice as much as the force 
at Niagara Falls — ((is obtainable only by the use of certain artifices which I shall make 
known some time in the future))... “We have been offered 10,000 horsepower from the 
Canadian Power company. What I want to do is to build machinery there and transmit this 
power to different parts of the globe. The value of that amount of horse power would be about
$200,000 per year, and a plant erected to take advantage of it will pay large dividends.” “How 
much would the plant cost?” “It might cost in the neighborhood of $2,000,000, but its value 
would be enormous, and its success would revolutionize the working forces of the globe. It 
would result in other plants being erected otherwheres and in the utilization of all the great 
water falls for the work of man.” http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-_ZtA-
sJIfMc/Th5zkOrojFI/AAAAAAAAGnE/f1OxErqKVJQ/s1600/161152446-blogged.jpg

January 7th, 1905 Electrical World & Engineer "The Transmission of Electrical Energy Without
Wires As a Means for Furthering Peace" by Nikola Tesla -- Universal Peace ... through the 
complete ANNIHILATION OF DISTANCE. ((Tesla's estimate of Hydro-Electric potential of 
150GW up to 1 Billion Horsepower in the U.S. would eleminate 3 Billion slaves) 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/transmission-electrical-energy-without-wires-
means-furthering-peace The very foundations of science have been shaken. ((We can no 
longer believe in the Maxwellian hypothesis of transversal ether-undulations and the literal 
truth of its corollaries...)) The brilliant discovery of the exceptionally “radio-active” substances, 
radium and polonium, by Mrs. Sklodowska Curie, has likewise afforded me much personal 
gratification, being an eclatant ((confirmation of my early experimental demonstrations,)) of 
electrified radian streams of primary matter or corpuscular emanations (Electrical Review, 
New York, 1896-1897), which were then received with incredulity. They have awakened us 
from the poetical dream of an intangible conveyor of energy, weightless, structureless ether, 
to the plain, palpable reality of a ponderous medium of coarse particles, or bodily carriers of 
force. They have led us to a radically new interpretation of the changes and transformations 
we perceive. Enlightened by this recognition, we cannot say the sun is hot, the moon is cold, 
the star is bright, for all these might be purely electrical phenomena. If this be the case, then 
even our conceptions of time and space may have to be modified... In view of this difficulty a 
measure suggested by Carnegie might be adopted by a few strong countries to scare all the 
weaker ones into peace... The new art of controlling electrically the movements and 
operations of individualized automata at a distance without wires, will soon enable any 
country to render its coasts impregnable against all naval attacks... At that time I had already 
announced in the Century Magazine of June, 1900, my successful “girdling” of the globe with 
electrical impulses (Stationary Waves), and my “telautomata” had been publicly exhibited. But
that was not the fault of the naval officials, for then these inventions of mine were decried as 
bald, visionary schemes, loudest indeed by those who have since become Cræsuses of 
Promise — in “light” storage batteries, “Ocean” telephony and “transatlantic” wireless 
telegraphy, yet remained to this day — Sisyphuses of Attainment... One of these devil-
telautomata will soon be constructed, and I shall bring it to the attention of governments. The 
development of this art must unavoidably arrest the construction of expensive battleships as 
well as land fortifications, and revolutionize the means and methods of warfare. The distance 
at which it can strike, and the destructive power of such a quasi-intelligent machine being for 
all practical purposes unlimited, the gun, the armor of the battleship and the wall of the 
fortress, lose their import and significance... The deficiencies of Hertzian telegraphy have 
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created in the public mind the impression that exclusive or private messages without the use 
of artificial channels are impracticable. As a matter of fact, nothing could be more erroneous. 
Ever since its first appearance in 1891, I have denied the commercial possibilities of the 
system of signaling by Hertzian or electromagnetic waves, and my forecasts have been fully 
confirmed. It lends itself little to tuning, still less to the higher artifices of “individualization,” 
and transmission to considerable distances is wholly out of the question. Portentous claims 
for this method of communication were made three years ago, but they have been unable to 
stand the hard, cruel test of time. Moreover, I have recently learned through the leading 
British electrical journal (Electrician, London, February 27, 1903), that some experimenters 
have abandoned all their own and have been “converted” to my methods and appliances, 
without my approval and officiation... In this later improvement the exclusiveness and non-
interferability of impulses transmitted through a common channel result from cooperative 
association of a number of distinctive elements, and can be pushed as far as desired. In 
actual practice it is found that by combining only two vibrations or tones, a degree of privacy 
sufficient for most purposes is attained. When three vibrations are combined, it is extremely 
difficult, even for a skilled expert, to read or to disturb signals not intended for him, with four it 
is a vain undertaking. The probability of his getting the secret combinations at the right 
moments and in proper order, is much smaller than that of drawing an ambo, terno or 
quaterno, respectively, in a lottery... It is important to observe that but one “world” telegraphy 
plant, such as I am now completing, will have a greater working capacity than all the ocean 
cables combined. Once these facts are recognized this new art, which I am inaugurating, will 
sweep the world with the force of a uragan... In transportation a great change is now going 
on. The trolley lines are being extended, the steam locomotive is making place for the electric 
motor. The ocean liners are adopting the turbine. Land travel is being improved by the 
automobile. The waterfalls are being harnessed and the energy used in the propulsion of 
cars. The advantages of first generating electricity by a prime mover, and then applying the 
current to produce mechanical motion, are being more and more appreciated... In many of 
these new developments, the artificial insulation of the high-tension mains by refrigeration will 
be very useful. However paradoxical, it is true, that by the use of this invention, power for all 
industrial purposes can be transmitted to distances of many hundreds of miles, not only 
without any loss, but with appreciable gain of energy. This is due to the fact that the conductor
is much colder than the surrounding medium. The operativeness of this method is restricted 
to the use of a gaseous refrigerant, no known liquid permitting the attainment of a sufficiently 
low temperature of the transmission line. Hydrogen is by far the best cooling agent to employ. 
By its use electric railways can be extended to any desired distance. Owing to the smallness 
of ohmic loss, the objections to the multiphase system disappear and induction motors with 
closed coil armatures can be adopted. I find that even transmission through a submarine 
cable, as from Sweden to England, of great amounts of power is perfectly practicable... That 
electrical energy can be economically transmitted without wires to any terrestrial distance, I 
have unmistakably established in numerous observations, experiments and measurements, 
qualitative and quantitative. These have demonstrated that is practicable to distribute power 
from a central plant in unlimited amounts, with a loss not exceeding a small fraction of one per
cent. in the transmission, even to the greatest distance, twelve thousand miles — to the 
opposite end of the globe... This seemingly impossible feat can now be readily performed by 
any electrician familiar with the design and construction of my “high-potential magnifying 
transmitter,” the most marvelous electrical apparatus of which I have knowledge, enabling the 
production of effects of unlimited intensities in the earth and its ambient atmosphere. It is, 
essentially, a freely vibrating secondary circuit of definite length, very high self-induction and 
small resistance, which has one of its terminals in intimate direct or inductive connection with 



the ground and the other with an elevated conductor, and upon which the electrical 
oscillations of a primary or exciting circuit are impressed under conditions of resonance. To 
give an idea of the capabilities of this wonderful appliance, I may state that I have obtained, 
by its means, spark discharges extending through more than one hundred feet and carrying 
currents of one thousand amperes, electromotive forces approximating twenty million volts, 
chemically active streamers covering areas of several thousand square feet, and electrical 
disturbances in the natural media surpassing those caused by lightning, in intensity... So far 
only about three million horse-power have been harnessed by my system of alternating-
current transmission. This is little, but corresponds, nevertheless, to the adding of sixty million
indefatigable laborers, working virtually without food and pay, to the world’s population. The 
projects which have come to my own attention, however, contemplate the exploitation of 
water-powers aggregating something like one hundred and fifty million horse-power. Should 
they be carried out in a quarter of a century, as seems probable from present indications, 
there will be, on the average two such untiring laborers for every individual. Long before this 
consummation, coal and oil must cease to be important factors in the sustenance of human 
life on this planet. It should be borne in mind that electrical energy obtained by harnessing a 
waterfall is probably fifty times more effective than fuel energy. Since this is the most perfect 
way of rendering the sun’s energy available, the direction of the future material development 
of man is clearly indicated. He will live on “white coal.” Like a babe to the mothers’s breast will
he cling to his waterfall. “Give us our daily waterfall,” will be the prayer of the coming 
generations. Deus futurus est deus aquae deiectus... But the fact that stationary waves are 
producible in the earth is of special and, in many ways, still greater significance in the 
intellectual development of humanity. Popularly explained, such a wave is a phenomenon 
generically akin to an echo — a result of reflection. It affords a positive and uncontrovertible 
experimental evidence that the electric current, after passing into the earth travels to the 
diametrically opposite region of the same and rebounding from there, returns to its point of 
departure with virtually undiminished force. ((The outgoing and returning currents clash and 
form nodes and loops similar to those observable on a vibrating cord.)) To traverse the entire 
distance of about twenty-five thousand miles, equal to the circumference of the globe, the 
current requires a certain time interval, which I have approximately ascertained... Just this 
one oscillator would advance the world a century... Millions of instruments of all kinds, for all 
imaginable purposes, could be operated from that one machine. Universal time could be 
distributed by simple inexpensive clocks requiring no attention and running with nearly 
mathematical precision. Stock-tickers, synchronous movements and innumerable devices of 
this character could be worked in unison all over the earth. Instruments might be provided for 
indicating the course of a vessel at sea, the distance traversed, the speed, the hour at any 
particular place, the latitude and longitude. Incalculable commercial advantages could be thus
secured and countless accidents and disasters avoided. Here and there a house might be 
lighted or some other work requiring a few horse-power performed. What is far more 
important than this, flying machines might be driven in any part of the world... Over five years 
have elapsed since that providential lightning storm on the 3d of July, 1899, of which I told in 
the article before mentioned, and through which I discovered the terrestrial (Stationary 
Waves;) nearly five years since I performed the great experiment which on that unforgettable 
day, the dark God of Thunder mercifully showed me in his vast, awe-sounding laboratory. I 
thought then that it would take a year to establish commercially my wireless girdle around the 
world. Alas! my first “world telegraphy” plant is not yet completed, its construction has 
progressed but slowly during the past two years. And this machine I am building is but a 
plaything, an oscillator of a maximum activity of only ten million horse-power, just enough to 
throw this planet into feeble tremors, by sign and word — to telegraph and to telephone... 



When shall I see completed that first power plant, that big oscillator which I am designing! 
From which a current stronger than that of a welding machine, under a tension of one 
hundred million volts, is to rush through the earth! Which will deliver energy at the rate of one 
thousand million horse-power — one hundred Falls of Niagara combined in one, striking the 
universe with blows — blows that will wake from their slumber the sleepiest electricians, if 
there be any, on Venus or Mars! . . . It is not a dream, it is a simple feat of scientific electrical 
engineering, only expensive — blind, faint-hearted, doubting world! Humanity is not yet 
sufficiently advanced to be willingly led by the discoverer’s keen searching sense. But who 
knows? Perhaps it is better in this present world of ours that a revolutionary idea or invention 
instead of being helped and patted, be hampered and ill-treated in its adolescence — by want
of means, by selfish interest, pedantry, stupidity and ignorance; that it be attacked and stifled; 
that it pass through bitter trials and tribulations, through the heartless strife of commercial 
existence. So do we get our light. So all that was great in the past was ridiculed, condemned, 
combated, suppressed — only to emerge all the more powerfully, all the more triumphantly 
from the struggle. 

November, 1928 Popular Science Monthly - A Famous Prophet of Science Looks Into the 
Future by Alden P. Armagnac. Within three years, he told me, his “World-system” for 
transmission of wireless power through the earth should be in commercial operation. Other 
wonders, too, he described — a “flivver airplane,” his latest invention; and a powerful new 
turbine motor which, he said, has but one twentieth the weight of an engine as now designed. 
It was a staggering word picture of the future that Tesla gave me... But thirty-fine years ago 
people decried as impossible Tesla's prophecy before scientific societies that ships in distress
at sea would call for help by wireless apparatus. It was characterized as “inventive lunacy.”... 
Thirty years ago people thought Tesla was indulging in a wild fancy when he built a model for 
a crewless vessel. Yet today the British Navy is experimenting with H.M.S. Centurion, a full-
size warship without a crew, controlled entirely by wireless. Germany is doing the same with 
the former battleship Zachringen. Twenty years ago, when Tesla designed an automobile to 
be propelled on water, land, or through the air by explosive jets from rockets, men who 
otherwise respected his genius thought he had gone crazy. Today, in Germany, rocket cars 
have sped 156 miles an hour in trials; and the principle is to be applied to air machines... 
Houses will be lighted and powered by wireless, as will be airplanes and other vehicles on 
land and sea. You will be able to go anywhere, desert or mountain-top, valley or farm, and set
up a compact equipment, small enough to be carried in a suitcase, that will give you heat to 
cook with and light to read by. Flivver airplanes will buzz directly upward and dart across 
country at many miles a minute. Jet-driven airships will cross oceans, but Tesla draws the line
at moon rockets...With it, he turned ordinary electricity into crackling lightning of millions of 
volts. Noises of thunderous discharges smote the ears of visitors to his Colorado Springs, 
Colo., wireless plant erected early in 1899; they could even be heard in Cripple Creek, Colo., 
thirteen miles away! ... It was there that Dr. Tesla carried out his scheme of sending power by 
wireless through the earth. No “wireless” such as we know today as radio, was this. He 
transmitted, not radio waves through the air, mostly wasted, but electric currents through the 
ground. By this method, he told me, he transmitted enough power around the earth to light 
several hundred incandescent lamps, and proved that power in industrial amounts could be 
transmitted to any distance with an efficiency as high as ninety-nine and a half percent... In 
reality the tower was Dr. Tesla's “Magnifying Transmitter,” intended to feed electric power into 
the earth. At its top, a globular dome was to store momentarily, before hurling into the earth, 
tremendous currents produced by a “Tesla oscillation transformer” in the tower's center... In 
reality the tower was Dr. Tesla's “Magnifying Transmitter,” intended to feed electric power into 



the earth. At its top, a globular dome was to store momentarily, before hurling into the earth, 
tremendous currents produced by a “Tesla oscillation transformer” in the tower's center. 
Nearly completed was the odd structure, when a dynamite blast of unknown origin turned it 
into a twisted mass of ruins... Today he is ready to build a new and larger plant. And he is 
confident that by 1931 it will be in commercial operation. This plant was also to broadcast 
speech, and pictures by a system of daylight television without moving devices outlined by 
him in 1893. “Contrary to popular opinion, which has identified my ‘Magnifying Transmitter’ 
with thunder and lightning,” Dr. Tesla said, “it operates in silence. There is no halo of escaping
electric flames, or other visible evidence of activity — except that a person within a hundred 
feet of the tower will notice small sparks, prickling of the skin, and bristling of the hair.” ... 
Besides his world power scheme, Dr. Tesla says he is devoting his time chiefly to his vertically
rising flying machine. This aerial flivver is to weigh less than 200 pounds, and to occupy no 
more space than a seven-foot cube. It is to rise to a great height at a rate of from one to two 
miles a minute, and may attain a horizontal speed as high as 400 miles an hour, power being 
supplied by an exceedingly light oil-burning motor, a modification of a steam turbine Tesla 
invented. An all-metal framework and the absence of gasoline guard against fire hazard. 
Additional safety is to be attained by a parachute of new construction....Equally spectacular 
was his demonstration of a wireless lamp, at his Grand Street laboratory in New York City. At 
three o'clock one morning, when he and his workmen were ready to quit for the night, Tesla 
decided that a certain high-frequency generator he had been constructing was ready for the 
test of a new lamp that would light without wires. He sent his workmen outside while he made 
ready the apparatus. All that remained was to close a switch. When the workmen returned, 
Tesla strode to the middle of the laboratory. In each hand he held a long glass tube, 
exhausted of air. “If my theory is correct,” he told his assistants, “when the switch is thrown in,
these tubes will become swords of fire. Darken the room and close the switch.”... He even 
delved into the super-speed “sound” vibrations, recently produced in the laboratory of Alfred 
L. Loomis, at Tuxedo Park, N. Y., which kill small animals. He once built an apparatus, 
intended to sterilize water, which produced vibrations powerful enough to paralyze the hand, 
plunged in a tank of liquid.

NIKOLA TESLA'S 9 of 13 PATENTS FOR NIAGARA FALLS

The Niagara Falls project was planned much earlier than it's completion in 1895, involved 
experience building the AMES Hydro Plant in Ames, CO completed in 1891. A year earlier in 
1894, the first Hydro Plant using Tesla's AC Power System was the Jaruga Hydroelectric 
Power Plant built near Nikola Tesla's hometown in Serbia in Croatia. See the Niagara Falls 
Power Project (1888). A letter from Nikola Tesla to JP Morgan on 12/19/1904 reveals that 
Tesla tells Morgan that "if he had built Wardenclyffe at Niagara Falls, as was Rankine's 
suggestion (a partner in the Tesla Electric Company and head of the Niagara Power 
Company) it would be operable by now." The final psychological blow for Tesla occurred in 
1906 after the deaths of Rankine (of a heart attack) and Stanford White (who was murdered 
in an infamous love scandal with model Evelyn Nesbitt). Tesla was all but alone now. He 
could not face his friends such as the Johnsons, nor could he face his failure any longer, and 
suffered a nervous breakdown. Due to my work in graphology, I have discovered a complete 
disintegration in his handwriting in that year from his secretary George Herbert Walker Scherff
Sr confirms the hypothesis. The official nature of Tesla's Wardenclyffe tower is described in 
his Wardenclyffe Foreclosure Hearings in 1923. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-
power-project-1888/ 
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This section is about Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls. Athough its well know that the system was 
build with his Polyphase System, Wikipedia gives credit to Westinghouse and others for the 
A/C system built there, Despite a plaque at the falls showing Tesla's 9 patents for the falls. 
Prior to Niagra Falls, Nikola Tesla experimented and prefected Radio and Alternating Currents
used in wireless telegraphy telephony and the transmission of power for use at Niagara Falls. 
Here is a synopsis and article on the subject. When Nikola Tesla invented the two and four 
phase system of alternating current power transmission, distant transfer of electricity became 
possible, as Westinghouse and Tesla had built the AC-power Ames Hydroelectric Generating 
Plant in Telluride in 1890 and proved it effective transmitting electricity to 2.6 miles (4.2 km) by
using a motor-driven stamp mill at the Gold King Mine (it began operation in 1891). By 1891, 
Tesla had sold his 40 patent system to Westinghouse for what was described at the time as "a
king's ransom". As early as 1892, Tesla states "one of the simplest devices I used in my 
experiments between my laboratory on South Fifth Avenue and the Gerlach Hotel" was 
several devices as described in his article "Apparatus for Transformation by Condenser 
Discharges; Damped Waves" he correctly uses Multi-Plexing, for RF Relays. I used machines
of this character from 1892, but this specific instrument in my laboratory on Houston Street, 
referring to his Nov 3rd 1891 patent for "Method and Apparatus for Electrical Conversion and 
Distribution". http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm#Section_4 This work [Fig. 31] was 
begun already in 1889. This type of apparatus is identified with my name as certain as the law
of gravitation is with that of Newton. I know that some have claimed that Professor Thomson 
also invented the so-called Tesla coil, but those feeble chirps ne'er went beyond Swampscott. 
Professor Thomson is an odd sort of man; very ingenious, but he never was a wireless 
expert; he never could be. Moreover, it is important to realize that this principle is universally 
employed everywhere. The greatest men of science have told me that this was my best 
achievement and, in connection with this apparatus [referring to schematics of Fig. 31], I may 
say that a lot of liberties have been taken. For instance, a man fills this space [break D] with 
hydrogen; he employs all my instrumentalities, everything that is necessary, but calls it a new 
wireless system—the Poulsen arc. I cannot stop it. Another man puts in here [referring to 
space between self-inductive lines L L] a kind of gap—he gets a Nobel prize for doing it. My 
name is not mentioned. Still another man inserts here [conductor B] a mercury[-arc] rectifier. 
That is my friend Cooper Hewitt. But, as a matter of fact, those devices have nothing to do 
with the performance. http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/books-1/nikola-tesla-on-his-work-with-
alternating-currents-and-their-application-to-wireless-telegraphy-telephony-and-transmission-
of-power-an-extended-interview-leland-i-anderson-editor/

Prior to the initial planning of Niagara Falls in 1887-1888, Westinghouse employee and Tesla 
partner in 9 of Niagara Falls's 13 patents, Schmid files a patent on May 2nd 1887, for a Gas 
"Pumping" Engine using a secondary compressed air reservoir, but does not describe the 
Tesla described concepts and need for reciprocation. Researching the Tesla/Schmid Niagara 
Falls Patents, Schmid has a patent for a "Field Magnet for Electric Machines" which then 
refers to a 1996 patent for a "Low torque ripple switched reluctance motor" for a Dana Corp. 
and a "Stator" for Electric Motors by Toyota approved in 2014 
https://www.google.com/patents/US519097

Later in 1902, Schmid patents a "Driving mechanism of motor-cars." which is one of the first 
hybrid cars using an internal combustion engine to charge and power and electric dynamo 
motor. https://www.google.com/patents/US716113

Also located in the 13 Niagara Falls Patents is the William Stanley Electrolytic "Storage 
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Battery" of March 1st 1892 which is a new method for "Preventing the negative plates from 
losing their capacity" using "spongy lead" and "carbon", commonly known as 
Graphene/Graphite. Also noted in the article is a lawsuit by Westinghouse protecting the 
Stanley patent which is described it's function as a "Self-Regulating Transformer". The article 
also describes Stanley's work as the potential inventor of the "Kinetoscope" and not Thomas 
Edison. The last suspicious patent of the 13 Niagara Falls patents is by Arthur Kennelly, who 
prior to 1895, worked for Thomas Edison working with Tesla's AC Power in order to 
electrocute animals. https://books.google.com/books?
id=D8o9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA262&lpg=PA262&dq=Stanley+patent+No.
+469809%2C+granted+March+1st%2C+1892 http://ethw.org/William_Stanley 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinetoscope 

https://archive.org/details/transmissionpow00teslgoog/page/n7/mode/2up Multi-phase 
generator with mechanical break. Experiments in the laboratory at 35 South Fifth Avenue and 
subsequently. I gave them a demonstration which was published in Martin’s article in the 
Century Magazine of April 1895, and I know that on these occasions I used a two-phase 
arrangement. Later on I made it four phase. That apparatus existed, therefore, prior to the 
destruction of my laboratory in 1895. (photo) This [Fig. 38] illustrates another development in 
a different direction. In order to increase the number of breaks, I employed currents of 
different phase. I had in my laboratory, permanently, a two-phase dynamo and could get 
phases between; that is, from two phases, 90 apart, I could obtain four phases, 45 apart. 
Here is an arrangement shown as I had it, working with three phases [60 apart, and could 
obtain six phases, 30 apart], and later on I had one with four phases [45 apart, and could 
obtain eight phases 22 1/2 apart]. You see, as I multiplied the number of the phases, I 
increased the number of the fundamental discharges. I made no publication, and I vividly 
remember that when I installed my apparatus on Long Island I had an arrangement with four 
transformers and four phases 45 apart. After I had been using this apparatus there, several 
years afterwards, I ran across a patent, I believe held by the General Electric Company, 
describing precisely the same arrangement.[*] It was a similar experience as with that patent 
of Fessenden on the compressed air condenser. Any time I want to use these improvements 
all I need to do is to produce my records and that will settle the patents. No. I have hundreds 
of inventions that were to be patented but side-stepped. The expense was too great and I 
could not do it. This form of apparatus with two and four phases was used prior to the 
destruction of my laboratory in 1895, and it was installed on a large scale with four phases in 
my plant on Long Island with which I was to telephone around the world, but that is a long 
story. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm

Unable to challenge AC electricity on technical merits, Edison turned to using scare tactics 
instead and carried out a campaign to discourage the use of alternating current, including 
spreading disinformation on fatal AC accidents, publicly killing animals, and lobbying against 
the use of AC in state legislatures. "Just as certain as death (AC power) will kill a customer 
within six months," he declared. Leaflets about the dangers of AC current were printed and 
distributed. Lobbying efforts were made in New York State to limit legal levels of electricity to 
800 volts, making AC distribution impractical "as a matter of public safety". Perhaps most 
horrifying, though, were Edison's weekend demonstrations of the dangers of Tesla's work. 
Taking one of the frightened pets stolen from the streets of West Orange, Edison would place 
it on a sheet of metal, bring forth two wires attached to an AC generator, and announce to 
spectators: "Ladies and gentlemen, I shall now demonstrate the effects of AC current on this 
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dog." Edison directed his technicians, primarily Arthur Kennelly and Harold P. Brown, to 
preside over several AC-driven killings of animals, primarily stray cats and dogs but also 
unwanted cattle and horses. Acting on these directives, they were to demonstrate to the press
that alternating current was more dangerous than Edison's system of direct current. He also 
tried to popularize the term for being electrocuted as being "Westinghoused". Years after DC 
had lost the "war of the currents," in 1903, his film crew made a movie of the electrocution 
with high voltage AC, supervised by Edison employees, of Topsy, a Coney Island circus 
elephant which had recently killed three men. The Edison's intention to disparage the system 
of alternating current led to the invention of the electric chair. Harold P. Brown, who was being
secretly paid by Edison, built the first electric chair for the state of New York to promote the 
idea that alternating current was deadlier than DC. When the chair was first used, on August 
6, 1890, the technicians on hand misjudged the voltage needed to kill the condemned 
prisoner, William Kemmler. The first jolt of electricity was not enough to kill Kemmler, and only
left him badly injured. The procedure had to be repeated and a reporter on hand described it 
as "an awful spectacle, far worse than hanging." George Westinghouse commented: "They 
would have done better using an axe." Mikhail Dolivo-Dobrowolsky (Russian, naturalized 
Swiss), chief electrician at the AEG (AEG Live) in Berlin used the basic ideas of Tesla and 
constructed the first three-phase cage induction motor. In the beginning of 1889, his first 
motor is running properly. His system was displayed for first time in Europe at the 
International Electro-Technical Exhibition of 1891, where Dolivo-Dobrovolsky used this system
to transmit electric power at the distance of 176 km with 75% efficiency. (AEG was to build 
Project Atlantropa 1920-1950 to Dam the Mediterranean Sea in order to provide renewable 
energy for all of Europe and Africa) 

PATENTS for NIAGARA FALLS, NOT NIKOLA TESLA?

Method for manufacturing Lead-Acid batteries like used at Niagara Falls. Niagara had a “soft 
lead” electric storage plate battery and a method for treating such plate. USL Battery Corp, 
US Patent #2169226A. Niagara patent #406776 & 428289 Magneto Electric Machines. 
William Stanley “System of Electrical Distribution” with Transformers, UPS & Self-Regulation 
features U.S. Patent # 469809, 1892. Frequency Regulation, With special adaptation to 
incandescent electric lighting, although it is applicable also to other purposes. In the DC 
Dynamo’s, These converters may be of any construction; but are preferably constructed to 
have the greatest magnetic conductivity in their magnetic circuits. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US469809A/en 
https://patents.google.com/patent/USRE11031E/en https://books.google.com/books?
id=JoJRAAAAYAAJ&pg=RA22-PA23&lpg=RA22-PA23&dq=us+patent+428289

Rankin Kennedy September 4, 1889, patent for a system of electrical distribution. … The 
Kennedy patent was purchased by the Westinghouse Company some years since. The 
“Kennedy Motor” was used to run Sewing Machines. https://books.google.com/books?
id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA73&lpg=PA73&dq=Kennedy+general+electric+Patent+Septembe
r+4th+1889 https://books.google.com/books?
id=2OhQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Kennedy+patent+system+of+electrical+dist
ribution

Niagara Falls in 1899 added a soft, “spongy” lead, acid battery? 
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/lectures-of-nikola-tesla/a-new-system-of-alternate-current-
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motors-and-transformers-by-nikola-tesla-1888/

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT MCKINLEY

William McKinley: President McKinley's Last Public Utterance at Niagara Falls to the People 
in Buffalo, New York. President Mckinley was shot on September 6th 1091, after returning 
from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about a "new power system" of Hydro Electricity 
and Wireless Power Transmission. Mckinley was headed to the Pan-American Exposition at 
the Temple of Music in Buffalo in an electric trolly running off the power from Niagara Falls. 
Upon his arrival, Mckinley was shot by an alleged "anarchist" Leon Czolgosz within 45 
seconds of shanking Nikola Tesla's hand. Mckinley was transported to the hospital in an 
electric ambulance. Tesla stayed with Mckinley at his bedside; allegedly using electrical cures 
on Mckinkley; up until he died on September 13th 1901. 
http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/

Oct 24th 2018 How Thomas Edison Used a Fake Copy of Nikola Tesla's Electric Chair 
Execution Film to Fight the Electricity War. While the 1903 Edison film inspired plenty of joke 
videos and pop culture references, fewer people here in the 21st century know about the 
execution of Leon Czolgosz. Czolgosz assassinated President William McKinley on 
September 6, 1901 at the Pan-American Exhibition in Buffalo, New York; immediately after 
touring the Niagara Falls Electrical Generation Facility. https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/how-
thomas-edison-used-a-fake-electric-chair-execution-1829652181 Nov 10, 2018, 9:19 PM
EXECUTIONER'S CURRENT: THOMAS EDISON, GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE, AND THE 
INVENTION OF THE ELECTRIC CHAIR https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/books/publishers/houghton-mifflin-harcourt

APPARATUS FOR THE UTILIZATION OF RADIANT ENERGY & RADIANT ENERGY

Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy has 12 referring patents, 3 citations, referring 
to at least another 1000+ patents, which also have referring patents. The most recent patent 
citation to Tesla's patent includes US8525097 Sept 3, 2013 Wi-Charge Ltd. Wireless laser 
system for power transmission utilizing a gain medium between retro-reflectors. 

November 5th  2014 - Never forget Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant 
Energy" U.S. Patent 685,957 Nov 5th 1901 and Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the 
Transmission of Electrical Energy" U.S. Patent 1119732 January 18 1902

November 5th 2014 - "Welcome to Terrordome" (Solar deployment is 7 years ahead of 
forecast, cost of PV has been reduced 7-fold since 2008, far quicker than expected)

PROJECT TESLA (BBC Documentary on "Project Tesla" has been removed) The 
Demonstration of Artificially Stimulated Resonance of the Earth's Ionosphere Waveguide: a 
precursor for the wireless transmission of vast amounts of electrical power using the 
Schumann Cavity. February 21, 1989 http://www.beyondweird.com/occult/prjtesla.html 

What happened to Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy"? It was 
filed on Mar 21st, 1901, prior to the assassination of President William McKinley on 
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September 6th-13th 1901, and was approved by the U.S. patent office on Nov 5th, 1901. 
http://www.google.com/patents/US685957 and http://www.google.com/patents/US685958. 
Tesla's radiant energy and wireless works culminated from his Colorado Experiments in 1899-
1900. At the time McKinley's assassination, most transportation was electric, in many cases 
using Nikola Tesla's patents for AC Induction Motors, Steam-Engine and Turbine Trains, 
Monorail and AC Trolly's (including the electric ambulance that carried President McKinley to 
the hospital) were all running off of power generated at Niagara Falls. President William 
McKinley's last public speech at Buffalo after visiting Niagara Falls. His Niagara Falls speech 
is unavailable. Tesla's "Radiant Energy Receiver" was designed to be a method of wireless 
power reception, cohered with his "Apparatus for the Transmission of Electrical Energy" to be 
located at Niagara Falls. Both the receiver and transmitter included their associated working 
devices from lighting to motors to be used in his proposed system of non-radiative wireless 
transmission of electricity and power, television signals and photography, audio and radio 
communications for which Tesla said could vary depending on the effect desired. 

Tesla simultaneously patented receiving devices for his transmission system on November 
5th 1901 including: US Patent 685,955 Apparatus for Utilizing Effects Transmitted From a 
Distance to a Receiving Device Through Natural Media - US Patent 585,954 Method of 
Utilizing Effects Transmitted Through Natural Media - US Patent 685,953 Method of 
Intensifying and Utilizing Effects Transmitted Through Natural Media. Previously Tesla had 
already patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations 
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a 
superconducting liquid, preferably Krypton used at CERN , for use in his system for 
magnifying transmission of radio waves. 

Unfortunately, as of November 5th 2014, Wikipedia suspiciously leaves out Nikola Tesla's 
patents and inventions out of it's “History of Solar”. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_solar_cells Further, several recent book publications 
on the subject of solar, including “Let it Shine”, the 6000 year history of solar energy, also 
leaves out Nikola Tesla's patent. Even further, Nikola Tesla overall, is suspiciously left of of the
news, out of school books and out of the minds of engineers worldwide. A recent visit by me 
to the SPI Solar Convention in Las Vegas, Nevada and conversations with the show 
producers, exhibitors and engineers from 3M to SunEdison, reveal that few have even heard 
of Tesla's patent. Furthermore, the Discovery Channel newest Ancient Aliens presentation on 
Nikola Tesla, "The Tesla Experiment", which referred to Tesla's contribution to Solar, has been
remove from the Internet. After that, Discovery Channel removed all copies of "Niagara Falls   -
Nikola Tesla Documentary", from YouTube, except the one on their own YouTube channel. In 
the documentary, Diane Sawyer admits that Wardenclyffe Towers were to be installed next to 
Hydro Projects starting with Niagara Falls. The Towers would send Negative Ions generated 
by the Tower to the Ionosphere, then to be received, wirelessly, instantaneously, and at any 
distance with a specially designed receiver, like Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of 
Radiant Energy". On other inventions like radio, Wikipedia suspiciously leaves out Nikola 
Tesla in the History of Radio Transmitters. Yet many of the patents, inventions and concepts 
in Solar Energy and Wireless originate or are represented in Tesla's patents for Manufacture 
of Electrical Condensers & Coils on November 5th 1896, Apparatus for the Utilization of 
Radiant Energy November 5th 1901, and Tesla's Apparatus for the Transmission of Electrical 
Energy, filed on or about May Day 1907.
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New analysis of Nikola Tesla's works are of the greatest importance to the future of wireless 
and non-radiative wireless power transmission, solar cells, energy storage, energy harvesting 
and other renewable energy technologies. A recent, new revival in the science of photovoltaic,
materials, emission and permittivity of matter, inductance and capacitance, magnetic fields, 
surface layers, insulators, resonance and the like have accounted for a 7 year jump in solar 
efficiencies and will eventually seal the fate of non-renewable energy sources. Nikola Tesla's 
patents going back to the 1880's describe many new concepts and improvements in the art of
radiant energy transfer, solar cells, condensers or capacitors, wireless non radiative, 
electromagnetic and/or harmonic power transfer, resonant transformers and meta and nano 
materials. Debunking Einstein's theory on how matter get's it's energy, E=MC2, where the 
Energy is self-contained within the Matter itself, like the theoretical "nuclear furnace" in the 
center of the Sun... In contrary to Einstein, this quote by Tesla confirms his later statements 
about how energy is transferred through matter “all energy in matter is received from it's 
environment”. By extension, and admitted last year by ORNL and the U.S. DOE, that all 
radioactive matter ceases to be radioactive when it no longer is in the presence of Cosmic 
Rays or Sunlight. In the presence of Cosmic Rays, all radioactive matter can break down at 
over 100X it's natural rate, in the theoretical "atomic chain". The type of matter or material 
used for Tesla's Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy would or could have been 
considered radioactive, like metal halides, or the use of Radon and Radon Clay or even the 
types of gasses he could use that are self-illuminating, or superconducting, such as Xenon 
and Krypton.

"A simple explanation of Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver by George Trinkaus: "For starters, 
think of this as a solar-electric panel. Tesla's invention is very different, but the closest thing to
it in conventional technology is in photo-voltaics. One radical difference is that conventional 
solar-electric panels consist of a substrate coated with crystalline silicon; the latest use 
amorphous silicon. Conventional solar panels are expensive, and, whatever the coating, they 
are manufactured by esoteric processes. But Tesla's "solar panel" is just a shiny metal plate 
with a transparent coating of some insulating material which today could be a spray plastic. 
Stick one of these antenna-like panels up in the air, the higher the better, and wire it to one 
side of a capacitor, the other going to a good earth ground. Now the energy from the sun is 
charging that capacitor. Connect across the capacitor some sort of switching device so that it 
can be discharged at rhythmic intervals, and you have an electric output. Tesla´s patent is 
telling us that it is that simple to get electric energy. The bigger the area of the insulated plate,
the more energy you get. But this is more than a 'solar panel' because it does not necessarily 
need sunshine to operate. It also produces power at night." See another good presentation on
Free-Energy Aerial Systems. 

From Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver patent he states what the common thinking at the time 
is about the behavior of electricity and matter, “Minute particles of matter from secondary 
cosmic rays or the rays render the air and matter as conductive. These radiations are 
generally considered to be ether vibrations of extremely small wave lengths, and in 
explanation of the phenomena noted it has been assumed by some authorities that they 
ionize or render conducting the atmosphere through which they are propagated."

Continuing from the patent, Tesla states his theory: "My own experiments and observations, 
however, lead me to conclusions more in accord with the theory heretofore advanced by me 
that sources of such radiant energy throw off with great velocity minute particles of matter 
which are strongly electrified, and therefore capable of charging an electrical conductor, even 
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if not so, may at any rate discharge an electrified conductor either by carrying off bodily its 
charge or otherwise.” “In applying my discovery I provide a condenser, preferably of 
considerable electrostatic capacity, and connect one of its terminals to an insulated metal 
plate or other conducting body exposed to the rays or streams of radiant matter.” In Nikola 
Tesla's 1899 Colorado Springs Notes, Tesla used highly polished, large surface area, 
insulated plates "the plates act as a condenser", elevated tin foiled, copper and brass 
sphere's, for reasons presumably to absorb and emit or send and receive UV, even at night. 
Tesla recommends using his U.S. Patent #611719 for an Electrical Circuit Controller to 
convert the condenser discharges or his U.S. Patent #609246 for high frequency Electrical 
Circuit Controller using a conducting liquid. See the 1905 Electrical Chemical Society 
meetings on Aluminum & Tin Foil Condensers. June 2nd 2015 Physicists make first 
observation of the pushing pressure of light. In regards to the magnetic effects on the metals 
in solar cells: Magnetic Nanoparticles Enhance Performance of Solar Cells.
Recent news regarding solar cells as condensers, batteries or capacitors; On November 5th 
2014 Rice University demonstrates a thin-layer, multi-junction, low cost super-capacitor (like 
the carbon based, graphene) molybdenum or platinum condenser layer. July 8th 2015 Tiny 
Niodium wires as wearable device super-capacitor. Other solar cells are used as a solar 
battery or for night-time use by splitting hydrogen, hydrogen storage, direct solar to hydrogen,
atom thin 2D solar to hydrogen, PEM hydrogen electrolysis, PEC surface states in water 
splitting, night-time redox vanadium photo-electrical chemical cell, night-time polymer OPV Ni-
ITO, wind into hydrogen, encapsulated coating for hydrogen electrolysis, solar to benzene 
hydrocarbons, hybrid solar + graphene battery, and oxygen with up to 12.3% efficiency using 
perovskite others that use an electrolyser and another splitting water by mimicking plants by 
using nano copper spheres and nano carbon dots or nano-pores. Today, on November 7th 
2014 "Energy Storage Slam-Dunk: graphene + carbon nanotubes + Li-ion EV batteries". 
Nikola Tesla could have used the impulse DC discharges created in his system or in the spiral
telescopic staircase under the Wardenclyffe Tower, to split water in the contained well, into 
Hydrogen and Oxygen, create super-critical water or star-water and by di-electric resonant 
electrolysis like in the Stanley Meyers patent or by and with a super-critical   fluid. 'Bionic leaf' 
uses bacteria to convert solar energy into hydrogen and oxygen for fuel. February 3rd 2015 
High-performance nano-composite Lithium-Tellurium batteries are studied using a nano-tube 
matrix of electrolytes and additives. April 27th 2015 Graphene produces a working 3D 
holographic display. June 19th 2015 A magnetic-assisted, self-healing supercapacitor. June 
15th 2015 Strengthening Solar Cell Performance with Graphene. June 15th 2015 Graphene 
world's thinnest lightbulb. USGS Selenium & Tellurium. See Tellurium. June 15th 2015 
Chemists are first to see Tellurium transformation.

In recent regards to electrolytes as solar capacitors and solar insulators, Tesla's patent 
#455068 for an electrolytic meter and Tesla's patents for electrolytic capacitors using oil 
between conducting plates. Another patent for high-permittivity oxide films as electrolytic 
capacitors. In Tesla's Colorado Springs experiments he used molten salt and presumably 
additives. Other electrolytic meters and solar electrolytes as insulators, an abstract appeared 
in Chemical Communications on November 5th 2014 on the subject of rear−irradiated flexible 
dye−sensitized solar cell by sealing liquid electrolyte in a groove. Instead of using an 
insulator, IBM's newest 30% efficient solar concentrator uses both the reflectors and 
automatic sun tracking for electricity generation, but also uses a micro-channels of water 
etched into the silicon to heat water. The University of Liverpool used bath salts as a low cost 
insulation layer. Solar Salt. How an extra co-solvent, like baking powder does the trick, turning
large bubbles of organic, plastic solar cells, into small bubbles, with the highest angle of 
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curvature. Fire from salt water.

JJ Thompson "... have shown that a wire (or elevated Tin/Mica Plate) if strongly negatively 
electrified for several hours becomes "radio-active" ie: increases the electrical conductivity of 
the air in its neighborhood"...and exposed to Roentgen Rays ... forming a coating of positive 
electricity around it" as in --Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy", 
March 1901 --Nikola Tesla's Eulogy by Mayor LaGuardia with quote from AB Barron: 
[https://youtube.com/watch?v=AWa0BNp86Dw]  --- Tesla Transformers by AB Barron, 1889 
[https://books.google.com/books? 
id=vkY_AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA595&lpg=PA595&dq=ab+barron+tesla+transformers] 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_currents

THOMAS EDISON BELL & GOODYEAR PATENT TROLLS

There was a patent war for the Gramophone / Phonograph by Thomas Edison: Since 1878, 
these devices officially were and used to record telephone conversations at the phone 
company. https://uspto.gov/about-us/news-updates/patent-phonograph-issued-february-19-
1878-one-edisons-first-greatinventions ((He figured out that the human voice, and other 
sounds, could cause a light material plate to vibrate. And, when properly placed, a needle 
could indent the plate, recording the vibrations, and found that yet another needle could play 
them back.))

Alexander Graham Bell purchased the modern wired telephone patent from Elisha Gray. Bell 
did not invent telephone, US rules 
https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews

Edison was a Patent Troll 
http://slate.com/articles/technology/history_of_innovation/2014/05/thomas_edison_charles_go
odyear_and_elias_howe_jr_were_pat ent_trolls.html

Trump hails failed inventions such as wired telephones, phone-tapping plastic recording 
devices, electric pens, (pre-cursor to the electric vibrator) and DC generators for Coal Plants: 
http://marketwatch.com/story/trump-hailed-one-failed-edison-invention-the-electric-pen-2017-
02-28 -- Trump congratulate those who invented wiretapping, then turns around and claims he
is being wiretapped. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU

TRUMP SPEECH TEXT -- "On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens from across our 
Nation came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial. At that celebration, the 
country's builders and artists and inventors showed off their creations. Alexander Graham Bell
displayed HIS telephone for the first time. (You mean the patent rights he bought from 
someone else) ... Remington unveiled the first typewriter... An early attempt was made at 
electric light. (What?) Thomas Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen." 
While at the same time Trump purposely disregards or is ignorant of the inventions of Nikola 
Tesla starting the next year, 1887 with his Alternation Current and Induction Motor patents. In 
1888, Niagara Falls was proposed using the 13 Westinghouse/Tesla A/C patents for electrical 
generation, distribution, battery, motors and arc-lamps. Tesla sold his 40 A/C patents for a 
"King's Ransom" in 1888, approximately $10 Million today, plus royalties of $2.50 per 
Horsepower. By the 1893 World's Fair, Tesla demonstrated his A/C power, neon lights, 

https://theguardian.com/world/2002/jun/17/humanities.internationaleducationnews
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_currents
http://free-ri.htnet.hr/Branko/01.html
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU


wireless power and radio technology. https://historyrat.wordpress.com/2013/01/13/lighting-
the-1893-worldsfair-the-race-to-light-the-world/ Off Goes the Power Current Started by 
Thomas Edison https://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/11/14/off-goes-the-power-current-
started-by-thomas-edison/ Edison's patent for DC generators for Coal Plants 
https://google.com/patents/US434586

Nikola Tesla On Motors Or Engines:

First, lets look at the pre-1895 status of the gasoline automobile. Then we'll look at what Tesla
patented prior to 1895 including the 40 patents for his A/C system, the 13 patents for Niagara 
Falls and his 17 patents that went into modern Radio that may also apply to engines of all 
types. Next, we'll see what happened when his 6 story lab burnt to the ground in 1895, who 
benefited after 1895, what Tesla did not patent or was lost or was stolen in 1895 due to the 
lab burning down. A question might be asked if the real meeting of the "New World Order" 
was actually in 1894 between JP Morgan, General Electric, Steinmetz, Thomas Edison, Ford 
and other infiltrators vs Nikola Tesla. Were they to replace Tesla, lay the ground work the next 
100 years, which becomes the basis for George Orwell's book "1984", written in 1939? In 
1893, a year earlier, Tesla had successfully demonstrated many of these technologies at the 
Chicago World's Fair. Prior to the fair, JP Morgan staged a banking panic that shut down the 
railways to the fair, 15,000 businesses closed their doors, 500 banks went under. Protesters 
were beaten up and put in jail by local police and the pre-National Guard forces. To find the 
answer, we'll look at what was built or patented by others in 1895 to today from General 
Electric/General Motors (JP Morgan, GE, Steinmetz, Thomas Edison, Henry Ford), Rudolph 
Diesel in 1895-6, Benz in 1896, Anheuser Bush 1900-1906, the 1906 San Francisco 
Earthquake and Trolly Conspiracy, to today's Tesla Motors Co. & BMW. Tesla Motors appears 
to be a Ford Motor Company operation dating back to 1895 and later in 1970. After his lab 
burns to the ground, Tesla goes missing for two days. After returning, later statements by him 
reveal that he will not re-file all the lost patents and instead intends to use analogies in the 
patents which will apply to all natural phenomena. You will see the evidence that all modern 
engines by today's companies were copies of, or stolen, or in any case, eventually used 
Tesla's concepts and patents; whether they give him credit, or not.

In 2015, I came across the Dieselgate Scandal. On the same day, I decided to write a report 
on the subject. Since, in 2010, I had already seen the “Clean Dieself” commercials on the 
Superbowl and knew it was a fraud. Over the weekend I wrote a 20 page treatise on the 
scandal, where the crux of the scandal lay, and also covered other engines invented by Nikola
Tesla. Below is the section on engines, covering both issues. Nikola Tesla's Engines? Nikola 
Tesla patented the "reciprocating engine" in 1893 that basis for all internal combustion 
engines, the starter in his patent for an "electrical igniter for gas engines" and even the spark 
plugs. (Early patents for spark plugs included those by Nikola Tesla (in U.S. Patent 609,250 
for an ignition timing system)). And the A/C induction motor. And the unipolar DC dynamo in 
the Prius. And the Tesla Turbine. And the Tesla Twin-Turbine, And the electric Hybrids on 
ships. And the Pyro-Magneto electric engine, Heat Pump engine, Improvement in the Rotary 
Engines, the electric Steam Engine, hybrid electric Turbo-Trains, Mag-Lev, And the Ramjet. - 
Smithsonian. Pick what motor you want. It's all Nikola Tesla's. How do they all work? How and
where are they "magic"? You'll find out in this book.  Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean 
Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine | 
Nikola Tesla "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" November 5th 1901 

https://google.com/patents/US434586
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609250
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spark_plug
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spark_plug
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609250A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US514169A/en


(nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com) Reciprocating engine: Type of heat engine. A reciprocating 
engine, also often known as a piston engine, is typically a heat engine that uses one or more 
reciprocating pistons to convert high temperature and high pressure into a rotating motion. 

Dieselgate - Volkswagen VW Clean Diesel Engine Emissions Software Defeat Device 
Scandal & Internal Combustion Engine ft Nikola Tesla properly described and patented the 
basis for all A/C Electric Motors, Internal Combustion Engines, Compounding Steam Engines 
from 1887-1897 & Turbines between 1909-1922 
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/09/dieselgate-volkswagen-vw-clean-diesel.html

April 2018 May 1888: Tesla Files His Patents for the AC Electric Motor and his system of 
electrical transmission and distribution. A year later Westinghouse Co. began selling the 
world’s first small electrical appliance, a fan powered by a 125-watt AC motor. Tesla’s first 
patent was for a two-phase motor; modern households now rely on many small, single-phase 
electric motors. Today, some 12 billion small, nonindustrial motors are sold every year, 
including some 2 billion tiny motors. https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/innovation/may-1888-
tesla-files-his-patents-for-electric-motor

In 1933 Nikola Tesla announces a new source of power; opposed to Einstein's physics, would
lead to cheap energy for all. He declares his A/C motors would last for 500 years, are 
indestructible, like Niagara Falls 30M HP, and, in a Tesla Model S would last for 500 years. 
After 60 years, the Niagara Falls generators are replaced and 95% recycled for more efficient 
or larger generators. They do not replace them because they are broken. 
[https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/gm.2094794780830218/2550415808
334511/] 
(https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/gm.2094794780830218/2550415808
334511/) -- "The apparatus for capturing the energy and transforming it will partake both of 
mechanical and electrical features, and will be of ideal simplicity. "At first the cost may be 
found too high, but this obstacle eventually will be overcome. Moreover, the instrument will 
be, so to speak, indestructible, and will continue to function for any length of time without 
additional expenditures."

Nikola Tesla stated in 1931 "My motor would last for 500 years, unobstructed and 
indestructible." ((No one will live long enough to debunk Nikola Tesla)). The motors and the 
battery material are 95% recyclable. -- New York Herald Tribune July 9th, 1933 Tesla 
Declares Generators Will Run 500 Years Unrenewed https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/articles/tesla-predicts-new-source-poweryear

I asked Tesla what part of his life work lay closest to his heart. It was not the induction motor, 
today the basis of industries in which billions of dollars are invested all over the world. 
Instead, it was the discovery of the principle that preceded the induction motor ? the ? rotating
magnetic field.? ?It was not only a valuable discovery, capable of extensive practical 
applications. It was a revelation of new forces and new phenomena unknown to science 
before. ?No,? Dr. Tesla said with some feeling, ?I would not give my rotating field discovery 
for a thousand inventions, however valuable, designed merely as mechanical contraptions to 
deceive the eye and the ear. A thousand years hence, the telephone and the motion picture 
camera may be obsolete, but the principle of the rotating magnetic field will remain a vital, 
living thing for all time to come.? https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/famous-
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prophet-science-looks-future

A/C INDUCTION MOTORS

Early AC systems had a major disadvantage that there was no commercially available AC 
motor. This shortcoming was solved in fairly short order when the word of the extraordinary 
Tesla patents reached the academic world, when he was issued his first set of patents for a 
comprehensive system of AC generators, transformers, synchronous motors and induction 
motors for the transmission and utilization of two or more alternating currents, what came to 
be known as the polyphase system. And so it came to pass that the inventor was invited to 
lecture before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. George Westinghouse became 
aware of Tesla in May1, 1888 due to his remarkable speech in Pittsburgh when Tesla 
introduced his motors and electrical systems in a classic paper, “A New System of Alternate 
Current Motors and Transformers” which he delivered before the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers. Nikola Tesla's earliest patent legal fight involved him being the first to 
properly describe the back-EMF reciprocation within his Alternating Current Induction Electric 
Engine's filed on October 12th 1887. Applied on July 7 1893 Nikola Tesla patent for the "Tesla
Coil" or "Bifilar Coil" for Electromagnets" describe balancing the reciprocation of self-induction
with the capacity of the circuit. From the patent: "The effects of self-induction, above referred 
to, are known to be neutralized by proportioning to a proper degree the capacity of the circuit 
with relation to the self-induction and frequency of the currents. 
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-512340-coil-electro-magnets This
has been accomplished heretofore by the use of condensers constructed and applied as 
separate instruments."

The A/C motor and Inpulse DC motor is also used to 1) Smelt Steel at Niagara Falls since 
1899 2) Sintering of all materials 3) Manufacturing Synthetic Diamonds 4) Heat Pump 5) 
Regenerative Breaking and even the 6) Timing used to regulate the motors speed... Edison 
and Einstein have nothing to do with any of this. Nikola Tesla's generator called the "Ozone 
Generator" of 1897 uses the Spark Gap from the motor with air or input gasses used to 1) 
Manufacturer Ozone, Nitrous, Nitrates aka Nitrogen Fixation for Fertilizer, Krypton gas ( and 
other gasses ) - NT, and is used by Chevron, EXXON (Energy, Frequency, Vibration, Oxygen, 
Nitrogen (EXXON)) and others to Manufacture pure Gasoline (and other fuels) called the 
"Cherry Method" using electricity from the Generator + Tesla Coil with a natural -feeder- gas 
3) Also see "Manufacturing unlimited gasses from Steel Plants" - From the Ozone Generator 
Patent "uses very little energy, unlimited quantity, little or no maintenance and very low cost". 
https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/introduction-ac-motors/ 
h

Nikola Tesla’s most important discovery’s of the Rotating Magnetic Field ((The phenomena 
reported in the earliest court cases on A/C motors was called “EMF recycling”. Today the 
Unipolar Dynamo called a “Reluctance Engine”; has the phenomena of Resistance turns to 
#Reluctance. In his writing on his Poly phase system he calls it “perfectly efficient”. He calls 
the component devices, energy “translation devices”. His A/C motor goes towards infinite 
power as the internal resistance of the motor (aka Grid Wall) balances with the input of the 
battery, until the motor becomes aka “floating piston” or levitation and the motor burns out 
from the rush of energy from the Ether into the “zero point”.) 

http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-512340-coil-electro-magnets
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/famous-prophet-science-looks-future


Reluctant reciprocation is the most efficient, with-nature concept, first described, applied and 
patented in Tesla's system of "Alternating Reciprocation" A/C ELECTRIC MOTORS & AC 
POWER TRANSMISSION of 1887-8. In his 1888 A/C electric motor patents he was the first to
properly describe electro-magnetic "Reluctant Reciprocation" with EMF RECYCLING in both 
Synchronous magnetic induction motors and Asynchronous induction motors. The Reluctance
Engine was described by Tesla and is generally described as (Rotary, Mono-polar, Self-
Grounded, Reluctantly Induced, Asynchronous, Reciprocation with EMF recycling). These 
concept are similarly applied in his most important patents. Both TESLA MOTORS & BMW 
ENGINES have tested or use variations of this engine today. 
http://www.greencarcongress.com/2013/08/bmw-20130812.html

Tesla's correct description of the EMF recycling and true electro-magnetic reciprocation were
the reasons for his legal wins for his 2&4 PHASE A/C electric induction motor patent of 1887. 
Properly described by him and applied becomes the modern RELUCTANCE MOTOR, which 
is also a/the STEPPING MOTOR, (Tesla's stepping motor and reciprocating engine also used 
a coil spring to provide additional "potential energy" to the system and it's stiffness to provide 
oscillation for timing); he describes for use in his November 5th 1901 patent for an "Apparatus
for the Utilization of Radiant Energy/

The Voltage or “Resonant Rise” rises to #Infinity as the A/C system or.A/C induction motor. 
The rise in Voltage occurs as positive electric charge from the surroundings or from the 
battery is introduced into the motor/generator's "grid wall" or resistance; the electrons 
generally thought if as the resistance. This phenomena allows A/C induction motors to reach 
500%+ of their rated power for the first .5-1 second of spinning-up. 
https://allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/tesla-polyphase-
inductionmotors/ -- * Resonant Rise was first mentioned in Colorado Springs 1899; 1980's 
documentary. Also see: Energy, Frequency and Vibration. The only video on YouTube 
covering just "Resonant Rise". October 30 2006 https://youtube.com/watch? 
v=UN0YlOmxyRk&t=03m45s

Also see Feedback & Negative Resistance in A/C systems regulated by the spark-gap in a 
Tesla Coil. This is where in some technologies an A/C Induction or Impulse DC motor is 
connected to a Tesla Coil. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg (see Description) as in 
Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html

This phenomena would inject the negative resistance into the system; aka runaway electrical 
superconductivity or cold electricity. https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en

This would be considered the opposite function used as a Spark Gap Sintering used to create
heat and no spark by interjecting resistance. Or an Impulse DC motor connected to a Tesla 
Arc-Lamp used to smelt steel. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=1624726517665100

Nikola Tesla's induction heating is used in #Spark #Plasma #Sintering in the manufacture of 
nano materials like Silver, #Teslaphoresis of carbon nanotubes, hot pressing densification. 
The ferrite transformer coil materials used in building a Tesla Coil is manufactured using 
induction heating. https://teslauniverse.com/build/plans/build-solid-state-tesla-coil

https://teslauniverse.com/build/plans/build-solid-state-tesla-coil
https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html
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SPS is a pulsed or unpulsed DC or AC current 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spark_plasma_sintering

Nikola Tesla's Unipolar Dynamo used for pulsed DC currents; also used in the Prius 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo -- Nano Silver is also 
manufactured using a Tesla Coil using electro-mechanics in TESLAPHORESIS 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acsnano.6b02313

Whoa: A Tesla Coil Can Zap Carbon Nanotubes Into Long Nanowires 
https://wired.com/2016/05/whoa-tesla-coil-can-zap-nanotubes-long-nanowires/

April 21st 2020 Apple US Patent #10,630,127 decides to use Nikola Tesla's AC Induction 
Motor/(Heat Pump vs Sintering) because of it's unique features 1) Power increases towards 
Infinity in both directions, or 500% rated power for the first .5-1 second of spin-up 2) It can 
generate a high starting torque when the voltage/frequency is controlled 3) It's cheaper, and is
also useful over rugged terrain. 4) Longer life 5) less maintenance, than, for instance, a 
permanent magnet drive. 6) When properly controlled, a three-phase AC induction motor can 
be made to be 90-98% efficient. "Perfectly Efficient" - Nikola Tesla

Instead, Apple's patent concentrates on the motor technology paired with a method for 
dissipating heat from the engine. "[A] cooling structure [is] disposed in a thermally conductive 
relationship with at least one of the upper exterior ring surface or the lower exterior ring 
surface for receiving heat from the end turn ring," it says. 
https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/04/21/apple-car-research-focusing-on-use-of-tesla-style-
induction-motor

Feb 15th 2018 MIT's new invention for a "resonant thermal" energy transfer system does not 
have a direct patent number in Google patents. But, their earlier patent for a "wireless energy 
transfer system thermal maintenance" refers back to 4 Nikola Tesla Patents. 
https://newatlas.com/mit-thermal-resonator-temperature-changes-electricity/53456/

RELUCTANCE ENGINE

Reluctance Engine in 2017 pointed out that EMF is lost, unless you can manage the Thrust 
on the stator. And, Nikola Tesla points this out in the actual Patent! Now, why did it take 135 
years to figure that out, when it's stated clearly in the patent and in the Wiki for Reluctance 
Engines? https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-patent-more-efficient-electric-motors/ -- "In Figs. 1 
and 2, A is an annular core of soft iron, preferably LAMINATED or formed of insulated 
sections, so as to be susceptible to rapid variations of magnetism"" 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-382279-electro-magnetic-motor

After Tesla patents his compounding steam engine patent of 1897, Westinghouse 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vauclain_compound -- Magnetic Reluctance 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_reluctance -- Reluctance Motor 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reluctance_motor 

One of the referring patents to Tesla's "Electrical Igniter for Gas Engines" is an AC Induction 
Motor using "Electromagnetic field energy recycling" which was patented by the Ford Motor 
Co. on February 2nd 1971, otherwise known as the "Reluctance Motor". 
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http://www.google.com/patents/US3560820

Also, the Tesla/Schmid Niagara Patents include a Schmid "Switch Reluctance Motor" 
https://www.google.com/patents/US519097

Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s (Reluctance Motor) with Synchronism based in his 
Pulse-Width Modulation, is Self-Sustaining, Regenerative, with EMF recycling is used in the 
Prius, BMW, GM & Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-
unipolar-dynamo](https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo

Reluctance engines now used in the Tesla Plaid update "does not conform to Maxwell 
Equations" as they are (non deterministic) - Wikipedia on Reluctance engines. In addition, 
--Nikola Tesla proved in his Patent for a "Pyromagneto electric generator" that magnets cease
to be magnetic under high temperatures; breaking all your "laws". 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US428057A/

U.S. Patent 588,602A for the Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used in the Prius & GM
-- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en

October 14th 2021 See The Tesla Plaid's Dual-Motor Rear Drive Unit. Here we can take a 
look at the Plaid's rear subframe and rear drive unit, which consists of two Permanent Magnet
- Synchronous Reluctance Motors (PMSRM) https://insideevs.com/news/540692/tesla-plaid-
drive-rear-unit/

March 3rd 2021 Smart motor startup inks $80 million funding round led by Bill Gates, Robert 
Downey Jr. https://fortune.com/2021/03/03/turntide-80-million-funding-smart-motor-bill-gates/

April 6th 2019 Tesla is upgrading Model S/X with new, more efficient “Reluctance 
Motor/Generator” https://electrek.co/2019/04/05/tesla-model-s-new-electric-motors/

Tesla Leaks published the “Reluctance Motor/Generator” patents in 2014; now to be used in 
the Tesla Model S/X. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=1104385559699201

Electric Cars vs Gas Cars: Efficiency

Gas cars are less than 2% efficient, round-trip: 1) Acquire land for oil pump-jacks 2) Build 
pump-jack 3) Power pump-jack 4) Build oil and gas tanker trucks, pipelines and rail lines 5) 
Pick-up and deliver oil to refinery 6) Build refinery 7) Power refinery 8) Over-build roads and 
bridges to deliver gas 9) Deliver gas to gas station 10) Build gas station 11) Power gas station
12) Use gas and time to goto gas station 13) Burn the gas in a 20% efficient gas motor 14) 
Repair 75% if roads broken by gas and oil tankers 15) Clean water poisoned by gas and oil 
16) 6 football fields per minute of forests clear-cut and animals murdered for Corn Ethanol 
production 17) 1 Billion pounds of Corn/Wheat/Soy burnt in your gas tank per year, just in the 
U.S. 18) Murder 1 Million people per year when your gas car, oil tankers or refineries 
explodes 19) Murder 100 Million people in Wars to steal oil 20) Poison everything in sight with
gas, oil and petrochemicals 21) Get Cancer and Birth Defects from gas additives like Techron 
23) 1.5M dead people per year from Smog 24) $5.3 Trillion in subsidies per year for fossil 
fuels. That's just to start! )) Equals less than a 2% efficiency round-trip at a subsidised price of
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$10-$20 per gallon. You have to pay that too!! (sources @ http://teslaleaks.com) February 
16th 2021 Understanding the >98% efficient, 18,000 RPM, 60 Lb, 500+ HP, Nikola Tesla A/C 
induction motor of 1888 in the Tesla Model S that lasts Indefinitely. The DC-AC inverter 
between the battery and motor in the Tesla Model S is >98% efficient. The Nikola Tesla 
(wound coil capacitor) "jelly roll" battery is >99.9% efficient per full charge cycle. If the battery 
is charged or motor operated by Nikola Tesla's wireless inductive coil charging by the road 
itself, it's >98% efficient. The Nikola Tesla long distance A/C or D/C power transmission to the 
road's induction coils is >95%-98% efficient. That's a total of between 85-90% efficiency 
round-trip https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQV3D8F6gvw

February 25th 2021 EVs Are More Expensive Than Traditional Cars ﾗBut Not by Much. Last 
year, an analysis from BloombergNEF found that "upfront cost parity" for U.S. electric and 
internal combustion vehicles will arrive in 2024. Are Electric Vehicles More Expensive Than 
Cars? Yes, But Not By Much - Bloomberg 

6 years later Westinghouse would purchase Tesla’s patent for a lump sum payment of 
$216,000 as part of a patent sharing agreement signed with General Electric (a company 
created from the 1892 merger of Edison, and Thompson-Houston) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla

The Voltage or #Resonant #Rise rises to #Infinity as the A/C system or.A/C induction motor. 
The rise in Voltage occurs as positive electric charge from the surroundings or from the 
battery is introduced into the motor/generator’s “grid wall” or resistance; the electrons 
generally thought if as the resistance. This phenomena allows A/C induction motors to reach 
500%+ of their rated power for the first .5-1 second of spinning-up. 
https://allaboutcircuits.com/textbook/alternating-current/chpt-13/tesla-polyphase-induction-
motors/

Resonant Rise was first mentioned in Colorado Springs 1899; 1980’s documentary. Also see: 
Energy, Frequency and Vibration. The only video on YouTube covering just “Resonant Rise”. 
October 30 2006 https://youtube.com/watch?v=UN0YlOmxyRk&t=03m45s

Also see Feedback & Negative Resistance in A/C systems regulated by the spark-gap in a 
Tesla Coil. This is where in some technologies an A/C Induction or Impulse DC motor is 
connected to a Tesla Coil. https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg (see Description)

This phenomena would inject the negative resistance into the system; aka runaway electrical 
superconductivity or cold electricity. https://patents.google.com/patent/US685012A/en

This would be considered the opposite function used as a Spark Gap Sintering used to create
heat and no spark by interjecting resistance. Or an Impulse DC motor connected to a Tesla 
Arc-Lamp used to smelt steel. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=1624726517665100

Maxwell Supercapacitors for Regenerative Breaking & Turbo 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxwell_Technologies 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supercapacitor

August 18 2019 This Huge Electric Dump Truck Never Needs to Plug In 
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https://www.wired.com/story/this-huge-electric-dump-truck-never-needs-to-plug-in/

UNIPOLAR DYNAMO

Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an arrangement of two parallel discs 
with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that 
was the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc 
edge, across the belt to the other disc edge and to the second shaft. This would have greatly 
reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical pickups to 
interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, 
patents were awarded to C. P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar 
generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator

On Tesla improving Edison’s DC motor for a $50,000 bet. Edison couldn’t steal (take credit) 
things that he doesn’t believe would work, nor knows how any of it functions. Edison’s died 
playing with Tesla’s X-ray lights that he stole. Oops. Steinmetz tried to figure it out, but still 
failed. As early as 1892, GE and Westinghouse had a “patent sharing agreement”. Tesla didn’t
just improve Edison’s DC with Tesla’s DC Unipolar Dynamo (used in the Prius), 
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?view=permalink&id=1104385559699201— 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo

The ability to parallel these (unipolar) devices results in a scalable device technology capable 
of achieving high-current, 600-V SiC switch technology. 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/1620578— https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unipolar_motor

Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with homopolar 
generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 
406,968 https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968

Nikola Tesla's Homopolar Generator/s with Synchronism based in his Pulse-Width 
Modulation, its Self-Sustaining, Regenerative, with EMF recycling is used in the Prius, BMW 
& Tesla Model 3 -- https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolardynamo  His 
Unipolar DC patent as an electrical generator is referred to and used by the US Dept. Of 
Energy in Nuclear Fusion Reactors https://patents.google.com/patent/US4110648A/en -- 
Nikola Tesla was interested in the Faraday disc and conducted work with homopolar 
generators,[2] and eventually patented an improved version of the device in U.S. Patent 
406,968 https://patents.google.com/patent/US406968 -- U.S. Patent 588,602A for the 
Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used in the Prius & GM -- 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S. Patent 390,414 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414

Tesla's "Dynamo Electric Machine" patent/s describes an arrangement of two parallel discs 
with separate, parallel shafts, joined like pulleys by a metallic belt. Each disc had a field that 
was the opposite of the other, so that the flow of current was from the one shaft to the disc 
edge, across the belt to the other disc edge and to the second shaft. This would have greatly 
reduced the frictional losses caused by sliding contacts by allowing both electrical pickups to 
interface with the shafts of the two disks rather than at the shaft and a high-speed rim. Later, 
patents were awarded to C. P. Steinmetz and E. Thomson for their work with homopolar 
generators. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator 
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 Nikola Tesla's Unipolar Dynamo used for pulsed DC currents; also used in the Prius 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/notes-unipolar-dynamo

U.S. Patent 588,602A for the Synchronous Variable Reluctance Motor used in the Prius & GM
-- https://patents.google.com/patent/US588602A/en -- U.S. Patent 390,414 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414

TESLA TURBINE

Somewhat more efficient per pound than the Tesla Motors A/C induction motor at 420 
Horsepower at 60 pounds or 7 horsepower per pound. The Tesla turbine is a bladeless 
centripetal flow turbine patented by Nikola Tesla in 1913.[1] It is referred to as a bladeless 
turbine. The Tesla turbine also known as the boundary-layer turbine, cohesion-type turbine, 
and Prandtl-layer turbine (after Ludwig Prandtl) because it uses the boundary-layer effect and
not a fluid impinging upon the blades as with a conventional turbine. Bioengineering 
researchers have referred to it as a multiple-disk centrifugal pump.[2]  [3]
One of Tesla's desires for implementation this turbine was for geothermal power, which was 
described in Our Future Motive Power.[4] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine

Smithsonian magazine's story correctly describes Nikola Tesla as the originator of the 
technology for RamJet Engines. http://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-
belgrade-inventor-electricity-smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/

Nikola Tesla's patents for his Disc Turbine in 1909 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1061206, Tesla Turbine Pump, Valvular Conduit 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1329559, Fluid Dynamics 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1329559 and his properly described concepts of the 
adhesion, cohesion, viscosity, skin-effect, boundary layers and the co-efficient of 
friction, pre-date all other patents at the patent office for many modern RamJets, 
Turbochargers, Steam-Engines, Pumps & Generators and much much more.

One of the most recent patents references to Tesla's Turbine and Fluid Dynamics patents are:
Jul 7, 2011 "Centrifugal reverse flow disk turbine and method to obtain rotational power
thereby" http://www.google.com/patents/US20110164958 used for turbo generators, air flow 
to work, stationary and subsonic Ramjet engines, gas flow and heat exchangers, radial 
turbines, air compressors, micro steam-turbines and even a "Solar-powered totally-enclosed 
internal circulation refrigerator".

One of the most recent patent on Apr 14, 2011 for a "Subsonic and Stationary Ramjet 
Engines " http://www.google.com/patents/US20110083420 refers to the above "Centrifugal 
reverse flow disc turbine". The "Subsonic and Stationary Ramjet Engines" patent applies to 
referring patents for "Ramjet engine for power generation, rotary ramjet engine, centrifugal-
pumps, supersonic compressors, jet pipe for jet-propelled aircraft, torque-jet engine, low 
velocity gas turbine with exhaust gas recycling, Turbine engine, Refrigeration process using 
two-phase turbine, gas compressor for jet engine, Internal combustion engine, convection fan 
assembly for a cooking appliance, rotary heat engine, two-stage hypersonic vehicle featuring 
advanced swirl combustion.

Another important patent reference to the Tesla Turbine and Tesla R  eci  procation   Engine / 
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Westinghouse is a November 25th 2015 patent approval for a "Disc turbine using heat 
p  ipes". This new patent has over 100+ patent citations and references from a Missile 
propulsion system, aerospace inventions, disc-turbine pumps and generators, a bladeless 
turbocharger, micromachines, fluid movers, wind turbine generators, water purification, 
energy converters, rotary engines, concentrated solar power, ocean mass and tidal energy, 
dual disc turbine reciprocating engine heart pumps, and many other hybrids . (All of these 
inventions and much more all refer back to Nikola Tesla's Turbine and Fluid Dynamics 
patents.)  

The Latest: September 7th 2022 We could fill Lake Powell in less than a year with an 
aqueduct from Mississippi River https://usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/08/15/climate-
change-west-mississippi-river-pipeline/10332092002/

August 1st 2022 Charlie Solison Nikola Tesla's Bladeless Turbine, Gas Turbines, Turbine Jet 
Engine, Turbine Combustion, Steam Condenser & Tesla Fountain 
https://www.youtube.com/c/CharlieSolis/videos

July 30th 2022 It's time for Army Corps of Engineers to investigate the feasibility of moving 
water West using the Tesla Turbine Pump https://www.yahoo.com/news/time-army-corps-
engineers-investigate-130023576.html

Oil companies preferably use the blade-less Tesla Pump type turbines to pump their thick 
liquids through their pipelines and wells. (Removed from the website and removed from the 
archive) DirectIndustry - The online Industrial Exhibition (archive.org)  

Tesla Turbine, Pump, Valve, Fluid Propulsion & Fluid 
Dynamics:

Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls has used Tesla Turbine Pumped Hydro for energy storage since 
1956 and even earlier in it's beginning from 1896-1899 with Niagara's patents for a "soft lead"
electrolytic battery. Hydro Storage "Pump storage is like a battery; you charge the battery by 
pumping water from the lower reservoir to the upper reservoir and release it at a time when its
needed, which will be the peak times," he said. While solar and wind are great when the sun 
is shining and the wind is blowing, but don't always coincide with when power is needed. 
2015 Hydro-power study on Pumped Hydro. A More Efficient Micro-hydro that Utilizes a Tesla 
Turbine. Tesla Turbine Pump. Tesla Fluid Propulsion. Tesla Fluid Dynamics. Tesla Wind 
Turbine. Oil companies preferably use the blade-less Tesla Pump type turbines to pump their 
thick liquids through their pipelines and wells. Also see Gravity Power Pump-Turbines for 
Pumped Storage.
July 10th 2015 Norway could be Europe's Green Battery using Nikola Tesla's Turbine 
Pumped Hydro with his Reciprocating Engine and Mechanical Oscillator and attached to his 
Steam Engine.

Another important patent reference to the Tesla Turbine and Tesla R  eci  procation   Engine / 
Westinghouse is a November 25th 2015 patent approval for a "Disc turbine using heat pipes".
This new patent has over 100+ patent citations and references from a Missile propulsion 
system, aerospace inventions, turbine pumps and generators, a bladeless turbocharger, 
micromachines, fluid movers, wind turbine generators, desalination, energy conversions, 
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rotary engines, and many other hybrids. (All of these inventions and much more all refer back
to Nikola Tesla's Turbine and Fluid Dynamics patents.)

By 1922 Nikola Tesla had sold one version of his Tesla Turbine to Germany, prior to WW2, 
used in their U-boats. Prior to war breaking out, Tesla had to concede the royalties for his 
turbine because of the U.S. trading with the enemy act.

The Tesla Turbine II is also referred to in the Tesla FBI Fil  e of 1943 as a type of turbine that 
was not currently in use by other countries and also John G Trump wrote about the turbine in 
the file. 

NEW June 10th 2016 New mathematics accurately captures liquids and surfaces moving in 
synergy The new story on "interface dynamics', "boundaries and surfaces", "numerical 
boundary layers", and "fluid dynamics" from phys.org does not mention Nikola Tesla. 
http://phys.org/news/2016-06-mathematics-accurately-captures-liquids-surfaces.html 
  
 By 1922 Nikola Tesla had sold one version of his Tesla Turbine to Germany, prior to WW2, 
used in their U-boats. Prior to war breaking out, Tesla had to concede the royalties for his 
turbine because of the U.S. trading with the enemy act. The Tesla Turbine II is also referred to
in the Tesla FBI Fil  e as a type of turbine that was not currently in use by other countries and 
also John G Trump wrote about the turbine in the file. Also See: Scientific American 
September 30th, 1911 "The Tesla Steam Turbine". By 1909 Tesla had patented and built his 
Tesla Disc Turbine, two run against each other reached a recorded 97% efficiency 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine,

OUR FUTURE MOTIVE POWER by Nikola Tesla Everyday Science and Mechanics, 
December 1931 http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1931-12-00.htm The Ramjet (Tesla's flying 
stovepipe) was supposedly invented in 1913-1914 by French inventor René Lorin, but it did 
not work and was not re-introduced until about 1928. But by 1913, Tesla had written about a 
similar device that "would resemble a gas stove and weigh almost as much."— Nikola Tesla, 
7-7-1912. Tesla's Fountain patent in 1914 introduces the idea of the Cascade Effect and 
Concentric Waves in Water. Tesla's 1927-8 Verticle Take-Off & Landing (VTOL) aircraft patent 
was to use the very efficient dual compounding Tesla Steam Turbines running against each-
other. "To a Westinghouse manager, Tesla wrote 'You should not be at all surprised, if some 
day you see me fly from New York to Colorado Springs in a contrivance which will resemble a 
gas stove and weigh as much. ... and could, if necessary enter and depart through a 
window.'" (7-7-1912) ( it will be a small box, not a huge "cigar" ) pg. 198   Tesla: Man Out of 
Time   by Margaret Cheney More: http://peswiki.com/index.php/Tesla's_Flying_Machine  
http://www.tuks.nl/Mirror/frankgermano_net/teslaturbine.htm 

Another important patent reference to the Tesla Turbine and Tesla R  eci  procation   Engine / 
Westinghouse is a November 25th 2015 patent approval for a "Disc turbine using heat pipes".
This new patent has over 100+ patent citations and references from a Missile propulsion 
system, aerospace inventions, turbine pumps and generators, a bladeless turbocharger, 
micromachines, fluid movers, wind turbine generators, desalination, energy conversions, 
rotary engines, and many other hybrids. (All of these inventions and much more all refer back
to Nikola Tesla's Turbine and Fluid Dynamics patents.)

The "Missing" Tesla Twin Turbine Patent was uncovered by the Chief Justice on September 
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11th 2017. http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html

A new type of engine module is described based on the Tesla turbine. Our Tesla Twin 
Turbines (Compunding) Combustion Engine Module comprises of two Tesla turbines 
welded together, forming a combustion chamber in between. The combustion chamber 
includes an air-fuel mixture inlet and an ignition inlet. Fuel-air mixture is injected through the 
air-fuel inlet into the combustion chamber which is ignited by an ignition device. The high 
temperature combustion gas flow in opposite directions across 2 stacks of evenly spaced 
smooth parallel discs, transferring energy into rotating the discs via the mechanism of 
boundary layer laminar flow interaction. The pair of rotating stacks of discs rotates a pair of 
rods. The gas exits through exhaust holes or openings adjacent to the pair of rods. The 
rotating rods can be used to drive generators or do useful works. 

2020 Bugatti Formula 1 Entry could use the “Tesla Turbine.” 
http://s1.cdn.autoevolution.com/images/news/gallery/bugatti-101p-f1- 2020-concept-testing-
livery_2.jpg

The term has no link to Tesla Motors, but to legendary inventor Nikola Tesla, who patented 
this propulsion solution in 1913. http://autoevolution.com/news/2020-bugatti-formula-1-entry-
imagined-by-british-designer-112237.html Nikola Tesla's Revolutionary Engine Still Lies 
Untouched, Here's How It Works http://autoevolution.com/news/nikola-tesla-srevolutionary-
engine-still-lies-untouched-here-s-how-it-works-112254.html

Nikola Tesla's Niagara Falls has used Tesla Turbine Pumped Hydro for energy storage since 
1956 and even earlier in it's beginning from 1896-1899 with Niagara's patents for a "soft lead"
electrolytic battery. Hydro Storage "Pump storage is like a battery; you charge the battery by 
pumping water from the lower reservoir to the upper reservoir and release it at a time when its
needed, which will be the peak times," he said. While solar and wind are great when the sun 
is shining and the wind is blowing, but don't always coincide with when power is needed. 
2015 Hydro-power study on Pumped Hydro. A More Efficient Micro-hydro that Utilizes a Tesla 
Turbine. Tesla Turbine Pump. Tesla Fluid Propulsion. Tesla Fluid Dynamics. Tesla Wind 
Turbine. Oil companies preferably use the blade-less Tesla Pump type turbines to pump their 
thick liquids through their pipelines and wells. Also see Gravity Power Pump-Turbines for 
Pumped Storage.

RECIPROCATING ENGINE

History of Gas Engine: What is the evidence that Nikola Tesla properly described, or 
discovered the concepts necessary to maximize efficiency and in working with-nature 
regarding all modern Engines including the Internal Combustion Engine? 

First, lets look at the pre-1895 status of the gasoline automobile. Nikola Tesla, at the 1893 
World's Colombian Exposition,[1] demonstrated a device he constructed known as the "Egg 
of Columbus" It was used to demonstrate and explain the principles of the rotating magnetic 
field model and the induction motor. On August 25 1893, Elisha Gray introduced Tesla for a 
delivery of a lecture on mechanical and electrical oscillators. Tesla explained his work for 
efficiently increasing the work at high frequency of reciprocation. 
http://peswiki.com/index.php/PowerPedia:Nikola_Tesla On March 21st 1901, Nikola Tesla 
applies for his day-night time solar patent "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" 
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which uses electro-static reciprocation and also demonstrates the "potential energy of a 
spring" by introducing in the patent a spring driven stepping motor. 
http://www.google.com/patents/US685957 Later in 1894, Tesla accurately describes the same
concept of electrical reciprocation alternations and retardations causing rotation in his 1894 
AC "Electrical Transmission of Power" of Jan 2, 1894. 
http://www.google.com/patents/US511915 In Tesla's early childhood he was reported to have 
developed a Rotary Engine that was powered by a Bug.

By 1894, prior the destruction of his lab in 1895, prior to the development of the modern 
reciprocating gasoline engine in 1896, Tesla patented his "Coil For Electro-Magnets", which 
demonstrated reciprocation using a electro-magnetic self-induction bifilar coils. Tesla patented
his "Electrical Igniter for Gas Engines" in 1897 http://www.google.com/patents/US609250. 
Tesla's Reciprocating Engine is an analogy of all reciprocation's, and leads to the definition of 
"Dead Center" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_centre and "Moment" 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_%28physics%29 in physics and in piston gas engines 
and an analogy of all balancing of gasses, fluids or plasma, fluid dynamics pressure in the 
container of a piston with the exhaust system. The modern "Turboexpander"'s are defined as 
100% efficient + Heat (isentropic, constant) makes the system potentially over-unity. The 
modern "Compandor" Patent, non-linear radio-frequency compression and reciprocation used
to minimize Feedback and prevent Overload (RCA 1940 Oscillatory Circuits, Raytheon) is 
analogous to reciprocation with retardation. This nonlinear redistribution is called 
"companding" which is a verbal contraction of the terms "compression" and "expansion." 

Telegeodynamics

Tesla's art of TELEGEODYNAMICS is only an analogy of the internal workings of the 
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telegeodynamics

Formula One Turbo Engines (Compounding, Reciprocation, EMF, Pulse/Width, Reluctancy, 
Software, Vibration, Quiver/Rouge Signals, Synchronicity, Ground Effect, Teleautomation, 
Fluid Dynamics) - 1986 Documentary "How It All Started"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKT2lw71wbs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formula_One_engines https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbo-
compound_engine    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compound_turbine 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compound_engine

Rudolf Diesel's 1892 patent for a "Method and apparatus for converting heat into work", 
where Diesel admits that you can only get a specific amount of energy out of any particular 
fuel... http://www.google.com/patents/US542846 http://gluedideas.com/Encyclopedia-
Britannica-Volume-7-Part-1-Damascus-Education-Animals/Diesel-Engine.html

Also, Nikola Tesla's patent of 1893, for a electric "Compounding Steam Engine" 
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-517900-steam-engine, also to be 
used with his "Reciprocating Engine" of 1893, describes the concept of reciprocation, but 
uses the rigidity of a spring to provide the speed and uniformity of oscillation. Tesla's steam 
engine patent also provides for rotary action. "The reciprocating movement of the piston may 
be converted, by the ordinary mechanisms into rotary motion or it may be utilized and applied 
in any other manner desired, either directly or indirectly.". Tesla's patent precedes the use of 
the Vauclain compounding steam engine in about the year 1900, but not the patent of 1889 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vauclain_compound

More information exists about "How Edison & Ford killed the electric car") More recently in 
2013, the patent office approves a "Reciprocating internal combustion engine". By reading the
text one can discern that patent holder describes exactly what Tesla describes in his 1893 
patent for a "Reciprocating Engine" http://www.google.com/patents/US20130255641

"The RICE is a subset of IC engines, the operation of which, conceptually, can be greatly 
simplified. The surrounding cylinder wall of the RICE (with closed intake and exhaust valves), 
together with its reciprocating piston, form a thermodynamic system that transforms: i. 
mechanical work W done by a moving piston into internal energy E of the working fluid during 
a compression process, ii. heat energy Q converted from fuel chemical energy into increased 
working fluid internal energy E and total volume V during a combustion process, and iii. a 
portion of the working fluid internal energy E into mechanical work W during an expansion 
process. The remaining portion of the working fluid internal energy E is rejected out of the 
cylinder at the end of the expansion process. The transformation of energy in each of the 
three thermodynamic processes is governed by the First Law of Thermodynamics, i.e., that 
energy is neither created nor destroyed." 

December 1904, "Electric Autos - Nikola Tesla's View of the Future in Motive Power" 
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/electric-autos-nikola-teslas-view-future-
motive-power

This is the 1906 Stanley "Rocket" or "Flying Teapot," take your pick. The 1907 revised and 
improved model became airborne and some of the resulting pieces are now in the 
Smithsonian Museum. Farrell photo. 
http://www.skagitriverjournal.com/US/Business/Autos/StanleySteamer-JordanFarrell.html

This 2014 documentary on "Cars of the Future", erroneously claims that Cadillac was the first 
to invent the Starter for Gas Engines in 1911-1915 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1150523, leaves out the Tesla Motors electric car and 
contains many other erroneous claims. It also mentions Nikola Tesla's "TeleAutomaton" in the 
documentary, but doesn't give Tesla credit for the concepts or patents) Cars of the Future: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZZGpMjJr4A

RAMJET ENGINE

On Nikola Tesla's Disc Turbine: Smithsonian magazine's story correctly describes Nikola 
Tesla as the originator of the technology for RamJet Engines. 
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-
smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly-180958881/ Nikola Tesla's patents for his Disc Turbine 
in 1909 http://www.google.com/patents/US1061206, Tesla Turbine Pump, Valvular Conduit 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1329559, Fluid Dynamics 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1329559 and his properly described concepts of the 
adhesion, viscosity, skin-effect, boundary layers and the co-efficient of friction, pre-date all 
other patents at the patent office for many modern RamJets, Turbochargers, Steam-Engines, 
Pumps & Generators and much much more.

One of the most recent patents references to Tesla's Turbine and Fluid Dynamics patents are:
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Jul 7, 2011 "Centrifugal reverse flow disk turbine and method to obtain rotational power 
thereby" http://www.google.com/patents/US20110164958 used for turbo generators, air flow 
to work, stationary and subsonic Ramjet engines, gas flow and heat exchangers, radial 
turbines, air compressors, micro steam-turbines and even a "Solar-powered totally-enclosed 
internal circulation refrigerator".

One of the most recent patent on Apr 14, 2011 for a "Subsonic and Stationary Ramjet 
Engines " http://www.google.com/patents/US20110083420 refers to the above "Centrifugal 
reverse flow disc turbine". The "Subsonic and Stationary Ramjet Engines" patent applies to 
referring patents for "Ramjet engine for power generation, Rotary ramjet engine, Centrifugal-
pumps, Supersonic compressors, Jet pipe for jet-propelled aircraft, Torque-jet engine, Low 
velocity gas turbine with exhaust gas recycling, Turbine engine, Refrigeration process using 
two-phase turbine, Gas compressor for jet engine, Internal combustion engine, Convection 
fan assembly for a cooking appliance, Rotary heat engine, Two-stage hypersonic vehicle 
featuring advanced swirl combustion.

Another important patent reference to the Tesla Turbine and Tesla R  eci  procation   Engine / 
Westinghouse is a November 25th 2015 patent approval for a "Disc turbine using heat pipes".
This new patent has over 100+ patent citations and references from a Missile propulsion 
system, aerospace inventions, turbine pumps and generators, a bladeless turbocharger, 
micromachines, fluid movers, wind turbine generators, desalination, energy conversions, 
rotary engines, and many other hybrids. (All of these inventions and much more all refer back
to Nikola Tesla's Turbine and Fluid Dynamics patents.)

By 1922 Nikola Tesla had sold one version of his Tesla Turbine to Germany, prior to WW2, 
used in their U-boats. Prior to war breaking out, Tesla had to concede the royalties for his 
turbine because of the U.S. trading with the enemy act. The Tesla Turbine II is also referred to
in the Tesla FBI Fil  e as a type of turbine that was not currently in use by other countries and 
also John G Trump wrote about the turbine in the file. Also See: Scientific American 
September 30th, 1911 "The Tesla Steam Turbine". By 1909 Tesla had patented and built his 
Tesla Disc Turbine, two run against each other reached a recorded 97% efficiency 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_turbine

Also used in Jet Engines is Nikola Tesla's patents for his Disc Turbine in 1909 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1061206, Tesla Turbine Pump, Valvular Conduit 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1329559, Fluid Dynamics 
http://www.google.com/patents/US1329559 and his properly described concepts of the 
adhesion, viscosity, skin-effect, boundary layers and the co-efficient of friction, pre-date all 
other patents at the patent office for many modern RamJets, Turbochargers, Steam-Engines, 
Pumps & Generators and much much more.

One of the most recent patent on Apr 14, 2011 for a "Subsonic and Stationary Ramjet 
Engines " http://www.google.com/patents/US20110083420 refers to the above "Centrifugal 
reverse flow disc turbine". The "Subsonic and Stationary Ramjet Engines" patent applies to 
referring patents for "Ramjet engine for power generation, Rotary ramjet engine, Centrifugal-
pumps, Supersonic compressors, Jet pipe for jet-propelled aircraft, Torque-jet engine, Low 
velocity gas turbine with exhaust gas recycling, Turbine engine, Refrigeration process using 
two-phase turbine, Gas compressor for jet engine, Internal combustion engine, Convection 
fan assembly for a cooking appliance, Rotary heat engine, Two-stage hypersonic vehicle 
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featuring advanced swirl combustion. Another important patent reference to the Tesla Turbine 
and Tesla Reciprocation Engine / Westinghouse is a November 25th 2015 patent approval for 
a "Disc turbine using heat pipes". This new patent has over 100+ patent citations and 
references from a Missile propulsion system, aerospace inventions, turbine pumps and 
generators, a bladeless turbocharger, micromachines, fluid movers, wind turbine generators, 
desalination, energy conversions, rotary engines, and many other hybrids. (All of these 
inventions and much more all refer back to Nikola Tesla's Turbine and Fluid Dynamics 
patents.)

DIESEL-GATE? To understand the situation, you must understand the history of the Internal 
Combustion Engine, Electric Motors, Steam Engines and later Turbines. NIKOLA TESLA was 
the first to properly and fully describe and patent the concept of "RELUCTANCE MOTORS", 
"RECIPROCATING ENGINES", as applied to ALL INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES & 
later ALL TURBINES (and all other analogies). It was concluded by Ford Motor Company, 
when developing the 1986 Formula 1 Reciprocating Engine, that SOFTWARE would be the 
only way to regulate all engines at high frequency, so that the engines would not blow up, 
vibrate to pieces or melt instantaneously. The Diesel engine begins in August 1892, where 
Rudolph Diesel claims the invention of the first diesel fuel based internal combustion engine 
using by filing a patent for a pressure based igniter for the ignition of gasses to turn gas into 
work. By July 1895, three months after Tesla's 6 story lab burned down, the Diesel patent was
approved. However, it still provided NO MODEL. Further, the first replication of the Diesel 
engine wasn't made until 1897-1898 and wasn't displayed to the public by 1900. In 1900, 2/3 
of all cars were steam or electric powered. More recently, the modern problems with gasoline 
engines appeared in the Ford Formula 1 Turbo Engine of 1986. After watching the 
documentary you can conclude that the technologies described to tune the engine use the 
concepts and patents of Nikola Tesla's in regard to his 1888 patent for the first A/C induction 
motor with electro-magentic (EMF) recycling of 1887-8, his reluctance engine, homopolar, 
dynamo electric generator of 1889, his reciprocating engine of 1893, his electrical igniter for 
gas engines of 1897. It is revealed in the Ford produced F1 documentary below (though not 
noted at Wikipedia for the F1), that it's Turbo compound-engine is using the concept of 
running two turbines, as in the Tesla Turbine of 1909-1911, running them against each-other, 
using the concept of compounding gasses. Tesla was able to achieve 10 horsepower per 
pound with an alleged efficiency of 97% with his compounding Turbines - In the below Ford 
documentary on the development of the F1 includes the previously Tesla described 
phenomena of compounding two engine's against each other, reciprocation, emf recycling, 
pulse width modulation, spark-plug wires acting as radio frequency emitters, reluctancy, 
vibration, quiver and rouge signals, synchronicity, ground effect using fluid dynamics and the 
need for SOFTWARE! 

Volkswagen tricked us. Now they should treat us. The VW emissions scandal revealed just 
how dirty our cars really are. They poison our air and warm our climate. But this nasty trick 
could be a turning point, a chance for companies to move away from a reliance on fossil fuels 
and invest in greener alternatives. The technology for electric and hybrid cars is developing 
so fast that zero fumes on the road and greener cars could soon be the norm. But they need 
to be made more accessible.If a company like Volkswagen commits to making electric cars 
more accessible it could be the spark that sets off a wholesale revolution of the car industry. 
But we also need the government to improve car testing systems so that dangerous, polluting 
cars are kept off the road.
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January 9th 2017 FBI Arrests Volkswagen Exec Oliver Schmidt For Conspiracy To Defraud 
The United States | CleanTechnica http://cleantechnica.com/2017/01/09/fbi-arrests-
volkswagen-exec-oliver-schmidt-conspiracy-defraud-united-states/

BATTERIES & CONDENSERS

December 26 2019 Published a Treatise on BATTERY DAY on TeslaLeaks.com, Rise of the 
Jedi Podcast, Tesla Leaks Facebook Group & Other Groups 6 months before the acutal 
BATTERY DAY by Tesla Motors; Tesla patents components of a Nitrous Air Injection & 
Hydrogen Sulfides in COREXIT to their Patent; on their way towards the Million Mile Battery. 
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-electrolyte-patent-1-million-mile-battery/ 

A Treatise on the Nikola Tesla patents and inventions referring to ELECTROLYTIC, 
SOLID STATE, MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC BATTERIES w/ DRIVE-TRAIN

Question Who is the “Energizer Bunny”? 
Answer? The 2012 Tesla Model S

Nikola Tesla patents for ELECTROLYTIC, SOLID STATE and HYDRO-DYNAMIC batteries he
properly describes these NEW discoveries that include the types of anodes, electrolytes, 
cathodes, plastic separators and manufacturing methods. A few video’s have appeared in the 
last few months about Tesla Battery Day, Battery Degradation and the like. Here are a few 
that will help with a visual demonstrations, analysis and hypothesis.

Battery Day Preview Video's:

Tesla Solid State Battery?:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYEevmuxMgU

Tesla Battery Day Preview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQAgPVh92F8

The Truth About Tesla Model 3 Batteries: Part 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGFiaWvD-KI

Lithium-ion battery, How does it work?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxMM4g2Sk8U 

New Tesla battery w/ Jeff Dahn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJrsB0MJMsM 
http://jes.ecsdl.org/content/166/13/A3031.full.pdf+html

Tesla Working On Goodenough’s Glass/Solid-State Battery? https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zl39bJAAgY4

Did Tesla Acquire A Colorado Battery Startup?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1CSP83YCN4
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LITHIUM

Nikola Tesla’s “Salts of Lithium” Batteries used in his Colorado Springs Experiments in 1899 
(w/ Receipts for the Salt) https://teslaresearch.jimdofree.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorado_Springs_Notes,_1899?1900

March 5, 1904 The Electrical World and Engineer "The Transmission of Electric Energy 
Without Wires" by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/articles/publications/scientific-american-supplement -- Toward the close of 1898, 
systematic research led me to recognize 3 important necessities; First, to develop a 
transmitter of great power; second, to perfect means for individualizing and isolating the 
energy transmitted; and, third, to ascertain the laws of propagation of currents ((through the 
earth and the atmosphere) ... I raised steam, to a dangerous pressure, in barrels filled with 
Concentrated Salt solution (Lithium).

Lithium-Ion Salt Electrolyte Batteries: "The electrolyte is typically a mixture of organic 
carbonates such as ethylene carbonate or diethyl carbonate containing complexes of lithium 
ions.[62] These non-aqueous electrolytes generally use non-coordinating anion salts such as 
lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6), lithium hexafluoroarsenate monohydrate (LiAsF6), 
lithium perchlorate (LiClO4), lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4) and lithium triflate (LiCF 3SO3)."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium-ion_battery

Work of the lithium battery began in 1912 under G.N. Lewis 
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Battery_Power/Lithium_Ion_Batteries

1910 Tom Swift Novel Talked About Lithium Battery Electric Cars 
http://cleantechnica.com/2016/05/26/1910-tom-swift-novel-talked-electric-cars-like-many-us-
today/

Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 
"Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, 
together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. 
Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the 
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for 
almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent 
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion
conduction to improve ion conductivity.

Nikola Tesla's other Electrical Condenser patent in 1896 #US567818 for Oils used as 
Insulators (Now a common classification for all fixed electrolytic capacitors) 
https://google.com/patents/US567818 -- Tesla's first referring patent to his 1891 patent 
#US464667 includes a "Capacitor with liquid dielectrics" 
https://google.com/patents/US3903460 -- Tesla's referring patents to his 1896 patent 
#US567818 includes a "Oscillator tank circuit configuration" used by GE/RCA during and after
Tesla's death https://google.com/patents/US2530995

Also a 1993 "CELLULAR TELPHONE (TV) coupling network " used by RCA, Westinghouse, 
Ford, Alltell Cellular telephone coupling network https://google.com/patents/US5463405 -- 
Lastly, another referring patent is used by Westinghouse Corporation for use in NUCLEAR 
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REACTORS https://google.com/patents/US5027099 

Nikola Tesla's contributions to Lithium Batteries, Flow Batteries, Cell Phones, Television & 
Westinghouse's Nuclear Power Plants --- Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: 
""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels ranges from them being for drainage, acting 
as access ways, or having the function of enhancing ground connection or resonance by 
interacting with the water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or 
LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR 
ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 
100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the 
shaft north, south, east, and west terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower

Nikola Tesla (discovered) the Lithium Battery's most efficient concept for batteries he calls 
"Electrical Condensers" in his 1891 patent US464667 that ("possess high insulating power, 
together with a smaller specific inductive capacity") https://google.com/patents/US464667. 
Modern Lithium Batteries exhibit ("the lightest and most "electro-negative" metal in the 
periodic table"). In 2000, this discovery was patented by Sony under patent #US6677083 for 
almost all modern Lithium Batteries http://google.com/patents/US6677083 -- The Sony patent 
specifically describes the use of Lithium, an electrolytic salt, to diminish resistance against ion
conduction to improve ion conductivity.

The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that this single salar (salt pan) contains 5.4 million 
metric tons of lithium. Stanford and the Association of Chemists admit that the price of lithium 
should be about the same price as “ordinary table salt” 
https://scientificamerican.com/article/lithium-flats-of-bolivia/
Oct 9th 2017 A Stanford battery based on sodium may offer more cost-effective storage than 
lithium; costing $150 a ton instead of $15,000 a ton. 
https://news.stanford.edu/2017/10/09/sodium-based-batteries-cost-effective-lithium/
Posted by the Chief Justice on Oct 2014 “A salt ion battery”, 1000 times more abundant, 100 
times cheaper https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/cind.7810_5.x
April 26th 2018 – Lithium Salt-Flats were primarily used for production of anti-schizophrenia 
drugs. Prozac is 97% Fluoride. Anyone taking Lithium, Prozac, Amphetamine for ADHD or 
Opium alkaloids is a walking battery, zombie, moron Dope! This is where the word “Dope/ed” 
comes from. The World?s Lithium King Is Ready to Unleash a Flood of New Supply 
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-26/world-s-lithium-king-is-ready-to-unleash-a-
flood-of-new-supply
October 21st 2011 Fluoride-ion + Lithium battery stores 10X the energy of lithium-ion 
https://rdmag.com/news/2011/10/fluoride-ion-battery-stores-ten-times-energy-lithium-ion— “A 
coating containing lithium fluoride and lithium hydroxide is provided on the surface of an 
anode active material layer.” US7674552B2 – Battery having lithium fluoride/lithium hydroxide
coating on anode – Google Patents https://patents.google.com/patent/US7674552— 
Amphetamine is a potent central nervous system (CNS) stimulant that is used in the 
treatment of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphetamine
Is This A Gamechanger For The Lithium Industry? https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-
General/Is-This-A-Gamechanger-For-The-Lithium-Industry.html
Updated Sep 6, 2019, 4:44 PM
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September 8th 2019 Serbia has the world's largest lithium reserves;  enough for 2 Billion 
electric cars and power the whole world with  electricity - Serbia https://serbia-
energy.eu/serbia-has-the-worlds-largest-lithium-reserves/
Jadarite was discovered in December 2004, in drill core from the Jadar  Valley 
(Serbian: ?????) in Serbia, from which it is named. Jadarite's  chemical formula is similar but 
not identical to the formula ("sodium  lithium boron silicate hydroxide with fluorine") invented 
for the  fictional substance kryptonite in the 2006 film Superman Returns. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jadarite 
In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards 
called splitting atoms. Nuclear transmutation is the conversion of one chemical element or an 
isotope into another chemical element. … One type of natural transmutation observable in the
present occurs when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by 
a process that causes transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. “Lithium”: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium— “Nuclear Transmutation”: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation— “Nuclear “Fission”” isn’t “splitting” 
anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry, nuclear fission is either a nuclear reaction
or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an atom splits into smaller parts 
(lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission

LITHIUM MINES HOAX

March 2nd 2019 The Great Lithium “Mines” Hoax. All Lithium ever needed comes from Salt 
Flats, dried in the Sun for free, Geothermal Brine & Seawater, not mines. After 9/11/2001, 
Lithium prices skyrocketed from $150 a Ton to $12,000 a Ton 
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Lithium-Miners-Set-Their-Eyes-On-Unlikely-
Mining-Country.html— New invention to process Lithium in 24 hours. 
https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-tech-could-be-a-game-changer-for-the-lithium-
sector-677370383.html— MIT processing Lithium from Seawater 
https://technologyreview.com/s/538036/quest-to-mine-seawater-for-lithium-advances/— 
Lithium from Brine to 99.9% purity https://cleantechnica.com/2016/04/19/new-method-
extracting-lithium-natural-brine-yields-99-9-purity/Feb 9th 2018 Lithium Salts from Sea-water. 
Lithium comes from drying out salt flats using natural sunlight or from Sea-water using various
methods. https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/02/180209170720.htm

ELECTROLYTIC BATTERY'S

Nikola Tesla’s Patent for a SOLID Electrolytic condenser; a Wound Capacitor; No. 567,818 
Application filed 1896 https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818A/en 

Lithium metal has the highest specific heat capacity. Lithium 7 is manufactured in Nuclear 
Breeder Reactors. Uranium specific heat capacity, the ability to is even higher. Both also have
the most affinity for negative electrons. In Nuclear power plants, the Depleted Uranium has a 
weak outer shell of electrons. Beaming the Uranium with a Particle Accelerator or other High 
Luminocity incandescent or phosphorescent light can cause the electrons, or resistance to 
drop, making it more superconductive to positive charges. 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1924558507856970&set=gm.1096670000470757&type=3 
https://www.answers.com/Q/Which_metal_has_the_highest_specific_heat_capacity
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Nikola Tesla’s Patent for a LIQUID Electrolytic condenser with Spiral Wrapping (Tesla's Jelly 
Roll) No. 464,667 Patented Dec. 8, 1891. This patent is cited by Gen Electric, Westinghouse 
Electric Corp, Honeywell Regulator Co & Exxon. Capacitor with a polyolefin dielectric. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US464667A/en

First Citation with a “Blank” Inventor: Apparatus for utilization of solar heat Patent No. 
567,618, September 15th 1896. F24S23/74 Arrangements for concentrating solar-rays for 
solar heat collectors with reflectors with trough-shaped or cylindro-parabolic reflective 
surfaces. https://patents.google.com/patent/US567618A/enCitation: Electrical Apparatus for 
measuring electrical conductivity of a fluid 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2867757A/enIt has heretofore been proposed to use a 
pair of relatively adjustable condenser plates as a motion detector. In some instances, some 
type of oil has been placed between the condenser plates in order to enhance the output 
electrical change for a certain input motion. When oil has been used, the condenser plates 
are generally placed in a sealed container so that oil will not escape from the unit. When a 
motion is to be fed into such a device, the motion must be transmitted through a mechanical 
seal which seal will introduce frictional and loading losses on the device producing the input 
motion. In controls where high accuracy is important, such frictional losses and loading 
cannot be tolerated. If the mechanical seal is eliminated in the conventional manner, the oil in 
the enclosure will be free to escape by migration, capillary action, and spilling which will result
in the destruction of the electrical characteristics of the detector as well as produce an 
undesirable oily condition in the vicinity of the detector. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2867757A/en

Nikola Tesla’s Patent for a SOLID Electrolytic condenser; a Wound Capacitor; No. 567,818 
Application filed 1896 https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818A/en 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2744217A/en

Some Newly Observed Manifestations of Forces in the Interior of an Electric Conductor. 
Edwin F. Northrup Phys. Rev. (Series I) 24, 474 ? Published 1 June 1907. OME months ago, 
my friend, Carl Hering, described to me a surprising and apparently new phenomenon which 
he had ob-served. He found, in passing a relatively large alternating current through a non-
electrolytic, liquid conductor contained in a trough, that the liquid ? Di-Electric Insulators. 
https://patents.google.com/scholar/11905022760967360533

LITHIUM SULFUR BATTERY

Jan 6 2020 Lithium, Sulfur, Nitride and Organo Hydride Batteries 
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a30418296/lithium-sulfur-battery-phone-
charge/

January 30 2020 The use of sulfur cathodes in lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries and silicon 
anodes in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) is the most attractive example of inexpensive electrodes
with excellent ability to store lithium https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757 
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Separator, Thin Plastic Di-Electric – Nikola Tesla Patent recommends Gutta-Percha 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US567818A/en https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gutta-percha

Citation by GE: Electric capacitor and dielectric material therefor H01B3/20 Insulators or 
insulating bodies characterized by the insulating materials; Selection of materials for their 
insulating or dielectric properties mainly consisting of organic substances liquids, e.g. oils 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2475592A/en 

ELECTROLYTE
Electrolyte – Lithium, Ethyl-Methyl Acetate Solvent Electron separation. High induction. Low 
resistance. Glass Battery, Uranium Glass, High Conductivity, Low Degradation Dry Electrode, 
dry coating – cohesion, adhesion Dendrites...

January 31st 2020 Scientists have developed a nonflammable electrolyte for potassium and 
potassium-ion batteries. They suggest that electrolytes based on flame retardants can be  
developed further and could be used for the design of other nonflammable  battery systems.  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/01/200131114739.htm 

The relationship with lipholicity in Hemp Oil and SEI and Hydrogenation with methyl-ethel 
compunds. https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/lipophilicity

The relationship with elecrolyte insulators’ charge resistance, THC/CBD and methyl-ethel 
compunds used to accelerate electric charges through mitochondrial walls and blood-brain 
barriers. https://www.projectcbd.org/science/mitochondria-mysteries

ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, creates LIG with features more than 60% smaller than 
the macro version and almost 10 times smaller and less expensive than typically achieved 
with the former infrared laser. “This method allows us to make structures that are 10 times 
denser than we formerly made.” 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1662789180525500/

Oct. 2017: #Corexit #Tetrahydrofuran is the organo-sulfur hydride; a proprietary material that 
is best used for electric car batteries. The polymer interphase layer creates no dendrites with 
99% efficiency after 400 full cycles. 
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/10/171011120313.htm

February 1st 1955 Lithium Aluminum Hydride 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja01608a015

February 16 2018 Chemisorption of polysulfides through redox reactions with organic 
molecules for lithium?sulfur batteries https://nature.com/articles/s41467-018-03116-z

Lithium Sulfur Batteries: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium?sulfur_battery— Corexit: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit

BP buys up 1/3 the world’s supply of Corexit using the Deep water Horizon Sabotage as an 
excuse to buy it, but not use it. https://propublica.org/a?/bp-gulf-oil-spill-dispersants-0430

Sulfur Hydrides in Corexit https://science.gov/topicpages/o/oil+dispersant+corexit
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Hydrogen sulfide: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_sulfide

Hydroxide Solvent in Corexit called Tetrahydrofuran is also used as the primary Lithium Sulfur
Electrolytes https://patents.google.com/patent/US6030720A/en

Tetrahydrofuran & Corexit https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/es103838p

January 31 2020 Scientists have developed a nonflammable electrolyte for potassium and 
potassium-ion batteries https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/01/200131114739.htm 

CATHODE

Advanced Thin Film Cathodes 2020 https://spj.sciencemag.org/research/2020/2969510/Solid 
State, Glass Electron – Lithium Metal, Sulfur, Sodium March 11 2019 Novel technology aims 
to improve lithium metal battery life, safety 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190311125351.htm

Glass holds a charge when charged-up by an electric motor. No dendrites. Uranium Glass 
would be best as the solid conductor in the anode. Mica-like vanadium pentoxide-
nanostructured thin film as high-performance cathode for lithium-ion batteries 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262569547_Mica-like_vanadium_pentoxide-
nanostructured_thin_film_as_high-performance_cathode_for_lithium-ion_batteries

June 17 2019 Cathodic material with high silicon content 
http://english.etnews.com/news/article.html?id=20190617200001

April 16 2018 Disordering Cathodes Eliminates The Need For Cobalt In Lithium-Ion Batteries 
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/16/disordering-cathodes-eliminates-the-need-for-cobalt-in-
lithium-ion-batteries/

March 24th 2021 Polycrystalline and Single Crystalline NCM Cathode Materials—Quantifying 
Particle Cracking, Active Surface Area, and Lithium Diffusion 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/aenm.202003400

March 20th 2020 Review on Synthesis, Characterization, and Electrochemical Properties of 
Fluorinated Nickel-Cobalt-Manganese Cathode Active Materials for Lithium-Ion Batteries 
https://chemistry-europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/celc.202000029

ANODE

June 11th 2019 – Synthesis of Single Crystal (MICA) by Jeff Dahn: 
https://wired.com/story/tesla-may-soon-have-a-battery-that-can-last-a-million-miles/

Page Not Found: https://iopscience.iop.org/partner/ecs/content/166/10/A1956.abstract 
https://cen.acs.org/materials/energy-storage/Single-crystal-lithium-ion-battery/98/i48

Hemp for Graphene Anode by Roya Society of Chemistry 2019. 
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlehtml/2018/ra/c8ra06958a
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March 22 2019 Highest energy density all-solid-state batteries now possible with a new 
complex hydride lithium superionic conductor 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190322105701.htm

Anodes Solid Electrolyte https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190318132601.htm

February 3rd 2020 Lithium metal anode that can pack more power per pound and last longer 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/02/200203114323.htm

Graphite, Braga Glass, 23,000 cycles, self-charge. Goodenough/Braga Paper #1: 
https://bit.ly/2ONfszC

Gooenough/Braga Paper #2: https://bit.ly/39u2MFR

SOLID STATE

March 11th 2020 Samsung develops solid state battery to provide 500 EV miles 
https://esciencenews.com/sources/upi/2020/03/11/samsung.develops.electric.vehicle.battery.
with.500.mile.range

Feb 25, 2020 · By American Institute of Physics Researchers use a ferroelectric glass 
electrolyte within an electrochemical cell to create simple self-charging batteries. A new type 
of battery combines negative capacitance and negative resistance within the same cell,
allowing the cell to self-charge without losing energy, which has important implications for 
long-term storage and improved output power for batteries.  New Battery Can Self-Charge 
Without Losing Energy (scitechdaily.com) 

March 18th 2019 Solid-State Polymer Electrolytes With In-Built Fast Interfacial Transport for 
Secondary Lithium Batteries. You establish a strong connection between the solid surface of 
the glass  and its liquid contents," Qing said. "This same general concept in a battery 
facilitates high rates of ion transfer across the solid surfaces  of a battery electrode to an 
electrolyte without needing a combustible liquid to operate."  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190318132601.htm

GRAPHENE BATTERY

February 17th 2021 Review of Graphene in Cathode Materials for Lithium-Ion Batteries 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.energyfuels.0c04191

January 5th 2021 Supercapacitors challenge batteries. New graphene, metal composite has 
the capacity of nominal Nickel Hydride Gel batteries, but with 10,000 full cycles (1 Million 
Miles) with 90% capacity remaining. Graphene Supercapacitors challenge Batteries 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/01/210104131948.htm

March 20th 2020 Tin-graphene tubes as anodes for lithium-ion batteries with high volumetric 
and gravimetric energy densities https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-14859-z
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February 20 2020 Graphene Batteries for cell phones finally hit the market 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnE1nO6o-do 

Friday 13th 2020: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. 
Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with Graphene. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oWhR21HdFVE

May 17th 2018 Researchers in Switzerland produce two breakthroughs in the development of
aluminum ion batteries. To avoid dendrite growth, the anode is made from carbon graphite 
that can hold lithium ions between its layers (a process called intercalation). A graphite anode 
can’t release as many lithium ions as the metal foil can. It reduces the battery performance, 
but it is safer. https://www.designnews.com/electronics-test/can-aluminum-take-us-beyond-
lithium/44692193958697 

November 1st 2017 Graphene-Like-Graphite as Fast-Chargeable and High-Capacity Anode 
Materials for Lithium Ion Batteries https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-14504-8 

January 2017 Graphite + Braga Glass (Magneto-Hydro Dynamics with Glass) with 23,000 
cycles and self-charging. Goodenough/Braga Paper #1: https://bit.ly/2ONfszC April 2018 
Gooenough/Braga Paper #2: https://bit.ly/39u2MFR 

March 11th 2016 U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.  U.S. 
Department of Energy’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) have 
developed a new materials recipe for a battery-like hydrogen fuel cell—which surrounds 
hydrogen-absorbing magnesium  nanocrystals with atomically thin graphene sheets 
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/

MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMICS

Electromagnetics, Electrodynamics, Magnetohydrodynamics at Google Sholar: 
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=11905022760967360533&hl=en 

Nikola Tesla patents for metallic MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC condensers: 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikola-tesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html

The phenomena he is using is called “Magneto-hydrodynamics”, plasmas, liquid metals, salt 
water, and electrolytes, an electrostatic feature of di-electric induction, occuring between the 
elevated condenser and the motor. The fundamental concept behind MHD is that magnetic 
fields can induce currents in a moving conductive fluid, which in turn polarizes the fluid and 
reciprocally changes the magnetic field itself. – the study of the behaviour of conducting 
fluids, such as liquid metals or plasmas, in magnetic fields – the generation of electricity by 
subjecting a plasma to a magnetic field and collecting the deflected free electrons The 
connection between magnetic field lines and fluid in ideal MHD fixes the topology of the 
magnetic field in the fluid?for example, if a set of magnetic field lines are tied into a knot, then 
they will remain so as long as the fluid/plasma has negligible resistivity. This difficulty in 
reconnecting magnetic field lines makes it possible to store energy by moving the fluid or the 
source of the magnetic field. The energy can then become available if the conditions for ideal 
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MHD break down, allowing magnetic reconnection that releases the stored energy from the 
magnetic field. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetohydrodynamics

In 1891, Nikola Tesla describes the phenomena necessary in Electrical Condensers he says 
are “in well-understood ways”. “The current of high frequency, therefore, that is necessary to 
the successful working of my invention I produce by the disruptive discharge of the 
accumulated energy of a condenser maintained by charging said condenser from a suitable 
source and discharging it into or through a circuit under proper relations of self-induction, 
capacity, resistance, and period in well-understood ways.” … “Then by the current 
development in this secondary I charge a condenser C, and this condenser I discharge 
through or into a circuit A, having an air-gap a, or, in general, means for maintaining a 
disruptive discharge.” “For this last-named purpose the body is in electrical contact with a 
metallic sheet in the interior of the neck of the globe, and on the outside of said neck is a 
second sheet which is to be connected with the source of current. These two sheets form the 
armatures of a condenser, and by them the currents or potentials are developed in the light-
giving body.” http://www.tfcbooks.com/patents/0454622.htm

The phenomena when magnets cease to be magnetic is called the “Curie Temperature; In this
context, the order parameter is the electric polarization that goes from a finite value to zero 
when the temperature is increased above the Curie temperature. Nikola Tesla given credit for 
T=W/M2 because his machines allow for the manufacture of Magnets? Maxwell 
Supercapacitors for Regenerative Breaking & Turboials such as alnico and ferrite that are 
subjected to special processing in a strong magnetic field during manufacture to align their 
internal microcrystalline structure, making them very hard to demagnetize. To demagnetize a 
saturated magnet, a certain magnetic field must be applied, and this threshold depends on 
coercivity of the respective material. “Hard” materials have high coercivity, whereas “soft” 
materials have low coercivity. The overall strength of a magnet is measured by its magnetic 
moment or, alternatively, the total magnetic flux it produces. The local strength of magnetism 
in a material is measured by its magnetization. Net magnetization results from the response 
of a material to an external magnetic field, together with any unbalanced magnetic moment 
that may be present even in the absence of the external magnetic field; for example, in 
sufficiently cold iron. We call the latter spontaneous magnetization. Other materials that share
this property with iron, like Nickel and magnetite, are called ferromagnets. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curie_temperature 

NITROGEN BATTERY

April 2017 Battery prototype powered by Nikola Tesla’s method of using atmospheric nitrogen.
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170413130645.htmI developed a process for this 
purpose in 1900. It was perfected fourteen years later under the stress of war by German 
chemists.? https://inverse.com/article/12445-nikola-tesla-s-future-predictions-were-wrong-
and-right-but-uniformly-fascinating 

FLOW BATTERIES

MIT 2017: For its anode, the rechargeable flow battery uses cheap, abundant sulfur dissolved
in water. An aerated liquid salt solution in the cathode continuously takes in and releases 
oxygen that balances charge as ions shuttle between the electrodes. Oxygen flowing into the 
cathode causes the anode to discharge electrons to an external circuit. Oxygen flowing out 
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sends electrons back to the anode, recharging the battery. http://news.mit.edu/2017/air-
breathing-battery-making-renewable-power-more-viable-grid-1011 

RADIUM & ATOMIC BATTERIES

Tesla invents a Tube to produce radium in unlimited quantity for $1 a pound 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-
birthday 

DIAMOND BATTERIES

December 23rd 2022 Diamond Batteries: Combining the properties of nanodiamond and 
disordered multilayer graphene https://www.nature.com/articles/s41563-022-01437-5

November 27, 2016 'Diamond-age' of power generation as nuclear batteries developed. New 
technology has been developed that uses nuclear waste to generate electricity in a nuclear-
powered battery. https://phys.org/news/2016-11-diamond-age-power-nuclear-batteries.html 

ALUMINUM ION VS LITHIUM ION

May 17th 2018 Researchers in Switzerland produce two breakthroughs in the development of
aluminum ion batteries. To avoid dendrite growth, the anode is made from carbon graphite 
that can hold lithium ions between its layers (a process called intercalation). A graphite anode 
can’t release as many lithium ions as the metal foil can. It reduces the battery performance, 
but it is safer. https://www.designnews.com/electronics-test/can-aluminum-take-us-beyond-
lithium/44692193958697 

NEW BY AUTOMAKERS

Nikola Truck Nikola Motors Solid State Batteries who’s doing what? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPcvLGl7Lms

Ford – Webasto and Ford Team Up for Mustang ‘Lithium’: Battery Electric Muscle Car Lights-
Up SEMA, Signals Future of Performance | Ford Media Center 

DOE/GM Ultium – Hot Pressing, Sulfide-Glass Batteries, Charging, and Electric Vehicles | 
Department of Energy  Samsung Solid-State Batteries Could Rival GM Battery Tech | GM 
Authority 

VW – Quantumscape Solid State QuantumScape - QuantumScape and Volkswagen Sign 
Agreement to Select Location for Joint Venture Pilot-Line Facility 

Toyota does not currently offer a battery-powered vehicle in the United States and hasn't 
offered one since the 2012-2014 RAV4 EV.   It’s estimated that a solid-state car could have a 
range of 1000 kilometers (621 miles) and take 10 minutes to charge. Solid-state batteries 
deteriorate less over time, and Toyota aims to retain 90% of the battery’s performance over a 
30-year lifespan  Can Toyota take pole in the solid-state battery race? (techwireasia.com) 
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SUPERCAPS used for Turbo speed, Maximize regeneration, Solvent free 
https://en.wikipedia.orgwiki/Maxwell_Technologies https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-
hUk5UIFQQ

Tesla & Maxwell Technologies: https://youtu.be/XMOFuEH0BZI
Batteries vs Supercapacitors: https://youtu.be/XjX3deXDtnQ

TESLA ENERGY

Reactive Currents, Demand Response & Frequency Regulation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMkTbXlc8ec

POWER WALL https://tesla.com/powerwall 
Tesla is letting California solar customers with Powerwalls feed their energy back into the grid 
to help prevent blackouts July 23, 2021 https://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-powerwall-
virtual-power-plant-california-grid-solar-energy-2021-7

SOLAR ROOFS ——————————— https://tesla.com/solarroof 

CYBER-TRUCK ——————————— https://www.tesla.com/cybertruck

Mobile Powerwall https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oTharjIniw 

POWER PACK

Method and Apparatus for Mounting, Cooling, Connecting and Protecting Batteries? filed on 
May 12, 2005. 2020-02-21 Application status is Active. Classification: Current conducting 
connections for cells with provision for preventing undesired use or discharge, e.g. complete 
cut of current https://patents.google.com/patent/US7671565B2/en 

COOLING SYSTEM

10/21/2019 Tesla patent reveals cooling system in battery packs which uses Nikola Tesla's 
phenomena of "electrical self cooling"; similar to refrigerators 
https://electrek.co/2019/10/21/tesla-patent-cooling-system-powerwalls/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supercapacitor

REGENERATIVE BREAKING

August 18 2019 This Huge Electric Dump Truck Never Needs to Plug In 
https://www.wired.com/story/this-huge-electric-dump-truck-never-needs-to-plug-in/

July 6th 2020 The Tesla regenerative breaking turns the motor into a generator, reversing the 
thrust on the rotor, allowing for slowing or stopping without the break. Reducing break wear 
and allowing for 50-100K miles on the tires https://knowhow.napaonline.com/secrets-behind-
regenerative-braking/

HEAT PUMP
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June 16th 2021 Engineering Analysis Of New Tesla Model S Plaid Supercar. The new Tesla 
heat-pump is 50% more efficient in cold weather than previous models. 
https://insideevs.com/news/514385/tesla-models-plaid-engineering-analysis/

MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing Coils & Condensers (Battery’s), temperature and pressure. Heat Pump. Fluid 
Injection for di-electrics. The referring patents before and after Tesla died, lead to GE & 
Westinghouse using the Tesla patent for manufacturing their tranformers, other components. 
The same citations lead to misnamed patents by GE & Westinghouse called “Electrical 
Devices” that lead to the invention of the Refrigerator, Cryogenics, Electrical Cooling (self-
cooling) etc. The refrigerator patents also explain the exact gasses used today in 
Refrigerants, Hydro-Fluro-Ethelene instead of and also CFC’s. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US577671A/en

VACUUM, PRESSURE, HEAT, EMF & OTHER

https://forums.tesla.com/forum/forums/ideavacuum-battery
Hibar Electrolyte Pump. Self cooling of cells by gasseous evaporation. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4ATBWjrN4k

My Tesla + Hibar video: https://youtu.be/x4ATBWjrN4k

February 11 2020 New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The 
technique, which fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, 
avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance?a phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The 
approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical energy 
conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available 
catalyst called Pt/C, which is made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum 
nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol oxidation 
reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer 
from severe performance decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the 
particles were fluidized. http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065

Tesla’s new module patent: https://bit.ly/38yv1mZ 

MATERIALS

Iron, Cobalt, Nickel, manganese is inherently ferromagnetic; gadolinium, adolinium and some 
ceramic. Lithium = $7.50/lb, Nickel = $4.05 /lb, Manganese = $0.93 /lb, Cobalt = $36.50 / lb 
The list of materials with specific Curie temperature’s is listed here: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FerromagnetismIn this experiment the electric field was used to 
modify the coercive field at which magnetization reversal occurs. As a result of the 
dependence of the magnetic hysteresis on the gate bias the electric field could be used to 
assist magnetization reversal or even demagnetize the ferromagnetic material. The combining
of magnetic and electronic functionality demonstrated by this experiment is one of the goals of
spintronics and may be expected to have a great technological impact. This is again of 
potential technological interest as it shows the possibility that the spin states in non-magnetic 
semiconductors can be manipulated without the application of a magnetic field. Many 
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properties of domain walls are still not fully understood and one particularly outstanding issue 
is of the magnitude and size of the resistance associated with current passing through domain
walls. Both positive[31] and negative[32] values of domain wall resistance have been 
reported, leaving this an open area for future research. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gallium_manganese_arsenide

Spintronics (a portmanteau meaning spin transport electronics[1][2][3]), also known as spin 
electronics, is the study of the intrinsic spin of the electron and its associated magnetic 
moment, in addition to its fundamental electronic charge, in solid-state devices.[4] The field of 
spintronics concerns spin-charge coupling in metallic systems; the analogous effects in 
insulators fall into the field of multiferroics. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spintronics

Free electrons repel each-other. Artificial repulsion. Nikola Tesla also referred to his “Death 
Ray” working off the phenomena of repulsion. Protons push the electrons or the resistance off
of the orbit of the matter, creating an “electron hole” creating the “lowest energy state” but 
superconductive to positrons. In Nikola Tesla’s AURE, his X-ray, UV generator creates the 
high tension radiant beam provides the positrons + charge to quickly accumulate on the 
elevated conductor at a specific flash rate of charge. He demonstrates this effect in the AURE
patent with a high tension, high frequency generator, powering his positron monopolar, half 
sphere X-ray tubes. This creates a self-regulating system between the elevated condenser, 
ground, motor and elevated X-ray light.

February 12 2020 #tellurium – For Leslie Schoop’s lab, one recent such investigation has 
uncovered a layered compound with a trio of properties not previously known to exist in one 
material. An international interdisciplinary team published a paper last week in Science 
Advances reporting that the van der Waals material gadolinium tritelluride (GdTe3) displays 
the highest electronic mobility among all known layered magnetic materials. In addition, it has 
magnetic order, and can easily be exfoliated. The lab has already shipped a number of 
samples to researchers eager to explore how the compound fits into a category previously 
occupied only by black phosphorous and graphite. High mobility is rare in layered materials. 
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/6/eaay6407

More on Nikola Tesla’s & Tellurium in Colorado Springs at http://www.teslaleaks.com. The 
price of Tellurium for use in Solar Panels skyrocketed after 9/11 from about $15 per pound to 
over $200 per pound. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/publications/telluride-
times

Negative Magneto-Resistance & Efficient Electron Mobility: February 12 2020 semimetals – 
Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in polarized Raman spectroscopy of the topological 
Weyl semimetal. “For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, which means 
when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional materials, it 
increases.” Topological Weyl semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread interest due to 
the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique optical and transport 
phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-properties.html

MANUFACTURING BY NIKOLA TESLA

Dupont tc. US Patent #1501756A 1922 – Graphite & Iron for manufacturing Sodium Chloride 
and pure Salt. All alkali metals and all halogens. The Anode and Cathode may not be limited 
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to solid continous cells, but composits may be advantageos. Base patent for Metal-Air 
batteries and Lithium Sulfer, Nickel-Metal Hydride, Electrolytic with Zink Anode, Seawater 
Battery, Sodium-Sulfer, Solid Electrolyte for Alkali-metal batteries, Alkali metal aqueous 
battery, Solid State Sodium with sodium ceramic seperator, NMC Nickle Metal Hydride using 
alkali ion separator, Sodium Battery. Nikola Tesla’s method of manufacturing fuels from Steel 
Plant Gasses: Manufacturers World 1911 & Western Electrician 1906 
https://books.google.com/books?id=aLBAAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA12-PR17&lpg=RA12-
PR17&dq=nikola+tesla https://books.google.com/books?
id=h3s2AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA448&lpg=PA448&dq=Nikola+Tesla+Steel+Plant+Gasses

Nikola Tesla’s Electrical Conductor patent for insulating power cables. Power cables with 
screens or conductive layers, e.g. for avoiding large potential gradients. No. 514,167 
Application filed January 2, 1892. https://patents.google.com/patent/US514167A/enNikola 
Tesla?s Method of Insulating (Underwater) Electric Conductors. No. 655,838 Approved 
August 14 1900 https://patents.google.com/patent/US655838A/en

Nikola Tesla?s Method of Insulating Electric Conductors with (ICE). No. 11,865 Approved 
October 23 1900 The existing information on this subject, however, has been heretofore of a 
general nature only and chiefly derived from the original observations of Faraday, who 
estimated that the substances upon which he experimented, such as water and aqueous 
solutions, insulate an electrically-charged conductor about one hundred times better when 
rendered solid by freezing, and no attempt has been made to improve the quality of the 
insulation obtained by this means or to practically utilize it for such purposes as are 
contemplated in my present invention. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-
patent-11865-method-insulating-electric-conductors

Nikola Tesla patents for SOLID STATE condensers: MICA Mica-like vanadium pentoxide-
nanostructured thin film as high-performance cathode for lithium-ion batteries 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262569547_Mica-like_vanadium_pentoxide-
nanostructured_thin_film_as_high-performance_cathode_for_lithium-ion_batteries

Sputtered LiCoO2 Cathode Materials for All-Solid-State Thin 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6747562/

Mica-like vanadium pentoxide-nanostructured thin film as high The goal is to minimize the 
resistance and conductance of the anode, cathode, and bi-directional separator for charging 
and discharging. Temperature and pressure. Cold temperature, cold electricity, by self 
cooling, in low pressure makes metals super-conductive. March 18 2019 Advances point 
the way to smaller, safer batteries by transforming them into solid polymers inside the 
electrochemical cell https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190318132601.htm

April 22 2019 Researchers have developed a new method for safely prolonging battery life by 
inserting a nano-coating of boron nitride (BN) to stabilize solid electrolytes in lithium metal 
batteries. The team focused on solid, ceramic electrolytes, which show promise in improving 
safety and energy density, compared with conventional, flammable electrolytes in Li-ion 
batteries. https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/04/190422112749.htm

MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMICS
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The phenomena he is using is called “Magneto-hydrodynamics”, plasmas, liquid metals, salt 
water, and electrolytes, an electrostatic feature of di-electric induction, occuring between the 
elevated condenser and the motor. The fundamental concept behind MHD is that magnetic 
fields can induce currents in a moving conductive fluid, which in turn polarizes the fluid and 
reciprocally changes the magnetic field itself. – the study of the behaviour of conducting 
fluids, such as liquid metals or plasmas, in magnetic fields – the generation of electricity by 
subjecting a plasma to a magnetic field and collecting the deflected free electrons The 
connection between magnetic field lines and fluid in ideal MHD fixes the topology of the 
magnetic field in the fluid?for example, if a set of magnetic field lines are tied into a knot, then 
they will remain so as long as the fluid/plasma has negligible resistivity. This difficulty in 
reconnecting magnetic field lines makes it possible to store energy by moving the fluid or the 
source of the magnetic field. The energy can then become available if the conditions for ideal 
MHD break down, allowing magnetic reconnection that releases the stored energy from the 
magnetic field. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetohydrodynamics 

This phenomena is what is used in the new Quantum Glass Batteries, the phenomena 
demonstrated using Braga Glass and an Electrostatic Generator. The Tesla Model S with the 
new Quantum Glass Battery can get 752 Miles on a single charge, 880 on a Dyno. You must 
be talking about the Prius or exploding Chevy Volt. The Tesla Semi, can do 500 miles, 
carrying 80K Lbs, and Roadster 2 632 Miles and Cybertruck will go over 500 Miles. 
https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a38668912/750-mile-ev-battery-michigan-startup-our-
next-energy/

The phenomena when magnets cease to be magnetic is called the “Curie Temperature; In this
context, the order parameter is the electric polarization that goes from a finite value to zero 
when the temperature is increased above the Curie temperature. Nikola Tesla given credit for 
T=W/M2 because his machines allow for the manufacture of Magnets? Maxwell 
Supercapacitors for Regenerative Breaking & Turboials such as alnico and ferrite that are 
subjected to special processing in a strong magnetic field during manufacture to align their 
internal microcrystalline structure, making them very hard to demagnetize. To demagnetize a 
saturated magnet, a certain magnetic field must be applied, and this threshold depends on 
coercivity of the respective material. “Hard” materials have high coercivity, whereas “soft” 
materials have low coercivity. The overall strength of a magnet is measured by its magnetic 
moment or, alternatively, the total magnetic flux it produces. The local strength of magnetism 
in a material is measured by its magnetization. Net magnetization results from the response 
of a material to an external magnetic field, together with any unbalanced magnetic moment 
that may be present even in the absence of the external magnetic field; for example, in 
sufficiently cold iron. We call the latter spontaneous magnetization. Other materials that share
this property with iron, like Nickel and magnetite, are called ferromagnets. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curie_temperature 

DEATH RAY:

The Electrical Experimenter, March 1916 - The Smithsonian Libraries - "The Tesla Destroyer",
later called the "Death Ray" https://pinterest.com/pin/569142471645186235/ -- Tesla's Death 
Rays http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_33.htm 
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Nearly 75 years after the death of pioneering genius Nikola Tesla, questions still abound as to
why the government was first to be notified of his death, and why much of the information 
from his notebook, seized by the government, has yet to be made public. Not even the Tesla 
museum in Belgrade, Serbia has been allowed access to all of his materials, leading some to 
wonder which of Tesla’s ideas—such as the Death Ray—may indeed have been brought to 
fruition after his demise. http://americanfreepress.net/tesla-file-releases-confirm-fbi-and-
military-interest-in-death-ray/ 

Free electrons repel each-other. Artificial repulsion. Nikola Tesla also referred to his “Death 
Ray” working off the phenomena of repulsion. Protons push the electrons or the resistance off
of the orbit of the matter, creating an “electron hole” creating the “lowest energy state” but 
superconductive to positrons. In Nikola Tesla’s AURE, his X-ray, UV generator creates the 
high tension radiant beam provides the positrons + charge to quickly accumulate on the 
elevated conductor at a specific flash rate of charge. He demonstrates this effect in the AURE
patent with a high tension, high frequency generator, powering his positron monopolar, half 
sphere X-ray tubes. This creates a self-regulating system between the elevated condenser, 
ground, motor and elevated X-ray light.

http://morningnewsusa.com/russia-ww3-weapon-nikola-teslas-death-ray-in-vladimir-putins-
possession-23112990.html Russia WW3 Weapon: Nikola Tesla's Death Ray In Vladimir 
Putin's possession? http://morningnewsusa.com/russia-ww3-weaponnikola-teslas-death-ray-
in-vladimir-putins-possession-23112990.html

According to Sputnik News, Russia has developed a unique radio-electronic weapon to 
disable enemy drones. The device will soon enter service with the Russian Armed Forces. 
This is according to a United Instrument Corporation (UIC) spokesman 

March 2017, GERMANY INVENTS UV DEATH RAY! (Tesla called it the "Peace Ray" or 
"Health Ray") The invention is the correct Device prescribed by Nikola Tesla & John Hettinger 
for Power Beaming to Aircraft using Ionized Light Beams. This 1917 patents and invention 
described in the 1919 Electrical Experimenter, uses Extremely High-Powered Xenon (Or 
Krypton) UV ArcLamps, which provide Negative Resistance and project charged Ions to 
conduct a high voltage, high tension stream to a receiver or to the Ionosphere, creating the 
artificial wire. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/
-- Patent US20060042251A1

Arc-electrolysis steam generator with energy recovery, and method therefor, “Self-sustaining 
Archydrolysis Gaseous Fuel Generator” https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060042251

Published by Tesla Leaks: "Pure Voltage has no Resistance" and 2000 Watts cracks 
Hydrogen. https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI -- Electrons and liquid helium advance
understanding of zero-resistance https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-electrons-liquid-helium-
advance-zero-resistance.html Physicists discover new properties of superconductivity 
https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-physicists-propertiessuperconductivity.html

The Earth gives us Amperages, while the Sky gives you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch? 
v=LLYRD9X97GU -- Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singlewire_earth_return
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The FBI letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, aka Curious George, and Leland 
Anderson letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, Nikola Tesla's alleged assistant and 
attorney that disappeared from history https://youtu.be/ElO5W7iEW8c?t=197

(1) Ray of Discovery https://youtube.com/watch?v=7z69e44e8qo (2) Eric Dollard on Negative 
Resistance, Spark-Gap Transformers and a "Beam Tube": https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-
VpC9zyq

"Death Ray" 1924 cartoon artwork was sold with a letter from Rear Admiral C.C. Bloch of the 
US Navy addressed to Dr. Whitney, head of the research lab at General Electric, enquiring 
about the "death ray." The artwork and letter fetched $4,000. 
https://img.newatlas.com/sothebys-christies-science-tech-music-auctions-2017-december-
33.png

Dec 1933 "Breaking up Tornado's", and creating rain with "A special kind of Lightning" by 
Nikola Tesla http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-tornadoes March, 1934, 
Popular Mechanics, 50 Million Volt Invisible "Dust Curtain" to halt war planes of Nikola Tesla 
http://longstreet.typepad.com/thesciencebookstore/2017/09/the-50-million-volt-dustcurtain-of-
nikolai-tesla-1934.html 

Prior to World War II and the attack on Pearl Harbor, in 1935 Nikola Tesla sent an elaborate 
technical paper, including diagrams, to a number of allied nations including the US, Canada, 
England, France, Soviet Union & Yugoslavia, titled “New Art of Projecting Concentrated Non-
Dispersive Energy Through Natural Media.” The paper provided the first technical description 
of what is today called a charged particle beam weapon. Tesla was directly communicating 
with the U.S. government and Prime Minster Chamberlain of Great Britain in an effort to 
promote his particle beam for defense against enemy aerial attacks. 
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/160913647743/prior-to-world-war-ii-and-the-attack-on-
pearl

“[In] eight years I developed a new title using 50 of my patents of which one third are not 
applied. In the system there are no electrons. Energy goes into the same direction without 
any distribution [dissipation] and the same on all sides of distance. It contains neutrons. [In] 
the air [its size] is equal to a diameter of hydrogen. It can destroy the largest ships afloat. 
There is unlimited distance of travel. The same is for airplanes… The contents of one bomb 
can be exploded in the air. I add that in the station one must have a small generator or battery
of 30 volts for activation…”

"Same construction like at Wardenclyffe and only 20 meters high - a ball five meters in 
diameter - the station would be using diesel oil for energy with mechanical action - my air 
turbines, steam powered, electrically or other manners of transforming into alternating 
electrical current with sixty billion volts pressure without danger… There will not be any light, 
electrical energy will deliver particles through space with the speed of 118,837,370,000 
centimeters per second. This is 394,579 the speed of light. As I said about airplanes it can be 
used for tanks, trucks, automobiles and various machines in factories, with hydro-electrical 
wheels and unlimited other machines. The particles can be larger than that of the diameter of 
an Hydrogen atom with metals of all kinds of materials and sent to all distances and good 
results in war and bring about peace. Particles are practical with neutrons, because, they are 
3,723 times lighter than electricity or electrons that cannot penetrate space for great 
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distances. In my attempts with an effective 20 million volts, electrons carried 40 times more 
electricity than normally and penetrated two meters in depth and terrible damage in a moment
each.” –Nikola Tesla (Western Union Telegram from Nikola Tesla to his nephew Sava 
Kosanovic. New York, N.Y. March 1 and March 4, 1941.) Even earlier, Tesla warned that a few
squadrons of drone aircraft with remote control or autonomous torpedo's could destroy an 
entire naval fleet. He was proven right in 1941. 

DEW – DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS

New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by 
Electric Waves 
https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828
.622166921279012/84364874913082

Classic "hot under the collar" stuff! Rumsfeld and Myers Asked About Directed Energy 
Weapons (2003) https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg#t=05m0s

Referring Patents to Tesla's High Frequency, High Potential machines include: 
https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10211497545022368&id=1476074234&ref=bookmarks

High energy microwave defense system. Directed energy weapons, i.e. devices that direct a 
beam of high energy content toward a target for incapacitating or destroying the target the 
high-energy beam being of microwave type, e.g. for causing a heating effect in the target 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4456912A/en

Further pointing to a "Super-regenerative Master" by the Westinghouse Company 1960. In 
principle, a regenerative maser, where Q, is positive but large, is capable of “unlimited gain”. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2962585A/en

Referring Patents to Tesla's HF/HP machines include: High energy microwave defense 
system. Directed energy weapons, i.e. devices that direct a beam of high energy content 
toward a target for incapacitating or destroying the target the high-energy beam being of 
microwave type, e.g. for causing a heating effect in the target 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US4456912A/en 

There are many videos showing experiments of Wireless Power Beaming available on 
YouTube, most all mention either the 1964 Raytheon Microwave Helicopter experiments or 
the 1975 JPL Goldstone tests. The official NASA JPL Goldstone PR video alone has over 40 
thousand views on YouTube. We have something extra to add to the collection. In the 1980's 
the manager of the projects, who many rightly name as "The Man Behind Microwave Power 
Beaming," SSI Senior Advisor Dr. Bill Brown of Raytheon Labs, made a special version of 
videos of those tests featuring his own voiceover for a more technically interested audience. 
The Space Studies Institute is very proud to bring this SSI Engineering classic back to the 
public. Please tell others about it. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9angvpwHOy8 

November 5th 2001 Anniversary of the Assassination of William (Bill) Cooper RIP -- 9/11 
Hologram Plane Theory feat John Lear & Bill Cooper -- Are you kidding me? Is this some kind
of incredible joke that are so stupid that people would fall for this. When in hell are all you 
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people going to wake up? You know how much money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do 
you know how many agents? Do you know the technology to eavesdrop on every call in the 
world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they 
are at least 50-100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng--2FdYOqU&t=07m40s

Feb 8, 2001 US Patent WO2001059801 A1 - PLASMA COLUMN 
https://www.google.com/patents/WO2001059801A1

Jan 11, 2001 US Patent Application 20070238252 - Cosmic particle ignition of artificially 
ionized plasma patterns in the atmosphere 
http://saive.com/WXMOD/Eastlund_Cosmic_particle_ignition_of_artificially_ionized_plasma_p
atterns_in_the_atmosphere.pdf

May 21, 1999 US Patent 6674970 B1 - PLASMA ANTENNAE with two-fluid ionization current 
http://www.google.sc/patents/US6674970

Mar 12, 1991 US Patent 4999637 - CHEMTRAILS (How the NSA taps every conversation in 
the World) - A CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION CLOUDS ABOVE THE EARTH for 
Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Communications & Tesla's Wireless Power Transfer. 
http://www.google.com/patents/US4999637

Dec 8, 1987 US Patent 4712155 A - METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING AN 
ARTIFICIAL ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING REGION OF PLASMA ABOVE THE 
IONOSPHERE http://www.google.com/patents/US4712155

Mar 31, 1964 US Patent 3127608 A - PROJECTED KINETICS (PRICK "Projected Imagery 
Kinetics") OBJECT CAMOUFLAGE METHOD AND APPARATUS 
http://www.google.com/patents/US3127608

Jan 20, 1966 US Patent US3404403 LASER BEAM ANTENNAE 
http://www.google.com/patents/US3404403

1942 RCA Traveling-wave tube (TWT) is a specialized vacuum tube that is used in electronics
to amplify radio frequency (RF) signals to high power, usually as part of an electronic 
assembly known as a traveling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA). 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traveling-wave_tube

1937 The Klystron Particle Beam Accelerator "Tesla's Death Ray" and "Missile Shield" 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klystron

9-11 Final Cut: Directed Free-Energy Weapons usded on 9-11?

Solving 9-11 to Save-The-World ft Nikola Tesla by Chris Edwards 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/solving-9-11-to-save-the-world-ft-nikola-
tesla-by-chief-justice

New: German Scientists use a "Sun Tap" to genterate temperatures of 3,000-6,000F degrees 
to split Hydrogen (H2) for "SynFuels" from Renewabe Energy, with excess Tritium (H3) , using
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a mysterious unmentioned metal, like "Tungsten" http://ecowatch.com/artificial-sun-
synlightgermany-2326342324.html 

Response to "Jet Fuel doesn't melt steel beams" MEME. Many effects were seen on 9/11, but
"Jet Fuel" for 747's only reaches 1400-1700F; Structural Steel melts at 2800F. Five (5) Tesla 
methods below reach >2,000-10,000F - Nikola Tesla inventions capable of melting 
(weakening) steel beams; at the WTC on 9/11 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3

1) Tesla Electrical Furnace 2) Tesla Arc-Lamp 3) Tesla manufacture Hydrazine (Napalm) 4) 
1981 Artificial Sun "Sun Tap" 
http://iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/12/609/12609091.pdf 
http://wtcdemolition.blogspot.com/2009/07/final-word-on-tritium.html

Excess "Tritium" https://books.google.com/books? id=HYGUskKx-
CcC&pg=PA353&lpg=PA353&dq=synfuels+tritium&q=synfuels+tritium

Solar Maximum on 9/12/2001 https://helios.gsfc.nasa.gov/scycle.html

Dr Judy Wood describes the Sun Tap on 9/12 https://youtube.com/watch?v=vadSaWyiozg

Sun Tap from 9/11 Video's https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A

5) Using Hurricane Erin Field Effects https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7MM76HjAF0 -- HAARP 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pn_tPpQQdaA --Nikola Tesla's "Electic Arc Aircraft" 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE

Vann-DeGraff Generator installed on a Helicopter, Zepplin or Drone 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=lacTrJ69prQ https://youtube.com/watch?v=7J6CoH4jt8A 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pHtlR2yvxdc -- Tesla's Teleforce https://youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o -- https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8

6) Nano-Thermite, Paint-On Thermite https://youtube.com/watch?v=IRRwFdZkXk0 (In 
regards to Thermite, it has to have a 3,000 degree igniter to start the reaction. Jet Fuel alone 
would not ignite it. However, the other methods are hot enough to ignite and retain a Thermite
reaction)) ELECTRIC FURNACE In 1895, the destruction of Tesla's lab by fire and the 
introduction of the "Electrical Furnace" + "Wireless Electric Light" 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=dPI9AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA165&lpg=PA165&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla

Tesla in 1902 using Electric Furnace to melt Iron, Lead and manufacturing Diamonds 
https://books.google.com/books? 
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla

February 9th 1901 Tesla on “Spark Telegraphy”, “Electric Furnace” and De-salination 
https://books.google.com/books? 
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals#v=onepage&
q=nikola%20tesla%20purifying %20metals&f=false
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 Tesla/Northrop in 1915 method of Tesla Oscillatory Circuit and Tesla Coil to Melt Metals 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq"electrical+furnace"+tesla

Tesla in 1948 HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE AND HEATING ((In the early 
1890's, Tesla described heating bars of iron and melting lead and tin in the field of specially 
designed high-frequency coils, also of heating dielectrics in such fields. When, in 1916, Dr. 
Edwin Northrup devised his first commercial high-frequency furnace, he told me he had gone 
back for his inspiration to the old ideas and circuits of Tesla.)) Tesla report in 2012 on Optical 
Microscopes "TESLA242" BROADCASTING -- Tesla report in 2014 on Solid State Tesla Coils
and Their Uses for melting metals 
http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf

Induction Furnace used to melt iron and steel, copper, aluminium and precious metals 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace

2)) Nikola Tesla's ARC-LAMPS/ARC-WELDING can reach over 5,000 degrees 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-335786-electric-arc-lamp 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/uspatent-335787-electric-arc-lamp 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp

3)) Tesla method to manufacture HYDRAZINE (NAPALM); can reach ove 5,000 degrees 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/nikola-tesla-leaks-renewable-energy.html 3) 
New: A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called 
"synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (AirSensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon 
Tellurium for Solar Cells & 2) (Catalytic Isomerization of Parilin Hydrocarbon's, 
Butane/Hexane and/or Natural Gas), 3) (Carboxyl Groups in Styro-foam), 4) (Hydrazine or 
F16 & Rocket Fuel & Nitro-Methane) 5) NOX, H3, O3, N3 using Tesla's Ozone Generator + 
Jet Fule that can melt steel beams -- Excitation mechanisms in photoreduction of ketones. A 
(Tesla Coil) was used to start the lamp, with an .... reaction cell in the middle 
http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3587&context=rtd

Mechanism of thermal decomposition of bis (tricyclopentylphosphine) transfer of hydrogen 
atoms: this process appears to be a chain reaction involving reduction of the .... spectroscopy,
by independent synthesis, and by conversion. http://slideshare.net/chantran90/isolation-
nbutane (Tesla Coil Wikipedia) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil

4) 1943 from Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Hydrazine vapor flowed through a quartz tube 13 
mm in which a microwave discharge was excited with an open-reflector antenna powered by 
a Raytheon 2450 MHz 100-watt therapy unit. The discharge was initiated by a (Tesla coil) at a
fairly low pressure of hydrazine, giving a hot, intense bluewhite discharge which yielded no di-
imide. Hydrazine pressure was then increased to the point just before the discharge went out 
-10 Torr, giving a blueish barely visible discharge with a yellowish core which generated 
optimum amounts of di-imide. 1973 http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v73-536 
Hydrazene Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine

Hydrazine Rocket Fuel https://youtube.com/watch?v=5UFTfwTxeEk 1908 THE 
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF SOME HYDRAZINE SALTS 
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?journalCode=jacsat

http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3587&context=rtd
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja02202a009?journalCode=jacsat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrazine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_furnace
http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/techreports/ucb/text/EECS-2012-265.pdf
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq
https://books.google.com/books?id=oKYG6077h9MC&pg=PA274&lpg=PA274&dq


 Mechanisms of photochemical reactions in urban air. Volume I 
http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT

The Hydrazine flame's temperature is between 400 and 5000 degrees Celsius 
http://deadspace.wikia.com/wiki/PFM-100_Hydrazine_Torch_Flamethrower (even without 
catalytic agents like Ozone or Nitrous injection) 1912 https://books.google.com/books?
id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ

Safety and Handling of Hydrazine http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/p005339.pdf 1962 and 
isomerization in the system AICla38 (solid)-hexachlorocyclohexane at .... N-Butane. The 
exchange between molecular deuterium and gamma-ray irradiated ... simultaneously 
subjected to (Tesla coil) discharges, ultraviolet, and gamma-ray. 
http://annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.ns.12.120162.001553 -- Argonne Nationa 
Labs ... by a (Tesla coil) either in a vacuum... involving the breakage of chemical bonds and 
the isomerization ... https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-
12_2-0001.pdf

5) In 1896, Tesla was issued a patent for a corona discharge ozone generator using charged 
metal plates to act on ambient air. He formed the Tesla Ozone Company 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-ozone-company-established -- Tesla
Patent #588177 for Generating Ozone http://rpmgt.org/588177.html

Why David Rockefeller died March 20, 2017 + September 11, the New World Order & Henry 
Kissinger https://youtube.com/watch?v=0sfYrXxF5f8 

PROJECTED KINETICS

This Patent for an "Energy Converstion System" was approved 4 months before September 
11th 2001. It describes the method to turn something "Mass Free" into "Kinetic Energy". 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060082334A1/en

... It referrs to Nikola Tesla's 1897 Patent for a "System of Transmission of Electrical Energy". 
Energy conversion systems nvention relates to apparatus for the conversion of massfree 
energy into electrical or kinetic energy, which uses in its preferred form a transmitter and a 
receiver both incorporating Tesla coils, the distal ends of whose secondary windings are co-
resonant and connected to plates of a chamber, preferably evacuated or filled with water, 
such that energy radiated by the transmitter may be picked up by the receiver, the receiver 
preferably further including a pulsed plasma reactor driven by the receiver coil and a split 
phase motor driven by the reactor. Preferably the reactor operates in pulsed abnormal gas 
discharge mode, and the motor is an inertially damped drag motor. The invention also 
extends to apparatus in which an otherwise driven plasma reactor operating in pulsed 
abnormal gas discharge mode in turn used to drive an inertially damped drag motor. Nikola 
Tesla's System of transmission of electrical energy. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en#citedBy 

TELEFORCE

https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ
https://books.google.com/books?id=z5UhAQAAMAAJ
http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=9101A7YW.TXT
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060082334A1/en
http://rpmgt.org/588177.html
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf
https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/Merge/Vol-12_2-0001.pdf


Principles and concepts of Tesla's "death ray", "peace ray" called "Teleforce". In Tesla's mind, 
it was time to reveal his greatest invention: a perfect and impossible idea, a weapon to 
prevent WWII. New York Herald Tribune - July 11, 1934: "First and most important is a 
mechanism for producing rays and other energy manifestations in free air. Hitherto vacuum 
tubes have always been necessary. Second is an apparatus for producing unheard-of 
quantities of electrical current and for controlling it when produced. The current is necessary 
as power for the first mechanism. Without this, no rays of sufficient strength could be 
produced. The third is a method of intensifying and amplifying the second process, and the 
fourth is a method of producing "tremendous electrical repellent force". 
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/death-ray/

On July 23, 1934 Time Magazine wrote an article about Tesla’s Ray: “Last week Dr. Tesla 
announced a combination of four inventions which would make war unthinkable. Nucleus of 
the idea is a death ray – a concentrated beam of sub-microscopic particles flying at velocities 
approaching that of light. The beam, according to Tesla, would drop an army in its tracks, 
bring down squadrons of airplanes 250 miles away. Inventor Tesla would discharge the ray by
means of 1) a device to nullify the impeding effect of the atmosphere on the particles, 2) a 
method for setting up high potential, 3) a process for amplifying that potential to 50.000.000 
volts, 4) creation of “a tremendous electrical repelling force.” -- According to Wikipedia, the NY
Times, and in the Tesla FBI File, by 1935, Teleforce was demonstrated for the U.S. 
Government https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce

Nikola Tesla made the claim in the NY Times that "Teleforce" was based on 50 patents he did 
not file and a new type of physics that no one has thought of. November 3rd 2016 TIDBIT: 
SPUTNIK CLAIMS ENERGY WEAPONS BASED ON “NEW PHYSICS" 
http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/11/tidbit-sputnik-claims-energy-weapons-based-new-physics-
principles 

Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton 
Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro

The U.S. was concerned about the Russian influence in Yugoslavia. Tesla offered the Death 
Ray (Teleforce) as early as 1935 to the US, UK & Yugoslavia. Tesla FBI File interview report 
with Sava Kosanovich https://facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=1890417051271116&id=100009085196708&set=p.1890417051271116 

MAGNETIC STORM - EMP

By Nikola Tesla "The Magnetic Storm", Electrical Experimenter, vol. 6, no. 4, August 1918 
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/fc03beb6-e670-4746-af17-4bac70ddb764/section/c39d8a96-
dc8e-4b66-ae16-1672e4023d67#ch28

In The Perversity of Things: Hugo Gernsback on Media, Tinkering, and #Scientifiction"; 
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/theperversity-of-things-hugo-gernsback-on-media-tinkering-
and-scientifiction/section/71ba6e6b-b4b2-40a2-bdb1-af133fc6b93b

A fictional apprentice to Nikola Tesla named Why Sparks devises a means of harmlessly 
disabling German weapons in The Magnetic Storm (1918), providing an imaginary resolution 
to the tensions of the Great War at its height. 

https://manifold.umn.edu/read/theperversity-of-things-hugo-gernsback-on-media-tinkering-and-scientifiction/section/71ba6e6b-b4b2-40a2-bdb1-af133fc6b93b
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/theperversity-of-things-hugo-gernsback-on-media-tinkering-and-scientifiction/section/71ba6e6b-b4b2-40a2-bdb1-af133fc6b93b
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/fc03beb6-e670-4746-af17-4bac70ddb764/section/c39d8a96-dc8e-4b66-ae16-1672e4023d67#ch28
https://manifold.umn.edu/read/fc03beb6-e670-4746-af17-4bac70ddb764/section/c39d8a96-dc8e-4b66-ae16-1672e4023d67#ch28
https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/death-ray/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce


CHEMTRAILS

Wirelessly Powered Ioncraft (Cloud-Maker) #chemtrials. An ionocraft, or ion-propelled aircraft,
is an electrohydrodynamic device that utilizes an electrical phenomenon known as the ion 
wind effect to produce thrust. US20160040658A1 - Google Patents 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3130945A/en and US3130945A - Ionocraft - Google 
Patents https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160040658A1/en -- Ion-propelled aircraft - 
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion-propelled_aircraft

March 27th 1904 CLOUDBORN ELECTRIC WAVELETS TO ENCIRCLE THE GLOBE; This is 
Nicola Tesla's Latest Dream, and the Long Island Hamlet of Wardenclyffe Marvels Thereat. 
https://www.nytimes.com/1904/03/27/archives/cloudborn-electric-wavelets-to-encircle-the-
globe-this-is-nicola.html

NUCLEAR POWER & ATOMIC ENERGY

Tesla writes about the usefulness of Atomic Power and paraphrasing "The world was 
expecting great things from Atomic Energy, but you will not get any more energy from the 
radioactive matter, that is contained within the matter itself. Further, he states that the energy 
available to the radioactive matter is not contained within-the-matter, but the energy is 
"received from it's environment". https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla

Tesla exhibited a pre-atomic understanding of physics in his writings;[182] he disagreed with 
the theory of atoms being composed of smaller subatomic particles, stating there was no such
thing as an electron creating an electric charge (he believed that if electrons existed at all, 
they were some fourth state of matter or "sub-atom" that could only exist in an experimental 
vacuum and that they had nothing to do with electricity).[16]:249[183] Tesla believed that 
atoms are immutable (this is incorrect), (Tesla performed transmutation to create Ozone, O3 
from, O2, with his Ozone Generator of 1896. The same can be done with Hydrogen, H2, 
Heavy Water or Tritium) —they could not change state or be split in any way. He was a 
believer in the 19th century concept of an all pervasive "ether" that transmitted electrical 
energy.[184]

Tesla was generally antagonistic towards theories about the conversion of matter into energy.
[16]:247 He was also critical of Einstein's theory of relativity, saying:

I hold that space cannot be curved, for the simple reason that it can have no 
properties. It might as well be said that God has properties. He has not, but only 
attributes and these are of our own making. Of properties we can only speak when 
dealing with matter filling the space. To say that in the presence of large bodies 
space becomes curved is equivalent to stating that something can act upon 
nothing. I, for one, refuse to subscribe to such a view.[185]

Tesla claimed to have developed his own physical principle regarding matter and energy that 
he started working on in 1892,[16] and in 1937, at age 81, claimed in a letter to have 
completed a "dynamic theory of gravity" that "[would] put an end to idle speculations and false
conceptions, as that of curved space." He stated that the theory was "worked out in all details"
and that he hoped to soon give it to the world.[186] Further elucidation of his theory was 
never found in his writings.[10]:309 
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#splitting #atoms #hoax #transmutation #conversion #reduction #how #gasoline #is #made 
The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear 
"Transmutation" of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 
Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called splitting atoms. "No atoms were 
ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the 
quantum physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible 
consequences caused by the smashing of atoms. “I have disintegrated atoms in my 
experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from 
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental 
observations have shown that the process of disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation
of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14 
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F 

Nuclear transmutation is the conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another 
chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in the present occurs 
when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that 
causes transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation": 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation

"Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry, nuclear 
fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an 
atom splits into smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- 
Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-
tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html  — https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10211497545022368&id=1476074234 

PROJECT INDEPENDENCE: Just as Richard Nixon announced publically, Project 
Independence on November 7th 1973, the Oil companies launch his Impeachment on 
October 30th 1973. Nixon declared that American science, technology and industry could free
America from its dependence on imported oil, and establish its energy independence. He 
called for the construction of 1,000 nuclear power plants by the year 2000. Despite these 
initiatives, Project Independence failed to prevent the increase in American oil consumption 
after the 1973-74 embargo; its dependence on foreign suppliers rose from 36% to almost 
50% in 1979,[5] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Independence

1) No one died at 3 Mile Island; "someone pulled the alarm on the city" 
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/7053806 2) Chernobyl was sabotage to stop their Duga 
Radar (The Woodpecker) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duga_radar 3) Fukushima was 
sabotage with an offshore, underwater TNT explosion (Nikola Tesla's Tidal Wave for Defence)
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html 4) No 
one died at Fukushima due to "Radiation", but 20,000 died in the evacuation 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fukushima_Daiichi_nuclear_disaster_casualties 5) World 
Nuclear Association "Nuclear Power is the Safest Industry ever invented in human history" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YS8_B1n4tgE

In Chernobyl’s shadow, they marvel at the giant “Moscow Eye,” an anti-ballistic-missile 
detector that rises 50 stories high and looks like a giant roller coaster. Hiding there is the 
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Moscow Eye, also known as the “Russian Woodpecker,” an enormous metal structure 
silhouetted against the sky like a vertical Stonehenge. Using over-the-horizon radar, the 
Moscow Eye was the receiver for a powerful radio broadcast sent from elsewhere in Ukraine. 
Some said that the signal’s short, repetitive tapping noise sounded like a bird — thus the 
woodpecker moniker. Others say it sounded more like a machine gun. From 1976, until it 
went off the air in 1989, the unexplained radio signal interfered with many broadcasts. 
Listeners speculated that it was a method of Soviet mind control. Only in the past three years 
have tourists discovered its sublime metal architecture rising from the forest floor near 
Chernobyl, an anachronistic remnant from a not-so-distant era. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/travel/in-ukraine-a-radioactive-nuclear-ghost-town-
near-chernobyl-is-a-hot-destination/2017/07/27/1f035b3e-5aa6-11e7-9b7d-
14576dc0f39d_story.html

Duga Radar was a Soviet over-the-horizon (OTH) radar system used as part of the Soviet 
anti-ballistic missile early-warning network. The system operated from July 1976 to December
1989. Two operational Duga radars were deployed, one near and powered by Chernobyl and 
Chernihiv in the Ukrainian SSR (present-day Ukraine), the other in eastern Siberia. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duga_radar 

April 20 2019 The U.S. patent office citations gives credit to NiCola Tesla for #blackbody 
#radiation. [http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html]
(https://www.facebook.com/watch/? V=854141384945527)

DOE: Faster than Light #Neutrons; (Instantaneously) causing an electron hole, Gamma, 
Alpha rays flying off of the Uranium target. [https://facebook.com/watch/?
v=854141384945527](https://www.facebook.com/watch/? V=854141384945527)

Nikola Tesla's "method of producing powerful radiations" John G Trump in Tesla FBI Filed, 
1943 [https://facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.757563367714757&type=3]

The "Splitting Atoms" hoax busted by Tesla Leaks, Nikola Tesla & by Definition: Nuclear 
"Transmutation" of Elements is not splitting atoms. In 1932, Lithium 7, using only 700,000 
Volts, was transmuted to Helium and was afterwards called splitting atoms. "No atoms were 
ever split" - Nikola Tesla -- Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the 
quantum physicists in his view of the structure of the elementary particles and the possible 
consequences caused by the smashing of atoms. “I have disintegrated atoms in my 
experiments with a high potential vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from 
4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental 
observations have shown that the process of disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation
of such energy as might be expected from present theories.”14 
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F

Nuclear transmutation is the conversion of one chemical element or an isotope into another 
chemical element. ... One type of natural transmutation observable in the present occurs 
when certain radioactive elements present in nature spontaneously decay by a process that 
causes transmutation, such as alpha or beta decay. "Lithium": 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium -- "Nuclear Transmutation": 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_transmutation
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1918636558449165&id=750861428384951%2F


"Nuclear "Fission"" isn't "splitting" anything. In nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry, nuclear 
fission is either a nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay process in which the nucleus of an 
atom splits into smaller parts (lighter nuclei). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission -- 
Blocked: Tesla Leaks Debunking Einstein: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-
tesla-debunks-albert-einsteins.html

CGN, Ultra to develop next generation I&C systems. China General Nuclear (CGN) and Ultra 
Electronics of the UK have agreed to enhance their cooperation in the development of high-
integrity instrumentation and control http://world-nuclearnews.org/NP-China-sets-out-nuclear-
plans-for-2017-0203174.html

Toshiba failed to rein in Westinghouse's expansion drive 
http://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Toshiba-in-Turmoil/Toshiba-failed-to-rein-in-Westinghouse-s-
expansion-drive

Supercritical CO2, molten salt could stop a nuclear meltdown before it begins | Horizon: the 
EU Research & Innovation magazine | European Commission https://horizon-
magazine.eu/article/supercritical-co2-could-stop-nuclear-meltdown-it-begins_en.html

With India visit, Westinghouse CEO keeps civil nuclear power project alive 
http://livemint.com/Industry/thpRdloEY1PnjO4rItk9ZK/With-India-visitWestinghouse-CEO-
keeps-civil-nuclear-power.html

Despite the financial crisis, Westinghouse CEO Jose Gutierrez flew in to India last week for 
talks with NPCIL and the Department of Atomic Energy -- These Facts Underscore Why the 
Clean Power Plan is the Right Path Forward for America 
http://blogs.edf.org/climate411/2017/03/10/these-facts-underscore-why-the-clean-power-plan-
is-theright-path-forward-for-america/

UK nuclear industry faces prospect of Euratom exit http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-
UKnuclear-industry-faces-prospect-of-Euratom-exit-27011701.html

"Brexit" was to lead to the second bankruptcy of Westinghouse/Tesla. The UK intends to 
leave the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), according to explanatory notes to 
a bill the government published yesterday authorising Brexit. Iran: Israel hires assassins to kill
nuclear scientists in the region -- Reza Najafi, who represents Iran at the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA), said on Thursday. https://almasdarnews.com/article/iran-israel-hires-
assassins-to-kill-nuclear-scientists-inthe-region/

Superpowered: How Nuclear Power Transformed America's Navy 
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/hownuclear-power-transformed-the-americas-navy-
19759

The Murders of Inventors involved with "Atomic/Nuclear Batteries"; Nikola Tesla's Radium 
Battery for his 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car; Nuclear batteries that last for 50 years and are fully 
contained; Radium Cancer Therapy; Ion-Therapy (et al John G Trump (MIT)) Dec 3, 2017 Iran
joined the club of countries that produces NanoTritium betavoltaic thumb-sized nuclear 
batteries; http://presstv.com/Detail/2017/12/03/544356/Iran-AEOI-Asghar-Zarean-nuclear-
batteries
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Tesla's 1931 Pierce-Arrow https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o -- Atomic Battery on 
Youtube: https://youtube.com/watch?v=KNVvOFv1-1w Nuclear Batteries and Radioisotopes 
https://books.google.com/books? 
id=Y7DLDAAAQBAJ&pg=PA35&lpg=PA35&dq=nuclear+battery+radium

Oct 4, 2002 The Strange Life and Stranger Death of Paul Brown: The author had known 
Brown since 1983, when Brown was working on another invention, a Resonant nuclear-
powered battery (Nucell US Patent # 4,835,433) that would last 25 years. 
http://autoweek.com/article/car-news/strange-life-and-strangerdeath-paul-brown-case-
another-smart-guy-doing-dumb-thing http://rexresearch.com/nucell/nucell.htm

 Dec 5, 2007 Free-Energy Battery Inventor Killed at Airport? 
https://pesn.com/2007/12/05/9500463_self-powered_battery_inventor_dead/

My Great Great Aunt discovered Francium and it killed her 
https://nytimes.com/2014/12/07/magazine/my-great-great-aunt-discovered-francium-andit-
killed-her.html

Radium is alleged to "Cure Cancer" http://blog.nyhistory.org/get-me-a-radium-highball-new-
york-and-the-radiumcraze/

Poster for the \'only x-ray radium surgery [that] ever cured cancer\' from the United States 
Public Health Service, 1940. Courtesy National Library of Congress: http://alamy.com/stock-
photo-poster-for-the-only-x-ray-radium-surgery-that-ever-curedcancer-from-132769579.html

Radium 223 is a mildly radioactive form of the metal radium. It used to be called Alpharadin 
and now has the brand name Xofigo (pronounced zoh-fee-go). Doctors use radium 223 to 
treat prostate cancers that have spread to the bones. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_radiation_therapy

The American Journal of Roentgenology, Radium Therapy and Nuclear 1922 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=c4k1AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA393&lpg=PA393&dq=nuclear+battery+radium

The first DCNB was built by Moseley in 1913 with radium-226.43 The radium isotope was 
placed in the center of a sphere (see Figure 2.12). The inner surface of the sphere was 
covered by silver and served as a high voltage electrode. 
citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download? doi=10.1.1.907.7330&rep=rep1&type=pdf

New York Times, July 11, 1937. —Inventor, 81, Tube to Produce Radium Copiously and 
Cheaply. Tesla to produce radium in unlimited quantity for $1 a pound were announced by Dr. 
Nikola Tesla yesterday at a luncheon on his eighty-first birthday at which he wee honored with
high orders from the Yugoslav and Czechoslovak Governments. Dr. Tesla, whose discoveries 
in electrical science have won for him recognition as the father of modern methods of 
generating and distributing electrical energy, asserted his "absolute" belief that he would win 
the Pierre Guzman prize of the Institute of France for his discovery relating to the interstellar 
transmission of energy. Following his annual custom, Dr. Tesla played host to a group of 
newspaper men at his birthday luncheon at the Hotel New Yorker and issued the 
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announcement of his discoveries of the last year. No apparatus or sketches were shown, but 
Dr. Tesla said in announcing perfection of the principle of a new tube, which he said would 
make it possible to smash the atom and produce cheap radium, that he would be able to give 
a demonstration in 'only a little time. http://tfcbooks.com/teslafaq/q&a_011.htm

 More at the Tesla Leaks Blog: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/ (Doc in Back to the Future
put a (Yellow Uranium) Banana, Aluminum Can & Alcohol in his Atomic Reactor for the flying 
car. Those are the common materials used in some Nuclear reactors.) 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Psxktpxkc6o (The Bat-Mobile for Bat-Man came with an Atomic 
Battery, Tesla Turbine's for Speed) http://3.bp.blogspot.com/- 
FrqBQenY6J8/UTadwYyt8OI/AAAAAAAAGlw/4ft1QSDoJOs/s1600/Eaglemoss_1966_Batmob
ile_7.JPG

Nikola Tesla 1931 Pierce-Arrow Car: Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy Patent + 
12 Tubes + Standing Wave in a Box w/ elevated conductor or A Cathode is 1) Highly polished 
Tin 2) Covered with Graphite with the “highest angle of curvature” (nano) B Anode: 
Uranium/Radium/Lithium Battery interconnected with a Asynchronouse Reluctance Engine for
“negative resistance” and “electrical self cooling”.

Other Uses of Mica as a Cathode Include: G. P. Thomson Diffraction of Cathode Rays by 
Mica https://www.nature.com/articles/1211019a0

Kinetic Energy Effect Cathode Ray Tubes https://dornsife.usc.edu/labs/lecture-support-
lab/cathode-ray-tubes

Radiography 1905 I will show you a tube arranged in this way in which the wheel has mica 
vanes … in the direction one might expect from the effect being due to the cathode rays. 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=_x9MAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=mica+cathode

Geiger Muller tube – Geiger Counters and Radiation Detection 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger%E2%80%93M%C3%BCller_tube

Geiger-muller counter for radioactive emission, RCA 1942 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2502331

Active Remote Detection of Radioactivity Based on Electromagnetic Signatures 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20160377761A1/en

Faking So Called Science: Is Nuclear Energy Just A Photochemical Reaction? — A Proper 
Gander At Propaganda in Science; with quotes by Nikola Tesla 
http://aamorris.net/properganderatpropaganda/2016/9/13/faking-so-called-science-is-
nuclearenergy-just-a-photochemical-reaction

Nuclear Industry reborn after Fukushima’s ‘overstated effects. Political will for atomic energy 
remains strong, UAE showing leadership http://thenational.ae/uae/technology/industry-reborn-
after-fukushimas-overstated-effects

Fukushima Wasn't Disastrous Because Of Radiation 
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http://forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/03/16/the-fukushima-disaster-wasnt-very-disastrous/

 Total # of killed by nuclear radiation at Fukushima was zero 
https://cfact.org/2013/10/12/physicist-there-was-no-fukushima-nuclear-disaster/

"Iran Deal" includes: 1) $150 Billion to be used to purchase military weapons 2) the mandate 
to shut down 93% of Iranian uranium processing used in nuclear power plants and 
radiography machines. 3) Opens up Iran to private oil and gas exploration companies 

Tesla vs. Einstein: Ether & Birth of the New Physics

I have yet to find a direct quote by Tesla of Mach’s Principle, but in an article Tesla wrote in 
1915, clearly based upon his writings of 1893, he states exactly this position.

There is no thing endowed with life – from man, who is enslaving the elements, to the 
nimblest creature – in all this world that does not sway in turn. Whenever action is born from 
force, though it be infinitesimal, the cosmic balance is upset and universal motion results.10

It seems to me that the interconnectedness between all of the stars in the universe (related to 
Einstein’s curved space/time) is the ether.11 Similarly, Tesla’s view of the ether aligned itself 
with that of the Theosophists:

Long ago [I] recognised that all perceptible matter comes from a primary substance, of a 
tenuity beyond conception and filling all space – the Akasa or luminiferous ether – which is 
acted upon by the life-giving Prana or creative force, calling into existence, in never ending 
cycles, all things and phenomena.

The primary substance, thrown into infinitesimal whirls of prodigious velocity, becomes gross 
matter; the force subsiding, the motion ceases and matter disappears, reverting to the primary
substance.12

Smashing Atoms? Tesla also differed with Einstein and the quantum physicists in his view of 
the structure of the elementary particles and the possible consequences caused by the 
smashing of atoms. “I have disintegrated atoms in my experiments with a high potential 
vacuum tube… operat[ing] it with pressures ranging from 4,000,000 to 18,000,000 million 
volts…. But as to atomic energy, my experimental observations have shown that the process 
of disintegration is not accompanied by a liberation of such energy as might be expected from
present theories.”14

To Tesla, the Theory of Relativity was just “a mass of error and deceptive ideas violently 
opposed to the teachings of great men of science of the past and even to common sense. 
The theory wraps all these errors and fallacies and clothes them in magnificent mathematical 
garb which fascinates, dazzles and makes people blind to the underlying error. The theory is 
like a beggar clothed in purple whom ignorant people take for a king. Its exponents are very 
brilliant men, but they are metaphysicists rather than scientists.” Writing a decade before the 
explosion of the atom bomb, and ignoring the space curvature data from the 1919 eclipse 
which supported Einstein’s idea that space was curved around large bodies such as stars, 
Tesla suggested that the existence of a force field would account for the same mathematical 
results. Thus, Tesla brazenly concluded, “Not a single one of the relativity propositions has 
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been proved.”15

http://www.newdawnmagazine.com/articles/tesla-vs-einstein-the-ether-the-birth-of-the-new-
physics

What did Nikola Tesla conclude about "atomic" energy"? A New Source of Energy and 
Photographing Thoughts by Nikola Tesla, The Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, West 
Virginia, Page 40. September 10, 1933. Tesla was asked "WILL the smashing of the atom 
lead to this new power energy? Let Mr. Tesla answer: "The public is naturally led to expect a 
great revolution through the harnessing of atomic power, but that is an illusion. Atomic energy 
is not available for work. I operated many years ago apparatus of a capacity of 2000 
horsepower and tension of 18,000,000 volts with which trillions of atoms were smashed in a 
fraction of a second. I generated all sorts of intense and destructive rays, but found no trace 
of any energy which should have been liberated through the shattering of atomic structures, 
according to theory. For the last thirty years I have warned my fellow scientists that there is 
nothing to be expected in this field except some specific effects due to changes in the atomic 
structure which may have more or less value."

The Generation V Thorium Salt Nuclear Reactors and the dream of clean nuclear power in 
1973 was considered "too cheap to meter". Nikola Tesla's "Oscillating Neutrino's" in 
Transmutation. But if thorium is bombarded with neutrons from a small amount of fissile 
nuclear fuel acting as a starter, either uranium-235 or plutonium-239, it is converted to 
uranium-233 - a form of uranium that is a first-rate nuclear fuel. Once started in a reactor, the 
process is self-sustaining, with subsequent fissions of uranium-233 in turn converting more 
thorium to nuclear fuel. In the kind of molten-salt cooled reactor favored by many thorium 
proponents, the uranium-233 fuel would be dissolved in a coolant of liquid fluoride salts 
contain.

How do these concepts apply to the alleged Nikola Tesla's Cosmic Ray Motor of 1931-34 
using a clay matrix of low level atomic material? In 1903 nuclear propulsion was hypothesized
(by the likes of Nikola Tesla) that radioactive material, radium, might be a suitable fuel for 
engines to propel cars, boats, and planes. H G Wells picked up this idea in his 1914 fiction 
work The World Set Free. In 1975, nuclear power was considered "too cheap to meter". 
America's Energy Crisis: When the Circuit Breaks 1975 US Department of Energy.

Fukushima overreaction, nuclear power is safe. Bill Gate's "Traveling Wave Reactor" called 
Terrapower that creates no waste. The soon to be closing, Diablo Canyon nuclear plant safe 
in earthquakes, PG&E says in report. The Hill: Why are we so afraid of nuclear? 

The Origin of Nuclear Power's "Too Cheap To Meter" Phrase: U.S. AEC civilian nuclear 
program included the new 1954 "Atomic Energy Act", President Eisenhower's "Atoms for 
Peace" and medical uses of reactor-produced isotopes. Coincidentally, In 1954, John G 
Trump and government officials visit Tesla's storage unit in New York and go through his 40 
trunks, safe, a multi-resistant box and paperwork. Atomic Energy Chairman stated "he 
expected his children and grandchildren would have power "too cheap to be metered", "as 
low as the price for Hydro-Electric Power". Although this never technically happened, most 
Nuclear Power Plants are paid-off and generate power at less than 1 cent per KW/hr. The 
wholesale and retail prices of this energy are higher for a variety of reasons such as 
insurance, regulation and distribution. But in California, the cheapest energy comes from 

http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/energy-environment/247017-why-are-we-so-afraid-of-nuclear
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-diablo-canyon-earthquake-report-20150313-story.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxmsGbKkkcA
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Nuclear Power & Hydro Power. https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-
meter-a-history-of-the-phrase/ -- Atomic Energy Act 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_Energy_Act_of_1954

Nikola Tesla's FBI File with John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro

The Generation V Thorium Salt Nuclear Reactors and the dream of clean nuclear power in 
1973 was considered "too cheap to meter". http://news.yahoo.com/thorium-dream-clean-
nuclear-power-142008502.html

H G Wells picked up this idea in his 1914 fiction work The World Set Free. In 1975, nuclear 
power was considered "too cheap to meter". America's Energy Crisis: When the Circuit 
Breaks https://youtube.com/watch?v=01vNAKWRIFo

G&E says in report. The Hill: Why are we so afraid of nuclear? 
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/energy-environment/247017-why-are-we-so-afraid-of-
nuclear

MANUFACTURING FUELS

November 21st 2021 Tesla Coils for Unlimited Fuels ft Energy, Frequency & Vibration 
https://teslaleaks.com/f/tesla-coils-for-unlimited-fuels-ft-energy-frequency-vibration?
blogcategory=Nikola+Tesla

July 4th 1891 The Mining Journal, Railway and Commercial Gazette, Volume 61, Part 2 - 
Tesla's electrodeless vacuum tube that "consumes no fuel". https://books.google.com/books?
id=OvWjPKqH9ZIC&pg=PA919&lpg=PA919&dq=nikola+tesla

August 8th 1903 Electrical World "High Frequency, High Tension Transformers" used to 
create Nitric Acid, Nitrates or Nitrous. A maxium of Nitrous has been obtained by the author 
with a current of .5 amp, 50KV and a frequency between 6K-10K per second. 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=WUZEAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA231&lpg=PA231&dq=chlorine+manufacture+high+frequency+hig
h+tension
 
February 11 2020 New method offers more stable, efficient electrocatalytic reactions. The 
technique, which fluidizes catalyst particles in electrolyte instead of gluing them to electrodes, 
avoids a rapid decline in reaction performance—a phenomenon researchers call fatigue. The 
approach could improve production processes for electrolysis and electrochemical energy 
conversion and storage. Huang tested his ideas using a well-known, commercially available 
catalyst called Pt/C, which is made of carbon black powders decorated by platinum 
nanoparticles to catalyze oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and methanol oxidation 
reactions. These three electrochemical reactions, when catalyzed by Pt/C, normally suffer 
from severe performance decay, but all showed higher efficiency and stability when the 
particles were fluidized. http://dx.doi.org/10.31635/ccschem.019.201900065

February 10 2020 #Power to Gas without Hydrogen: Chemists develop safer hydrogenation 
processes. Safe and environmentally-friendly hydrogen gas on demand could be on the 
horizon following a new "hydrogenation" chemical process in development at The City 
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College of New York. Led by Mahesh K. Lakshman, the research uniquely bypasses the need
for an external source of hydrogen gas to accomplish a wide range of hydrogenations. 
Lakshman explained hydrogenation as the addition of hydrogen atoms. For instance, a very 
common application is for the production of fats from vegetable oils. In industry, production of 
paraffin is an example. "What we have found is that we can mix two stable materials together 
in the presence of palladium on charcoal and this produces a mixture capable of 
"hydrogenation," without requiring an external source of compressed hydrogen gas," It would 
allow labs to dispense with compressed hydrogen gas cylinders. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adsc.201901099

March 7, 2017 ((One example studied the costs of using nuclear heat in Arizona to switch 
from making steam to generate electricity to making heat to desalinate brackish water for 
irrigation when wind power drops electricity market prices too low. Another example in Texas 
looked at the economics of switching from selling nuclear electricity into a slumping electric 
market to providing heat to a factory that uses it to make synthetic gasoline. Others among its
"12 pack," McGough explained, could use their electricity for splitting hydrogen out of water, 
creating an end product that could be stored and used for fuel-cell-powered cars or to sell to 
companies that make fertilizer.)) NuScale's plan is to convince the NRC that its system is so 
safe that there is no-danger of a Meltdown, so the emergency requirements should only 
extend to a plant's fence line. http://eenews.net/stories/1060051025

July 2016 Solar cell that captures CO2 and sunlight, produces burnable fuel 
http://phys.org/news/2016-07-breakthrough-solar-cell-captures-carbon.html

March 3rd 2016 Water splitting catalyst tailored for integration with high-performance 
semiconductor photoanode A multifunctional biphasic water splitting catalyst tailored for 
integration with high-performance semiconductor photoanodes : Nature Materials : Nature 
Research (archive.org) 

October 31st 2016 Stanford set record for capturing and storing solar energy in hydrogen fuel 
http://news.stanford.edu/2016/10/31/stanford-engineers-set-record-capturing-storing-solar-
energyhydrogen-fuel/

March 26t 2012 Fort Knox does have Gold plated Tungsten bars. Why? The "PTB" correctly 
replaced the less useful and less valuable Gold with Tungsten. Tungsten is the best used to 
produce hydrogen gas, hydro-carbon fuel and CO2 from sunlight at a 300% better efficiency 
than Titanium or Cobalt. http://forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2012/03/26/the-drilled-goldbars-
filled-with-tungsten/

November 16th 2010 Molecular basis of coiled-coil oligomerization-state specificity. 
Biomaterials Made from Coiled-Coil Peptides. Carbon Nanotubes Produced by Pyrolysis of 
Iron Phthalocyanine Catalytic biomass pyrolysis process to make liquid hydrocarbon fuels 
using Tesla Coils https://worldwidescience.org/topicpages/s/specific+coil+pyrolysis.html

GASSIFICATION & CATALYTIC-CRACKING

September 25th 1911 NIKOLA TESLA'S DREAM "Airship's Power to be Generated by Steel 
Plant Gasses" by Hydrocracking https://books.google.com/books?
id=aLBAAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA12-PR17&lpg=RA12-PR17&dq=nikola+tesla
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Steam Cracking is a petrochemical process in which saturated hydrocarbons are broken 
down into smaller, often unsaturated, hydrocarbons. From: Applied Plastics Engineering 
Handbook, 2011 https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/steam-cracking

In steam cracking, a gaseous or liquid hydrocarbon feed-like naphtha, LPG (low pressure 
gas) or ethane is diluted with steam and then briefly heated in a furnace, obviously without the
presence of oxygen. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steam_cracking

Catalytic Cracking in the usual commercial process involves contacting a feedstock (usually a
gas oil fraction) with a catalyst under suitable conditions of temperature, pressure, and 
residence time https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/catalytic-cracking

Coalbed (hydocarbons) Methane with CO2 sequestration & Coal Liquefaction: An emerging 
clean coal technology in India 
https://researchgate.net/publication/277477897_Coalbed_methane_with_CO2_sequestration
_An_emerging_clean_coal_technology _in_India

Govt planning series of pilot projects using coal 
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/govt-planningseries-of-pilot-
projects-using-coal-official/articleshow/57391350.cms

Piyush Goyal: "First, technology is not an issue. Technologies to control all pollutants are 
mature and are being used across the world, including in our own country. Here I would like to
mention that the February 27 article quotes an academic expert about some magic 
technology that will suck all pollutants and convert them into fertilisers! Well, this magic 
technology is not even at the pilot stage and we do not have the time to wait for this 
technology to clean our environment and protect the health of our people." 
http://financialexpress.com/opinion/cleaning-up-coal-plants-andpromoting-renewable-energy-
go-hand-in-hand/582823/

Japan renewable energy Hydrogen from wind tubine's 
http://japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/09/30/national/fukushima-prefecture-study-lead-worlds-
largest-hydrogen-plant/

China is capable of mass production of its third-generation Hualong One reactor, which could 
be seen as the latest "business card of China", a leading nuclear industry executive said on 
Wednesday http://chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2017-03/09/content_28486002.htm

November 20th 2021 China's Sinopec Unveils New Tech For Low-Carbon Petrochemical 
Production. Tesla Coils used to manufacture unlimited fuels and chemicals using microwaves 
and plasma.

DESALINATION

The desalination processes whether based on MED MSF or RO technology -- Patent 
US20030127860 - Recirculating hydroelectric power generation system - Hydropower 
conversion system - https://www.google.com/patents/US6420794 -- Patent US4739182 - 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steam_cracking
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/steam-cracking
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/catalytic-cracking
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Sinopec-Unveils-New-Tech-For-Low-Carbon-Petrochemical-Production.html
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http://japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/09/30/national/fukushima-prefecture-study-lead-worlds-largest-hydrogen-plant/
http://financialexpress.com/opinion/cleaning-up-coal-plants-andpromoting-renewable-energy-go-hand-in-hand/582823/
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Hydropneumatic water engine - https://www.google.com/patents/US4739182 -- Patent 
US3209156 - Underwater generator - https://www.google.com/patents/US3209156 -- Patent 
US5942806 - Method and device for generating electricity - 
https://www.google.com/patents/US594280 

February 10 2020 #desalination - Harnessing the sun to bring fresh water to remote or 
disaster-struck communities. A device that takes a novel approach to removing salt from 
water has been developed in Bath, paving the way for small, solar-powered desalination 
units. eveloped by the university's Water Innovation and Research Centre in partnership with 
Indonesia's Bogor Agricultural University and the University of Johannesburg, the prototype 
desalination unit is a 3-D-printed system with two internal chambers designed to extract 
and/or accumulate salt. When power is applied, salt cations (positively charged ions) and salt 
anions (negatively charged ions) flow between chambers through arrays of micro-holes in a 
thin synthetic membrane. The flow can only happen in one direction thanks to a mechanism 
that has parallels in mobile-phone technology. As a result of this one-way flow, salt is pumped 
out of seawater. This contrasts with the classical desalination process, where water rather 
than salt is pumped through a membrane. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.desal.2020.114351 

PURIFICATION OF WATER

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The 
Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 
aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results)

Killing Pathogens Part 2: by Nikola Tesla https://facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199%2F

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The 
Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 
aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) 
https://www.estormwater.com/tesla-water-uv-treatment-facilityearns-leed-silver-certification

The first of Nikola Tesla's method to purify water with UV and Ozone (Adanced Oxidation) 
was installed at the Dam that powers San Francisco, after his A/C system was installed there 
in the early 1900's. https://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=1297

As a bonus, the "Cloramine" to be used as a phony "cure" for Coronavirus comes as a waste 
product from sewage. The cost of chloramine conversion was approximately $47 million. In 
addition, a state-of-the-art ultraviolet (UV) treatment facility worth $111 
https://sfwater.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=9149

The Tesla UV Treatment Facility became fully operational in 2011. 
https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/114-million-Tesla-project-aids-Hetch-Hetchy-water-
2354053.php

NOBEL PEACE PRIZE

On November 6th 1915, the NY Times runs a Reuters report that Nikola Tesla has won the 
Nobel Prize in Physics for his "Transmission of Electrical Energy without Wires". Later, the 

https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/114-million-Tesla-project-aids-Hetch-Hetchy-water-2354053.php
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Nobel Prize Committee quietly disregards the announcement. "Tesla knew nothing that 
induced Sweden to confer the honor on Mr. Edison" https://youtube.com/watch?
v=NZsMu0CoxF8 -- http://rarenewspapers.com/view/577282 -- 
http://images.rarenewspapers.com/ebayimgs/10.80.2010/image093.jpg

Tesla & Edison nominated for Nobel Prize in 1915 for "Ingenious Plans for National Defense" 
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2012/06/ingenious-plans-for-national-defense.html

Tesla for "The Wonder World of Electricity" both in 1914-1915 http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-
09-09.htm -- (November 5th is the anniversary of his 1901 patent "Apparatus for the 
Utilization of Radiant Energy")

March 13th 2021 7 Eccentric Inventions by Nikola Tesla That Were (Actually?) Never Built 
https://interestingengineering.com/7-inventions-of-nikola-tesla-that-were-never-built

Nov. 7, 1915 TESLA'S DISCOVERY NOBEL PRIZE WINNER; Transmission of Electrical 
Energy Without Wires, Which Affects Present-Day Problems. TO ILLUMINATE THE OCEAN 
Scientist Says Collisions Will Be Avoided and Unlimited Water Drawn to Irrigate Deserts. 
https://www.nytimes.com/1915/11/07/archives/teslasdiscovery-nobel-prize-winner-
transmission-of-electrical.html

Article added to Tesla Universe archive on September 12, 2017 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-discoverynobel-prize-winner

Video posted by Tesla Leaks on Feb 2, 2016 on Nikola Tesla's Nobel Peace Prizes 1943, 
1915 & 1912 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8&t=02m37s 

May 18th 1917 Tesla's speech in acceptance of the Edison Medal: In Colorado Springs I 
succeeded in precipitating a dense fog ... and by this means draw from the Ocean 
UNLIMITED amounts of water for irrigation and power purposes. 
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/ 

AM/FM RADIO AT SANDY HOOK

The History of Wireless Everything (gizmodo.com) 

Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943 gives credit to Nikola Tesla for his patent for 4 tuned 
circuits, pre-dating Marconi for the invention of Radio. https://youtube.com/watch?v=hBTTAJ-
PSpA#t=07m0s 

Nikola Tesla's Investigation of High Frequency Phenomena and Radio Communication (Part I)
by Donald Mitchell, Pelican Rapids, Minnesota, 1972 http://mentallandscape.com/Tesla.htm

Nikola Tesla's HISTORY OF RADIO, PHONE TAPPING & SPIES: Nikola Tesla gave the first 
public demonstration of radio in St. Louis on March 1, 1893 http://edn.com/electronics-
blogs/edn-moments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-demonstration-of-radio-- March-1--1893 

The True Wireless Electrical Experimenter, May 1919 - In this remarkable and complete story 
of his discovery of the "True Wireless" and the principles upon which transmission and 
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reception, even in the present day systems, are based, Dr. Nikola Tesla shows us that he is 
indeed the "Father of the Wireless." To him the Hertz wave theory is a delusion; it looks sound
from certain angles, but the facts tend to prove that it is hollow and empty. He convinces us 
that the real Hertz waves are blotted out after they have traveled but a short distance from the
sender. It follows, therefore, that the measured antenna current is no indication of the effect, 
because only a small part of it is effective at a distance. The limited activity of pure Hertz 
wave transmission and reception is here clearly explained, besides showing definitely that in 
spite of themselves, the radio engineers of today are employing the original Tesla tuned 
oscillatory system. He shows by examples with different forms of aerials that the signals 
picked up by the instruments must actually be induced by earth currents—not etheric space 
waves. Tesla also disproves the "Heaviside layer" theory from his personal observations and 
tests. EDITOR. "For more than eighteen years I have been reading treatises, reports of 
scientific transactions, and articles on Hertz-wave telegraphy, to keep myself informed, but 
they have always imprest me like WORKS OF FICTION." Nikola Tesla 

IEEE has Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower in Long Island as the original "Radio City" in 
1901. After Tesla dies in 1943, the U.N. (founders of the New World Order) for several years 
had their offices at Sperry-Rand Corp in 1945-6 with Ford Corp at Lake Success LI & their 
conspirators at RCA/GE Radio Central at Rocky Point, Shoreham, LI within eyesight of 
Wardenclyffe. Tesla states in his 1919 Autobiography that Wardenclyffe at Shoreham LI was 
demolished on July 4th 1917, along with the Tesla/Marconi Station "Telefunken" in Sayville, LI
in 1917 and ... In Margaret Cheney's book "Man out of Time", the not well known Tesla 
"Tuckerton" Radio Station was ceased by the U.S. government in 1917, all later to be 
replaced with RCA/GE by 1921. But Tesla states in 1919, "they are building more of them", 
referring to Tesla Towers!. After Tesla's autobiography, GE merged with Marconi in 1920, RCA
was formed. By November 5th 1921, the first radio broadcast was sent from the President of 
the United States from the White House, using the new RCA system at Rocky Point, near 
Sayville. By 1943, after Tesla dies, in 1945-46, the Sperry Gyrospcope Company takes over 
office space with the Ford Company at Lake Success, LI and RCA at Rocky Point, LI. 
According to the Tesla FBI File, Henry Ford is alleged to be involved with Tesla's missing 
inventions, which were to be turned into "idea factories". In 1946, the United Nations had their
headquarters at the Sperry Company. By 1973, Sperry merges with Remington Rand to 
create the Sperry-Rand Corporation. -- 
http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section

Tesla wins Nobel Prize in 1915-16, just prior to the seizure of the Tesla Stations. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8

"Man Out of Time", a Nobel Affair http://bookrags.com/studyguide-tesla-man-out-of-
time/chapanal010.html

Wardenclyffe Forfeited Dream http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-
forfeited-dream

The location of the Marconi vs Tesla debate over who invented "Radio" centered at Sandy 
Hook in 1899-1901. https://nha.org/history/hn/HN-fall90-wireless.htm The "Herald" to Report 
Steamships at Sea By Using Marconi's Wireless Telegraph (1901) 
http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan.htm

http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/wardenclyffe-forfeited-dream
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8
http://ethw.org/Possible_Milestones_for_IEEE_Long_Island_Section


In September 1906, David Sarnoff, an immigrant from Minsk, Russia, became an office boy in
the Marconi Company's New York office. By 1908, when Irwin was one of four operators at 
the 'Sconset station, he had trained Sarnoff to replace him whenever he went to sea on one of
the company's ships equipped for Marconi wireless. While living under Oscar Folger's roof in 
'Sconset, David studied hard; but who would have thought that one day he would be General 
Sarnoff, founder and chief executive officer of R.C.A. (Radio Corporation of America)? -- The 
first Marconi land station in the United States was erected at Navesink Lighthouse, near 
Sandy Hook, New York Harbour mouth in September 1890, for reporting the American Cup 
Yacht Races. http://earlyradiohistory.us/1901nan1.jpg -- 
http://rockypointhistoricalsociety.org/marconi-building/

October 23, 1994 State Becomes a Part of Celebrating Marconi's Achievements. The ham 
radio enthusiasts gathered Sept. 10 and 11 in a special ceremony encampment atop a hill 
200 feet above sea level here, where Marconi made history. 
http://nytimes.com/1994/10/23/nyregion/state-becomes-a-part-of-celebrating-marconis-
achievements.html

More on Marconi getting credit, then later the Nobel Prize in 1909 for Radio 
http://oldradio.com/archives/jurassic/marconi.htm

Here is a report of Supreme Court Case 369, June 1943, relinquishes the Marconi Patents 
back to the Military Industrial Complex/RCA, and therefore back to the original, earliest Nikola
Tesla Patents for the basic four tuned circuits used in Radio https://youtu.be/_H4Zo_5x2rU?
t=230 -- Coincidentally, Adam Lanza's father, Peter Lanza, worked as the VP of Energy 
Financial Services for JP Morgan/Edison's General Electric. 
http://newyorker.com/magazine/2014/03/17/the-reckoning

BBC Programming Nov 27th 2017 44 min. Full Audio The Internet, version 0.1? In 1926, the 
electrical pioneer Nikola Tesla made a remarkably prophetic announcement: a wireless 
system will soon enable instant global video and voice communication and information will be 
available to anyone, anywhere, on a pocket-sized device. Historian and film maker Michael 
Krause explains why Tesla thought the information revolution would be happening within a 
few years of his prediction. http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05p0bl8 

Mar 20 1902 The New York Sun Nikola Tesla inventions in Radio pre-date Marconi: 
https://facebook.com/TeslaScienceCenter/photos/a.149369444102.115115.81306299102/101
55428900924103/

Mar 22 2018 Hoaxer John Hutchinson now claims Tesla did-not invent radio. 
https://youtu.be/Fwhn2skYDIk

Secure communications using "Multi-plexing" was patented by Nikola Tesla in remote control 
http://tfcbooks.com/mall/more/337ntgw.htm -- In Tesla's 1901 letters to JP Morgan on and 
after November 26th 1900, Tesla states 1) "I have perfected methods and apparatus, which 
permit the transmission of messages, at any distance, without wires ... safe manipulation of 
electrical pressures, capable of bringing into action instruments at any point on the globe; 
exact measurements embracing nearly 700 miles. 2) I have devised means for operating 
selectively a great number of instruments "without mutual interference", and can guarantee 
"absolute privacy" of all messages. 3) The legal position is rendered still more secure by my 

https://youtu.be/Fwhn2skYDIk
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inventions of "entirely novel methods" for receiving as well as for "individualizing the 
messages", with which none now known has the remotest chance of competing, and which 
are likewise patented. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was 
already available all the way to China. Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the
cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the Atlantic 
submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866 
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf -- 1901-1907 The 
early destruction of Radio technology by stock market manipulators: 
http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm

By 1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. 
http://sayville.com/wireless.html

By 1912 it was the station communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a 
torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in his Colorado Springs 
wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to 
board http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp

Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed the station 
was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by 
the U.S. secret service and later demolished by the Army. -- Also in 1917, Nikola Tesla's 
Wardenclyffe Tower was allegedly tapped by spies, alleging war communications or possible 
espionage. The Wardenclyffe Tower was also ceased and demolished. The U.S. Espionage 
Act of 1917 was created thereafter. -- By 1940, Tesla's FBI file reveals that the FBI was asked
to protect Nikola Tesla because of his possible molestation, kidnapping etc. by other 
governments or spies. By April-June 1943, after Tesla's death, Supreme Court Case 369, 
gives original priority for Radio back to Nikola Tesla. 
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/320/1/case.html 
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals00.htm

See: 1901 Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless telegraphy. - 1938 Patent US2252083 - 
Radio traffic control - 1942 Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 1952 Patent
US2748266 - Radiant energy relay system - 1959 Patent US3130945 - Ionocraft - Google 
Patents -- Bipartisan bill seeks warrants for police use of 'stingray' cell trackers 
http://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/02/15/bipartisan-bill-seeks-
warrantspolice-use-stingray-cell-trackers/97954214/

William (Bill) Cooper 2001 - https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZEgI65tTNls (( Are you kidding 
me? Is this some kind of joke that people would fall for this. When in hell are you going to 
wake up? You know how much money the CIA, NSA, FBI has each year? Do you know how 
many agents? Do you know the technology to be able to eavesdrop on every single call in the
world? You have no idea, whatever you think the art of technology in the civilian sector, they 
are at least 50- 100 years ahead of what you can ever imagine. William "Bill" Cooper RIP Nov
5th 2001 )) https://youtube.com/watch? v=XXU2sHmN8SY 

Nikola Tesla (900 patents and inventions) & close confidant John Hays Hammond's (800 
patents), is a close friend and graduated at West Point with General Robert E Lee Jr & 
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Franklin Pierce (of Pierce-Arrow); in the book "The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla" ... Mr Tesla
in 1892 showed that true Hertzian effect was not a means to communicate with a receiving 
station at any great distance. He demonstrated that waves propagated at a transmitting 
station traveled along the ground as a conductor. Today in 1912 it is acknowledged that these 
views are correct... Having studied Tesla's method of selective tuning, Jack came to call it the 
"1903 prophetic genius patent" Tesla's system resembled a combination lock; devices could 
be made to respond not only to one frequency but two, three or more. The combined 
arrangement, analogous today's TV and telephone scramblers, would not only ensure privacy,
it would also allow for a system with a virtually unlimited number of separate channels. 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT470&lpg=PT470&dq=nikola+tesla+robert+e+lee

In 1895, prior to his lab being destroyed, Nikola Tesla sends his first radio waves 50 miles to 
West Point https://www.pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_whoradio.html Dec 1933 on Breaking up Tornado's, 
Tesla states "I believe, since exhibiting the first apparatus of its kind, teleautomatic devices, 
that John Hays Hammond, has acquired great mastery of the Art showing practicability of 
distant control of complex machinery. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/breaking-
tornadoes 

Patent US2598064 - Air-borne radio relaying system - 
https://www.google.com/patents/US2598064 -- Patent US806052 - Receiver for wireless 
telegraphy. https://www.google.com/patents/US806052 -- Patent US2252083 - Radio traffic 
control - https://www.google.com/patents/US2252083 -- Patent US2748266 - Radiant energy 
relay system - https://www.google.com/patents/US2748266 

5G

The 5G Dangers Hoax: Nikola Tesla's inventions are safe. 1) Radio 2) Electric Motors 3) 
Wireless Power 5) Cell Phones & 5G. 6) Nuclear Power by Westinghouse etc. You can use 
these technologies for good purposes or for destructive one's.

Other facts. 2a) An A/C induction motor produces only 3%-10% of the allowable EMF. Your 
A/C Wall Socket produces 100% of that limit. 5a) Cell Phones produce Zero EMF -- Mar 14 
2018 ((5G comes with 1 Watt of power for always-on functionality; the FTC and EPA 
maximum power allowed)) Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer to increase 
energy efficiency of 5G http://www.newelectronics.co.uk/electronics-news/simultaneous-
wireless-information-and-power-transfer-to-increase-energyefficiency-of-5g/170771/

Cell phones use minitiature versions of thse amplifiers call Magnetrons, which need less than 
1 Watt and are sealed with Tin to stop EMF leakage and also have a lifespan considered as 
indefinite. https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/107665/does-the-cellphone-make-
dipole-particles-in-our-body-dance-the-same-way-microwa

DNA resonant frequency is approximately 2.0 Terahertz, This is the earliest report cited by 
most that determined the resonant frequency of DNA is on October 2nd 1989, Phys. Rev. A 
39, 2672 (1989) - Millimeter-microwave spectrum of DNA: Six predictions for spectroscopy 
https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.39.2672

Coincidentally the date used in Atlas Shrugged II. https://youtu.be/T1dy3gCUE7I?t=13
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Terahertz is the common frequency now used in the body scanners at the Airport. It's 
common knowlege that 5G is 28 Gigahertz is is not capable of destroying DNA. The electrical 
pressures needed to gassify Hydrogen in your body using a high frequency, high tension 
induction generator is 300,000 Volts, 35,000 cycles/second, Plasma Impulse DC rate is 
unknown; commonly in Femtoseconds. Some reports require a laser with 5 Gigavolts per 
meter of electrical pressure at Terahertz frequency in order to break DNA; others need a 
BWO, Backwards Wave Oscillator a version of a TWTA, Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier. – Nov
15, 2016 Nature: Terahertz molecular resonance of cancer DNA 
https://nature.com/articles/srep37103

Mar 22, 2013 Science Daily: Intense terahertz pulses cause DNA damage and repair – 
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/03/130314111816.htm

Terahertz radiation - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terahertz_radiation – February 
17th 2018 First they told us those X-ray scanners (that showed way too many naked body 
parts) were perfectly safe. ... the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory in New Mexico, revealed that these terahertz waves could “…unzip double-
stranded DNA, creating bubbles that could significantly ... http://collective-
evolution.com/2017/02/19/los-alamos-study-finds-airport-scanners-can-rip-apart-alter-dna

Cesium for 5G and next Selenium are the most electro-positive materials used in "very 
sensitive receivers" NT, battery materials. https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Chinas-
Secret-Weapon-In-The-Looming-Tech-War.html -- Nikola Tesla used Selenium at 
Wardenclyffe -- https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/permalink/1057545607716530/ 
https://scribd.com/document/178995356/Wardenclyffe-Lab-1901-1917-17-010-2013

"It’s about continuous, real-time connection for every device on the planet. That also means 
every digital healthcare device under the sun, from surgical bandages to pacemakers. It will 
revolutionize healthcare, and just about everything else. It’s critical not only to 5G, but to the 
healthcare industry, which uses cesium compounds in medical imaging, cancer therapy, 
positron emission tomography (PET), and in catalyst promoters, glass amplifiers, 
photoelectric cell components, crystals in scintillation counters and getters in vacuum tubes. 
It’s also vital to the oil and gas industry, which uses cesium formate brines in drilling fluids to 
prevent blow-outs in high-temperature, over-pressurized wells. 

5G doesn't cause Cancer or VAD, but your Internal Combustion Engine does! Fake news 
from gas stations and diesel truck owners claim that "electric motors cause #Cancer" and 
"listened to another driver worry aloud about whether electric cars cause #Hair #Loss" 
Washington Post | The next China trade battle could be over electric cars 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/01/16/next-china-trade-battle-could-be-over-
electric-cars/

Spark plugs create electrical interference that disrupts car radio reception, two-way radio and 
cell phone operation. https://popularmechanics.com/cars/how-to/a84/1272491/

Radio waves by definition are non-ionising. Long distance AM/FM is electrostatic induction, 
not electromagnetic nor "radiation". Nikola Tesla. -- The radio wave band - used for mobile 
phone networks - is non-ionising, "which means it lacks sufficient energy to break apart DNA 
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and cause cellular damage,". As reported by Tesla Leaks many years previously, only 2.89 
THZ waves at high electrical pressure can break DNA. More like the THZ scanners at 
airports. The sun's ultra-violet A&B rays fall within this harmful category, and can lead to skin 
cancers. UV-C is safe for the skin and retina. "It's crucial to note that radio waves are far less 
energetic than even the visible light we experience every day," says Dr Grimes. "There is no 
reputable evidence," he says "that mobile phones or wireless networks have caused us health
problems." because there are more transmitters, 5G can run at (lower power) levels than 
previous 4G. The UK government guidelines on mobile phone base stations says radio 
frequency fields at places normally accessible to the public are (many times below guideline 
levels). 5G Microwave (Beamforming) "heating effects are not harmful, says Prof Rodney 
Croft, an adviser to the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection 
(ICNIRP)." "The maximum radio frequency level that someone in the community could be 
exposed to from 5G (or any other signals in general community areas) is so small that (no 
temperature rise has been observed to date.)" -- For this study, rats' whole bodies were 
exposed to radiation from mobile phones for 9 hours a day 365 days for two years, starting 
before they were born. *No cancer link was found for the female rats or the mice studied . It 
was also found that rats exposed to the radiation ((lived longer)) than those in the control 
group. https://bbc.com/news/world-europe-48616174

 April 22 2019 The case for banning the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE): VAD (#Vibratory 
#Acoustic #Disease) is real, but not caused by Wind Turbines. By definition, Internal 
Combustion Engines are "Vibratory" Reciprocating Engines with the Timing of Vibration set to 
the potential energy in the "Rigidity of the Spring" used. The Spark Plug creates high 
powered, impulse, Acoustic Radio Waves and interference patters in its "Telegeodynamics" in 
the ICE Automobiles; which normally have to be suppressed by spark plug wires. The ICE 
engines is also referred to as --Nikola Tesla's "Earthquake Machine" or "Mechanical 
Oscillator" in which at a particular resonant frequency, any materials can be made to 
mechanically shatter it's structure. In addition, The Reciprocating Engine for all Internal 
Combustion Engines (predates and describes proper reciprocation, the floating piston, fluid 
dynamics etc.) was patented by --Nikola Tesla in 1894. By 1897, The Spark Plug and Starter 
in a reciprocating cylinder was patented by Tesla and used in the Wright Brother's airplane in 
1901. https://cleantechnica.com/2019/04/22/adventures-in-pseudoscience-a-case-study-of-
the-rhetorical-tricks-of-a-fake-disease-antiwind-advocate/

WEATHER WARFARE

Nikola Tesla's 8 references to Weather Warfare & Weather Modification by Tesla Laks, posted
in September, 2017 http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-
nikola-tesla.html

May 2001, "A New Approach to Hurricane Reduction" 
http://declarepeace.org.uk/captain/murder_inc/site/texts/hurrican.html -- Sept 2016 "Early 
detection of Hurricane's using low frequency waves" http://phys.org/news/2016-09-high-tech-
future-early-hurricanestornados.html -- July 2000 "Method and system for hurricane control" 
http://google.ch/patents/US20020008155 

Nikola Tesla & Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-
anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html 
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HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 
successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has 
been completed" - Congressional Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ? T=171

Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 
OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgJ6SpHZir8 Geostorm coming October 2017 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTXXApgftQ New York Journal, May 1st 1898 "Tesla's 
Great Invention to Blow Up Hostile Warships by Electric Waves 
https://m.facebook.com/WeatherModificationHistory/photos/a.622173467945024.1073741828
.622166921279012/843648749130827/

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit
electrical power without wires at high altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is 
more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of Electrical Energy - 
March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately 
rarefied strata of atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab1899-1900/ June-December 1899 Nikola 
Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial generation of fog by atmospheric 
ionization in his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In Colorado I succeeded one day in 
precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the hand was held only a few inches from the 
face it could not be seen." http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/07/

Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" 
(Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper atmosphere can be utilized "like a 
metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn Wavelets" 
http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-globe

Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Nikola Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very 
near when we shall have the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete 
control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of water from the oceans, 
develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and 
intensive farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly 
be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/wonders-future

Radio Digest July 7 1923 MAN-MADE STORMS "OLD STUFF". Says he manufactured 
lightning first, before GE used lightning to destroy a Church. 
http://facebook.com/nikolateslaserbianinventor/photos/p.1113187948723978/1113187948723
978/

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that 
electricity controlled the rain... He never succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the
practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=- 
cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled

Dec 1933 Breaking Tornado's by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/articles/breaking-tornados
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January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at 
making it rain in its usually arid northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-
government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over
a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-
U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the 
lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live 
longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 
http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army 
has a big role in the program. It supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control 
the weather. http://defence.pk/threads/china-declares-war-ondrought.123549/ 

AE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-
considers-building-artificial-mountainincrease-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-
for precipitation from El Nino falls short, Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap
water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-la-tries-
rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/

Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using 
cloud seeding drones for the first time ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought 
conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/nevada-cloud-
seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/

Nikola Tesla & Weather Warfare http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-
anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html

HAARP is a method of radio-wave based wireless power proposed by Nikola Tesla ... "was 
successful in injecting energy into the Ionosphere and being able to control it ... that work has 
been completed" - Congressional Hearing on HAARP https://youtu.be/x2O-DVgcvWQ? T=171

Discovery Channel HAARP WEATHER WARS PART 1 OF 5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPG67H0zB5k

Discovery Channel DEATH RAY PART 1 OF 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lgJ6SpHZir8

Geostorm coming October 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw

Prince Death Hoax - Purple (UV) Rain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTXXApgftQ

By the end of the 1890s Tesla had come to the conclusion that it might be possible to transmit
electrical power without wires at high altitudes where the air is thinner, and consecuently it is 
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more conductive. In a patent US645,576 - System of Transmission of Electrical Energy - 
March 20, 1900 Tesla claimed: "it has become possible to transmit through even moderately 
rarefied strata of atmosphere electrical energy to practically any amount and to any distance."
https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab1899-1900/

June-December 1899 Nikola Tesla was the first to scientifically document the artificial 
generation of fog by atmospheric ionization in his Colorado Springs lab, later reporting: "In 
Colorado I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog, so dense that when the hand was 
held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen." 
http://www.shamanicengineering.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/07/Nikola-Tesla-Colorado-
Springs-Notes-1899-1900.pdf

March 27th 1904 "Chemtrails" (Artificially Ionized or De-Ionized Clouds) in the upper 
atmosphere can be utilized "like a metallic conductor" using high flying aircraft. "CloudBorn 
Wavelets" http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/cloudborn-electric-waveletsencircle-
globe

Dec 2nd 1916 Colliers Weekly on Nikola Tesla's "Wonders of the Future: But the time is very 
near when we shall have the precipitation of the moisture of the atmosphere under complete 
control, and then it will be possible to draw unlimited quantities of water from the oceans, 
develop any desired amount of energy, and completely transform the globe by irrigation and 
intensive farming. A greater achievement of man through the medium of electricity can hardly 
be imagined. " https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/wonders-future

May 18th 1917 Tesla's speech in acceptance of the Edison Medal: In Colorado Springs I 
succeeded in precipitating a dense fog ... and by this means draw from the Ocean 
UNLIMITED amounts of water for irrigation and power purposes. 
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/

Prodigal Genius "The Life of Nikola Tesla" - "the idea become firmly fixed in his mind that 
electricity controlled the rain... He never succeeded in convincing the U.S. Patent Office of the
practicability of his rain-making plan. https://books.google.com/books?id=- 
cHJQL8qCEMC&pg=PA30&lpg=PA30&dq=tesla+rain+can+be+controlled

January 24th 2017 China is pouring 1.5 billion yuan ($168 million) into a program aimed at 
making it rain in its usually arid northwestern region. http://fortune.com/2017/01/24/china-
government-artificial-rain-program/

Geo-Engineering storm steering, diminishing or increasing storms in order to make it rain over
a Hydro Dam or stop the sun from reaching Solar Grids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-
U78tSRNVA

June 13th 2016 - An abundance of aerosol particles in the atmosphere can increase the 
lifespans of large storm clouds by delaying rainfall, making the clouds grow larger and live 
longer, and producing more extreme storms when the rain finally ... 
http://phys.org/news/2016-06-aerosols-storm-clouds.html

China Declares War on Drought. That might sound very 'civilian' but in fact the Chinese army 
has a big role in the program. It supplies the modified trucks, launchers and rockets to control 
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the weather. https://defence.pk/pdf/threads/china-declares-war-on-drought.123549/

UAE considers building an artificial mountain to increase rainfall http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uae-
considers-building-artificial-mountainincrease-rainfall-1557938

Drought-Ridden L.A. Tries Rainmakers to Tap Storm Clouds - Scientific American As hoped-
for precipitation from El Nino falls short, Los Angeles resorts to a controversial method to reap
water from the sky http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/drought-ridden-la-tries-
rainmakers-to-tap-storm-clouds/
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Cloud Seeding Drones Fly Over Nevada to Increase Rainfall | Digital Trends Nevada is using 
cloud seeding drones for the first time ever to help increase rainfall and end the drought 
conditions plaguing the US west coast. http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/nevada-cloud-
seeding-drone-increase-rainfall-end-drought/ 

NATO BOMBING OF SERBIA

Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton and cheerleader Biden and Wesley Clarke of NATO are 
responsible for dropping 1000 tons of Depleted Uranium on Serbia, Nikola Tesla's Hometown 
in 1999. This is a War Crime and they all should be held for a War Crime Tribunal. When 
asked about this War Crime, Wesley Clark said he would put his critics or "disloyal" or 
"radicals" in internment camps. Joe Biden: 'bomb Belgrade' and "blow up all the bridges on 
the Drina". August 16th 2016 Biden offers condolences for 1999 NATO bombing of Serbia. 
The Clinton administration, which had been happy to overlook the Rwandan genocide, was 
eager to become involved when reports of genocide and ethnic cleansing cropped up. Hillary 
Clinton emphatically "urged" her husband to "bomb" Belgrade in hopes of resolving a conflict 
that goes back five centuries, involves credible allegations of mass murder on both sides, and
had not even a trace of interest for U.S. foreign policy. In Biden, the Clintons found a 
champion to spearhead the Senate bill authorizing the bombing. Serbia is launching a lawsuit 
against NATO over the 1999 bombing. According to the Serbian legal team, it used depleted 
uranium munitions https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSUKEWSbzu4

Tesla's letters is a play takes place in 1997, two years after Operation Storm and the Dayton 
Agreement and two years prior to the start of the Kosovo War and the US-led 1999 NATO 
bombing of Yugoslavia, with the scenes set at the Nikola Tesla Museum in the Serbian capital,
Belgrade, on a bus at the Serbian-Croatian border, and at Tesla's birthplace in the Croatian 
village of Smiljan. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters

NATO Commander Wesley Clark testifies in Milosevic trial claiming this action is "The Rule of 
Law": https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=LsRV6c6S7A0  – Not long before NATO's military 
action commenced, the U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants reported that "Kosovo 
Liberation Army ... attacks aimed at trying to 'cleanse' Kosovo of its ethnic Serbians. When 
the US State Department listed the KLA as a terrorist organization in 1998, it noted its links to 
the heroin trade. By the beginning of March these terror and counter-terror operations led to 
the inhabitants of numerous villages fleeing, or being dispersed to either other villages, cities 
or the hills to seek refuge... The situation was clearly that KLA provocations, as personally 
witnessed in ambushes of security patrols which inflicted fatal and other casualties, were 
clear violations of the previous October's agreement [and United Nations Security Council 
Resolution 1199]. population." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kosovo_Liberation_Army

May 16th 2017 So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Report: Trump told Comey to consider 
imprisoning reporters who publish leaks http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-
imprison-reporters/index.html

NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to put people in concentration camps if they 
believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia

NATO was responsible for dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, 
(a War Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian conflict. https://youtube.com/watch?
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v=t7GYnHDy0P8

Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=- ZuSujA-asA

Nikola Tesla's village doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4

The beginning of WW1 started with an Austrian attack invasion of Serbia on 28 July 1914 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I>

After Duke Ferdinand was supposedly killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the 
Allies, along with Yugoslavia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia

In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked first by Germany http://history.com/this-day-
in-history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece

Then later by Stalin, and as the people fled through escape routs, the allies claimed that 
25,000 NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane. 
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-
in-balkan-trap/ 

In Bosnia/Kosovo War, Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letters

April 23, 1999 NATO Bombs TV Station in Serbia: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html -- 
The Tesla Museum was also destroyed and not rebuilt until 2007. 
http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm. https://groups.google.com/forum/#! 
topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQeI

Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed 
http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-on-yugoslav-1990s-general-
trial-03-28-2017

The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in U?ice on 
the ??tinj? river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. http://srpskikod.org/en/first-
level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plants-inserbia

So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla Leaks w/ Admin Removed: 
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks/

Why? September 8th 2019 Serbia has the world's largest lithium reserves; enough for 2 
Billion electric cars and power the whole world with electricity - Serbia https://serbia-
energy.eu/serbia-has-the-worlds-largest-lithiumreserves/

Jadarite was discovered in December 2004, in drill core from the Jadar Valley 
(Serbian: ?????) in Serbia, from which it is named. Jadarite's chemical formula is similar but 
not identical to the formula ("sodium lithium boron silicate hydroxide with fluorine") invented 
for the fictional substance kryptonite in the 2006 film Superman Returns. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jadarite
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Is the use of the Bosnian/Herzegovina conflict (Nikola Tesla's hometown) by Michael Jackson 
in "Earth Song", his final rehearsal for "This is It", where NATO dropped depleted Uranium on 
civilians, motive to have him killed on the final rehearsal night? Did the tree burner people kill 
Michael Jackson at the absolute end of the rehearsals or did he get out of town in time? 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=eV3qAaQEQKg

Michael Jackson shot the war scenes for Earth Song in Bosnia/Herzogavina, which is now 
Nikola Tesla's hometown. Earth Song | Immortal Version https://youtu.be/QtRMwXBtxls

In 2011 the song was paired-up with the poem "Planet Earth" (previously released on Michael
Jackson's This Is It, in 2009) and released as a song in the remix album Immortal. Following a
rehearsal of the song in preparation for the This Is It concerts shortly after midnight on June 
25, 2009, Jackson would suddenly die later that day, making "Earth Song" the final song ever 
performed by Michael Jackson. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_Song

May 16th 2017 Report: Trump told Comey to consider imprisoning reporters who publish 
leaks http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/trump-imprison-reporters/index.html -- Earth 
Song, Final Rehearsal: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10157243709086632&id=716016631

On June 23rd 2009, in Michael Jackson's last video performance to CNN of the song TDCAU,
where he points out the use of Hydrazine/Napalm (A Nikola Tesla invention) on civilians, a 
reason to have him killed. https://youtu.be/ZArJyfKagOQ

 NATO Commander, Wesley Clark threatens to put people in concentration camps if they 
believe that NATO https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia

Was responsible for dropping depleted Uranium onto Nikola Tesla's hometown Serbia, (a War
Crime) and Yugoslavia during the Bosnian conflict. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=t7GYnHDy0P8

Bosnian Death Camp Hoax: https://youtube.com/watch?v=-ZuSujA-asA

Nikola Tesla's hometown doesn't exist anymore: https://youtube.com/watch?v=62Hzsdhgpw4 
(Starting WW1, Austrian attack invasion of Serbia on 28 July 1914 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbian_Campaign_of_World_War_I

After Duke Ferdinand was supposedly killed, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by the 
Allies, along with Yugoslavia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_in_Yugoslavia

In WW2, Nikola Tesla's hometown was attacked by Germany http://history.com/this-day-in-
history/germany-invades-yugoslavia-and-greece

Later Stalin, and as the people fled through escape routs, the allies claimed that 25,000 
NAZI's were there, and carpet bombed and strafed the convoy's by airplane. 
http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1944/09/09/page/4/article/250-000-nazis-appear-caught-
in-balkan-trap/

 In Bosnia/Kosovo War, Nikola Tesla's hometown was bombed again by Bill Clinton, 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_Letter

Tesla's Museum was also destroyed. http://rense.com/ufo3/teslasave.htm 
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/misc.activism.progressive/uFOIeqQfQeI

Their Hydro Dam generating electricity was also destroyed 
http://balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-prosecution-witness-onyugoslav-1990s-general-
trial-03-28-2017

The first hydroelectric power plant in Serbia was started as early as in 1900 in Užice on the 
tinj river, using a Tesla polyphase electric current system. Đе а http://srpskikod.org/en/first-
level/tesla/hydroelectric-power-plantsin-serbia -- So much for that idea of "World Wars"! Tesla 
Leaks: https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ 

THE GREAT LIGHT BULB CONSPIRACY

February 11th 2021 When do you have "the most powerful powerful person in the world", Joe 
Biden, claim "some black guy", invented the light bulb? 
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/09/08/fact-check-whoreally-
invented-light-bulb/113860016/

See why Edison did not invent the light bulb either; his October 14th 1878 patent is titled 
"Improvement in electric lights", IS NOT "THE" LIGHT BULB. His light bulb took 1000 
employees and 10000 experiments to produce a $845,000 light bulb that only lasted 13 
hours. The first million dollar light bulbs were installed at JP Morgan's home; running off of 
coal generators; that also failed every 6 months. On the other hand, Nikola Tesla invented 
many types of lights from Arc Lamps, Flash Lamps, LED, Xray lights, UV lights, Neon lights, 
Thermo-nuclear Incandescent lights, Laser lights, Wireless lights,... Aura camera, Blackbody 
radiation, Shadow graphs, Timing and Metering lights, so much-so, in his Wardenclyffe 
Appeal court case in 1922, Tesla says in court, under oath "I had a separate room where 
there was 1000 lights; each describing a scientific phenomena". Those 1000 lights are still 
missing. By 1892, Nikola Tesla had already patented his "Carbon Button, Incandescent, 
wireless light" that was 10X more efficient than Edison's. (Cntrl+F search below for previous 
posts on Thomas Edison and Nikola Tesla's contributions to lighting) at www.teslaleaks.com. 
Repost: In 1879, Thomas Edison crowns 14 months of testing with an incandescent electric 
light bulb that lasts 13 hours ﾅ.Inside a near-vacuum bulb, it stayed alight for more than half a 
day. Soon, the lab got a carbon-filament bulb to last 40 hours. It had cost $40,000 (about 
$850,000 in today's money) and taken 1,200 experiments, but was ready at last for a public 
debut. https://www.wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ 

TESLA IN MEDICINE

November 2016 NIKOLA TESLA AND MEDICINE: 160TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH 
OF THE GENIUS WHO GAVE LIGHT TO THE WORLD - PART II 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29693867/

Tesla Currents in Medicine. Tesla's greatest impact on medicine is his invention of a 
transformer (Tesla coil) for producing high frequency and high voltage currents (Tesla 
currents). Tesla currents are used in diathermy, as they, while passing through the body, 
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transform electrical energy into a therapeutic heat. In 1891, Tesla passed currents through his
own body and was the first to experience their beneficial effects. He kept correspondence on 
electrotherapy with J. Dugan and S. H. Monell. In 1896, he used high frequency currents and 
designed an ozone generator for producing ozone, with powerful antiseptic and antibacterial 
properties. Tesla is famous for his extensive experiments with mechanical vibrations and 
resonance, examining their effects on the organ ism and pioneering their use for medical 
purposes. Tesla also designed an oscillator to relieve fatigue of the leg muscles. It is less 
known that Tesla's inventions (Tesla coil and wireless remote control) are widely used in 
modern medical equipment. Apart from this, wireless technology is nowadays widely applied 
in numerous diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29693867 

Nikola Tesla “Electricity is the greatest of all doctors” 1899-1999 as the VP of the IEEE; 
Pathogen cures or destructive mechanisms without vaccines include UV, Ozone therapy, 
Negative Ion Generators, Radiofrequency surgery, Electron therapy, X-ray beam therapy, 
Radionics with Radium, Magnetic field blood filtering, Lasers and the Tesla Purple Wand 
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html — 
https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks — https://facebook.com/riseofthejedi

Nikola Tesla “Electricity, Greatest of all Doctors” 1999 IEEE 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=771078 

The Electrical Engineer, November 17th, 1898 High Frequency Oscillators for 
Electrotherapeutic and Other Purposes by Nikola Tesla.One of the early observed and 
remarkable features of the high frequency currents, and one which was chiefly of interest to 
the physician, was their apparent harmlessness which made it possible to pass relatively 
great amounts of electrical energy through the body of a person without causing pain or 
serious discomfort. When a person is placed within such a loop, any pieces of metal, though 
of small bulk, are perceptibly warmed. Without doubt they would be also heated — particularly
if they were of iron — when embedded in living tissue, and this suggests the possibility of 
surgical treatment by this method. It might be possible to sterilize wounds, or to locate, or 
even to extract metallic objects, or to perform other operations of this kind within the sphere of
the surgeon’s duties in this novel manner. The continuous improvement of the instruments 
and the study of the phenomenon may shortly lead to the establishment of a novel mode of 
hygienic treatment which would permit an instantaneous cleaning of the skin of a person, 
simply by connecting the same to, or possibly, by merely placing the person in the vicinity of a
source of intense electrical oscillations, this having the effect of throwing off, in a twinkle of the
eye, dust or particles of any extraneous matter adhering to the body. Such a result brought 
about in a practicable manner would, without doubt, be of incalculable value in hygiene and 
would be an efficient and time-saving substitute for a water bath, and particularly appreciated 
by those whose contentment consists in undertaking more than they can accomplish.-- 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electro-therapeutic-
and-other-purposes

As before stated, when the oscillations in the primary and secondary circuits are in 
SYNCHRONISM, the points of highest potential are on some portion of the terminal T. The 
synchronism being perfect and the length of the secondary coil just equal to one-quarter of 
the wave length, these points will be exactly on the free end of terminal T, that is, the one 
situated farthest from the end of the wire attached to the terminal. If this be so and if now the 
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period of the oscillations in the primary be shortened, the points of highest potential will 
recede towards the secondary coil, since the wave-length is reduced and since the 
attachment of one end of the secondary coil to the ground determines the position of the 
nodal points, that is, the points of least potential. Thus, by varying the period of vibration of 
the primary circuit in any manner, the points of highest potential may be shifted accordingly 
along the terminal T, which has been shown, designedly, long to illustrate this feature. 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/high-frequency-oscillators-electrotherapeutic-
and-other-purposes

Electrical Engineer, The, November 24th, 1898 Tesla's Complaint to Electrical Engineer Editor
w/ Response https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-complaint-electrical-
engineer-editor-w-response 

Nov. 17 2018 In 1893 Nikola Tesla introduced the first portable Tesla coil at the World?s 
Columbian Exposition. By the early 20th century it had been adapted into Violet Ray High 
Frequency Current technology, an early American energy medicine categorized in the field of 
electrotherapy. https://www.tribstar.com/community/violet-ray-high-frequency-current-device-
promised-healthremedies/article_ba30e3fc-71b1-5bcb-8e3d-41e9f85b47c6.html 

Roentgen Ray as a Cure for Cancer #nikola #tesla #inventor #water #purification Jan 9th 
1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 231 (The Electrified 
Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the aqueous fluid
that flows from mountain rocks... Let us hope this time for practical results) 
https://books.google.com/books? id=DM00AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q=
%22nikola%20tesla%22&f=false 

Nikola Tesla's "Cold Fire" Electrical Experimenter November, 1919. - Charging the Body with 
High Frequency Currents. Ever since Nikola Tesla began experimenting with the high 
frequency currents which bear his illustrious name, the world has stood aghast at the many 
and wonderful effects made possible only by his discoveries. Fig. 1. — A dry bath with "cold 
fire." 

Dr Tesla's inventions of importance for medicine: by the Serbia Military- medical review, Jan 
2016... Dr Tesla's currents opened up a wide range of applications in electrotherapy, 
magnetotherapy, thermotherapy and radiant energy in high voltage electrostatic fields. 
https://researchgate.net/publication/304710797_Tesla's_inventions_of_importance_for_medic
ine_Reality_or_new_visions_of_scien 
ce_In_honor_of_the_160th_anniversary_of_the_birth_of_Nikola_Tesla 

(Update on Nikola Tesla's UV disinfecting using his Xenon Arc-Lamps & New UV catheter for 
non-invasive heart surgery fixes holes in heart) - Oct 2015 Medical Device Breakthrough: UV- 
light enabled catheter fixes holes in the heart without invasive surgery – 
https://seas.harvard.edu/news/2015/10/uv-light-enabled-catheter-fixes-holes-in-heart-without-
invasive-surgery.

"a completely new platform for closing wounds or holes anywhere in the body" - 9/1/2016 - 
Surfacide UV-C Disinfection System 99.999% Effective against Deadly MERS Virus. The 
paper showed Surfacide's Helios(R) system reduced the MERS-CoV virus to undetectable 
levels after only 5 minutes, remained undetectable after 30 minutes. 
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http://finance.yahoo.com/news/study-finds-surfacide-uv-c150236696.html

Aug 2016 New UV Robot using Xenon Arc-Lamps kills 99.9% of all microorganisms using a 
Xenon bulb capable of emitting full-spectrum light rays up to 2000 times brighter that natural 
sunlight. "It zaps the entire room with UV light at different frequencies" 
http://latimes.com/socal/la-canada-valley-sun/news/tn-vsl-me-xenex-20160810-story.html

Nikola Tesla's Lost Electrotherapy Violet Ray of 1900, first introduced their first prototypes at 
the World's Columbian exposition in 1893 http://zpzap.net/ https://youtube.com/watch?
v=_8nsM6X4ebw https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_ray

Nikola Tesla received U.S. Patent 447920, "Method of Operating Arc-Lamps" Oct 1890 
https://google.com/patents/US447920 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arc_lamp and Nikola Tesla
patent for "Electric Arc Lamp" Feb 9 1886 https://google.com/patents/US335786 
https://google.com/patents/US335787

However, Niels Ryberg Finsen won the Nobel Prize in 1903 for "Phototherapy" -- 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niels_Ryberg_Finsen

Nikola Tesla on Health & Medical Technology from X-Ray, UV Disinfectants to Radio 
Frequency Surgery: http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-
medical.html?view=flipcard 

Dec. 24th 2020 – TESLA’S OZONE GAMBIT – Dec. 24 1 AM EST – Coast to Coast with Marc
Seifer PhD https://lnkd.in/gJdr8Db

My enemies have been so successful in representing me as a poet and visionary that it is 
absolutely imperative for me to put out something commercial without delay; forming the Tesla
Ozone Company with devices designed to to destroy virulent pathogens … to obtain needed 
investments Tesla also issued “The World System” vision as a handsome manifesto prepared 
on vellum which also announced his intention of entering into the field of consulting 
engineership. He wrote to assistant George Scherff, I swear! If I ever get out of this hole 
nobody will catch me without cash 

May 29th 2020 Thanks Plasma Channel for covering the Nikola Tesla “Violet Ray” for creating
UV, Ozone & Electro-static heating or curing. These devices were the reason for the 
monacher “quackery” came from; banned by the AMA in the 1920’s, from the sound of clack, 
clack, clack coming from the spark gaps transformers. This device also has an insertion tube 
to interject UV light inside the body; as referred to by President Donald Trump. — 100 Year 
Old Healing Tesla Coil (Violet Ray) The Violet Ray device, originally invented by Nikola Tesla, 
quickly found use during the 1920’s as the Violet Wand. They produced 50,000 volts of 
brilliant plasma that warmed your skin on contact. Due to both their exotic and warming 
nature, they were marketed as medical healing devices. But how these work, and what is 
inside of them, is just as amazing as their claims. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iafoQ4b5cjo

March 8th 2019 ‘Purple Sun’ Device Uses UV Light To Help Protect Hospitals Against Germs. 
[https://www.facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3]
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(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=2464042057241943&set=gm.1691446350993116&type=3)

Infections that a patient picks up in the hospital can be among the nastiest and costliest of all 
infections.” https://youtube.com/watch?v=JCw86v9uA24

New Yorker Hotel used UV Purification, Electric Induction Air Filters and Cellophane. 2009, 
The Invention of Everything Else” — Hotel New Yorker’s bathrooms clean was to zap each of 
them with ultraviolet rays and then seal the room with cellophane. 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=6kMShDjeU4C&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=new+yorker+hotel+ultraviolet+rays 
https://untappedcities.com/2016/09/13/the-top-10-secrets-of-the-new-yorker-hotel/5/

UV Robots Zap Hospital Germs – Mayo Clinic https://youtube.com/watch?v=6hiqPUXeAgk —
This Device Instantly Sterilizes Hands (20,000 Volt Ozone Scanner) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y61ulskoGnI

Joe Rogan and Elon Musk talk healing by electric fields https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RcYjXbSJBN8

November 17th 2020 Argon Plasma treatments quickly kill coronavirus on surfaces. (High 
frequency discharge tube) used to kill pathogens.https://phys.org/news/2020-11-plasma-
treatments-quickly-coronavirussurfaces.html 

Killing Pathogens Part 2: by Nikola Tesla https://facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=2028642217448598&set=pcb.2028642874115199/

Jan 9th 1901 “Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal …, Volume 20” – Page 231 (The 
Electrified Water of Mr Tesla may be expected to posess the sparkle and sweetness of the 
aqueous fluid that flows from mountain rocks… Let us hope this time for practical results) 
https://www.estormwater.com/tesla-water-uv-treatment-facility-earns-leed-silver-certification 

The first of Nikola Tesla’s method to purify water with UV and Ozone (Adanced Oxidation) 
was installed at the Dam that powers San Francisco, after his A/C system was installed there 
in the early 1900’s. https://sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=1297

As a bonus, the “Cloramine” to be used as a phony “cure” for Coronavirus comes as a waste 
product from sewage. The cost of chloramine conversion was approximately $47 million. In 
addition, a state-of-the-art ultraviolet (UV) treatment facility worth $111 
https://sfwater.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=9149

The Tesla UV Treatment Facility became fully operational in 2011. 
https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/114-million-Tesla-project-aids-Hetch-Hetchywater-
2354053.php

Killing pathogens with UV & Ozone ctd. Feb 12 2018 NBC News “Fighting the flu with UV-C 
light” https://youtube.com/watch?v=8fh4LfUc-AI

Disinfection by UV & Ozone https://youtube.com/watch? v=i9VC2ejYkYs
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Tesla Leaks exclusive find of Dr. Nikola Tesla’s inventions to 1) Cure Cancer w/ Roentgen 
Rays 2) Purification of Water, Air, Food to eliminate Disease 3) Unlimited Ionospheric Energy 
w/ his “Law of the Ionosphere” — More by Tesla Leaks on –Nikola Tesla’s Medical & 
Purification: [http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikolatesla-on-health-medical.html]
(http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-on-health-medical.html)

More on using the Law of the Ionosphere with the Tesla Leaks or Original post on its 
anniversary; November 5th 2014 Nikola Tesla’s filing for “Apparatus for the Utilization of 
Radiant Energy” on March 21st 1901 approved November 5th 1901 after President William 
McKinley was assassinated. — UV light is >99% effective in killing pathogens in just 5-7 
minutes. “The cellophane costs your nothing” (Vaccines not included). 
https://facebook.com/?/a.915054161984456/1415759245247276/

The “cellophane and Tin hit-piece” by Weird All Yankovic (Funded by the nano-aluminum 
industry) https://youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA

Dec 2 2019 New technique uses ultrasound to kill prostate cancer with no surgery and 80% 
success rate. https://independent.co.uk/?/prostate-cancer-surgery-ultraso?

Nikola Tesla: Electricity, the greatest of Doctors, 1999 IEEE 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=7710

December 1st 1912 “Tesla’s Plan Of Electrically Treating School Children” POPULAR 
ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE http://teslacollection.com/?/tesla_s_plan_of_electrically_t?

November 12 2019 Thanks to existing research, biochemical scientist George Frodsham 
knew it was possible to force magnetic nanoparticles to bind to specific cells in the body and 
filter them from the blood. https://futurism.com/n?/engineer-pull-diseases-blood-magnets

Also see John G Trump on Purifying the Blood. https://youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8

Filed at the US Patent office under ‘NiCola Tesla” for Medical Testing & Therapy 
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/?/tesla-leaks-nicola-?

Hydrogen Fluoride in your water comes from Fracking fluids – EPA 1993 — Nikola Tesla ” 
through the systematic Tesla method of purification and sterilization of Water… ” in Nikola 
Tesla’s June 1900 Treatise “Problem of Increasing Human Energy” 
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm

John G Trump’s patent for purifying wastewater with energized electrons 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3901807

Nikola Tesla Ozonation of Water https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/timeline/1900-tesla-
ozone-companyestablished

Purify water by Electricity, 1899 https://books.google.com/books? 
id=FGsiAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA210&lpg=PA210&dq=nikola+tesla+uv+to+purify+water
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SFPUC TESLA WATER UV TREATMENT FACILITY https://westormwater.com/tesla-water-
uv-treatment-facility-earns-leed-silvercertification

Nikola Tesla Air Purifier and Ionizer https://books.google.com/books? 
id=ZNqo1zaZRTYC&pg=PA289&lpg=PA289&dq=nikola+tesla+uv+purification

EPA 1993 on Hydrogen Fluoride in Fracking https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?
Dockey=10003920.TXT

June 29th 2015 Sorting cells through levitation. Breast cancer cells, levitating between 
magnets in a fluid chamber, die and sink when exposed to acid. To get around that problem, 
Demirci’s group fiddled not with the magnetic properties of the cells themselves, but with the 
medium around them. The researchers created a narrow, fluid-filled channel between two 
long, thin magnets roughly the size of toothpicks. They laced the fluid with particles of 
gadolinium, a rare-earth metal that is highly magnetic and sometimes given to patients to 
increase contrast in an MRI. The magnetic field is shaped to pull the gadolinium downward so
metal particles push the cells upward, creating a buoyant force just like the one that floats a 
boat. http://news.sciencemag.org/biology/2015/06/sorting-cells-through-levitation

Other News: October 30th 2015 New 3D mammogram technology reduces radiation 
exposure. Oct 29th 2015  The secret to cancer diagnosis is in sound waves say researchers. 
November 9th 2011 Photodynamic Therapy: Shining A Light To Fight Cancer. 

NIKOLA TESLA & X-RAYS

October 20th 2015 The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) is recommending 
sweeping changes in its breast cancer screening guidelines. (Early X-Ray testing did not 
reduce overall detection rates, while at the same time increasing your radiation exposure risk 
after each test by mutating "virus's" in your body. The study also revealed that nearly 20-25% 
were diagnosed as false-positives and many underwent unneeded chemo-therapy and/or 
surgery. ) The USPSTF, which is a group of independent health experts convened by the 
Department of Health and Human Services, reviewed and commissioned research to develop
computer-simulated models comparing the expected outcomes under different screening 
scenarios. Here are the USPSTF's recommendations, based on all that work:

    Routine screening of average-risk women should begin at age 50, instead of age 40.
    Routine screening should end at age 74.
    Women should get screening mammograms every two years instead of every year.
    Breast self-exams have little value, based on findings from several large studies.

"Letter: Tesla On Hurtful Actions Of Lennard And Roentgen Tubes" ELECTRICAL REVIEW 
(NY) May 5, 1897 by Nikola Tesla. Drawing illustrates Tesla’s unipolar vacuum tube, 
consisting of a glass bulb (b), a single electrode (e), and a lead-in conductor (c).The tube can 
be adapted for use with two electrodes by placing the second electrode at the levels indicated
by the dotted lines. Published in Electrical Review, New York, April 1, 1896. On the Source of 
Roentgen Rays and the Practical Construction and Safe Operation of Lenard Tubes Electrical
Review August 11th, 1897 by Nikola Tesla. Tesla's Vacuum Tube lighting for photography and 
other purposes, Electrical Review January 5th 1898. 
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https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-discovery-x-rays #breaking 
#radiation 1894: Nikola Tesla and the Discovery of X-rays. Tesla sent his images to Wilhelm 
Conrad Roentgen shortly after Roentgen published his discovery on November 8, 1895. 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-anddiscovery-x-rays

Although Tesla gave Roentgen full credit for the finding, Roentgen congratulated Tesla on his 
sophisticated images, wondering how he had achieved such impressive results (Fig 4) (7). 
Moreover, Tesla described some clinical benefits of xrays — for example, determination of 
foreign body position and detection of lung diseases (8) — noting that denser bodies were 
more opaque to the rays (9). -- May 5, 1897 Letter: Tesla On Hurtful Actions Of Lennard And 
Roentgen Tubes (XRays)http://www.theteslasociety.com/archive/electrical-review-new-
york/1897-05-05-000000/letter-tesla-hurtful-actions-lennard-and

August 11th, 1897 On the Source of Roentgen Rays and the Practical Construction and Safe 
Operation of Lenard Tubes https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/source-roentgen-
rays-and-practical-construction-and-safe-operation-lenard

Nikola Tesla took the first X-RAY pictures, "Shadow-graphs", and sophisticated X-ray Leonard
tubes. 
https://www.facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.596087540434024/27293812
07104636/

He is also given credit to the concept of "Black body radiation" at the US Patent office filed 
under "NiCola Tesla". https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-
missing.html

Nikola Tesla invents the current method of #Shadow #Graphs using X-ray source, radioactive 
film and a phosphorescent display. 
https://facebook.com/NikolaTeslaSerbianGenius/photos/a.513399415369504/2729705547072
202/

Like Curie, who died of aplastic anemia as a result of her radium and polonium exposure, 
many early researchers—and the patients they worked on—were sickened by their would-be 
cure. https://popsci.com/babe-ruth-cancer-treatment/

Mar 14, 2012 - "Don't talk to me about X-rays," Edison said after an assistant on one of his X-
ray projects started showing signs of illness. "I am afraid of them. 
https://smithsonianmag.com/history/clarence-dally-the-man-who-gave-thomas-edison-x-ray-
vision-123713565/

Updated Jan 5, 2020, 3:49 AM Jan 5, 2020, 3:49 AM Chris Edwards posted in 
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-
tesla-and-discovery-x-rays

1894: Nikola Tesla and the Discovery of X-rays. Tesla sent his images to Wilhelm Conrad 
Roentgen shortly after Roentgen published his discovery on November 8, 1895. 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-anddiscovery-x-rays
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Although Tesla gave Roentgen full credit for the finding, Roentgen congratulated Tesla on his 
sophisticated images, wondering how he had achieved such impressive results (Fig 4) (7). 
Moreover, Tesla described some clinical benefits of xrays — for example, determination of 
foreign body position and detection of lung diseases (8) — noting that denser bodies were 
more opaque to the rays (9). -- May 5, 1897 Letter: Tesla On Hurtful Actions Of Lennard And 
Roentgen Tubes (XRays)http://www.theteslasociety.com/archive/electrical-review-new-
york/1897-05-05-000000/letter-tesla-hurtful-actions-lennard-and

John G. Trump was a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, involved in radar research in 
WW2, and helped design X-ray machines that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943,
the FBI requested John Trump examine Tesla's papers and equipment when Tesla died in his 
room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] Vignettes of early radiation workers with John G. Trump, on 
topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic and 
therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage radiation
producing machines for medicine." August 29, 1978 

Nikola Tesla's Invention & Contribution to X-rays and high frequency generators: 
RadioGraphics July, 2008 http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-
discovery-x-rays 

January 9th 2017 Mammograms lead to unneeded treatment for some breast cancers 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2017/01/09/mammograms-lead-unneeded-
treatment-some-breast-cancers/96367604/

December 2016 Penn experts call for expansion of molecular imaging in precision cancer 
care http://medicalxpress.com/news/2016-12-penn-experts-expansion-molecular-
imaging.html 

REMOTE CONTROL

Nikola Tesla - IEEE PULSE http://pulse.embs.org/november-2016/nikola-tesla/?trendmd-
shared= %25SPONSORED%25 -- CES: Exploring the Legacy of Nikola Tesla through 
UNESCO Networks | Harvard University | History Department 
http://history.fas.harvard.edu/event/ces-exploring-legacy-nikola-tesla-through-unesco-
networks

Nikola Tesla: Father of Industrial Automation (Teleautomatics)? | EE Times 
http://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?doc_id=1282351 

Nikola Tesla not only contributed to all ICE, Unipolar DC and the perfectly efficient AC motors,
but also the first Airplane Motor for the Wright Brothers, Jet Engine and the manufacturing 
and compression of gasses for the fuels. March 5th 2018 Autek's High-Efficiency Drone 
Technology. A new Motor Enables Drone Taxis -- "You are flying with a propeller invented by 
the Wright Brothers in 1905, and using a radial field motor invented by Nikola Tesla in 1985. 
We can do no less than reinvent drones." https://prnewswire.com/news-releases/auteks-high-
efficiency-drone-technology300607981.h 

Did the Germans or others use "Operation Northwoods"; painting up radio controlled planes 
as Japanese armed with Autonomous Torpedo's used against Japan like John Belushi said in 
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Animal House? https://youtube.com/watch?v=V8lT1o0sDwI

Operation Northwoods: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Northwoods

Nikola Tesla stated that his Automaton would "make Junk of Large Ships"; two flights of 
"Japanese" drones destroyed the entire 7th Fleet at Pearl Harbor -- If Torpedo's destroyed 
Lusitania, the aircraft carrier USS Wasp (CV 7), and a host of other ships... Why not the 
Titanic? http://businessinsider.com/whytorpedo-sinks-ship-with-one-hit-2018-3

March 23 2018 The Marines new LRASM missile is Autonomous and is un-jammable 
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/lockheeds-long-range-anti-ship-missile-continues-
impress-25057 

LOGIC GATES

Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/eliseackerman/2012/02/23/building-a-quantum-computer-one-
logic-gate-at-a-time/

Was the Wardenclyffe Tower Binary/Digital? Did Nikola Tesla invent Logic Gates (0/1), 
Quantum Mechanics (0/1), ElectroMagnetism (0/1) System for his Remote Control Boat & 
Radiant Energy Receiver & Wardenclyffe Tower? Magnetic Nano-particles Enhance 
Performance of Solar Cells "It has been shown, for example, that gold nano-particles absorb 
additional sunlight, which in turn produces additional electrical charge carriers when the 
energy is released again by the gold particles." "This strategy makes use of a quantum 
physical principle which states that electrons have a kind of internal rotation, known as spin. 
According to the laws of quantum physics, this spin has a value of 1/2. The positively charged
hole also has a spin of 1/2. The two spins can either add up, if they are in the same direction, 
or cancel each other out if they are in opposite directions. The electron-hole pair can therefore
have an overall spin of 0 or 1. Pairs with a spin of 1 exist for longer than those with an overall 
spin of 0. The researchers set out to find a material that was able to convert the spin 0 state 
into a spin 1 state. This required nano-particles of heavy elements, which flip the spin of the 
electron or the hole so that the spins of the two particles are aligned in the same direction. 
The iron oxide magnetite (Fe3O4) is in fact able to do just this. "In our experiment, adding 
magnetite nano-particles to the substrate increased the efficiency of the solar cells by up to 11
per cent," reports Mosegu Gonz lez. The lifetime of the electron-hole pair is significantly 
prolonged." Building a Quantum Computer One Logic Gate At A Time. Berkelely Lab Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance With No Magnets "spin up", spin down". A Nikola Tesla logic gates + 
quantum mechanics method of encoding an unlimited number of secure, instantaneous 
communications channels for his Wardenclyffe Tower. "While elements of classical computers
(bits) can only be in two states (logic zero and logic one), qubits are based on quantum 
objects that can be in a -coherent superposition- of two states, which means that they can 
encode the intermediate states between logic zero and one. When a qubit is measured, the 
outcome is either a zero or a one with a certain probability (determined by the laws of 
quantum mechanics). http://scicasts.com/green-biology/1865-green-nanotechnology/9031-
magnetic-nanoparticles-enhance-performance-of-solar-cells/ 
https://newscenter.lbl.gov/2011/05/17/nmr-no-magnets/ http://phys.org/news/2016-07-russian-
physicists-approach-quantum.html 
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The date was 1897-8; Nikola Tesla and "The Mechanism of Thought"; the Tele-Automaton, 
Logic Gates, Quantum Mechanics, Wirless Power, the Computer & Radio with Secure 
Communications -- https://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-
changed-the-world -- 
https://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/fbifiles/scientists/NikolaTesla-
Sept2016Release.pdf -- 
https://manifold.umn.edu/system/resources/attachments/c/c/a/original-
8ae8a12ecbba2a272ad2602cb8da02b54a740823.pdf

The Mechanism of Thought & The Automaton, #Wireless #Lights, #Dynamo #Coil, #Starter, 
#Transformer, in "English Mechanic and World of Science", Volume 71, June 29th, August 
27th 1900. https://books.google.com/books? 
id=56BAAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA406&lpg=PA406&dq=tesl 

THE TITANIC & TORPEDO'S

Was the Titanic staged by JP Morgan, Marconi and other's to create the US Federal Reserve 
and kill Tesla's financier, John J Astor. Was the Titanic destroyed by an Automaton Torpedo 
launched by the nearby Rockefeller owned ship and radio controlled to it's target by the 
Tesla/Marconi Telefunken station? http://thedailytrends.net/2013/04/the-titanic-was-sunk-by-
jp-morgan-same.html

This is the Tesla/Marconi Station by Telefunken/AEG/AEG Live at Sayville, Long Island that 
was supposedly communicating with the Titanic at the time it sunk. It's designed to 
communicate with submarines as far south as South America and Australia. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=W85_uheVZIc

Titanic: The final messages from a stricken ship http://bbc.com/news/magazine-17631595 
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/1024/media/images/59565000/jpg/_59565619_titanic.jpg

The History of Telefunken: http://www.sayville.com/wireless.html

July 1st 2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- 
This is an old idea that's finally getting its due. Earlier than 1898, inventor Nikola Tesla talked 
of the advantages of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled 
toy boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo 
boats would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be 
possible when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply 
itself immediately with a weapon which will render its coasts secure and its ports impregnable 
to the assaults of the united armadas of the world," http://theteslasociety.com/publication/new-
york-journal-advertiser

"Would make Junk of large ships" http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-
hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html

Tesla told the New York Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots 
bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the game. 
http://popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-
drone-ship/
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Was the Titanic staged by JP Morgan, Marconi and other's to create the US Federal Reserve 
and kill Tesla's financier, John J Astor. Was the Titanic destroyed by an Automaton Torpedo 
launched by the nearby Rockefeller owned ship and radio controlled to it's target by the 
Tesla/Marconi Telefunken station? http://thedailytrends.net/2013/04/the-titanic-was-sunk-by-
jp-morgan-same.html

The History of Telefunken: http://www.sayville.com/wireless.html -- #maine #lucitania July 1st 
2016 Submarines Beware: Here Come Tiny Robot Boats Armed With Torpedoes -- This is an 
old idea that's finally getting its due. Earlier than 1898, inventor Nikola Tesla talked of the 
advantages of small, unmanned warships when he demonstrated a remote-controlled toy 
boat in New York. Battleships ruled the seas then, but Tesla claimed unmanned torpedo boats
would stop them, with dramatic consequences for warfare. "War will cease to be possible 
when all the world knows tomorrow that the most feeble of the nations can supply itself 
immediately with a weapon which will render its coasts secure and its ports impregnable to 
the assaults of the united armadas of the world," http://theteslasociety.com/publication/new-
york-journal-advertiser

"Would make Junk of large ships" http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/06/the-sand-
hook-radio-conspiracy-nikola.html

Tesla told the New York Herald. Even if he was dead wrong about torpedo-firing robots 
bringing an end to war, Tesla was right about them changing the game. 
http://popularmechanics.com/military/navy-ships/news/a21591/seagull-israel-anti-submarine-
drone-ship/

TYPES OF WIRELESS POWER

Nikola Tesla's Top 13 Methods, Apparatus and Systems of wireless power and 
communications include: 1) Create "Cloudborn Wavelets", receive it with specially designed
antenna 2) Artificial Ionization & De-ionization of the atmosphere with Ion/Negative Ion 
Generators (Plasma Fields) 3) Low Frequency Radio Waves, creates Concentric, Longitudinal
Standing Waves along the surface of the Earth (Whale communication) 4) Earth-Vibration as 
a Resonant Cavity (Cyclotron's/Magnetron's) (Earth Audio Signals by "Granite/Quartz 
Vibration Sounds") 5) Earth Currents between tuned coils/capacity, with amplified Electrical 
Impulses using Cold Temperature. Sensitive receiving devices like the (Audion) 6) Tethered 
Balloons as Energy Receivers 7) Radiant Energy/Solar/Static/UV reception, even at night 
time with a Radiant Energy Receiver made of Hybrid Perovskite's of Salt/Lithium and Tin 8) A 
"Sun Tap" with HAARP 9) Induced Lightning with Elevated Super-Conductors (High Altitude 
Voltage Access) (Elevated Batteries) 10) Electro-Static Generators 11) Sending TV signals 
through water or the Ocean 12) HF Generators and Inductive Superconductive Receivers 13) 
Inductive (Charged) Beams of particles from Accelerators (Acting like an Artificial Wire or 
Tether) 14) Superconductive Lasers or LiFi.  

This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents 
and this patent represents our modern system of radio communications and long distance 
power transfer by companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG, . -- "Such known system 
are built to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor 
in most of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost 
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hundreds of millions of dollars to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of 
transmission in wireless forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to 
scale or cover great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which 
could be connected. https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest referring 
Patent is #US9393878, Jul 19, 2016 "Energy transfer with vehicles" 
https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878 

There are multiple known methods of wireless energy transfer. One such technique is known 
as “radiative” energy transfer, which entails generating an electromagnetic field. Here, a 
special receiver acquires electromagnetic radiation that has not naturally dissipated in the air 
and converts the acquired electromagnetic radiation into electricity. The energy associated 
with the electromagnetic radiation can travel nearly three meters (approximately ten feet) to 
thereby keep a small battery charged. However, most of the energy associated with the 
electromagnetic radiation is lost before reaching the receiver and the power that does reach 
the receiver is extremely low. Nevertheless, such a technology, which has been pioneered by 
Powercast in Philadelphia, Pa., was deployed for the first time in 2008 by Philips in a small 
power application, such as lights on Christmas decorations. [0008]

On non-radiative standing waves; An analogy of the propagation of electromagnetic waves 
may be drawn between the motions of a ripple on the surface of a pool filed with water. In the 
case of such a water-filled pool, it takes very little energy to move the water on the surface of 
the pool and, at the right frequency, the energy will create very high waves and lots of power 
at the edge of the pool where the “standing wave” will hit against a solid surface. Bearing this 
in mind, in the system of the disclosed invention, the receiving tower is “hit” by standing 
waves, and unless the receiving tower absorbs the electrostatic energy of the standing 
waves, very little loss or power is needed at the transmitting tower to maintain the motion of 
the wave. Due to the elliptical surface of the Earth, it is possible to convert 97% of the energy 
of a standing wave while transmitting power to every point on the surface of the Earth. 
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494 

Another known technique also relies on magnetic fields. However, this technique is still in the 
experimental stage, and operates based on principles of resonance. When two objects 
resonate at the same frequency, they transfer energy efficiently in much the same manner as 
a child that easily maintains momentum on a swing when he or she uses his or her legs to 
move in synchronization with the rhythm of the swing while it is in motion. The use of 
magnetic resonance allows the transfer of energy in useful quantities and almost entirely to 
the receiving device. However, as in the radiative method, the energy can travel only a 
distance of a few meters. Nevertheless, ever since its inventor, Marin Soljacic of MIT, 
presented his work at a conference in the autumn of 2008, he has continually but 
unsuccessfully tried to increase the effective distance beyond several feet. The technology 
pioneered by Martin loses more than 60% of the transmitted power at a distance greater than 
6 feet. [0009]

“Inductive coupling” is another way of transferring energy. Here, power or energy transfer in 
inductive coupling is not so much wireless as it is plugless or socketless. That is, power is 
sent on almost direct contact, for example, with a mat upon which gadgets can be placed to 
recharge. The method avoids the need for cables and connectors to charge gadgets, and can
be built into many surfaces, such as car dashboards or office furniture. This system, with a 

https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494


few variations, is employed by start-ups such as Splashpower in Britain, WildCharge and 
Fulton Innovation in America. [0010]

 Instead of transferring power wirelessly, it may be worthwhile to transport fuel, such as coal, 
oil or hydrogen, in a conventional manner. It is clear that the cost of transporting fuel has 
increased drastically in recent years and, as such, it has become much more expensive to 
produce electricity with all variety of traditional transmission means. There are significant 
drawbacks to this method of energy supply. First of all, it requires an enormous amount of 
energy, transportation vehicles, and human labor. These requirements drive up the cost of the
portable energy source. In addition, these energy sources often are hazardous; hydrogen, for 
example, ignites with ease. Also, the burning of many types of fuels pollutes the environment. 
[0011]

Another option is to utilize a local power source, such as solar or wind power. However, the 
number of locations that are suitable for solar or wind power stations is limited. A particular 
climate is required, such as that of the Sahara desert for solar power and Texas, United 
States for wind power. There are many additional drawbacks to these power sources. The 
current technology for converting solar power into electrical power, photovoltaic cells, is 
extremely inefficient. Solar power is at this time unable to quench the world's demand for 
energy due to its inefficiency. One method of utilizing wind power is the installation of huge 
turbines in a consistently windy region. However, these installations demand open lands 
prone to consistent, strong wind currents; in other words, they are not generally placed in 
communities. Thus, the wind power must be transported; this is usually performed by power 
lines. [0012]

There are many methods of voice and data communication, including the Internet, the phone 
lines, the radio broadcast system and mobile cell phones. These systems either utilize 
transmission lines of some sort, or they use electromagnetic radiation. Transmission lines 
have a high initial cost and an upkeep cost. Electromagnetic radiation is an inefficient method 
of transfer since its power loss is proportional to the square of the distance from the emitting 
source. In addition, electromagnetic radiation has a potentially harmful effect on humans and 
other life forms. [0013] It is therefore apparent there is a need for a wireless transmission 
system for voice, data and power.

Disclosed is a system for transmitting power, voice and data without wires or with no more 
than one connection. The system is configured to provide communication between unlimited 
numbers of electronic devices, or to connect these devices to an unlimited number of outside 
networks that are located externally to the disclosed system to thereby enable high-speed 
voice and data communications over a single resonant connection. The disclosed system 
utilizes at least one transmitter and one receiver, which may have the same or different 
configurations, such that an induced oscillating electric current, which occurs at the resonant 
frequency of a transmitter connected to Earth or a physical body, such as a lake or plane or 
other body with defined parameters, can resonate with one or multiple devices tuned to the 
same frequency. -- Newest referring Patent #US9393878 Sep 23, 2014 Jul 19, 2016 "Energy 
transfer with vehicles" https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878

Nikola Tesla and Wireless Charging. Tesla was a wacky guy with some far-fetched ideas, but 
many of theories about how electricity could work would eventually prove to be dead on. 
https://www.wired.com/video/2016/10/retroreport-nikolai-tesla-and-wireless-charging/

https://www.wired.com/video/2016/10/retroreport-nikolai-tesla-and-wireless-charging/
https://www.google.com/patents/US9393878


July 18th 2016 "Drawing power out of thin air" research and development are being made 
focusing on improving the power transmission range to enable long-distance wireless 
charging. Going forward, technologies will seek to enable 'dynamic charging'－charging lanes 
that could power up electric vehicles in motion, industry experts said. A Samsung Electronics 
Co Ltd representative speaks during the launch of its S6 Edge smartphone and its wireless 
charger device in the 798 art district in Beijing.   http://chinadaily.com.cn/business/tech/2016-
07/18/content_26124930.htm

The government's interest in wireless power for high-speed trains ... as demonstrated by the 
legendary inventor Nikola Tesla as early as 1891. 
http://scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-
world-first-power 

An analogy of the propagation of electromagnetic waves may be drawn between the motions 
of a ripple on the surface of a pool filed with water. In the case of such a water-filled pool, it 
takes very little energy to move the water on the surface of the pool and, at the right 
frequency, the energy will create very high waves and lots of power at the edge of the pool 
where the “standing wave” will hit against a solid surface. Bearing this in mind, in the system 
of the disclosed invention, the receiving tower is “hit” by standing waves, and unless the 
receiving tower absorbs the electrostatic energy of the standing waves, very little loss or 
power is needed at the transmitting tower to maintain the motion of the wave. Due to the 
elliptical surface of the Earth, it is possible to convert 97% of the energy of a standing wave 
while transmitting power to every point on the surface of the Earth. 
https://google.com/patents/US20110156494

Nikola Tesla on "Concentric Waves" in Water with his 1914 "Fountain" Patent #1,113,716 he 
states "The present invention is a departure from such practice in that it relies principally on 
the fascinating spectacle of a large mass of fluid in motion and the display of seemingly great 
power." http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-1113716-fountain

WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla's Wireless Patents https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity -- 
Nikola Tesla Patent US645576 - System of transmission of electrical energy. 
https://google.com/patents/US645576 Patent US649621 - Apparatus for transmission of 
electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US649621 -- Patent US787412 - Art of 
transmitting electrical energy through the natural mediums. 
https://google.com/patents/US787412 -- Patent US1119732 - Apparatus for transmitting 
electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US1119732 -- Nikola Tesla Patent CA142352A - 
Electrical energy transmission - https://google.com/patents/CA142352A/ "Stationary Electrical
Waves" https://lens.org/lens/patent/CA_142352_A -- List of Nikola Tesla patents - Wikipedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nikola_Tesla_patents -- Israeli startup aims to enable 
wireless charging of electric buses while driving http://treehugger.com/public-
transportation/israeli-startup-aims-enable-wireless-charging-electric-buses-while-driving.html

Referring Patent US9256905 - Intelligent routing of electric power - Google Patents 
https://google.com/patents/US9256905 (Energy Monopoly killer) A method and system for 
dynamically routing electric power in real time in accordance with parameters submitted by 
buyers and sellers of electric power using a feedback control scheme. -- Referring Patent 
US9496921 - (Secure) Hybrid guided surface wave communication (and power) - Google 
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Patents https://google.com/patents/US9496921 Disclosed is hybrid communication in which a
first message from a guided surface wave probe node is embedded in a guided surface wave,
and a second message from a guided surface wave receive node uses a different messaging 
mechanism. -- Surface wave - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave -- 
Evanescent field - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_field -- Espacenet 1974
RADIO ANTENNA INCORPORATING LOW-LOSS HIGH RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY 
DIELECTRIC MATERIAL https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?
CC=GB&NR=1471860A&KC=A&FT=D#

Patent US9509147 - Wireless energy transfer - Google Patents 
https://www.google.com/patents/US9509147 -- Disclosed is an apparatus for use in wireless 
energy transfer, which includes a first resonator structure configured to transfer energy non-
radiatively with a second resonator structure over a distance greater than a characteristic size
of the second resonator structure. http://www.teslasociety.com/tesla_tower.htm

Barrons makes the claim that Witricity is "Inefficient, Unsafe" CES: Energous, WiTricity Tech 
‘Inefficient, Unsafe,’ Say the Qi - Tech Trader Daily - Barrons.com 
http://blogs.barrons.com/techtraderdaily/2017/01/05/ces-energous-witricity-tech-ineffficient-
unsafe-say-the-qi/

Jet Engines, Chemtrails & Overunity in Patent US4433248 - Charged aerosol wind/electric 
power generator with solar and/or - On a Charged Aerosol Wind/Electric Power Generator, 
electrically charged water droplets are dispersed into the wind stream. Using Induction 
Electric Charging, a water jet issues under water pressure from a small diameter (25-50 µm) 
orifice, and the jet breaks into charged droplets...  produces net electric power output 
substantially exceeding the hydraulic and electric power inputs. A practical Wind/Electric 
Generator utilizes a multi-orifice array scaled to a kilowatt or megawatt level. A water recovery
and pressure regeneration solar and/or gravitational means is described by which water is 
conserved and the (water power is free), so that there is a (net output electric power without 
external power) input of any kind, except natural wind and/or solar power. 
https://www.google.com/patents/US4433248 -- Patent US20030193319 - Ion powered 
platform apparatus and method for powering a platform from an ambient electrostatic gradient
are disclosed https://www.google.com/patents/US20030193319 -- Patent US6145298 - 
Atmospheric fueled ion engine https://www.google.com/patents/US6145298 -- Patent 
US3130945 - Ionocraft - https://www.google.com/patents/US3130945 

1975 NASA JPL Goldstone Demo of Wireless Power Transmission. The June 5, 1975 NASA 
JPL Goldstone Demonstration of high power long distance wireless power transmission 
successfully transmitted 34kw of electrical power a distance of 1.5km at an efficiency of 
greater than 82%. At the time, it was the world record for high power long distance wireless 
power transmission, and it may remain the world record yet today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O44WM1Q9H8

Slaying the $5 Trillion Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla’s Wireless Power? Can it be 
vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The Making. By Julianne 
Geiger – Nov 19, 2017 http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Wireless-Power-Grid-
More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html

February 18 2020 Update on –Nikola Tesla’s non-radiative, non-ionozing, resonant wireless 
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power. MIT has dozen’s of patent citations to –Nikola Tesla’s wireless works. This technology 
is 98-99% efficient, can charge moving Vehicles and is used for wireless induction kitchen 
appliances. EV wireless charging – powering the future of autonomous vehicles. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6qoHCMy-laA

Wireless Power Update, DECEMBER 2017 (Nikola Tesla’s) patent references at (MIT’S) 
Witricity takes a turn toward electric vehicle charging. “the vision is that fleets of autonomous 
vehicles would charge this way, too.” https://bostonglobe.com/business/2017/12/15/witricity-
takes-turn-toward-electric-car-charging/jbuwKKlY4qr18j0B7PCUII/story.html
Dec 4, 2017 Graphene composite provides wireless power at your fingertips 
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/70625December 8, 2017 PowerLight plans a safe 
method for free-space power transmission of 400-1000 watts transmitted wirelessly over 1 
kilometer. using a near-infrared laser. https://geekwire.com/2017/lasermotive-makes-switch-
powerlight-focuses-beaming-power-fiber/4 DECEMBER 2017 Norway W?rtsil?s (1MW 
inductive) wireless charging of a Ferry. https://ship-technology.com/features/wartsilas-
wireless-charging-ahead-game/November 30, 2017 NUvention: Medical “Through Table 
Charger” for wearable devices and medical implants 
http://chicagobusiness.com/article/20171130/ISSUE01/171139998/you-may-be-recharging-
your-phone-with-its-technology-right-nowDec 20, 2017 Wireless (Backscatter based) 
technology without batteries? This startup is powering IoT devices – using air! 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/features/wireless-technology-without-
batteries-this-startup-is-powering-iot-devices-using-air/articleshow/62016675.cmsDec 20, 
2017 AirFuel’s (new large surface-area power source) Doubles-Down on Next Generation 
Resonant and RF Wireless Charging Technologies for 2018 https://prnewswire.com/news-
releases/airfuel-doubles-down-on-next-generation-resonant-and-rf-wireless-charging-
technologies-for-2018-300573750.htmlDECEMBER 27, 2017 Powercast said Tuesday that 
it’s won FCC approval for its PowerSpot RF transmitter, which can deliver over-the-air 
charging to electronic devices several feet away and, in some cases, as far as 80 feet (24 
meters) https://.cnet.com/news/powercast-powerspot-wireless-charging-goes-long-for-
consumer-gear-ces-2018/ Dec. 26, 2017 Energous Soars 75% as It Wins FCC Approval for 
RF WattUp Mid Field transmitter for Wireless Power Transmission up to 15 feet 
https://barrons.com/articles/energous-soars-75-as-it-wins-fcc-approval-for-wireless-power-
transmission-1514323886Dec 01 2017 Smart Glass Country Announces Wireless Powered 
Smart Glass for the Next Generation of Smart Homes https://prnewswire.com/news-
releases/smart-glass-country-announces-wireless-smart-glass-for-the-next-generation-of-
smart-homes-300565001.htmlDECEMBER 12, 2017 AT&T begins testing 1GB high-speed 
internet over power lines https://reuters.com/article/us-at-t-internet/att-begins-testing-high-
speed-internet-over-power-lines-idUSKBN1E70GBDECEMBER 19, 2017 Israeli bus company
invests millions in wireless charging electric roads http://jpost.com/Jpost-Tech/Israeli-bus-
company-invests-millions-in-wireless-charging-electric-roads-518472December 19, 2017 
Lectrifi Limited Secures Licensing Agreement To Supply Wireless EV Charging Stations 
http://dailytelescope.com/pr/lectrifi-limited-secures-licensing-agreement-to-supply-wireless-ev-
charging-stations/33994Dec 19 2017 Continental to unveil bi-directional, wireless charging 
systems at CES http://caradvice.com.au/610364/continental-to-unveil-bi-directional-wireless-
charging-systems-at-ces/MIT WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla’s Wireless Patents 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity— Nikola Tesla Patent US645576 – System of 
transmission of electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US645576Patent US649621 – 
Apparatus for transmission of electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US649621— 
Patent US787412 – Art of transmitting electrical energy through the natural mediums. 
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https://google.com/patents/US787412— Patent US1119732 – Apparatus for transmitting 
electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US1119732— Nikola Tesla Patent CA142352A – 
Electrical energy transmission – https://google.com/patents/CA142352A/“Stationary Electrical 
Waves” https://lens.org/lens/patent/CA_142352_A— Israeli startup aims to enable wireless 
charging of electric buses while driving http://treehugger.com/?/israeli-startup-aims-enable-
wireles? #energy #monopoly #dead #wireless #power Referring Patent US9256905 – 
Intelligent routing of electric power – Google Patents 
https://google.com/patents/US9256905(Energy Monopoly killer) A method and system for 
dynamically routing electric power in real time in accordance with parameters submitted by 
buyers and sellers of electric power using a feedback control scheme. — Referring Patent 
US9496921 – (Secure) Hybrid guided surface wave communication (and power) – Google 
Patents https://google.com/patents/US9496921

Disclosed is hybrid communication in which a first message from a guided surface wave 
probe node is embedded in a guided surface wave, and a second message from a guided 
surface wave receive node uses a different messaging mechanism. — Surface wave – 
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave— Evanescent field – Wikipedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_field  

November 17th 2016 Mark Zuckerberg Proves Once Again That He Just Might Be The Nikola 
Tesla Of The 21st Century. The Zuck showed how Facebook’s Connectivity Lab team set a 
new record by beaming data at nearly a speed of 20 Gbps over a distance of 13 km. 
https://hifipublic.com/2016/11/17/mark-zuckerberg-proves-once-again-that-he-just-might-be-
the-nikola-tesla-of-the-21st-century/ 

November 16th 2016 The 25 Best Inventions of 2016 #1) A lightbulb that relies on 
electromagnetism to levitate and spin, and on resonant inductive coupling—a technical term 
for wireless power transmission http://time.com/4572079/best-inventions-2016/

WIRELESS CHARGING

Tesla Leaks Special Report Repost on Wireless Charging that's more efficient than a Wire; 
and Wireless Induction Heating, that's 50% more efficient at boiling water, than Propane. -- 
Slaying the $5 Trillion Utility grid Beast with Nikola Tesla’s Wireless Power? Can it be 
vanquished? The Wireless Power Grid: More Than A 100 Years In The Making. By Julianne 
Geiger – Nov 19, 2017 http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/TheWireless-Power-Grid-
More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html

February 18 2020 Update on –Nikola Tesla’s non-radiative, non-ionozing, resonant wireless 
power. MIT has dozen’s of patent citations to –Nikola Tesla’s wireless works. This technology 
is 98-99% efficient, can charge moving Vehicles and is used for wireless induction kitchen 
appliances.DECEMBER 19, 2017 Israeli bus company invests millions in wireless charging 
electric roads http://jpost.com/Jpost-Tech/Israeli-bus-company-invests-millions-in-wireless-
charging-electricroads-518472 December 19, 2017 Lectrifi Limited Secures Licensing 
Agreement To Supply Wireless EV Charging Stations http://dailytelescope.com/pr/lectrifi-
limited-secures-licensing-agreement-to-supply-wireless-evcharging-stations/33994 MIT 
WiTricity uses all Nikola Tesla’s Wireless Patents https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WiTricity — 
Nikola Tesla Patent US645576 – System of transmission of electrical energy. 
https://google.com/patents/US645576 Patent US649621 – Apparatus for transmission of 

http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/TheWireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/TheWireless-Power-Grid-More-Than-A-100-Years-In-The-Making.html
https://google.com/patents/US9496921
http://time.com/4572079/best-inventions-2016/
https://hifipublic.com/2016/11/17/mark-zuckerberg-proves-once-again-that-he-just-might-be-the-nikola-tesla-of-the-21st-century/
https://hifipublic.com/2016/11/17/mark-zuckerberg-proves-once-again-that-he-just-might-be-the-nikola-tesla-of-the-21st-century/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave
https://google.com/patents/US9256905
http://treehugger.com/?/israeli-startup-aims-enable-wireles
http://treehugger.com/?/israeli-startup-aims-enable-wireles
https://lens.org/lens/patent/CA_142352_A
https://google.com/patents/CA142352A/
https://google.com/patents/US1119732
https://google.com/patents/US787412


electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US649621 — Patent US787412 – Art of 
transmitting electrical energy through the natural mediums. 
https://google.com/patents/US787412 — Patent US1119732 – Apparatus for transmitting 
electrical energy. https://google.com/patents/US1119732 — Nikola Tesla Patent CA142352A –
Electrical energy transmission – https://google.com/patents/CA142352A/ “Stationary Electrical
Waves” https://lens.org/lens/patent/CA_142352_A Referring Patent US9256905 – Intelligent 
routing of electric power – Google Patents https://google.com/patents/US9256905 (Energy 
Monopoly killer) A method and system for dynamically routing electric power in real time in 
accordance with parameters submitted by buyers and sellers of electric power using a 
feedback control scheme. — Referring Patent US9496921 – (Secure) Hybrid guided surface 
wave communication (and power) – Google Patents https://google.com/patents/US9496921 
Disclosed is hybrid communication in which a first message from a guided surface wave 
probe node is embedded in a guided surface wave, and a second message from a guided 
surface wave receive node uses a different messaging mechanism. — Surface wave – 
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave — Evanescent field – Wikipedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_field 

Wireless Power Update, DECEMBER 2017 (Nikola Tesla's) patent references at (MIT'S) 
Witricity takes a turn toward electric vehicle charging. "the vision is that fleets of autonomous 
vehicles would charge this way, too.) https://bostonglobe.com/business/2017/12/15/witricity-
takes-turn-toward-electric-car-charging/jbuwKKlY4qr18j0B7PCUII/story.html Dec 4, 2017 
Graphene composite provides wireless power at your fingertips 
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/70625 December 8, 2017 PowerLight plans a safe 
method for free-space power transmission of 400-1000 watts transmitted wirelessly over 1 
kilometer. using a near-infrared laser. https://geekwire.com/2017/lasermotive-makes-switch-
powerlight-focuses-beaming-powerfiber/ 4 DECEMBER 2017 Norway Wärtsilä’s (1MW 
inductive) wireless charging of a Ferry. https://ship- technology.com/features/wartsilas-
wireless-charging-ahead-game/ November 30, 2017 NUvention: Medical "Through Table 
Charger" for wearable devices and medical implants 
http://chicagobusiness.com/article/20171130/ISSUE01/171139998/you-maybe-recharging-
your-phone-with-its-technology-right-now Dec 20, 2017 Wireless (Backscatter based) 
technology without batteries? This startup is powering IoT devices - using air! 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/features/wirelesstechnology-without-
batteries-this-startup-is-powering-iot-devices-using-air/articleshow/62016675.cms Dec 20, 
2017 AirFuel's (new large surface-area power source) Doubles-Down on Next Generation 
Resonant and RF Wireless Charging Technologies for 2018 https://prnewswire.com/news-
releases/airfuel-doubles-down-on-next-generation-resonant-and-rf-wireless-charging-
technologies-for2018-300573750.html DECEMBER 27, 2017 Powercast said Tuesday that it's
won FCC approval for its PowerSpot RF transmitter, which can deliver over-the-air charging 
to electronic devices several feet away and, in some cases, as far as 80 feet (24 meters) 
https://cnet.com/news/powercast-powerspot-wireless-charging-goes-long-for-consumer-gear-
ces-2018/ Dec. 26, 2017 Energous Soars 75% as It Wins FCC Approval for RF WattUp Mid 
Field transmitter for Wireless Power Transmission up to 15 feet 
https://barrons.com/articles/energous-soars-75-as-it-wins-fcc-approval-for-wireless-power-
transmission-1514323886 Dec 01 2017 Smart Glass Country Announces Wireless Powered 
Smart Glass for the Next Generation of Smart Homes https://prnewswire.com/news-
releases/smart-glass-country-announces-wireless-smart-glass-for-the-next-generation-of-
smarthomes-300565001.html DECEMBER 12, 2017 AT&T begins testing 1GB high-speed 
internet over power lines https://reuters.com/article/us-at-t-internet/att-begins-testing-high-



speed-internet-over-power-lines-idUSKBN1E70GB DECEMBER 19, 2017 Israeli bus 
company invests millions in wireless charging electric roads http://jpost.com/Jpost-
Tech/Israeli-bus-companyinvests-millions-in-wireless-charging-electric-roads-518472 
December 19, 2017 Lectrifi Limited Secures Licensing Agreement To Supply Wireless EV 
Charging Stations http://dailytelescope.com/pr/lectrifi-limited-secures-licensing-agreement-to-
supply-wirelessev-charging-stations/33994 Dec 19 2017 Continental to unveil bi-directional, 
wireless charging systems at CES http://caradvice.com.au/610364/continental-to-unveil-bi-
directional-wireless-charging-systems-at-ces 

In 2018, 350 Million devices will have "Wireless Charging" as a "Feature", but none of the 
manufacturers will tell you that those "Features" were all invented, patented and 
demonstrated by Nikola Tesla between 1891, 1893 at the Worlds Fair and 1899 in Colorado 
Springs. A new method developed by Disney Research for wirelessly transmitting energy in a 
room; up to 350 devices, EPA, FCC and even FDA approved as low wattage; but can be 
expanded to the size of a warehouse...The system is capable of delivering over 2000 watts 
for higher power devices; where the power is concentrated at the sender and receiver's tuned
coils, but not much in-between (1/R2) average in free space (just a few watts); Disney gives 
credit to Celebrated inventor Nikola Tesla famously demonstrated a wireless . 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=gn7T599QaN8 -- February 16, 2017 Wireless power 
transmission safely charges devices anywhere within a room https://phys.org/news/2017-02-
wireless-power-transmission-safely-devices.html 

This patent of a "Wireless Energy Transfer System" in 2011 refers to 4 Nikola Tesla patents 
and this patent represents our modern system of radio and long distance power transfer by 
companies such as Sony, Xerox, Matsushita, LG -- "Such known system are built to support 
hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most of these 
systems, known as longhaul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds of millions of dollars 
to produce." -- While some attempts to use other forms of transmission in wired and wireless 
forms have been tried, there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover great 
distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be connected 
to such architecture. [0007] https://www.google.com/patents/US20110156494 -- The newest 
referring Patent is #US9393878 on Jul 19, 2016 for "Energy transfer with vehicles" 
https://www.google.com/patents/US939387 

“On the current status of long distance wireless power transfer: "Such known system are built 
to support hundreds and in a few cases up to 2000 miles of distance. The loss factor in most 
of these systems, which are known as long-haul systems, is 7-10%, and they cost hundreds 
of millions of dollars to produce... there is no system that has been proven to scale or cover 
great distances or that supports millions of users and billions of devices which could be 
connected to such architecture." 

WORLDWIDE WIRELESS POWER

Dr. Tesla, therefore, suggested that his other scheme, of stratosphere transmission of 
electricity, would be a far more feasible means of marine propulsion. The principles of the two 
plans are entirely distinct. The force beam is a thin barrage of tiny particles discharged at 
tremendous velocities from a kind of electrical gun. The other invention, which he has not 
hitherto discussed publicly, is of transmitting high tension currents through the upper air, and 
receiving them by means of a vertical ionizing beam which would be a sort of invisible 



electrode... "There is a method of conveying great power to ships at sea which would be able 
to propel them across oceans at high speed. This method I conceived between 1897 and 
1899, and in Colorado Springs in 1899. I made experiments along this line on a large scale. 
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1935-06-05.htm

"The principle is this: A ray of great ionizing power is used to give to the atmosphere great 
powers of conduction. A high tension current of 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 volts is then passed
along this ray to the upper strata of the air, which strata can be broken down very readily and 
will conduct electricity very well. "A ship would have to have equipment for producing a similar
ionizing ray. The current which has passed through the stratosphere will strike this ray, travel 
down it and pass into the engines which propel the ship. Pet Scheme to Light Ocean "I will 
confess that I was disappointed when I first made tests along this line on a large scale. They 
did not yield practical results. At the time I used about 8,000,000 to 12,000,000 volts of 
electricity. As a source of ionizing rays I employed a powerful arc reflected up into the sky. At 
the time I was trying only to connect a high tension current and the upper strata of the air, 
because my pet scheme for years has been to light the ocean at night. "However, since 1902 
I have made many improvements in my method which I know now will assure success. A 
power plant upon the Azores, for instance, could send a current up into the stratosphere and 
illuminate the sky sufficiently for pilots to discern objects upon the ocean at a safe distance." 
Picture from "Powering ships by shore beam"; described in detail in Electrical Experimenter, 
1920 
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/videos/vb.716016631/10156722546496632/

Skimming the Surface, the return of Nikola Tesla's Surface Waves: The World Wireless 
System was a turn of the 20th century proposed telecommunications and electrical power 
delivery system designed by inventor Nikola Tesla based on his theories of using Earth and its
atmosphere as electrical conductors. 
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/infrastructure/a8778/skimming-the-surface-the-
return-of-teslas-surface-waves-15322250/

Skywave In radio communication, skywave or skip refers to the propagation of radio waves 
reflected or refracted back toward Earth from the ionosphere, an electrically charged layer of 
the upper atmosphere.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skywave
Rediscovering the Zenneck Surface Wave:
http://www.tfcbooks.com/articles/tws4.htm
Tesla Wireless Theory:
http://ncoic.com/theory.htm
Wireless power from Niagara Falls to 
Australia:https://www.pinterest.dk/pin/117234396526482565/
Tesla and Wireless Charging | American Experience | PBS 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/tesla-retroreport/

The Future Of The Wireless Art by Nikola Tesla featured in the book "Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony" by Walter Massie and Charles Underhill. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rD0jTJp2n5c

(filed under name (Nicola Tesla)) July 17th 1903 "Tesla's Flashes Startling" NEW YORK SUN 
-- "All sorts of lighting flashed from the tall tower and poles last night... ((electrical waves are 

http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1935-06-05.htm
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/infrastructure/a8778/skimming-the-surface-the-return-of-teslas-surface-waves-15322250/
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/infrastructure/a8778/skimming-the-surface-the-return-of-teslas-surface-waves-15322250/
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/videos/vb.716016631/10156722546496632/


sent both under-ground and through the air".)) 
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1903/new_york_sun/e_guarini/tesla_s_flashes_startlin
g 

Nikola Tesla's 5 original and final wireless power transmission publications from Electrical 
Experimenter magazine 1917-1920. Tesla Articles from Electrical Experimenter 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/publications/electrical-experimenter 

Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last 
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of 
Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for 
it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. 
The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse 
systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance using HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg -- June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John 
Hettinger https://google.com/patents/US1309031

Nikola Tesla gives credit to "John Hettinger" for realizing WIRELESS POWER. In Tesla's last 
article on wireless Power, Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 "Wireless Transmission of 
Power Now Possible", Tesla referrs to "John Hettinger" patents that "opened up the way for 
it's realization. Tesla Leaks published the Hettinger Patent on Wireless Power 4 years ago. 
The Hettinger Patent confirms the concept of NEGATIVE RESISTANCE in A/C Impulse 
systems with Mercury/Gas bulbs at a distance using HIGH TENSION RADIANT BEAMS. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg

June 1917 Patent for Aerial Signaling by John Hettinger 
https://google.com/patents/US1309031

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for 
Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of 
power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to transmit power 
without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling 
vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft, etc., without having to include a source of power in their 
construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in such an 
achievement and now the dream promises to come true. By one bold stroke an English 
genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like 
numerous other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see 
it. While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. 
Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light beams as elevated conductors. Obviously 
simple when one thinks of it. It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, 
the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore, it is possible to ionize a 
gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised 
means to utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner. As shown in Fig. 1, a 
source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of 
ionizing rays vertically. These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, 
the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect insulator. By making connection to 
this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for 
radio communication. We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its 
conducting power as the distance from the source increases, therefore the effective height of 

https://google.com/patents/US1309031
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg
https://google.com/patents/US1309031


such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea
as applied to radio communication. But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we 
find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of shorter 
wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with 
an arc light. It is unreasonable to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view
of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our atmosphere is ionized, it 
is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization. It will now be apparent
that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in 
Fig. 2, we have the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about 
ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept 
in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars. Hence, we have two good conductors 
separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal 
arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to
the ionized strata of air and energy can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires.
The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting to the pair of 
conductors. This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making
connections to the upper layer of conducting atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct 
towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be utilized 
without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly 
feasible for aircraft or moving vehicles. Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We
can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then why not make 
connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity. In 
Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the 
main building will be housed the generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the 
primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy. Supported on the roof of this
structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at 
least ten miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the 
conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of these parts present no great difficulties to 
modern engineering. The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high 
voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or quenched type and a huge oscillation 
transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so 
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper 
strata will have a well defined oscillation period. By these means the whole earth will become 
an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic connection to 
the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that 
will flow down the beam. An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance
with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the receiving energy can be used 
to keep the arc going. Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes 
have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on. This scheme will not interfere with 
present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on 
the roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city. Rather its benefit 
will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties 
in transmitting the power hundreds or thousands of miles. Aside from the transmission of 
power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air 
strata reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the 
immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the air to give us perfectly cloudless days? 
Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to 
cause rain or to prevent it. Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make 
our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being connected directly to the power set



and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will 
radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on
the power circuit and filtered out at the receiver? There are thousand and one things such an 
arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments in 
electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? 
Their numbers will be decreased by the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man 
grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the electrical treatment
he would be constantly undergoing? And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the 
scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to give it a trial. 
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on 
top of the tower of his experimental station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand 
now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final mastery of all 
matter by man. 
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.18682327
90070093/2191631064396929/? type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks 

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF POWER NOW POSSIBLE by Thomas W. Benson for 
Electrical Experimenter, March 1920 Recent developments tend to fulfill the old, old dream of 
power transmission without wires. For years men have labored in vain to transmit power 
without wires and thus solve a myriad of transportation problems, such as a propelling 
vehicles, ships, trains, aircraft, etc., without having to include a source of power in their 
construction. It makes one’s head almost reel to think of the possibilities in such an 
achievement and now the dream promises to come true. By one bold stroke an English 
genius, Mr. John Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened up the way for its realization. Like 
numerous other inventions, the way lay before our very eyes, but we were all too bling to see 
it. While working on a means for transmitting radio waves without material aerials, MR. 
Hettinger hit upon the idea of using ionized light beams as elevated conductors. Obviously 
simple when one thinks of it. It is a well-known fact that an ionized gas is a conductor; in fact, 
the conductivity of a gas is a measure of its ionization. Furthermore, it is possible to ionize a 
gas by means of a stream of ultra violet rays. Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger devised 
means to utilize them for radio transmission in the following manner. As shown in Fig. 1, a 
source of ultra violet rays, an arc or mercury vapor lamp. A. is arranged to throw a beam of 
ionizing rays vertically. These rays result in an ionized stream of air that acts as a conductor, 
the surrounding un-ionized air being practically a perfect insulator. By making connection to 
this conducting beam with a metallic screen or mesh at B, it can be utilized as an aerial for 
radio communication. We are perfectly aware that this ionized beam rapidly loses its 
conducting power as the distance from the source increases, therefore the effective height of 
such an arrangement is determined by the intensity of the ray generator. So much for the idea
as applied to radio communication. But let us consider further. In studying the spectrum we 
find that the sunlight on reaching the earth contains few ultra violet rays of shorter 
wavelengths than 3.000 Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with 
an arc light. It is unreasonable to assume that shorter waves do not leave the sun, and in view
of the fact that it has been determined that the upper stratum of our atmosphere is ionized, it 
is accepted that the shorter rays are absorbed to cause this ionization. It will now be apparent
that a very good condition exists for the transmission of energy without wires. As shown in 
Fig. 2, we have the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air about 
ten miles thick, beyond which, up to about a hundred miles, the air is highly rarefied and kept 
in a state of ionization by light from the sun and stars. Hence, we have two good conductors 
separated by several miles of atmosphere, practically a perfect insulator, an ideal 



arrangement for our purposes. We have but to connect a source of current to the earth and to
the ionized strata of air and energy can be transmitted entirely around the earth without wires.
The energy could be utilized in any part of the earth by merely connecting to the pair of 
conductors. This condition has been recognized for some time, but the difficulty lies in making
connections to the upper layer of conducting atmosphere. It is hardly practical to construct 
towers six or seven miles high for the purpose, then again the energy could not be utilized 
without using a similar structure at the point of reception, which makes this scheme hardly 
feasible for aircraft or moving vehicles. Return then to the ionized stream for radio aerials. We
can easily construct arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty miles. Then why not make 
connection to that upper stratum with an ionized stream of air? Wonderful in its simplicity. In 
Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray a generating station embodying these principles. In the 
main building will be housed the generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the 
primary of the high voltage apparatus for transmission of energy. Supported on the roof of this
structure will be a monstrous arc lamp capable of throwing a stream of ultra violet rays for at 
least ten miles. In this beam is supported a conducting screen to make connection to the 
conducting stream of ionized air. The insulation of these parts present no great difficulties to 
modern engineering. The building will also house a huge step-up transformer, a set of high 
voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or quenched type and a huge oscillation 
transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments are connected in the usual manner and tuned so 
that the inductance in the circuit and the capacity formed by the earth and ionized upper 
strata will have a well defined oscillation period. By these means the whole earth will become 
an electrified body, energy to be drawn at any point by simply making metallic connection to 
the earth and pointing a beam of light vertically, a screen being used to take the energy that 
will flow down the beam. An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance
with the transmitter at the receiving set. After once started, the receiving energy can be used 
to keep the arc going. Ships will have an arc and reflector mounted on the masts, airplanes 
have two arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on. This scheme will not interfere with 
present short range transmission, it being hardly practical for each home to have an arc on 
the roof when one arc would serve for a town and several for a large city. Rather its benefit 
will lie in the utilization of water falls far form civilization, now unused on account of difficulties 
in transmitting the power hundreds or thousands of miles. Aside from the transmission of 
power other advantages may accrue. Will such a stress between the earth and upper air 
strata reduce the presence of dust particles in the atmosphere? Or, again, cause the 
immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the air to give us perfectly cloudless days? 
Perhaps it will become simply a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to 
cause rain or to prevent it. Then the question of effect on radio communication: will it make 
our present sets obsolete, a transmitter of the future being connected directly to the power set
and acting by superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will 
radiotelephony work hand in hand with the power system, the voice currents being imprest on
the power circuit and filtered out at the receiver? There are thousand and one things such an 
arrangement might effect. Will trees and vegetation increase in growth as experiments in 
electrical culture would indicate? What effect would such stresses have on germs and bacilli? 
Their numbers will be decreased by the destructive effects of the ultra-violet light. Will man 
grow to an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the electrical treatment
he would be constantly undergoing? And so on – conjuncture in without bounds, but the 
scheme is practical to all appearances; it requires but some financial genius to give it a trial. 
And to think it all was within reach such a short time ago! Had Tesla but put a gigantic arc on 
top of the tower of his experimental station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand 
now – were it but even a promise it would mean another step towards the final mastery of all 



matter by man. 
https://m.facebook.com/Anonteamworld/photos/a.1893171457576226.1073741835.18682327
90070093/2191631064396929/? type=3&source=48&ref=bookmarks 

February 2nd 2021 Predicted by Tesla Leaks in November 2018 because of a new patent 
citation on Nikola Tesla's "System of Transmission of Electrical Energy" that referred to a 
Tesla techology of a "WORLDWIDE WIRELESS EMERGYENCY ALERT SYSTEM" proposed 
by Bill Gates that uses 1) Long distance wireless power & radio broadcast transmission 
system using longitudinal Earth-surface or "Standing Waves" (Cntrl+F) this page to search for
Standing Waves. 2) Global Emergency and Disasters such as Earthquakes or "Pandemics"? 
--- Cult-Owned Psychopath Bill Gates Calls For "Global Alert System" Ahead Of "Next 
Pandemic" which he knows the Cult he serves is planning 
https://davidicke.com/2021/02/02/cult-owned-psychopath-billgates-calls-for-global-alert-
system-ahead-of-next-pandemic-which-he-knows-the-cult-he-serves-is-planning/

Pandemic Prevention - Wikipedia ""When it comes to preventing pandemics, scientific tools 
alone aren"t enough. We also need new capabilities, including a global alert system and 
infectious disease first responders (or what I like to call a pandemic fire squad): 
https://t.co/53Rf5uvjub pic.twitter.com/rTmM7STl6U  ﾗ Bill Gates (@BillGates) February 1, 
2021

Here is the original post on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Groups that were deleted by 
Facebook: --- Presidential Directive 51 Warning! Coming Soon  ﾅNewest 2018 patent citations
to Nikola Tesla"s wireless energy patents of 1891-1907+ (System, Apparatus & Art) (He has 
1000+ recent citations). Includes citations into August 2018 by companies who are using 6 of 
Tesla's U.K. patents which Tesla filed as improvements. Analysis of "Guided Surface Waves", 
"Surface Wave Transmission Lines", GPS with wireless powered "ID tags" using a Guided 
Surface Wave called "Object Identification System and method". August, 2018 patent for 
worldwide wireless powered "Nano-Bots" used in a ("Global Emergency and Disaster") 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9997040B2/en"> 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2685068A/en 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10033197B2/en

Atmospheric Conduction Method by by Henry Bradford and Gary Peterson TESLA ON 
GLOBAL WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSMISSION FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND 
OTHER PURPOSES http://teslaradio.com/pages/tesla.htm 

According to Tesla, Instantaneous electrical disturbances can be manifested, at any speed, 
with a method he describes as "spanking the ball" for long distance wireless electricity 
transmission. Instantaneous, at any speed, sound waves or vibrations can set in motion 
"concentric waves" to create actions at a distance, commonly known as "destructive" and 
"constructive" interference and "loops and nodes". Resonant Cavities, or devices like the 
Cyclotron, or Earth, have a cyclotron resonance frequency, Schumann Resonance, that 
allows for electron's to flow in a situation that is "faster than light" or V=Pie/2 X C or 1.57C. 
This blog highlights over 13 methods of wireless transmissions of energy: 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2016/10/nikola-tesla-wireless-power-transmission.html?
view=flipcard 
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Nikola Tesla Famous Quote: "The Earth, mechanically is hereby (like) a huge "Helmholtz 
Resonator", electrically a huge "Cavity Resonator" (Cyclotron/Klystron) .The "Earth-
Ionosphere Condenser" (Air/Earth Di-Electric) is far too thin to support any wave-guide modes
(Electro-Magnetic Waves). Only electro-magnetic waves parallel (Surface Waves/Standing 
Waves), of magneto-dielectric waves normal (A properly designed receiver), to the surface of 
the Earth are possible." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_resonance 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_wave https://youtube.com/watch?v=ng-- 2FdYOqU

Tesla Wireless Power Analogy: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Tesla_wireless_power_theory_- 
_Electrical_Experimenter_Feb_1919.png

Tesla's conversation with JP Morgan from the movie "The Secret of Nikola Tesla" 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc

Theory: Your "electric meter" was supposed to be the "generator", aka "Tri-Metal Generator" 
(a properly designed receiver) https://youtube.com/watch?v=4cr6ED1l7Iw 

WIRELESS PLANES TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES

Repost on Wireless Powered, Remote Controlled, Phone Tapping "Ioncraft" Patent, 1959 - 
Such Ionocraft may serve as platforms which would be stationed above the earth for long 
periods of time and serve other purposes as will be explained below. The output power from 
microwave generators, such as magnetrons, coupled with high power capacity amplifier tubes
may be beamed to the Ionocraft while airborne or the craft may carry its own power supply. 
Horizontal movement of the craft may be effected by the principles set forth in Serial No. 
760,390 of Glenn E. I-Iagen filed September 11, 1958, by tilting the craft downwardly in the 
forward direction whereby the ionic propulsion force provides a horizontal force component to 
cause the craft to move in a horizontal direction. Tilting of the craft may easily be effected 
through variation of the voltage between emitting electrodes 12 and collecting grid electrode 
14. For example, by electrically separating the craft into four sections of substantially equal 
size as illustrated in FIGURE 15 (Sheet 6), the voltage applied to two of the adjacent sections 
can be reduced by adding resistance in series with the current path and this will cause the lift 
produced by these two sections to decrease relative to the lift produced by the two other 
sections. Thus, horizontal movement of the craft may easily be controlled from the ground 
station. The position of the craft in air may be remotely controlled from a ground station 
through wireless control systems which may be of any suitable known type. The horizontal 
position of the craft may also be controlled automatically. For example, the position of the 
craft of the present invention may be automatically controlled in space through means of 
suitable centering or tracking apparatus operating on well known principles, such for example 
as are disclosed in US. Patent Nos. 2,513,367 to Scott or 2,604,601 to Menzel. In such 
tracking apparatus, one form of which is diagrammatically illustrated in FIG- URE 15 (Sheet 
6), a beam of electromagnetic energy, such as light or infrared, is centered on a suitable 
photocell 128 which generates control signals that are used to control variable impedances to 
reduce the voltage applied to various sections of the craft to thereby control the position of the
craft in accordance with the position of the beam source at the ground station. It is also 
contemplated that this craft may be supplied with electrical power transmitted to the Ionocraft 
while in flight by microwaves. It has been demonstrated 80% of the energy emitted from a 
ground station microwave antenna array can be collected in the form of heat by airborne 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc


vehicles. In this case, such heat may be readily converted into high voltage by conventional 
means such as turbines operating high voltage generators, suitable thermocouples and 
vibrator-transformer convertors or the like. The use of high power microwave amplifiers, such 
as Amplitrons (Raytheon Co.), for power transmission via microwaves can provide the 
requisite power for a craft of this type. Therefore, it may be not essential that a self contained 
power unit be carried by the craft for special uses. https://google.com/patents/US3130945 

Feb 15th 2015 -- Wireless power rail is on track as China seeks to develop world-first power 
system. Sun said his system could "beam" more than 13,000 horsepower, or 9.7MW, to a 
train using resonant magnetic induction, enough to easily propel a fully loaded subway train or
a high-speed train at 350km/h or more. From the story "Wireless energy transfer was an early
dream in the field of electrical research, as demonstrated by the legendary inventor Nikola 
Tesla as early as 1891. But technical issues and safety concerns have limited its applications 
to small devices such as mobile phone chargers and medical implants." 
http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-
develop-world-firstpower 

A technique (Magnetic Induction) has been devised that allows (A/C) electricity to flow directly
from solar panels to electrified train tracks to the trains (A/C Induction Motors) themselves 
making solar powered trains more feasible than ever before 
https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/dec/14/in-10-years-time-trains-
could-solar-powered

Magnetic electrodes increase solar cell efficiency. The device is also capable of providing 
alternating current directly https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-09/ef-
mei092917.php 

Wireless Charging of Electric Vehicles - The successful convergence of new technologies will 
require electric vehicles (EVs) that are low cost and fully autonomous. These attributes can 
be realized through wireless charging. While the concept of medium-range wireless power 
transfer (WPT), achieved using near-field (nonradiative) electromagnetic coupling, has 
existed since the pioneering work of Nikola Tesla (1891) more than a century ago, the 
technology to enable effective dynamic WPT for EVs is still in its nascent stage. Numerous 
challenges related to performance, cost, and safety need to be overcome before the vision of 
wirelessly powered EVs can be realized. But achieving high efficiencies at high switching 
frequencies is very challenging. And the fringing fields of WPT systems must be within safe 
levels (as defined by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection; 
ICNIRP 1998) in areas occupied by people and animals (e.g., the vehicle cabin and outside 
the perimeter of the chassis). These requirements for capacitive WPT systems can be met 
through circuit stages that provide appropriate voltage and current gain (to reduce 
displacement currents) as well as reactive compensation (Fig. 1). An active area of research 
is the design of these circuit stages (Lu et al. 2015; Theodoridis 2012). While high power 
wireless enegy is banned, oil pipelines are approved! Oil and Coal trains are approved! Gas 
stations with warning signs of Cancer and Birth Defects, are approved. The burning the gas, 
coal and trees are perfectly approved! Whatever waste is left, they will dump it in your river. 
Approved! Tesla cars are not equipped with in car wireless phone charging, mat wireless car 
charging, nor in-road inductive charging. If you call Tesla Inc about this fact or mention Nikola 
Tesla, they will laugh at you and hang up the phone. (2012) 
http://www.powerelectronics.com/automotive/wireless-charging-electric-vehicles 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/dec/14/in-10-years-time-trains-could-solar-powered
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February 2013 Wireless Power Transmission For Transit, Trains, Harbor Freight, Etc. A 
completely wireless power transmission technology capable of powering high-capacity 
transport (such as high-speed rail, harbor freight, and airport transportation) has been 
developed by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the 
Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI). It is able to supply a steady and constant 60 kHz 
and 180 kW of power remotely. https://evobsession.com/wireless-power-transmission-
fortransit-trains-harbor-freight-etc/ 

WIRELESS GRID

Jan. 4th 2018 Internet of Energy can cut power transmission losses: Nobel laureate. The 
Japanese scientist describes it as ‘energy, anytime and anywhere’, feature of this is wireless 
power transmission. Amano says that transmission losses can be reduced to zero using laser 
light. The technology, when implemented could be a major boon for India that suffers from 
massive transmission losses — as high as 20-50 per cent in some states.Amano says 
Japanese scientists have achieved about 40 per cent efficiency in wireless transmission of 
power through a microwave band. However, power can be transmitted only up to a distance 
of 100 metres, and the scientists are working on increasing the efficiency levels to 80 per 
cent. Since microwave bands are not suitable for long-distance transmission, scientists are 
now experimenting with laser technology, where power is beamed from one point to another. 
Amano says that transmission losses can be reduced to zero using this method. However, a 
lot of work remains to be done as the current efficiency on the receiving side is just 20 per 
cent. http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/hyderabad/2018/jan/04/internet-of-energy-can-
cut-power-transmission-losses-nobellaureate-1744142.html 

Wardenclyffe Tower

St Louis Dispatch on March 15th 1896, Nikola Tesla's Amazing Plan to Harness Free 
Currents. "The end has come to the telephone, telegraph and (energy) monopolies with a 
crash. Incidentally, all the other monopolies that depends on power of any kind will come to a 
sudden stop. The world is on the eve of an astounding revelation. The conditions upon which 
we exist will be changed. The Earth Currents of electricity are to be harnessed. Nature 
supplies them FREE OF CHARGE. The cost of power, light, head and (transportation) will be 
practically nothing!" https://facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=1905495806429907&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1075602732577484%2F 
http://boweryboyshistory.com/2017/03/nikolatesla-wireless-world-invention-remote-
control.html

"You can burn all the coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever"! - 
Nikola Tesla, April 1896 

The earliest and newest documentary describing Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Experiment 
in 1899, where his Lab did not need an external power supply: The energy provided to his 
"wireless light bulbs on the ground" was by artificial atmospheric induction, artificial lightning. 
Thunderclaps were heard over 25 miles away. https://youtube.com/watch?v=S3qhTM2AxcA

This hard to find pre-internet PBS documentary re-posted this week by Tesla researches John
Hutchison, confirms earliest details in Colorado Springs, but believed that it needed an 

http://boweryboyshistory.com/2017/03/nikolatesla-wireless-world-invention-remote-control.html
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external power supply. https://youtube.com/watch?v=67b_CZr1668

At the Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island: June 15, 1903 the "New York Sun" wrote:"people 
living near Tesla's laboratory at Long Island were the witnesses of multicolored lightning made
by Tesla himself, the inflammation of the atmospheric layers at different altitudes and along 
NY, Night suddenly turned to day. Air was full of luminescence, people radiated a mysterious 
shine or glow. They seemed to be (as) ghosts. Thunder heard 25 miles away" (The Life and 
Times of Nikola Tesla) https://youtube.com/watch?v=1No0QP3rDRs 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc 

New York Times, October 22, 1907, p. 8, col. 6. "Nikola Tesla Says Distance Forms No 
Obstacle to Transmission of Energy." There is a vast difference between primitive Hertzwave 
signalling, practicable to but a few miles, and the great art of wireless transmission of energy, 
which enables an expert to transmit, to any distance, not only signals, but power in unlimited 
amounts, and of which the experiments across the Atlantic are a crude application. The plants
are quite inefficient, unsuitable for finer work, and totally doomed to an effect less than 1% of 
that I attained in my test in 1899. Edison thinks that Sir Hiram Maxim is blowing hot air. The 
fact is my Long Island plant will transmit almost its entire energy to the antipodes, if desired. 
As to [Martian communications] I can only say, that I shall be able to attain a wave activity of 
800,000,000 horse power and a simple calculation will show, that the inhabitants of that 
planet, if there be any, need not have a Lord Raleigh to detect the disturbance. 
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-10-22.htm 

The seizure and demolition of Nikola Tesla's Radio, TV and Wireless Energy tower called 
"Wardenclyffe" in Sayville, Long Island. This is also the 114th anniversary of the elimination of
secure Radio and communications. In Tesla's letters to JP Morgan in 1904, Tesla's states that 
"his system can have Trillions of 100% secure communications ("the only practical way to do 
it") and has secured Worldwide patents for the entire System. The idea of privacy and data 
security ended and was replaced by RCA's system (Who's first property was across the street
from Wardenclyffe and who's first office was co-located at the UN's office. Tesla's systems of 
radio and radar were later used in Wartime. But, Tesla was denied royalties because the US 
Government owns all US Patents. https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI#t=02m20s

July 4th 2018 is the 101st year anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower being 
ceased by the Secret Service and demolished by the Army for reasons of "Wartime Security" 
on July 4th 1917; but the Tower was allegedly not working since 1908. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

By October 1917, the U.S congress passed the Trading with the Enemy Act to justify such 
actions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917

Nikola Tesla describes his wireless energy system to JP Morgan 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x5qyaXX3Zc 

June, 1919 My Inventions Part V - The Magnifying Transmitter is “ALADDIN’S LAMP”. The 
“Magnifying Transmitter” was the product of labors extending through years, having for their 
chief object the solution of problems which are infinitely more important to mankind than mere
industrial development. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/my-inventions-v-
magnifying-transmitter

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_with_the_Enemy_Act_of_1917
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Added to Tesla's Wardenclyffe Wikipedia: ""Speculation on the Wardenclyffe Tower tunnels 
ranges from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of 
enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with the water table below the 
tower, maybe via being filled with SALT WATER or LIQUID NITROGEN (LIQUID 
SUPERCONDUCTIVE GASSES LIKE HYDROGEN OR ARGON/KRYPTON).[18][21] There is
also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined
and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west 
terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[21]"" 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower 

Nikola Tesla invented special boring machines to dig the Wardenclyffe Tunnels. The 
descriptions (some from Tesla's 1923 testimony in foreclosure proceedings on the property) 
include that the facility had a ten by twelve foot wood and steel lined shaft sunk into the 
ground 120 feet (37 m) beneath the tower with a stairway inside it. Tesla stated that at the 
bottom of the shaft he "had special machines rigged up which would push the iron pipe, one 
length after another, and I pushed these iron pipes, I think sixteen of them, 300 feet, and then 
the current through these pipes takes hold of the earth."[19] In Tesla's words the function of 
this was "to have a grip on the earth so the whole of this globe can quiver."[20][21] There is 
also contemporaneous and later descriptions of four 100 foot long tunnels, possibly brick lined
and waterproofed, radiating from the bottom of the shaft north, south, east, and west 
terminating back at ground level in little brick igloos.[22] Speculation on the tunnels ranges 
from them being for drainage, acting as access ways, or having the function of enhancing 
ground connection or resonance by interacting with the (Long Island Aquifer/Long Island 
Sound/Atlantic Ocean) water table below the tower, maybe via being filled with salt water or 
liquid nitrogen (for a Battery, Power-Gas, sending signals through Water, or for Magnifying 
Transmission using cold temperature) -- http://teslascience.org/pages/twp/tunnels.htm 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Elon Musk's Boring Machine & Electric Sled | CleanTechnica 
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/05/13/elon-musks-boring-machine-electric-sled/ 
Nov 17 2017 Science Channel: Secrets of the Underground. https://youtu.be/PJEaGwShzhQ 

Wardenclyffe timeline. 1903-5 A "string of accidents" plague Wardenclyffe 1905 JP Morgan 
cancels funding for Wardenclyffe 1906 Co-desiger of Wardenclyffe, Stanford White, was 
murdered 1907 May Final Patent #1119732 (Wardenclyffe Tower) 1907 Oct 
Rothschild/Rockefeller's Anaconda Copper vs Heinze's United Copper Banking Panic & FED 
staged to destroy Heinze/Tesla/Westinghouse/Astor 1907 Nov JP Morgan bails out the US 
Govt 1912 Tesla financier John Astor dies on Titanic 1913 The FED replaces the Free Energy 
System 1914 Westinghouse & Heinze die 1917 Involved in a conspiracy, Woodrow Wilson 
signed a resolution in 1920 offering "Free Energy Devices" protection. According to some, 
Wilson was assassinated in 1924 because of his support for Free Energy Devices 7/4/1917 
Wardenclyffe Demolished, Tesla Radar scuttled 

SEISMOLOGY IS WIRELESS POWER

Along the same train of thought, Tesla came up with a brilliant wireless transmission idea. It 
was to use the earth as the conductor for transmitting currents. As described in a lecture from 
Tesla in 1893, the device would connect a generator between the ground and a spherical 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/


conductor raised into the air. The electromagnetic frequencies resulting from the generator in 
this setup would ensure that the alternating current was of opposite sign from the earth. Tesla 
consequentially believed that the ground—the earth—could be set into a state of oscillations 
with little dissipation of energy. -- In essence, this technology was the first way that geologists 
were able to see into the Earth without digging holes or taking bore samples. In fact, the 
principle https://interestingengineering.com/nikola-teslas-wireless-transmitter-technology

Tesla imagined using the waves generated by his invention for peaceful applications. One 
device would transform electricity into vibrations. Tesla then would use the rocks in the 
underground to send the vibrations to a second device. This recieving device would pick up 
the vibrations and transform the oscillations into electricity, to be used locally. In fact, so Tesla,
the device, consisting of a piston vibrating in a cylinder, was already powerful enough to 
vibrate an entire building. Just one precaution was necessary. If powerful enough, so Tesla, 
his machine could match Earth’s frequency, causing even earthquakes. Still, in the 1930s, 
Tesla imagined using smaller devices to relieve energy from Earth, in this case, to prevent 
earthquakes. However, the “telegeodynamics” system by Tesla never managed to get beyond
the prototype. The device was in reality not powerful enough to send energy far enough. 
Dampening of the oscillations by structures and the underground was far too strong. Another 
idea of Tesla was more successful. He imagined using the oscillations generated by his 
device to prospect the underground. Waves send into the underground would be reflected by 
obstacles or different rocks. Observing the returning waves, a geologist may be able to see 
the underground. It’s just this basic idea that modern seismologists use. Pulses of energy, 
generated by electromagnetic devices, controlled explosions or mechanical pistons, send 
deep into the underground are reflected or deflected by geological structures. The reflected 
signals can then be used to reconstruct a model of the underground. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbressan/2020/01/07/nikola-teslas-earthquake-machine/

1000 POINTS OF LIGHTS

Tesla's description of the Wardenclyffe site and inventory of the installation as reported in 
1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeal proceedings. Missing from Tesla's effects are the 
1000 Lights &Tubes each representing a discovery in science (1000 points of light, Curious 
George HWB) Tesla also states his Colorado Springs Experiment was in 1889 not 1899. 
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm 

LONGITUDINAL SURFACE STANDING WAVES

s Nikola Tesla's Wireless Systems in regards to creating rarified air with "chemtrails" and the 
receiver using a Conductive Balloon & Tether to the top of a building, or ship at sea. July, 
2000 Researchgate: "In New York, Tesla has done his first trials for this new technology; 
which has not been repeated in all its details and specialties until these days." 
https://researchgate.net/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla's_Wireless_Systems

Full-text (PDF) By André Waser, Dec 30, 2015 
https://researchgate.net/profile/Andre_Waser/publication/288824068_Nikola_Tesla 
%27s_Wireless_Systems/links/568404d608aebccc4e0fd9da.pdf -- 
https://researchgate.net/figure/288824068_fig3_Figure-3

In Figure 3, Tesla writes of a grounded high frequency emitter with a highly elevated ball 

https://researchgate.net/figure/288824068_fig3_Figure-3
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electrode which was in resonant connection with a symmetrical, grounded resonant circuit 
(receiver) to enable the energy transmission through the (upper atmosphere (chemtrails)), 
which in great heights becomes more and more conductive for electrical currents. Here 
TESLA stated that the air will have a sufficient conductivity for his experiments, if the ball 
electrodes are placed in a height of four miles (~6.5 km). This could probably be done by 
(balloons), TESLA suggested. Trained with many experiments TESLA left New York on May 
11 th 1899 to the highlands of Colorado Springs (2000 m about sea level) where he 
experimented [27] with several systems for the transmission for electrical energy until the turn
of the century on January 11 th 1900. On the first glance to the series of figure 2 to 4 one 
supposes that the energy transmission finally occurs through the air by the means of an 
increasing electric conductivity of the (upper atmosphere). This electrical excitement of the 
Earth TESLA [27]-S.61, [36] has discovered in a stormy night from July 3rd to 4th 1899 in 
Colorado Springs. To his great surprise he detected standing waves on the Earth surface after
heavy lightning. With his highly sensitive equipment he was able to record that the signals first
diminished when the storm passes away but then again increased and later on diminished 
again and so fourth. (doppler effect) 

Wireless Power Transmission improvements published in Sept-Oct 2018: #metassurface 
#metamaterials #surface #wave #amplification #flux #refocusing Oct 5th 2018 Analysis of 
coupling between magnetic dipoles enhanced by metasurfaces for wireless power transfer 
efficiency improvement. In our analysis, we have shown that using a proper equivalent 
inductive surface impedance embedded between the two magnetic dipoles of the WPT 
system, a metasurface could be designed for refocusing the flux due to the transmitter coil at 
the receiver coil and surface wave amplification. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018- 
33174-8 

The "Guided Surface Wave" Patent of 2018-06-19 by CPG Technologies LLC 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US10001553B2/en ... is a Telsa Leaks prediction that 
Terrestrial GPS (Tracking Storms/Doppler Effect) is Nikola Tesla's system. The "Guided 
Surface Wave" Patent is a referring patent to Nikola Tesla's 1897 "System of Transmission of 
Electrical Energy". Coincidentally the tower structure described in the GSV patent looks like 
one configuration of Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Laboratory. This method to theoretically 
improve solar conversion efficiency to 60% uses a high intensity UV laser to create "Charge 
Funnels". The goal of the high tension, high frenquency UV generator to be located in the 
Wardenclyffe Capula, was to create an "Artificial Wire" between the Ionosphere and Ground 
called a "Charge Funnel". https://nextbigfuture.com/2018/07/breakthrough-could-triple-the-
energy-collected-by-solar-to-60-efficiency.html 

Discovery Channel looking for the Wardenclyffe system solution + Underground tunnels 
solved; published by Tesla Leaks on May 27th 2014, along with the Tesla Leaks blog; the 
week before the Oil Price Collapse. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo

Published on May 27, 2014 Wardenclyffe Tower Octagonal Fractal, Golden Ratio, Fibonacci 
Numbers, Pythagoras Part 1. Featuring Google CEO, Larry Page. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjsXXm

Wardenclyffe Tower base, facade and cupola are octagonal, conic, tessellated with the 
circular circumference of the Earth. 16 vectors for concentric waves and built to use the 
Earth's Schumann frequency of 8Hz. Wardenclyffe octagon base is 96ft but conic. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjsXXm
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gUvZdxG5jNo
https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en%20
https://patents.google.com/patent/US645576A/en%20


Wardenclyffe copper, gold octagon cupola 64 Ft, conic. Spiral staircase 12 Ft square and 
conic. It could be square or have an infinite number of faces, that is conic. Octagonal outer 
shell of Wardenclyffe is conic. To create the mathematically perfect pressure, singularity point 
onto the earth- Leonardo DaVinci Tesla said ""If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 
and 9, then you would have a key to the universe. U.S. Supreme Cour June 21, 1943, Case 
No. 369, overturned Marconi's basic patent for the invention of radio and confirmed Tesla's 
longitudinal wave function. As we look at the six original Solfeggio frequencies, using the 
Pythagorean method, we find the base or root vibrational numbers are 3,6, & 9. 
https://m.facebook.com/TeslasScalarEnergyExplained/

WARDENCLYFFE CONSTRUCTION

U.S. Supreme Cour June 21, 1943, Case No. 369, overturned Marconi's basic patent for the 
invention of radio and confirmed Tesla's longitudinal wave function. As we look at the six 
original Solfeggio frequencies, using the Pythagorean method, we find the base or root 
vibrational numbers are 3,6, & 9. Eric P Dollard - Supernatural Power of Music 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_DiY

Leonardo Davinci's work on the Octagon Flower of Life Octagon, Vitruvian Man Octagon, 
Chinese Octagon, Rubik's Cube Octagon Math Kepler, Harmonics Mundi, Tessellation, 
Honeycombs Kepler, believed that every planet of Solar system "play music" on their 
circumsolar orbits. 16 iron tubes, octagonal vectored, buried 300 (official) to 420 feet, 
transverse to Earth surface Explains pie/2 x c for conic electro-harmonic waves in resonance 
Tesla Coil air-chord transformer for the harmonics 120 (official) to 500 foot ceramic, 
octagonal, mathematically telescopic, stairwell, 12 feet square 
http://www.teslascience.org/pages/twp... Superconductivity cold temperature patent Tesla disc
turbine's for the pump action, pressure in stairwell Demonstrated fluid dynamics with fountain 
patents Spark gap between raised brass ball & ground, hydrogen, krypton gas Artificial 
lightning in spark gap Pumps the pressurized water in the staircase, reciprocating engine 
Tritium creation from star water Star water, super-critical water, fire water Spark gap 
transformer Sending returning current of ions from star water creation to the ionosphere Top 
copper coil create the high tension radiant, 64 foot octagon, 3, 6, 9 radius Sending low 
frequency waves, harmonics, 16X 22.5 deg octagon vectors for a sphere There is a 
supposition that the so-called "Shumann waves", these are waves of 7,8 Hz frequency, which 
form a field of standing waves in the space between ionosphere of the Earth and its surface. 
Since these waves have a big length (38 000 km), then transmission takes place immediately.
16 concentric waves on a sphere using the 16 transverse, earth octagon vectored tubes Two 
vectors, x and y, in an inner product space, V, are orthogonal if their inner product is zero. The
discovery of the stationary terrestrial waves Exactly as the sound, so an electrical wave is 
reflected, and the same evidence which is afforded by an echo is offered by an electrical 
phenomenon known as a "stationary" wave — that is, a wave with fixed nodal and ventral 
regions. Instead of sending sound-vibrations toward a distant wall, I have sent electrical 
vibrations toward the remote boundaries of the earth, and instead of the wall the earth has 
replied. In place of an echo I have obtained a stationary electrical wave, a wave reflected from
afar. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrestr... The 16 X 420X 1M tubes create 1.5hz, 1/4 of the 
natural 8hz Shumann waves Stairwell connected to the long island aquifer for external power 
generation? 1954 patent for sending tv signals through the water? 1000 krypton vacuum 
tubes fit and to be installed atop the 68 ft copper coil to harness the excess EMF Tesla 
wanted his tower to be high to increase the voltage at the top. 40K at 186 ft. He wanted 500 
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ft. He wanted to create an artificial lightning in the tower. In the discharge tube of a natural 
flash , the temperature rises to 30 000 ° C. Tesla did not want to manage such high 
temperatures because it is a waste of energy. Wanted to use vacuum tube capacitors atop the
copper coil filled with Krypton. High Tension Radiant Beams, Teleforce Action at a Distance, 
Levitation with Sound Waves Each of these fields, the electric and the magnetic, exhibits two-
dimensional transverse wave behavior, just like the waves on a string.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transverse_wave  
http://www.rexresearch.com/teslamt/tmtphoto.htm

LONG DISTANCE WIRED POWER

World already wired: A reason wireless was ignored is that by September 5th 1901, the day 
before President Mckinley gets shot in Buffalo, reveals in his speech that " Then there was 
not a line of electric telegraph; now we have a vast mileage traversing all lands and seas." 
http://presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69326

President Mckinley's speech the day after, on Sept 6th, is unavailable, except for local 
newspaper articles of the time. His Wikipedia admits that he was "touring the 
(Tesla/Westinghouse) hydroelectric plant at the Falls" 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley#A_day_at_the_fair.3B_excur
sion_to_Niagara_Falls 

Solar or any other form of electrical power can be wirelessly transmitted or even wired super-
conductive transmission up to 100GW to any place on Earth. New superconductive material 
for long-distance energy transmission https://phys.org/news/2016-09- superconductive-
material-long-distance-energy-transmission.html

Project calls for 100 Gigawatts http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/77/4277259/04277417.pdf 

The European Commission (EU) in the story "New superconductive material for long-distance
energy transmission" incorrectly claims physicist Heinke Kamerling Onnes identified 
"Superconductivity" in 1911. http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/135516_en.html

However, 11 years earlier, Nikola Tesla patented "Superconductivity" in 1900 with his patent 
for "Increasing Electrical Oscillations using Cold Temperature" 
https://google.com/patents/US685012 -- (The first proposal 50 years ago was a transmission 
line of 500 miles, transporting 100 Gigawatts could be transmitted through a single 
underground superconductive cable, just 10 inches wide) 

LONG DISTANCE WIRED RADIO

By January 1903, prior to the roll-out of Radio to the public, wired communications was 
already available all the way to China. Presidential letters confirm that this conspiracy was the
cause of stock market crashes and even wars. cables in 1902 and 1903, the Atlantic 
submarine telegraph cable was completed in July of 1866 
https://evols.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10524/466/2/JL39041.pdf

1901-1907 The early destruction of Radio technology by stock market manipulators: 
http://earlyradiohistory.us/sec006.htm http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_45.htm
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 By 1911-1912 the Telefunken (Tesla/Marconi) Station was built. 
http://sayville.com/wireless.html

By 1912 it was the station communicating with the Titanic. Radio intercepts by spies and a 
torpedo likely doomed the Titanic. John J Astor, Tesla's financier in his Colorado Springs 
wireless experiments died on the ship, while JP Morgan and Marconi conspicuously failed to 
board http://pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402893,00.asp

Later, the Telefunken Station was allegedly tapped by spies. The spies claimed the station 
was sending out war communications. The same year, the Telefunken station was ceased by 
the U.S. secret service and later demolished by the Army. 

COLORADO SPRINGS EXPERIMENTS

- First Published on "Tesla Leaks" in 2013, the first Hydro-Electric power plant in the U.S. was
built by Tesla/Westinghouse in Ames, Colorado, 1891; not Niagara Falls. (THIS IS THE 
SYSTEM THAT PROVIDED THE ELECTRICITY FOR TESLA'S 1899, COLORADO 
SPRINGS EXPERIMENTS, where Tesla succeeded in sending electrical waves around the 
Earth.) Breaking News from Telluride, Colorado: Tellurium was found near Telluride, CO at the
time Nikola Tesla setup the AMES Hydro Plant in Ames, CO in 1891 and at the times Tesla 
was in Colorado Springs between 1891-1900. During that time Tellurium was mined from the 
streets of Colorado Springs and the Tellurium (white gold) metal that was responding to 
Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab Apparatus by exemplifying reports in the local 
newspapers "Sparks lept from the street to people's shoes", "The (presumably mercury-gas) 
lights in downtown Colorado Springs mysteriously lit-up". 
http://www.9news.com/life/style/coloradoguide/this-picturesque-colorado-mountain-town-with-
awe-inspiring-views-comes-at-a-pretty-penny/448090346

This led to a second gold rush in 1896 which included mining the streets. Popular Mechanics 
March 25th 1913 "Hunting for Gold using wireless waves". https://books.google.com/books?
id=9B7ZAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA858&lpg=PA858&dq=earth+ground+coherer

 Selenium the mineral, or native selenium, does not usually form good crystals but when it 
does they are steep rhombohedrons or tiny acicular (hair-like) crystals. 
http://www.americanelements.com/tellurium.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tellurium

June 15th 2015 Chemists are first to see Tellurium transformation at atomic scale. -- The price
of Tellurium for Solar Cells was selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont and others raised
the price to over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/- 
d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f-0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3.jpg

A Tesla coil is used for testing and in the manufacturing of Hydrogen-Carbon's called 
"synthesis" and "conversion" relating to 1) (Air-Sensitive Compounds) such as Fluorocarbon 
Tellurium for Solar Cells https://books.google.com/books? 
+id=tiKm1HnWix4C&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=The+Manipulation+of+Air-
Sensitive+Compounds+tesla+coil

Tellurium Transformation, chemical alchemy: http://www.rdmag.com/news/2015/06/witness-
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chemical-alchemy-elements-transform-atomicscale

Lithium-Tellurium batteries are studied using a nano-tube matrix of electrolytes and additives 
http://www.nature.com/articles/srep07969 

From a Nikola Tesla BBC documentary: "The Life and times of Nikola Tesla" (removed from 
YouTube) the townspeople of Colorado Springs, 22 miles away from Tesla's Colorado Lab, 
they soon felt the effects of Tesla's apparatus, sparks lept from the ground, singing their feet 
through their shoes, metal objects near fire hydrants would draw lighting bolts several inches 
away. These were the side effects of adjusting the Magnifying Transmitter in perfect 
resonance with Earth. Late one night in 1899, Tesla fired up his machine at full blast, in order 
to create his phenomenon called "Resonant Rise", Tesla was sending out a series of pulses, 
resulting in a tremendous cumulative effect. At Ground Zero, the Resonant Rise manifested in
man made 130' foot long artificial Lighting. Thunder was heard 22 miles away. Tesla believed 
the potential was limitless." 

Discovery Channel looking for Tesla's Colorado Springs Lab (In the wrong location). There 
was at least two labs, reports of 15-22 miles due East of downtown on Schriever AFB in 
Lockheed's parking lot on Discoveror Lane, and another at Pikes Peak run by his assistant 
Kolman Czito (The Prestige), and other devices downtown Colorado Springs. Multiple 
locations are needed to perform Triangulation and Tracking Storms 
https://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/teslas-death-ray-a-murder-declassified/full-
episodes/searchfor-the-lost-lab

From a Nikola Tesla BBC documentary: "The Life and times of Nikola Tesla" (removed from 
YouTube) the townspeople of Colorado Springs, 22 miles away from Tesla's Colorado Lab, 
they soon felt the effects of Tesla's apparatus, sparks lept from the ground, singing their feet 
through their shoes, metal objects near fire hydrants would draw lighting bolts several inches 
away. These were the side effects of adjusting the Magnifying Transmitter in perfect 
resonance with Earth. Late one night in 1899, Tesla fired up his machine at full blast, in order 
to create his phenomenon called "Resonant Rise", Tesla was sending out a series of pulses, 
resulting in a tremendous cumulative effect. At (Ground Zero), the Resonant Rise manifested 
in man made 130' foot long artificial Lighting. Thunder was heard 22 miles away. Tesla 
believed the potential was limitless." More on Colorado Springs Experiments at: 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/

Tesla's Assistant, Koleman Czito throwing the switch at the Pike's Peak lab: 
http://pinterest.com/pin/2087137633950461293 -- http://reformation.org/nikola-tesla.html 

TUNED LIGHTNING & STOCK MARKET CRASH OF 1907

March 3rd 1907 Nikola Tesla files worldwide patents for the creation, distribution, and systems
for "Tuned Lightning" -- June 1907 Einstein gets rejected to Bern University -- November 1907
JP Morgan Stages the Bankers Collapse with Anaconda Copper to bankrupt Tesla & 
Westinghouse: https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-copper-kings-precipitous-fall-
44306513/

In the mean time it may not be amiss to state here incidentally that all the essential processes
of and appliances for the generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, storage, 
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regulation, control, and economic utilisation of "tuned lightning" have been patented by me, 
and that I have long since undertaken, and am sparing no effort to render these advances 
instrumental in insuring the welfare, comfort, and convenience, primarily, of my fellow citizens.
"Tuned lightning" http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1907-03-08.htm

This date was just prior to the staged JP Morgan and Anaconda Copper stock market crash 
that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla; while having to give up his A/C contract with 
Westinghouse. Like the movie Trading Places, but the bad guys win. By late 1907, JP Morgan
buys the bankrupt U.S. Government with $500M of his own cash.

Nikola Tesla, ‘Tuned Lightening’, 1907 -- Nikola Tesla’s most profound discovery -the 
existence of ‘stationary terrestrial waves’ by which he resonantly powered his wireless 
devices- went unpublished and unknown to the world for 35 years after his death. The Tesla 
Museum published his discovery in the Colorado Springs Notes in 1978, and in that same 
year a boy named Alex was born on a small Caribbean island, who would later spontaneously
complete Tesla’s unfinished theory. By the age of 26, Alex Putney had intuitively applied four-
dimensional mathematics to produce spherical maps of Earth’s standing wave infrasound 
patterns, and presents an astonishing perspective on the unfolding. While physicists now 
struggle to find a real-world application for quantum theory, Putney holistically applies 
quantum iterated functions to specific places and events, penetrating the great mysteries of 
the human spirit and informing a new understanding of DNA and phenomena of 
consciousness such as autism, savant syndrome, reincarnation, psychoacoustics, energy 
healing and crop circles. Alex’s experience of synesthesia inspired the development of 
quantum maps that reestablish the ancient Sanskrit knowledge of Akasha - the invisible 
creative force of the cosmos. Fascinating past life continuities reveal the hidden thread of 
knowledge that binds consciousness through the karmic process of reincarnation, linking the 
inventive ability of Tesla with the life’s work of an inventive mind of the Renaissance, 
Leonardo da Vinci. https://archive.org/stream/AlexanderPutneyLightwater/Alexander
%20Putney/Alexander%20Putney%20-%20Tesla%27s %20Rebirth_djvu.txt 

CRYPTO & UKRAINE NUCLEAR + TOO CHEAP TO METER

January 30th 2021 Ukraine's government-owned nuclear power plant picked a firm to build a 
massive data center in Rivne for cryptocurrency mining operations; as a hedge against fiat 
currency. https://news.bitcoin.com/ukraine-to-set-up-a-large-scale-crypto-mining-data-center-
in-a-nuclear-power-plant/ -- Rand Paul's Kentucky to use low-cost Coal for cryptocurrency 
mining. https://news.bitcoin.com/controversial-ukrainian-oligarch-is-reportedly-mining-bitcoin-
inthe-us/ 

The Origin of Nuclear Power's "Too Cheap To Meter" Phrase: U.S. AEC civilian nuclear 
program included the new 1954 "Atomic Energy Act", President Eisenhower's "Atoms for 
Peace" and medical uses of reactor-produced isotopes. Coincidentally, In 1954, John G 
Trump and government officials visit Tesla's storage unit in New York and go through is 
trunks, safe, multi-resistant box and paperwork. Atomic Energy Chairman stated "he expected
his children and grandchildren would have power "too cheap to be metered", "as low as the 
price for Hydro-Electric Power". Although this never technically happened, most Nuclear 
Power Plants are paid-off and generate power at less than 1 cent per KW/hr. The wholesale 
and retail prices of this energy are higher for a variety of reasons such as insurance, 
regulation and distribution. But in California, the cheapest energy comes from Nuclear Power 
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& Hydro Power. https://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2016/06/03/too-cheap-to-meter-a-history-
of-the-phrase/

Atomic Energy Act https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_Energy_Act_of_1954

Nikola Tesla's FBI File with John G Trump https://youtube.com/watch? v=36d6vbVW5Ro

The Generation V Thorium Salt Nuclear Reactors and the dream of clean nuclear power in 
1973 was considered "too cheap to meter". http://news.yahoo.com/thorium-dream-clean-
nuclear-power-142008502.html

H G Wells picked up this idea in his 1914 fiction work The World Set Free. In 1975, nuclear 
power was considered "too cheap to meter". America's Energy Crisis: When the Circuit 
Breaks https://youtube.com/watch?v=01vNAKWRIFo

G&E says in report. The Hill: Why are we so afraid of nuclear? 
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/energy-environment/247017-why-are-we-so-afraid-of-
nuclear

DOUBLE RESONANT SPIRAL COILS

Spiral coils generate very powerful electromagnetic fields by operating with two different but 
simultaneous resonant behaviors. Quarter-wave resonance is established by adjusting the 
frequency (and wavelength) of a radiofrequency (RF) voltage source until the length of the 
spiral conductor is equal to of the wavelength of the alternating voltage. This generates an 
electromagnetic standing wave with at least one peak node and at least one null node. 
Inductive-capacitive (L/C) resonance is established by optimizing the thickness and width of 
the wire ribbon used to make the spiral coil. When inductance and capacitance are balanced, 
the current response will synchronize with the voltage input, creating in-phase behavior, 
minimal total impedance, and maximal power output. If two such coils are placed near each 
other, they will create an extremely powerful electromagnetic field between them, which can 
promote chemical and plasma reactions involving charged particles such as ions or plasma 
particles, possibly including nuclear fusion reactions. Electromagnetic systems with double-
resonant spiral coil components https://patents.google.com/patent/US7973296B2/en 

LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

Nikola Tesla on breaking the “Law of Thermodynamics” with room temperature 
superconductivity. “This concept enables the transmission of electrical power without any 
losses and exhibits optimal thermal management (no heat dissipation), which leads to the 
design and development of novel energy generation and harvesting devices with enormous 
benefits to civilization. Piezoelectricity-induced Room Temperature Superconductor, February 
2019 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20190058105A1/en

Nov 8th 2018 Graphene breaks the “Law of Thermodynamics” by applying the concept “It 
does not apply”. Graphene exhibits zero electrical resistance. researchers at Link?ping 
University, Sweden use Graphene as a step toward renewable fuel. 
https://phys.org/news/2018-11-graphene-renewable-fuel.html
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Nikola Tesla was looking for the best superconductor to wrap on a Tin Plate or submerse in 
superconductive gasses for “Magnifying Transmission” in his patent for an “Apparatus for the 
Utilization of Radiant Energy”, Nov 5th 1901. October 12th 2018 Super-Fast Graphene Can 
Improve RF Communications. Graphene has an amazing 100 times higher electronmobility 
than do commonly used Si-based materials. 
https://www.engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/17812/Su
per-FastGraphene-Can-Improve-RF-Communications.aspx

Oct 29th 2018 Chinese researchers develop new technique for low-cost solar cells 
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-10/29/c_137566218.htm

Oct 29th 2018 A solar cell that does double duty for renewable energy; energy + hydrogen at 
over 20% conversion. https://phys.org/news/2018-10-manganese-hydrogen-fuel-cells-
catalyst.html

Oct 29th Manganese may finally solve hydrogen fuel cells’ catalyst problem 
https://phys.org/?/2018-10-manganese-hydrogen-fuel-cells-ca

Oct 29th Finally, a robust fuel cell that runs on methane at practical temperatures 
https://techxplore.com/news/2018-10-robust-fuel-cell-methanetemperatures.html

Oct 25th 2018 Groundbreaking new technology could allow 100-times-faster internet by 
harnessing twisted light beams https://phys.org/news/2018-10-groundbreaking-technology-
timesfaster-internet-harnessing.html 

Give double-layer graphene a twist and it superconducts. A ‘magic angle’ lets electrons flow 
freely with no resistance. https://www.sciencenews.org/article/give-double-layer-graphene-
twist-and-it-superconducts 

WARDENCLYFFE APPEAL

Wardenclyffe Appeal at NY Supreme Court: Tesla sues Anderson Cooper’s, Vanderbilt family 
to recoup missing effects and property at the Wardenclyffe Site. July 4th 1917, Wardenclyffe 
was ceased by the U S Army and demolished, for reasons of… Espionage. The materials 
were sold for scrap by Vanderbilt. http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac_appendix_2.htm

Tesla FBI File, Page 1 To: FBI Director & John G Trump RE: Tesla’s EQUIPMENT, 
EXPERIMENTS & RESEARCH ceased – EPIONAGE (Act). Did Tesla die on the 7th or 8th?? 
Who opened the safe and entered the rooms. https://www.facebook.com/photo/? 
fbid=194154635582259&set=a.107227307608326 

Molten Salt Reactor use molten fluoride (lithium 1-7) salts as primary coolant, low 
temperatures... Tennessee lab built as part of the wartime Manhattan Project -- There is 
descriptions of Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower (4) 100ft long tunnels, having function of 
enhancing ground connection or resonance by interacting with water table below tower... filled
with SALT water or liquid nitrogen. (Super-conductive Krypton Gas) http://world-
nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/molten-salt-reactors.aspx 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardenclyffe_Tower
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Molten Salt Batteries are pictured in his 1899 Colorado Springs Lab 
http://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/colorado-springs-lab-1899-1900/

"Inside the strange wooden structure, technicians began to assemble the enormous Tesla 
coil. The device used a 50,000 volt Westinghouse transformer to charge a capacitor that 
consisted of a galvanized tub full of salt water as an "Electrolyte", into which he placed large 
glass bottles, themselves containing salt water. The salt water in the tub was one plate of this 
capacitor, the salt water inside the bottles the other plate, and the bottle glass the dielectric. 
Various capacities were tried, incremental changes being made by connecting more or fewer 
bottles." 
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=jpg/path/s40c4
23127565d23a/image/if6e626b1b9717f9c/version/1385514268/image.jpg

Sept 7 2016 - More evidence that the original "Manhattan Project" was about "Nuclear 
Energy" and other technologies pioneered by Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse, not "Nuclear 
Bombs" by Einstein (Google "Nuke Hoax"). Tesla used Molten Salt batteries in 1899 in his 
Colorado Springs wireless experiments and was to be implemented at his Wardenclyffe 
Tower. Both Molten Salt + Radium is the same as the Integral Molten Salt Reactors (IMSR), 
design based on Manhattan Project-related research carried out in the 1960s at the ORNL in 
TN. Terrestrial Energy $20M Financing for IMSR Development http://marketwired.com/press-
release/terrestrial-energy-surpasses-cad-20-million-financing-milestone-for-imsr-
development-2156405.htm

ater, in 1937, Tesla pronounced a method to create Radium at $1 per pound. This 
combination is also alleged to be the "Atomic Battery", in his Pierce-Arrow of 1931, and in the 
movie "Back to the Future". Tesla used a "Radiant Energy Receiver" as the additional input to 
the A/C Motor or Tesla Turbine. http://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/sending-
messages-planets-predicted-dr-tesla-birthday

Molten Salt Reactor use molten fluoride salts as primary coolant, at low temperatures ... 
Laboratory, Tennessee (built as part of the wartime Manhattan Project) http://www.world-
nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/molten-salt-reactors.aspx

Manhattan “PROJECT TESLA” for Thermonuclear Fission & Fusion:

PROJECT TESLA (BBC Documentary on "Project Tesla" has been removed) The 
Demonstration of Artificially Stimulated Resonance of the Earth's Ionosphere Waveguide: a 
precursor for the wireless transmission of vast amounts of electrical power using the 
Schumann Cavity. February 21, 1989 http://www.beyondweird.com/occult/prjtesla.html 

"Project Tesla" was on official Manhattan Project for "ball lightning" and "plasma physics", not 
for "Atomic Bombs" Hoax. https://books.google.com/books?
id=MxzaBwAAQBAJ&pg=PA50&lpg=PA50&dq=%22project+tesla%22+manhattan+project&q=
%22project%20tesla%22%20manhattan%20project&f=false -- The Philadephia Experiment, 
"Project Invisibility" was an official Tesla type Manhattan Project. 

By July 4th 1891 Nikola Tesla invents Wireless electrodeless vacuum tube capable of 
(Thermo-nuclear Fusion) & for electricity. Patent citation: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/ Carbon or Diamond button type that also 
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"consumes no fuel". https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=2028643984115088&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960%2F

'Nikola Tesla's 1891 Incandescent Carbon Button Electric Light Patent 
https://facebook.com/story.php? story_fbid=2526425080733584&id=116710791705037

It is categorized at the Patent office as a Laser, Ion Trap & Meter. In one citation under NiCola
Tesla, for ionic Thermo-nuclear Fusion Electrical Generator with 100% efficiency of the HE/H. 
These lights he refers to them in other patents as "translation devices". His translation 
devices are also used to Hydro-crack Ozone, Hydrogen or Nitrate's from the Air otherwise 
known as Nitrogen Fixation. Tesla refers to these methods in his 1900, Treatise "The Problem
of Increasing Human Energy". Sources for the above is at the top of www.teslaleaks.com 
Update: Manhattan Project Fusion 1981-2. NiCola Tesla Invented Thermo-Nuclear Fusion in 
1892 that is 100% efficient! Fusion power generating system patent expires today, April 14th, 
2019. Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with 
either the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the 
present invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between
particles. As the geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention on is a
mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that the ion source 
geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input 
nuclei at the magnetic convergent point. --https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=2263892493923568&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960&source=57 -- 
https://facebook.com/story/graphql_permalink/?
graphql_id=UzpfSTExNjcxMDc5MTcwNTAzNzoyNTI2NDI1MDgwNzMzNTg0

From the Patent: One method of achieving this goal is to use a modification of an invention by
the American inventor, ((Nicola Tesla)) (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, Incandescent Electric Light, 
1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of refractory material such as 
diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by allowing the material to be 
bombarded by ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, high frequency excitation 
to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present invention makes use of Tesla's 
Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch diameter hole through the 
refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of the input gases as required 
for the fusion reaction. As the gases are passing though the hole in the center of the button, 
they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 5,000 F.  as they make �
contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for example). Upon leaving 
the hole exit, the already thermally excited molecules of gas are then totally ionized by the 
high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion bombardment created by the 
RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source insuring that the ion concentration 
at the magnetic focused point of the present invention will be sufficient for a high probability of
fusion reactions occurring. https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/en

Project Fusion in the Tesla FBI FIle: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=2263892493923568&set=a.1621698638142960&type=3&theater

Page 2 &3 is here in the extended Tesla FBI File in HD: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vryqT3WPYkE&t=08m18s

Nikola Tesla’s lights as “Translation Devices” aka “Breeder Reactors” of Helium, Tritium & 
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Krypton etal. and Neutron Generation (by Radio Electronics February, 1981) 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/projecttesla-search-answer-our-energy-needs

Nikola Tesla’s missing classes of electric lamps or lighting devices often refered to as 
“Translation Devices” (Electron Gun, Flash, Pulse, LED, Laser, Incandescent, Thermonuclear)
— RECREATING THE POWER OF THE SUN WITH FUSION (The New York Times, January 
1982) https://nytimes.com/1982/01/03/magazine/recreating-the-power-of-the-sun.html

Nuclear Fusion: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fusion Nuclear Fission: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission

China?s ?ARTIFICIAL SUN? galaxies away from solving Earth?s energy needs, scientist 
says (South China Morning Post, Nov 16th 2018) 
https://scmp.com/news/china/science/article/2173666/chinas-artificial-sun-galaxies-
awaysolving-earths-energy-needs

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 455,069 – Electric Incandescent Lamp June 30th 1891 – Electron 
guns using thermionic emission of cathode heated by electron or ion bombardment or by 
irradiation by other energetic beams, e.g. by laser (Ion Traps). 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US455069A/en

This application is combined to a particular form of lamp which employ in a new system 
invented by me, which system involves, as one of its essential characteristics, the 
employment of currents or electric effects of a novel kind. In an application filed by me April 
25, 1891, No. 390,414, Dynamo Electric Machine 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414A/en

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 454,622 – System of Electric Lighting (Flash Lamp) & System of 
Incandescent Lights + Specially Designed Lamps + Ozone Production June 30th 1891 – 
Circuit arrangements in which the lamp is fed by pulses, e.g. flash lamp to provide a 
sequence of flashes with currents of electrica effects in an application filed by me April 25, 
1891, No. 390,414. https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622A/en

This Flash Lamp is used in Nikola Tesla U.S. patent 568,177A of September 22nd 1896 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177A/en

Tesla patent 514,167 – Electrical Conductor of February 6th 1894 is used in this System of 
Electric Lighting commonly usesd in modern in-ground or under-water “Electric cable power 
transmission lines”. https://patents.google.com/patent/US514167A/en

Nikola Tesla U.S Patent 493,776 is MISSING for an Incandescent Electric Light refered to in 
U.S Patent #5162094 for a Fusion Power Genrating System of May 3rd 1991. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US493776

Patent office mis-names and replaces the Nikola Tesla Patent #595,927 as a “Francis W”. 
Fusion power generating system https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/en

Achieving sustained fusion conditions allowing essentially 100% utilization of fuel with either 
the D-T or D-He3 reaction at the magnetic convergent point in the drift region of the present 
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invention will require a high density of ions in addition to high relative energy between 
particles. As the geometry of the magnetic focus, fusion region of the present invention is a 
mirror image of the ion source geometry, it is, of course, important that the ion source 
geometry have as small dimensions as possible to produce the highest concentration of input 
nuclei at the magnetic convergent point. One method of achieving this goal is to use a 
modification of an invention by the American inventor, Nicola Tesla (U.S. Pat. No. 493,776, 
Incandescent Electric Light, 1892). In this invention Tesla showed how a small button of 
refractory material such as diamond could be heated to incandescent temperatures by 
allowing the material to be bombarded by ions as caused by the application of a high voltage, 
high frequency excitation to the refractory material. One embodiment of the present invention 
makes use of Tesla’s Incandescent Electric Light by adding a few thousands of an inch 
diameter hole through the refractory material button. The added hole allows the passage of 
the input gases as required for the fusion reaction. As the gases are passing though the hole 
in the center of the button, they are heated to a high temperature that can be in the range of 
5,000? F. as they make contact with the inner walls of the refractory material (diamond, for 
example). Upon leaving the hole exit, the already thermally excited molecules of gas are then 
totally ionized by the high intensity, RF field in combination with the concentrated ion 
bombardment created by the RF field. The net result is a highly concentrated ion source 
insuring that the ion concentration at the magnetic focused point of the present invention will 
be sufficient for a high probability of fusion reactions occurring.

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 514,170 Feb 6th 1894 – Incandescent Electric Light – Works of A/C, 
with exhausted tube, refractory material, carbon button, diamond or ruby with stem (Used at 
the 1893 Chicago Worlds Fair) https://patents.google.com/patent/US514170

This invention is an improvement in the particular class of electric lamps or lighting devices 
invented by me and for which I have heretofore obtained Letters Patent, notably No. 454,622, 
dated June 23, 1891. Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 335,786 Electric Arc Lamp Mar. 30, 1885 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US335786

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 335,787 Electric Arc Lamp July 13, 1886 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US335787A/en

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent US447920A Method Of Operating Arc Lamps March 10th 1891 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US447920A/en

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent US447920A is MISSING Method Of Operating Arc Lamps March 
10th 1891 https://patents.google.com/patent/US447921A/en

Patent office puts the word “Nikola Tesla” in the Invention Name and leaves the Inventor filed 
blank. Nov 16th 2018 China?s ?artificial sun? galaxies away from solving Earth?s energy 
needs, scientist says https://scmp.com/news/china/science/article/2173666/chinas-artificial-
sun-galaxies-away-solving-earthsenergy-needs

Dec 5th 2018 MIT News | ?Sun in a box? (molten sand + solar panels inside the sandbox) 
would store renewable energy for the grid http://news.mit.edu/2018/liquid-silicon-store-
renewable-energy-1206

COLD FUSION
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Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q

More on the Hindenburg http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/search?q=hindenburg 

This missing Tesla patent description for an electrical circuit controller 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en

The patent has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices and
methods for cold hydrogen Fusion " 
https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/en 

ST ELMOS'S FIRE

Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 while testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in 
Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the 
wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the crash of the 
(Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's 
Hindenburg in 1937, Professor Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along 
the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire

Nikola Tesla created St. Elmo's Fire in 1899 testing out a Tesla coil at his laboratory in 
Colorado Springs. St. Elmo's fire was seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the 
wings of butterflies with blue halos as they flew around.[21] Shortly before the crash of the 
(Wirelessly powered, (Thermite-like) Lead Zepplin skinned) Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's 
Hindenburg in 1937, Professor Mark Heald of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering along 
the airship's back a minute before the fire broke out. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elmo's_fire

Eugene Mallove "Fire from Ice": Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=w8jqTc7PM2Q

"St. Elmo's fire was seen around the coil and was said to have lit up the wings of butterflies 
with blue halos as they flew around." called Helene or Helen (Ancient Greek: Ἑλένη), literally 
meaning "torch". A minute before the crash of the Luftschiffbau Zeppelin's LZ 129 Hindenburg
on 6 May 1937, Professor Mark Heald (1892–1971) of Princeton saw St. Elmo's Fire flickering
along the airship's back. What happened to the Hindenberg? Was it the nearby radio tower in 
"Radio Can Ignite Balloons?".

The Hindenburg disaster was staged to end (wireless powered) Zepplins. Was Nikola Tesla's 
Wireless Power fated due to several exploded airships; by Radio Waves, a Tether or Death 
Ray https://steampunk.wonderhowto.com/news/why-nikola-teslas-wireless-power-was-fated-
fail-due-exploding-airships-0143707/

"Can Radio Ignite Balloons" by Nikola Tesla, Electrical Experimenter, Oct 1919 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radioignite-balloons
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Nikola Tesla method of World Wireless power transfer using High flying balloons. The 
balloons act as an Earth dynamo. The balloons are tethered to the ground, to a submarine or 
ship or to the top of a building. The current "Flashes" to the balloon (sent from the top of a 
Wardenclyffe Tower), through (artificially) "Rarefied Air" or naturally in the air strata, which he 
states is "easily accessible" by aircraft. Like (Chemtrails+HAARP). Tesla's "World System" in 
the New York American, September 3rd 1911 http://www.institutotesla.org/pdf/Tesla-Theory-
5.pdf 

Electrical Experimenter Magazine MARCH 1918 U-Boats Use Balloons For Wireless 
http://www.tarzan.org/hugo/ee1803h3.jpg

RECREATING THE POWER OF THE SUN WITH FUSION

The New York Times, January 1982 – In the fission process, very substantial amounts of 
radioactive material are also produced. Fusion plants, on the other hand, which will probably 
be fired in large part by hydrogen obtained from the plentiful water of the sea. The real 
problem has been to keep the extremely hot electrically charged gases confined long enough 
so that their atomic nuclei can collide. The main high-temperature fusion device now 
operating at Princeton – the Poloidal Divertor Experiment, or P.D.X. toroidal plasma furnace. 
They are occurring, Furth says, as a cold mixture of deuterium and hydrogen is injected, and 
the heating process begins. Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, or T.F.T.R. by Sakharov and Tamm
had set forth the basic concept of the tokamak. Sakharov, in a part of the 1950 paper, 
proposed that researchers make use of the fact that a heated plasma is an excellent 
conductor of electricity. At a temperature of 100 million degrees centigrade, it has a 
conductivity, in fact, about 30 times greater than copper. Princeton astrophysicist, Lyman 
Spitzer Jr., was grappling with the same problems and came up with a device known as the 
Model-A Stellarator, built at Princeton in 1952. He produced the poloidal magnetic field 
externally by wrapping wires outside the doughnut, and passing an electric current through 
the wires. In the tokamak, the plasma itself functions as the ”wire.” Once the cold mixture of 
hydrogen and deuterium has been injected into the Princeton P.D.X., a bolt of lightning is shot
through it – a current with a power level roughly equivalent to the electricity being used at that
moment by the entire town of Princeton. As lightning rapidly heats the atmosphere in a storm, 
the pulse quickly heats the gas in the tokamak, propelling its electrons around this incredibly 
fast nuclear racetrack. The gas hits 10 million degrees in less than one-tenth of a second. Dr. 
Kees Bol and the P.D.X. group he heads spent much of last winter playing the tokamak 
almost the way one plays a church organ. ”How you control the heat and density of the 
plasma is an art,” Bol says. ”We added two large injectors of deuterium atoms and induced 
more current in the plasma. Programming the current the right way turns out to make a big 
difference. It seems impossible at first, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be done.” First, a 
working fusion reactor will produce material very much less radioactive than, say, a fission 
breeder reactor. Second, one can choose the type of material it produces. When nuclear 
fusions can be made to occur in a sufficiently dense plasma for long enough periods of time 
at high enough temperatures, they will supply enough energy to maintain those temperatures 
without requiring additional heating from any outside source. At that point, what is called 
”ignition” occurs. (The plasma ignites the way a log, for example, burns of its own accord 
once it is sufficiently heated; the ignited log produces much more energy than was required to
heat it to ignition.) And while the plasma stays hot, fusions will keep occurring as long as 
small amounts of deuterium or a tritiumdeuterium mixture are added. Fusion reactions in a 
mixture of deuterium and tritium occur 10 times faster than with pure deuterium and at a much
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lower temperature – about 60 million degrees is good enough for ignition. But there are 
several drawbacks to deuterium-tritium. Tritium is radioactive; it decays in about 12 years. 
Because natural tritium has all decayed since it was first created millions of years ago, 
virtually none now exists. Thus, tritium must be manufactured. According to a plan developed 
by the Department of Energy, there would have been a national center by 1984 using the 
Tokamak design. The total cost of all of this was estimated by the Energy Department at 
about $12 billion. Neutron shielding is not a difficult engineering problem, since many 
common substances, such as boron, absorb neutrons like a sponge. Tritium, while 
radioactive, has a low activity. The electron emitted when tritium decays is a low-energy 
electron that cannot even penetrate the skin. And only small amounts will be used – perhaps 
20 pounds yearly per billion watts of electricity produced. The blanket, however, will become 
radioactive, and it is estimated that, in a billion-watt fusion reactor, something like 150 cubic 
yards of radioactive material will have to be disposed of or recycled each year. The volume is 
comparable to the high-level radioactive wastes from a fission plant. But the advantage is that
the shielding material can be selected to make the radioactivity weaker and more short-lived. 
In a fission reactor one has no choice. Nature has chosen the fission products, such as 
krypton or strontium, and some of these must be safely buried for thousands of years. But 
Uranium can be stretched in the future only by using breeder reactors to make new fuel. The 
blanket will contain lithium. When a neutron hits a lithium nucleus, it can react to become 
helium and tritium. Hence tritium fuel can be manufactured in the blanket as the reactor 
works. The machine produces its own fuel as it goes along. The blanket must be kept ”cool” – 
perhaps at a temperature of 400 to 500 degrees – so a coolant will be circulated through it. In 
the process, the coolant itself will be heated and it is this heat that will be used to make steam
– which in turn will run the generators that will produce electricity. Essentially all of the 
expense of fusion reactors will be in the construction of the machine. Less than 10 percent is 
expected to go into fuel and operations. Work on controlled fusion in China goes back as far 
as 1955, when Chairman Mao himself identified it as potentially profitable research. 
Experimentation began on magnetic-mirror machines and, eventually, tokamaks with the 
endorsement of Zhou Enlai. Wind power sounds nice, too – until one looks at the numbers. 
Assuming an average wind speed of 20 miles an hour – a hefty wind – it would take some 
50,000 large windmills (Today, just 200 10MW Turbines) to equal the output of a one-billion-
watt power station -one prospective fusion plant. Hydroelectric power might be expanded 
somewhat by damming every stream in sight. But is this something environmentally sensitive 
people really want to do? But the notion that solar electricity is ”low technology” or a relatively 
simple ”cottage industry” is really nonsense. Most responsible people believe that in the y ear 
2000 solar electricity will account for o nly about 2 percent (1%) of the total consumed. Still, 
as Harold Furth points out, there is a parallel between the transition from traditional solar 
power to fusion and the transition from food gathering to agriculture. At first, mankind was 
satisfied to collect roots and berries; then we gradually learned to grow them at will. If, despite
the obstacles, fusion power can be made practical, we will no longer be out trying to collect 
power when and where we can find it. We will have learned, in effect, to grow it at will. We will
be capable of making limitless amounts of electricity from the waters of the earth’s oceans. 
And it is surely possible that this will be every bit as significant to the cultures of the world as 
farming and industrialization has been. https://nytimes.com/1982/01/03/magazine/recreating-
the-power-of-thesun.html

Materials for nuclear fusion: how do you confine a sun to a box? https://youtube.com/watch? 
v=d0uLfG3hQYw
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The first glimmer of a nuclear Sun: radium and solar energy (1903) The phenomenon of 
radioactivity was first discovered** serendipitously in 1896 by Henri Bequerel, who noted that 
photographic plates were darkened in the presence of uranium. Evidently uranium 
spontaneously emitted a new form of radiation distinct from X-rays and other waves in the 
electromagnetic spectrum. https://skullsinthestars.com/2010/12/21/the-first-glimmer-of-a-
nuclear-sun-radium-and-solar-energy-1903/ 

PENTAGON PAPERS & WATERGATE

Nikola Tesla's inventions played at least 4 roles in WaterGate and the Pentagon Papers. First,
the full Pentagon Papers have never been released. Of the released version, 11 words were 
redacted from final releases. Definition: A "Water Gate" is the gate that controls the water flow
in a Hydro Dam.

The 4 roles include 1) Secure communications 2) Bombing Hydro Dams in Vietnam 3) 
Weather Modification 4) Phone Tapping http://nytimes.com/2011/07/24/sunday-
review/24words.html -- 1)) Nikola Tesla invented and patented the only methods for secure 
communications, multi-plexing, Telegeodynamics, submarine communications and detection 
"" 4. "“ …covering a two destroyer Patrol Group with on-line Crypto RATT…” (IV.C.3, p. 17) "" 
-- 2)) Nikola Tesla & Westinghouse held and shared with GE, over 40 patents for the 
generation of power, distribution and motors for Hydro Dams. Later, Hydro dams were also 
used to produce Hydrogen & Jet Fuel. 6. "“Of 91 known locks and dams in NVN, only 8 
targeted…”(IV. C. 7 (a), p. 53) "" -- 3)) Nikola Tesla proposed, created and witnessed weather 
modification in 1899, in Colorado Springs, and in his treatise "Problem of Increasing Human 
Energy" in 1900 7. “" …obvious bid to turn ROLLING THUNDER into a punitive bombing 
campaign…” (IV. C. 7 (a), p. 83) "" -- 4)) Thomas Edison used his version of the Phonograph 
invention to tap phones for the phone company since 1878. Physical cables (to be tapped) 
were layed prior to 1900, from the US, to Europe, to China, to Australia. "" 11. “…9:30 a.m. 
today according to a telephone intercept Kosygin called Brezhnev…” (VI.C.3 (1), p. 61-62) "" 
https://nsarchive.wordpress.com/2011/09/16/what-were-the-eleven-words-the-government-
intended-to-censor-from-the-pentagon-papers/

More points: William "Bill" Cooper was finishing his book on Vietnam when he was murdered: 
https://youtube.com/watch? v=ng--2FdYOqU 

What were the Watergate Papers? What is a "Water Gate"?

1) A Water Gate is the method of transformation of Hydrogen derived for the Hydrogen / 
Synthetic Hydro-Carbon Economy 2) In Hydro Power, Control gate: A barrier that regulates 
water released from a reservoir to the generator 3) Heavy Watergate (Nikola Tesla's 
(Hydrogen) "Fusion") - http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-
confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s - Kennedy memo to CIA 
Director for UFO files was dated November 12, 1963, just 10 days before Kennedy was 
assassinated in Dallas, TX, and Vice President Johnson was quickly installed as President. 
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/media/interview/watergates-hunt-allegedly-believed-
kennedy-assassination-tied-to-alien-revelations/ Hydro Power Water Gates (Scroll case: A 
spiral-shaped steel intake guiding the flow into the wicket gates located just prior to the 
turbine. Wicket gates: Adjustable elements that control the flow of water to the turbine.) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penstock Heavy Watergate: The War on Cold Fusion 
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http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htgV7fNO-2k - Tesla/Westinghouse Pressurized Heavy 
Water Reactor "Nuclear Power" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressurized_heavy-
water_reactor 

OZONE GAMBIT – TRANSLATION DEVICES

Nikola Tesla’s MISSING Ozone and other gas generator/s are powered by Nikola Tesla 
Dynamo patents with the effect of creating the gasses or affecting the air-gap by “a new form 
of TRANSLATING DEVICE or light-giving appliance; translating devices or means for utilizing 
such currents.” The TELEVISION was invented using the concept of a light bulb used as a 
TRANSLATING DEVICE. NOTE: June 25th 1923 U.S. Patent 1565566 by Rockefeller owned 
Western Electric Co – Translating Devices has for its object to vary the intensity of a beam of 
light in response to variations in an electric current. Scanning details of television systems by 
means not exclusively optical-mechanical https://patents.google.com/patent/US1565566

Electronic television https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_television

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 568,177 – APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING OZONE, Oxides or 
Hydroxides https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177A/en

I would state the apparatus which I have devised for this purpose is capable of other and 
highly important uses of a similar nature in Patent No. 595,927) Nikola Tesla U.S Patent 
595,927 is MISSING from Google and Google Patents for Ozone Generator and other uses. 
Patent office mis-names and replaces the Nikola Tesla Patent #595,927 as a “Bicycle”. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US595927A/

Tesla Patent 568,177 Apparatus for Producing Ozone. Specification forming part of Letters 
Patent No. 568,177, dated September 22, 1896. Application filed June 17, 1896. Serial No. 
595,927. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-568177-apparatus-
producingozone

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 514,168 is MISSING – Means for Generating Electric Currents – 
1894 February 6 – Provides electricl currents for “TRANSLATING DEVICE” or Light Giving 
Appliances and which involves the maintenance of an intermittent or oscillatory discharge of a
condenser or circuit of suitable capacity into a working circuit containing TRANSLATING 
DEVICES. Patent office puts the word “Nikola Tesla” in the Invention Name and leaves the 
Inventor filed blank. Classification: Monitoring and controlling tubes by information coming 
from the object and/or discharge. https://patents.google.com/patent/US514168A/en

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 454,622 – System of Electric Lighting 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622A/en Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 462,418 is 
MISSING for Electrical Conversion used for Ozone Production: METHOD OF AND 
APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION November 3rd 1891. 
Patent office puts the word “Nikola Tesla” in the Invention Name and leaves the Inventor filed 
blank https://patents.google.com/patent/US462418A/en

Apparatus for “Electrical Conversion” used to created Ozone and other gasses. Classification:
Generators characterised by the type of circuit or by the means used for producing pulses by 
the use of an energy-accumulating element discharged through the load by a switching 
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device controlled by an external signal and not incorporating positive feedback the switching 
device being a semiconductor device.

Nikola Tesla U.S. Patent 568,176A is MISSING – APPARATUS FOR PRODUGING 
ELECTRIC GURRENTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY AND POTENTIAL. Patent office puts the 
word “Nikola Tesla” in the Invention Name and leaves the Inventor filed blank. Classification: 
Generation of oscillations by non-regenerative frequency multiplication or division of a signal 
from a separate source using non-linear inductance . The apparatus, as a whole, involves 
means for utilizing the intermittent or oscillating discharge of the accumulated electrical 
energy of a condenser or a circuit possessing capacity in what may be designated the 
working circuit, or that which contains the TRANSLATING DEVICES or those which are 
operated by such currents. https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176A/en

Nikola Tesla 390,414 Dynamo Electric Machine October 2, 1888. Application filed April 23, 
1888. Serial No. 271,626. Hence, the further step? viz., the connection between the induced 
or generating coils of the machine and the contact-rings from which the currents are to be 
taken off? will be determined solely by what order of variations of strength and direction in the
currents is desired for producing a given result in the electrical TRANSLATING DEVICE 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US390414A/en

Nikola Tesla Popular Science Monthly: November 1928 “A famous prophet of science 
looks into the future” — (WIRELESS POWER) By 1931 he told me, his ?World-system? for 
transmission of wireless power through the earth should be in commercial operation. Today 
he is ready to build a new and larger plant. (TELEVISION) This plant was also to broadcast 
speech, and pictures by a system of daylight television without moving devices outlined by 
him in 1893. ?Contrary to popular opinion, which has identified my ?Magnifying Transmitter? 
with thunder and lightning,? Dr. Tesla said, ?it operates in silence. There is no halo of 
escaping electric flames, or other visible evidence of activity ? except that a person within a 
hundred feet of the tower will notice small sparks, prickling of the skin, and bristling of the 
hair.? (RADIO) But thirty-fine years ago people decried as impossible Tesla’s prophecy before
scientific societies that ships in distress at sea would call for help by wireless apparatus. It 
was characterized as ?inventive lunacy.? Many of these unbelievers lived to see wireless 
summon rescuers to lost explorers stranded on an Arctic ice cake. 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/famousprophet-science-looks-future

Nikola Tesla gave the first public demonstration of (continuous wave) radio in St. Louis on 
March 1, 1893, although he had presented his work prior to this behind closed doors. Tesla 
first demonstrated wireless transmissions during a lecture in 1891. 
https://edn.com/electronics-blogs/ednmoments/4408090/Tesla-gives-1st-public-
demonstration-of-radio–March-1–1893

(DRONES) Thirty years ago people thought Tesla was indulging in a wild fancy when he built 
a model for a crewless vessel. Yet today the British Navy is experimenting with H.M.S. 
Centurion, a full-size warship without a crew, controlled entirely by wireless. Germany is doing
the same with the former battleship Zachringen. The Robot Battleship (1930) 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=C3ujaOWdD9A

(ROCKET ENGINE) (FLUID DYNAMICS) (OZONE/HYDROGEN/JET FUEL GENERATOR) 
Twenty years ago, in 1909, when Tesla designed an automobile to be propelled on water, 
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land, or through the air by explosive jets from rockets, men who otherwise respected his 
genius thought he had gone crazy. Today, in Germany, rocket cars have sped 156 miles an 
hour in trials; and the principle is to be applied to air machines. (TELSA TURBINE) [New York 
Herald, February 25, 1917 ELECTRIC DRIVE FOR BATTLE SHIPS by Nikola Tesla 
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1917-02-25.htm%5D Houses will be lighted and powered by 
wireless, as will be airplanes and other vehicles on land and sea. You will be able to go 
anywhere, desert or mountain-top, valley or farm, and set up a compact equipment, small 
enough to be carried in a suitcase, that will give you heat to cook with and light to read by. 
Flivver airplanes will buzz directly upward and dart across country at many miles a minute. 
Jet-driven airships will cross oceans, but Tesla draws the line at MOON (hoax) rockets. He 
invented the ?Tesla coil? or ?Tesla oscillation transformer.? Today every wireless transmitter 
and receiver embodies this great principle, which has also been put to innumerable other 
uses in science and industry. With it, he turned ordinary electricity into crackling lightning of 
millions of volts. Noises of thunderous discharges smote the ears of visitors to his Colorado 
Springs, Colo., wireless plant erected early in 1899; they could even be heard in Cripple 
Creek, Colo., thirteen miles away! It was there that Dr. Tesla carried out his scheme of 
sending power by wireless through the earth. No ?wireless? such as we know today as radio, 
was this. He transmitted, not radio waves through the air, mostly wasted, but electric currents 
through the ground. By this method, he told me, he transmitted enough power around the 
earth to light several hundred incandescent lamps, and proved that power in industrial 
amounts could be transmitted to any distance with an efficiency as high as ninety-nine and a 
half percent. (VTOL) Besides his world power scheme, Dr. Tesla says he is devoting his time 
chiefly to his vertically rising flying machine. This aerial flivver is to weigh less than 200 
pounds, and to occupy no more space than a seven-foot cube. It is to rise to a great height at 
a rate of from one to two miles a minute, and may attain a horizontal speed as high as 400 
miles an hour, power being supplied by an exceedingly light oil-burning motor, a modification 
of a steam turbine Tesla invented. An all-metal framework and the absence of gasoline guard 
against fire hazard. Additional safety is to be attained by a parachute of new construction. 
(WIRELESS LIGHTS) Equally spectacular was his demonstration of a wireless lamp, at his 
Grand Street laboratory in New York City. At three o’clock one morning, when he and his 
workmen were ready to quit for the night, Tesla decided that a certain high-frequency 
generator he had been constructing was ready for the test of a new lamp that would light 
without wires. He sent his workmen outside while he made ready the apparatus. All that 
remained was to close a switch. (ORDER OF THE FLAMING SWORD) (LIGHT SABER) 
When the workmen returned, Tesla strode to the middle of the laboratory. In each hand he 
held a long glass tube, exhausted of air. ?If my theory is correct,? he told his assistants, ?
when the switch is thrown in, these tubes will become swords of fire. Darken the room and 
close the switch.? (SPEEDOMETER) Tesla’s inventions cover many fields, including even an 
automobile speedometer based on a unique principle, in use today on high-priced cars, and a
new pocket-size revolution counter soon to be seen. (PSCYOTRONICS) (ULTRASOUND) He
even delved into the super-speed ?sound? vibrations, recently produced in the laboratory of 
Alfred L. Loomis, at Tuxedo Park, N. Y., which kill small animals. (WATER PURIFICATION) 
He once built an apparatus, intended to sterilize water, which produced vibrations powerful 
enough to paralyze the hand, plunged in a tank of liquid. This discussion of tremendous 
power suggested the possibility of harnessing atomic energy. (ATOMIC ENERGY) ?The 
scheme is worse than that of a perpetual motion machine ? for the latter will almost work!? he
exclaimed. ?A motor driven by atomic power is unrational because it would take far more 
energy to break up an atom’s structure than can be recovered in more useful work.? On the 
whole subject of matter, in fact, Dr. Tesla holds views that are startlingly original. He disagrees



with the accepted atomic theory of matter, and does not believe in the existence of an ?
electron? as pictured by science ? or, he maintains, if it can exist at all, it does so only in 
perfect vacuum. ?To account for its apparently small mass, science conceives the electron as 
a hollow sphere, a sort of bubble,? Tesla says. ?Now, a bubble can exist in such a medium as
a gas or liquid because its internal pressure is not altered by deformation. But if, as supposed,
the internal pressure of an electron is due to the repulsion of electric masses, the slightest 
conceivable deformation must result in the destruction of the bubble! (ELECTRON 
DEBUNKED) ?Just to mention another improbability, the force tending to tear an electron 
apart is, in pounds per square inch, represented by the staggering figure of 256,899 followed 
by twenty-one zeros ? and this is 513,798,000,000,000,000,000 times greater that the tension
that tungsten wire can withstand! And yet it does not burst! Not even when it is hurled against 
an obstacle with a speed hundreds of thousands times greater than that of a bullet! And ? 
more widely interesting in this day of radio ? this strange, many-sided man clings to the 
opinion he expressed in his scientific investigations published from 1896-1898, that the 
source of all rays we know is always a stream of tangible particles or ?corpuscles,? (LIGHT 
PARTICLES) rather than waves or vibrations. Even before the discovery of radium, Tesla 
expressed his belief that radioactive rays were of this sort, a view ridiculed at that time. When 
radium was discovered it was found actually to emit particles of matter ? flying nuclei of 
helium atoms, called ?alpha? rays. (RADIUM) Tesla has maintained ever since that radium is 
not a generator but a transformer of energy, the emanations being caused by cosmic rays of 
immense power (TESLA PULSE VACUUM TUBE LIGHT) capable of penetrating all obstacles
however thick. The existence of this radiation ? which, he says, should not be confounded 
with the comparatively very feeble ?cosmic rays? (IONOSPHERE) observed more recently ? 
he has proved by mathematical theory agreeing closely with experiment. These conclusions 
Tesla has drawn from experiments with a remarkable vacuum tube of his own invention, with 
a single electrode, operated at millions of volts. I asked Tesla what part of his life work lay 
closest to his heart. It was not the induction motor, today the basis of industries in which 
billions of dollars are invested all over the world. Instead, it was the discovery of the principle 
that preceded the induction motor ? the ? rotating magnetic field.? ?It was not only a valuable 
discovery, capable of extensive practical applications. It was a revelation of new forces and 
new phenomena unknown to science before. ?No,? Dr. Tesla said with some feeling, ?I would
not give my rotating field discovery for a thousand inventions, however valuable, designed 
merely as mechanical contraptions to deceive the eye and the ear. A thousand years hence, 
the telephone and the motion picture camera may be obsolete, but the principle of the rotating
magnetic field will remain a vital, living thing for all time to come.? 

ENERGY FREQUENCY AND VIBRATION

Energy, Frequency and Vibration causes “Conversion” or “Synthesis” of any gasses from any 
source material or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks: https://teslaleaks.com/f/tesla-coils-for-
unlimited-fuels-ft-energy-frequency-vibration

 A 1922 treatise on manufacturing Gasoline and other fuels Using the "Cherry" method of 
100,000 Volt, 30K cycles, impulse DC from a Tesla high frequency, very high tension 
apparatus can crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline with just 24KW/hr of electricity or about 
$1.00 in electricity: https://books.google.com/books?
id=tmxLAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA460&lpg=PA460&dq=conversion+of+fuels+high+tension+high+fre
quency
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April 2016, We designed and developed an ultrahigh-frequency (microwave) plasma torch 
with a combined (nitrogen, methane) plasma-forming environment, and microwave output of 
up to 2 kW, continuously. We demonstrate the possibility of using it in order to process natural
and associated petroleum (APG) gas into valuable products (hydrogen and carbon 
nanomaterial) at 70% efficiency. 
https://sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405653716300082

https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1923446594634828&set=gm.1095481310589626%2F 
Cause "Conversion" of any gasses from a source or from the air; post by Tesla Leaks: 
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951?
view=permalink&id=1090617791075978%2F

July 17 1896, 1 year after Tesla's lab burns to the ground, he invents an apparatus to produce
Ozone, Propane or Gasoline in "unlimited" quantities, with little or no maintenance and a very 
low cost. $1 to crack 1,000 gallons of pure gasoline. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177

"Liquification of gasses" + Ozone Cryogenics 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquefaction_of_gases

Manufacturing Gasoline, Jet Fuel, Napalm with a Nikola Tesla high frequency, high tension 
machine or Tesla Coil. "Synthesis" and "Conversion" of gasses by Tesla Leaks, using Nikola 
Tesla inventions: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10156722488776632&id=1421455624786054&ref=content_filter

This is Nikola Tesla ‘s Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert 
gasses, called conversion, or hydro-cracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric 
furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless power. 
System and Apparatus: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 Regulation: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 — Apparatus for lighting & Protection 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/ Flash Lamp: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622

Oct 2009 Nitric Oxide Generator Based on Pulsed Arc Discharge (PDF Download Available) 
https://researchgate.net/?/228886556_Nitric_Oxide_Generator? — US20060042251A1

Arc-electrolysis steam generator with energy recovery, and method therefor, ?Self-sustaining 
Arc-hydrolysis Gaseous Fuel Generator? https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060042251 
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10211497545022368&id=1476074234

This is Nikola Tesla ‘s Patents US568176A-US568180A-X used to manufacture and convert 
gasses, called conversion, or hydro-cracking, Ozone etc. and the one used in electric 
furnaces to melt steel and other uses, like in Nuclear power plants and wireless power. 
System: https://patents.google.com/patent/US568176 Ozone Generator: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177 Regulation: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568178A/ Method.& apparatus 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568179 — Apparatus for lighting & Protection 
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https://patents.google.com/patent/US568180A/ Flash Lamp: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US454622

Fractional distillation of Krypton: Why the new Superman movie is named “Krypton” and not 
the ficticious element “Kryptonite”: Scientific American Feb. 2nd, 1901 Tesla’s Wireless Light 
by Nikola Tesla https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-wireless-light

Nikola Tesla states that new illuminants, specifically Krypton gas extracted in 1898, has the 
best economy, hygenic properties and is the closest to pure white daylight, like Krypton, that 
has ever been reached. Krypton is the best, self illuminating, superconductive gas. His 
wireless light accomplishes the most efficient method to separate the de-electric currents from
his high frequency, high tension generators, creating high tension radiant streams using 
Uranium glass, today they produce Tritiated glass as a cheap alternative to contain the 
negative charges along a virtual path. The Krypton, or Radon are most conductive to “electro-
statically induced rays” (1) or positive charges. The natural inductance between these two 
elements allows for a Krypton bulb to light up with just 1 Volt. The bulb in his hand would have
a Krypton, Hydrogen spark-gap transformer, to transform the 1 Volt coming from the 
atmosphere or ground, in a one wire return system, to 10 Volts and light up the Krypton gas, 
wirelessly. https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/1057545607716530/

This technologoy also includes phosphorescent paint and metallic wallpaper for wireless 
power transmission. US3084062A – Method of producing luminous surfaces 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3084062

Radioisotope powered light sources, 1980 https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/6872715

Low-level laser (light) therapy (LLLT) in skin: stimulating, healing, restoring 
https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4126803/

Owned by the U.S. governement patent # US6217512B1 – Self-illuminated, non-invasive, 
visual cervical inspection apparatus and method 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6217512B1/en

Krypton-85 – Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton-85

Hydrogen spark gap transformer create negative resistance in A/C systems patents: 
http://google.com/patents/US3847129 https://www.google.com/patents/US3087091 
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf

Tesla Leaks original post on September 11th 2016 on Krypon Gas and the ficticious element 
for the Superman movies called Kryptonite: 
https://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/775066632631097/

Krypton was discovered in 1898 and “is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air”, the 
same method to produce liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen, and is manufactured in Nuclear 
Power Plants. … In the Century article Tesla compares extracting energy from the 
environment to the work of other scientists who were, at that time, learning to condense 
atmospheric gases into liquids. In particular he cited the work of a Dr. Karl Linde who had 
discovered what Tesla described as a “self-cooling” method for liquefying air. 
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http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm

Nikola Tesla’s March 1900 patent for “Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical 
Oscillations”, a freeoscillating coil, signal magnified by using cold temperature of liquid gas 
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm

Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton

Fractional Distillation https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation

Ray of Discovery https://youtube.com/watch?v=7z69e44e8qo Is NASA, RCA, GE, Hughes, 
Aerojet, Rocketdyne, Raytheon, United not aware that they make the “Hydrzine” for their 
Rockets using a high frequency, high tension generator and a Tesla Coil?

RCA Corp Patent, 1972 Dual thrust level Hydrazine monopropellant spacecraft propulsion 
system https://patents.google.com/patent/US3807657

1970 patent for a Two-stage hydrazine rocket motor 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3695041

The most commonly used monopropellant is hydrazine (N2H4), a chemical which is a strong 
reducing agent. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monopropellant_rocket 
https://history.nasa.gov/conghand/propelnt.htm

All monopropellant rocket engines are nothing more than a heat pump, that uses a Nikola 
Tesla patent for a Pyro-Magneto Electric Generator US428057A and the rocket engine uses 
an induction coil for heating water that turns a generator. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US428057A/en

Electrothermal Rocket Engines: This class of electric rocket engine works by heating a 
propellant. Resistojets: A resistojet simply uses electricity passing through a resistive 
conductor (induction coil), something like the wires in your toaster, to heat a gas as it passes 
over the conductor. As the conductor heats up the gas is heated, expands, exits through a 
nozzle and creates thrust. https://en.wikipedia.org/…/Electrically_powered…

April 14th 2018 – It is proven and well known that Nikola Tesla’s high frequency, high tension, 
induction generators and transformers are used to manufacture gasses like Ozone, 
Hydrogen, Hydro-Carbons, Nitrous, Nitric Acid, Napalm (Hydrazine), and even Chlorine and 
other Halogen gasses. The “machinery” allegedly bombed by U.S. and allied forces in Syria 
are the Nikola Tesla inventions. Chlorine and ordinary Table Salt is the #2 most common 
element on Earth, next to Water at #1. The conspirators want you to think Water, Salt 
(Lithium) are “RARE EARTH” elements. They are clearly lying. Electrical World “High 
Frequency, High Tension Transformers” used to create Nitric Acid, Nitrates or Nitrous. 
https://books.google.com/books? id=WUZEAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA231…

Sodium Chloride Drives Autoimmune Disease by the Induction of Pathogenic Th17 Cells 
https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3746493/ — Chlorine – Wikipedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorine
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Featuring Hydro-Panels using Graphene to produce Electricity, Hydrogen, Oxygen, 
Water & Gasoline

July 22nd 2021 When The Sun Makes Drinking Water with Graphene 
https://cleantechnica.com/2021/07/22/when-the-sun-makes-drinking-water/
June 21st 2021 Hydropanels with Graphene that can produce 1) Electricity 2) Hydrogen 3) 
Water -- Energy investment roundup: $50M for drinking water from solar-powered 
‘hydropanels’ https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2020/06/21/energy-investment-roundup-solid-
state-batteries-microgrids-in-africa-new-6b-fund/
February 17th 2021 Review of Graphene in Cathode Materials for Lithium-Ion Batteries 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.energyfuels.0c04191
January 5th 2021 Supercapacitors challenge batteries. New graphene, metal composite has 
the capacity of nominal Nickel Hydride Gel batteries, but with 10,000 full cycles (1 Million 
Miles) with 90% capacity remaining. Graphene Supercapacitors challenge Batteries 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/01/210104131948.htm
March 20th 2020 Tin-graphene tubes as anodes for lithium-ion batteries with high volumetric 
and gravimetric energy densities https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-14859-z
February 20th 2020 Graphene batteries for cell phones finally hit the market 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnE1nO6o-do
Friday 13th 2020: Tesla's 3.3 Million Mile Battery with 5300 cycles only 3% loss in capacity. 
Cathode Using Single crystal Mica with Graphene. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oWhR21HdFVE
November 8th 2018 Graphene breaks the “Law of Thermodynamics” and Ohms Law by 
applying the concept “It does not apply”. Graphene exhibits zero electrical resistance as a 
step toward renewable fuel. https://phys.org/news/2018-11-graphene-renewable-fuel.html
October 12th 2018 Super-Fast Graphene Can Improve RF Communications. Graphene has 
an amazing 100 times higher electronmobility than do commonly used Si-based materials. 
https://www.engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/17812/Su
per-Fast-Graphene-Can-Improve-RF-Communications.aspx
September 3rd 2018 Hemp for Graphene Anode by Royal Society of Chemistry 2019. 
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlehtml/2018/ra/c8ra06958a
May 17th 2018 To avoid dendrite growth, the anode is made from carbon graphite that can 
hold lithium ions between its layers (a process called intercalation). The ceramic material is a 
titanium nitride ceramic thin film to create a protective coating for example, in those based on 
magnesium or sodium, or in high-voltage lithium-ion batteries.”. https://www.ethz.ch/en/news-
and-events/eth-news/news/2018/04/new-materials-for-sustainable-low-cost-batteries.html
March 8th 2018 Give double-layer graphene a twist and it superconducts A ‘magic angle’ lets 
electrons flow freely with no resistance.  https://www.sciencenews.org/article/give-double-
layer-graphene-twist-and-it-superconducts 
November 1st 2017 Graphene-Like-Graphite as Fast-Chargeable and High-Capacity Anode 
Materials for Lithium Ion Batteries https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-14504-8
December 4th 2017 Graphene composite provides wireless power at your fingertips 
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/70625 
January 2017 Graphite + Braga Glass (Magneto-Hydro Dynamics with Glass) with 23,000 
cycles and self-charging. Goodenough/Braga Paper #1: https://bit.ly/2ONfszC April 2018 
Gooenough/Braga Paper #2: https://bit.ly/39u2MFR
Electromagnetics, Electrodynamics, Magnetohydrodynamics at Google Sholar: 
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=11905022760967360533&hl=en  
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August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure. These measurements revealed that graphene 
enclosing bubbles of a micron size creates pressures as high as 200 megapascals, or 2,000 
atmospheres. http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-pressure.html
August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air 
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-power-harvest-
hydrogen-from-air 
March 11th 2016 U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal.  U.S. 
Department of Energy’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) have 
developed a new materials recipe for a battery-like hydrogen fuel cell—which surrounds 
hydrogen-absorbing magnesium  nanocrystals with atomically thin graphene sheets 
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/

ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN FIXATION

Tesla's "Nitrogen Fixation" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation 
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm

Nikola Tesla's Future Predictions Were Wrong and Right, but Uniformly Fascinating. Tesla's 
"Nitrogen Fixation" Patent of 1900 to Feed The World: https://inverse.com/article/12445-
nikolatesla-s-future-predictions-were-wrong-and-right-but-uniformly-fascinating

Mass Production of Nitrogen Fertilizer: “There will be enough wheat and wheat products to 
feed the entire world, including the teeming millions of China and India, now chronically on the
verge of starvation. The earth is bountiful, and where her bounty fails, nitrogen drawn from the
air will refertilize her womb. I developed a process for this purpose in 1900. It was perfected 
fourteen years later under the stress of war by German chemists.” The Haber process (the 
process perfected by the German chemists) produces almost 450 million tons of fertilizer per 
year, which according to some estimates has quadrupled the productivity of agricultural land 
around the world. Subsequently, the access to high yield crops is partially responsible for 
population grow in China and India. At the end of his life, history's greatest inventor was 
called upon to predict what life would look like in 100 years. Chemists shed new light on 
global energy, food supply challenge -- ScienceDaily 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/04/160421145805.htm

All living things require nitrogen for survival, but the world depends on only two known 
processes to break nitrogen's ultra-strong bonds to allow conversion to a form humans, 
animals and plants can consume. One is a natural, bacterial process on which farmers have 
relied since the dawn of agriculture. The other is the century-old Haber-Bösch process, which 
revolutionized fertilizer production and spurred unprecedented growth of the global food 
supply. Access : Genomics of a phototrophic nitrite oxidizer: insights into the evolution of 
photosynthesis and nitrification : The ISME Journal The ISME Journal: Multidisciplinary 
Journal of Microbial Ecology is the official Journal of the International Society for Microbial 
Ecology, publishing high-quality, original research papers, short communications, commentary
articles and reviews in the rapidly expanding and diverse discipline of microbial ecology. 
Nikola Tesla's "Problem of Increasing Human Energy" & Nitrogen Fixation 
http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm

Prior to 1900, Nikola Tesla also experimented with the industrial fixation of nitrogen "by using 
currents of extremely high frequency or rate of vibration".[20][21] 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_fixation Process for fixation of atmospheric nitrogen 
1919 http://www.google.com/patents/US1458525

Lithium - The Era Of Air Batteries Will Come? - 
http://optimumnanolithiumbattery.com/news/lithium-the-era-of-air-batteries-willcome-
6902684.html 

Nikola Tesla 1934 treatise on "Process of Degassifying, Refining, and Purifying Metals" (CIA 
Sanitized) https://cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/CIA-RDP96- 00789R002900420001-
4.pdf https://archive.org/stream/CIA-RDP96-00789R002900420001-4/CIA-RDP96-
00789R002900420001- 4_djvu.txt 
https://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/handle/2027.42/6277/bad0306.0001.001.pdf 
https://books.google.com/books? 
id=QihPAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA245&lpg=PA245&dq=nikola+tesla+purifying+metals

Nikola Tesla on De-salination: https://wn.com/Tesla_Turbine_For_Water_Desalination 
https://google.com/patents/US512340

Hydropower to Desalination: http://indiatimes.com/news/world/australia-becomes-the-first-
country-to-generate-zero-emission-electricity-from-ocean-waves253850.html

Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history:

Jan 17th 2018 Voted the most Awesome, Epic Retort in Internet history about Nikola Tesla 
with a call to shutdown the rest of the Internet! Response to those who claim “They know 
everything about “Nikola Tesla””, then claim they can “debunk” Tesla. To begin with, it’s 
unlikely they know how to spell his name or where he is from, since the town he was born in 
doesn’t exist anymore. Tesla Leaks has found the admission by Tesla, the Library of Congress
in 1891 and prior to 1897, his name is spelt with a (C) “Nicola Tesla”. Tesla Leaks – Missing 
Patents & Inventions found under the name spelt “Nicola Tesla” http://www.teslaleaks.com — 
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/?/tesla-leaks-nicola-? — Some think that everything 
online about Tesla, is made up! Much of it is! But, how could you know “everything”? Have 
you read all the top secret documents in every country on Earth? You must work for the CIA! 
In fact, you must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to 
in the FBI File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 
100% fake Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. Only “Space Raven” knows for sure. To his 
credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his composite picture of him sitting there inside 
his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking 
thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles, 
Library of Congress and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla Museum; much available 
online to find in 5 seconds is “made up”? You must have also worked for the 13 companies 
Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 FBI File) and read the 
400,000 documents locked up at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked at the Tesla 
society in 1915 during WW1, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and worked at 
the one that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. It must have been a miracle that you survived the 
10,000 tons of depleted Uranium NATO dropped on Serbia. Was it you that compiled the 
Colorado Springs Experiments Notes in 1955, published in 1978, from events that took place 
in 1899, or is it 1889 according Tesla at his Wardenclyffe appeal case. You must be sure “he 
had it all in his head”. Of course it also helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 
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trunk’s, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-decade resistance box you were able to impossibly 
crack. Instead it was people who called themselves “government officials” and John G Trump 
who admitted reviewing the information in Tesla’s NY storage unit. While you were there, you 
must have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they took. Sava Kosanovich told 
the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing before his death (hoax), was
also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten 
access to Einstein’s brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at 
CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity 
“Means for increasing electrical intensity using cold temperature” in 1900. As you know, 
CERN gets it’s superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear Power 
Plant or Tesla’s Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing Ozone 
and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein’s brain you can figure out Nuclear Power and
the Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered “classified
on birth”. It’s a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his Serbian 
handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, instead 
of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we’re right there like his Assistants Marconi, Hammond, 
Kolman Tzito Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff, Hettinger or agents Spanel & Fitzgerald, 
you might have seen it all. Were you the get away driver in the movie “Fragments from 
Olympus” that tells the story of real-life FBI agents P. E Foxworth and Dennis Haberfeld, who 
died on January 15, 1943 during the posthumus investigation of Nikola Tesla’s property? The 
mission described by FBI documents as being part of “a secret mission of critical importance”;
the two were killed on their way to General Eisenhower when their military transport 
mysteriously crashed. The cause of the crash was never ascertained. It must have been the 
faulty Autonomous driving technology that crashed the 2 truck loads of Tesla’s effects. Like 
other great minds study scientists before them, it’s also great that you have the 1000 points of
lights and tubes that Tesla said he had in a separate room on the Wardenclyffe property up 
until 1907, under oath in his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case. Each light he 
said “described a unique scientific discovery”. We’re all glad you have that, because, it’s been
missing since mentioned in the Wardenclyffe appeal. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 
1945 that because the Russians had access to the “Entire Tesla Collection” behind the Iron 
Curtain, and because of experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army 
Intelligence and “Wealthy Backers” like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on 
Tesla’s effects and turn them into “Idea Factories”. You being a double-agent for the Army and
the Air Force, and a Russian agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for
Alex Jones at Infowars. If you could return those audio recordings of Tesla’s real voice and 
videos of the real person, since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could 
just fallaciously go back in time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla’s financier 
in Radio, Peck, his financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, 
the famous Stanford White, friend witness and politician Mark Twain, or even President 
William McKinley who was shot immediately after touring the Westinghouse, Tesla Hydro-
electric plant at Niagara Falls; what they knew about Wireless Power and the Death Ray, 
because they were all asassinated. Within the same year, Nikola Tesla told JP Morgan that 
the Niagara electric company already approved Tesla using 10,000 horsepower from the 
Niagara Falls generators for wireless power. Tesla even offered the electric company stock in 
his company. Tesla told Morgan that he, Tesla, had secured all woldwide rights to his and the 
only practical method to generate, “Trillions” of simultaneous, secure, pulse-width and pulse-
position modulated (Terrestrial GPS) radio signals. By March 8th 1907, prior to the 1907 stock
market crash that bankrupt Westinghouse & Tesla, Tesla secured “all” patents on what he 
calls “Tuned Lightening”, the processes, appliances, generation, transmission, transformation,



distribution, direction, storage, regulation, control and economic utilization. Two months later 
after the stock market crash in 1907, the patent office accepted his refilling of his patent for 
the Wardenclyffe Tower Structure, but did not approve the patent until 1914. This delay gave 
time for the Federal Reserve Act to be passed to create a Fiat money system, and when 
WW1 started. Then, in WW1, the supposed entire world attacked Tesla’s hometown, Serbia. 
But, you knew all that! Granted, a few years earlier, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he did not 
provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would “Never 
see that machinery” (the final pieces that included the high tension UV generator to be placed
in the Wardenclyffe Tower Cupola and Spark-Gap controls within the Tower structure). Since 
Tesla mentioned to Morgan that he, Tesla, was responsible for more than $6 Trillion in sales 
to industry based on his inventions, that this venture would work as sure as “my name is 
Tesla”. But later in Tesla’s 1919 Autobiography in Electrical Experimenter, he wanted to dispell
a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, Wardenclyffe, he said “They were 
building more of them”. In the same Autobiography he states “every one of my Inventions 
prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed”. Fortunately, in Tesla’s last publication in the 
1920 Electrical Experimenter, Tesla gives credit to John Hays Hammond for his June 22nd 
1917 patent which he says “makes wireleses power possible”. Days after Tesla dies, in a 
letter to the FBI director, Tesla tells Fitzgerald that his experiments in conjunction to the 
transmission of electrical power had been “completed and perfected” wireless power 
transmission and that the main goal of Tesla’s latest works was to provide electricity to the 
world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it up! (Now you’re looking for 
the secret, but you won’t find it, because of course, you’re not really looking, you don’t want to
work it out, … You want to be Fooled! — Ending sequence in The Prestige) 
https://youtu.be/GZc3EsElqeA

Steve Bannon compares Trump to "William Jennings Bryan", who was presidential opponent 
to President "William Mckinley" a close ally of Nikola Tesla, and Westinghouse; promoting A/C
power and wireless power. W. Bourke Cochran who debated Mckinley, is the "Bannon" of 
Trump's Cabinet. Cochran was also behind JP Morgan/Edison/GE's efforts to demonize 
Tesla's A/C power in favor of Edison's D/C power, which could only light light bulbs. By 1899, 
the power Niagara Falls had shut down the need for 3000 Edison Coal Plants; spread every 
mile throughout every city. http://time.com/4681697/stevebannon-donald-trump-william-
jennings-bryan/

The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla https://books.google.com/books? 
id=DzMR8x_rbPgC&pg=PT94&dq=%22William+Jennings+Bryan%22+nikola+tesla
http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edisonassassination-
president-william-mckinley/

MY PLAN FOR PRESIDENT

Posted 4 days before Covid on December 23rd 2019: THE GREAT RESET my Offer & Plan for
President! (THE GREAT RESET = TRASH COMPACTOR & SMELTER). I hereby offer all 
gas, coal, tree burner people all their "stranded assets" for $1.00. Everyone gets a FREE 
bullet proof Tesla Cyber-Truck and a real Whoopee Cushion. Treatise to Inventions of Edison 
by Tesla Leaks: To demonstrate "Genius"; I will then use your Hero, Thomas Edison, his 
patent for a "Trash Compactor" and put it all in a "Hugh pile of scrap" --Nikola Tesla because 
of your "costly historical error" NT. I will then transport it using the millions of miles of gas, coal
and tree rail-lines (that were never intended for People to travel on) and scrap the rails along 
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the way. Along the way still; 3,000 Thomas Edison DC generators for those coal plant rails 
were already scrapped when Niagara Falls went online in 1896 (a job well done). Next, I will 
dump it using another Thomas Edison patent in 1903 for a "Dumping Mechanism" at the 
newly formed site called the "Niagara Falls Dinosaur Dump" where jobs will be available 
riding "Dinosaur's" and picking up "rubble" or rocks. There, I will dump it again into the first in 
the world in 1899 the Nikola Tesla Electric Furnace at Niagara Falls. The steel Smelter will 
turn it all into one big slag of superluminescent Krypton, superconductive, diamond encrusted 
(Alien) Dinosaur Dung. The up to 30 carat synthetic diamonds come free as a waste product 
of an electric furnace. So, the carbon dust diamonds is an automatic; sprinkling on the dung 
to make it 1000X brighter or more luminescent than your LED. (China has a patent for lights 
using this diamond dust, 1000X more efficient than LED.) These special Tesla Dynamos and 
"translation device" (a Tesla light bulb) are also used to hydro-crack the superconductive 
Krypton gas from Air like they do in Westinghouse Nuclear Reactors. Any remaining plastic 
waste will be turned into real rubber "Whoopie Cushions" for everyone's new Tesla Model Y. 
Not the fake sound ones the have in their cars now. Real Ones! The Whoopie Cushions will 
be manufactured using the various and famous patents by Edison for Plastic Mold's. So, the 
cost of the Super-Slab of Dung, including the power, as described would be FREE. Lastly, I'm 
going to present it to the public for worship, pledges and allegiance called the "Thomas 
Edison" patent for a "Milking Machine". The Milking Machine will have an attachment; another
Thomas Edison invention for the world's 1st "Cash Register"; so that the money changers can
"calculate" what your "money" is worth; and keeps the rest anyhow. The "Milking Machine" will
be available for pledges at the famous National Plastic Museum where the other statue of 
Edison resides for pledges (and allegiance) for his great work on "Plastic Moldings" for sex 
toys. I will then use those pledges to build a system where we don't need your crap. Ok? 
Thomas Edison, McGraw companies 2011 "Trash Compactor" 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9221600 -- 1972 "Control Mechanisms for Trash 
Compactors". https://patents.google.com/patent/US3855919A/ -- From all these inventions of 
Thomas Edison; the best Patent citation is for a giant "Trash Can". The Tesla Model 3 comes 
with no trash can; so get on Inventing! Thomas Edison's Trash Compactor: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1311955A/ -- Dumping Mechanism: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US1055524A/ -- Plastic Slabs 
https://books.google.com/books?id=HYkfVfNXIGIC&pg=PA9... -- Milking Machine 
http://thebullvine.com/.../milking-machinecreator.../ -- Cash Register 
https://wired.com/2009/10/1021edison-light-bulb/ Moral of the story: (Edison & Tesla could 
have made a great team!) https://facebook.com/groups/teslaleaks 

FINDING VINYASI

Vinyasi.info singlehandedly produced over 1000 scientific experiments on Nikola Tesla 
Technology from Free-Energy, Over-Unity, Negative Resistance, Zero Resistance, Reactive 
Currents, Infinite Gain, Standing Waves, Radiant Energy, Inductance, Capacitance, Tri-Metal 
Generator, Monopolar, Dipolar, Transformers, Amplifiers, Electrodynamics, Tesla Coils and 
much more ... Now, he's been missing since July 20th 2020. His last video on his YouTube 
channel warned of his pending kidnapping by the medical tyranny state of Australia. This was 
his last message: "May 24, 2020 The Uber app for Uber drivers has been altered to prevent 
any driver from not following the rules such as wearing a mask etc. etc. And when I think 
about it, the wearing of a mask is a symbol for the filtration of personal point of view so that 
only the corporate view passes through." https://teslaleaks.com/f/1000-experiments-on-nikola-
teslas-free-energy-ft-finding-vinyasi
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Vinyasi's latest on Nikola Tesla: Were the Twelve Tubes in Nikola Tesla's Pierce Arrow 1931 
EV Experiment Vacuum Capacitors? Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=Yz9RoCDpqqA

Tesla's Pierce-Arrow Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=gIMwn6wif8o

Overunity, or Free Energy, is a Wave Composed of a Fixed Amount of Energy over a 
Compressed Duration https://youtube.com/watch?v=qhgpHCXswCU

911 via Transmutation of Iron & Microwaving of Concrete (with added Uranium/Tritium) 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=djRCsQ5PTCo

Mechanical and Electrical Oscillations of Constant Period (AirPendulum) - Tesla's Special 
Generator, pt1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=4WkQgMpHNj8

Mechanical and Electrical Oscillations of Constant Period - Tesla's Special Generator, pt2 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ij1MGX5tFHE

Nikola Tesla's "Tubes of Force" https://youtube.com/watch?v=rtUYIiR9S0E

"Capacitive Inductance" for the Wardenclyffe Cupola using Tesla's Apparatus for the 
Utilization of Radiant Energy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mWe-Tf_MrYk

"Virutal Ground" for Tesla's Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=7bpkoMWiIjE

ZERO RESISTANCE

"Pure Voltage has no Resistance" and 2000 Watts cracks Hydrogen. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9JVGlx7QkPI

Electrons and liquid helium advance understanding of zero-resistance 
https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-electrons-liquid-helium-advance-zero-resistance.html

Physicists discover new properties of superconductivity https://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-
physicists-propertiessuperconductivity.html

The Earth gives us Amperages, while the Sky gives you Voltage http://YouTube.com/watch? 
v=LLYRD9X97GU

Single-wire earth return (SWER) or single-wire ground return 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singlewire_earth_return

The FBI letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, aka Curious George, and Leland 
Anderson letters to George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, Nikola Tesla's alleged assistant and 
attorney that disappeared from history https://youtu.be/ElO5W7iEW8c?t=197

Ray of Discovery https://youtube.com/watch?v=7z69e44e8qo
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Eric Dollard on Negative Resistance, Spark-Gap Transformers and a "Beam Tube": 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=bh-VpC9zyqg

August 25th 2016 - Graphene Under Pressure http://phys.org/news/2016-08-graphene-
pressure.html

U.S. National Labs on a Fuel Cell Graphene Wrapped Nano-Crystal. 
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/03/11/new-fuel-cell-graphene-wrapped-nanocrystals/

August 19th 2016 Graphene May Double Solar Cell Power, Harvest Hydrogen From Air 
http://greencarreports.com/news/1096080_graphene-may-double-solar-cell-powerharvest-
hydrogen-from-air

 October 22, 2015 - Einstein debunked: Harvard creates a material that lets light go 'infinitely 
fast' New zero-index material creates a constant phase of light, which stretches out in 
infinitely long wavelengths. http://www.engadget.com/2015/10/22/harvard-creates-a-material-
that-lets-light-go-infinitely-fast

September 22, 2011 CERN OPERA neutrinos travel faster than light 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faster-than-light_neutrino_anomaly

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Nikola Tesla's use of Superconductivity and (on-site, Liquid) Hydrogen production by, at and 
for the Wardenclyffe Tower Station System. Present limitations in the transmission of power to
distance will be overcome in two waysthrough the adoption of underground conductors 
insulated by power, and through the introduction of the wireless art. The first plan I have 
advanced years ago. Principle is to convey through a tubular conductor hydrogen at a very 
low temperature, freeze the surrounding material and thus secure a perfect insulation by 
indirect use of electric energy. In this manner the power derived from falls can be transmitted 
to distances of hundreds of miles with the highest economy and at a small cost. 
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1915-09-09.htm

Nikola Tesla's "Wonder World" of Electricity 1915 - Tesla predicts Hydro Power & Demand 
Response https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TwbmP-yU_w 

November 5, 2015 - A new dimension to high-temperature superconductivity discovered. 
'Totally Unexpected' Physics. The 3-D effect that scientists observed in the LCLS experiment, 
which occurs in a superconducting material known as YBCO (yttrium barium copper oxide), is
a newly discovered type of 'charge density wave.' This wave does not have the oscillating 
motion of a light wave or a sound wave; it describes a static, ordered arrangement of clumps 
of electrons in a superconducting material. Its coexistence with superconductivity is 
perplexing to researchers because it seems to conflict with the freely moving electron pairs 
that define superconductivity. http://phys.org/news/2015-11-dimension-high-temperature-
superconductivity.html

Tesla patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations 
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a 
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superconducting liquid, preferably Krypton used at CERN , for use in his system for 
magnifying transmission of radio waves. 

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE

The term negative resistance means negative differential resistance (NDR),. In general, a 
negative differential resistance is a two-terminal component which can amplify, converting DC 
power applied to its terminals to AC output power to amplify an AC signal applied to the same 
terminals. The most common example of a negative resistance device is the commonplace 
fluorescent lamp, in reactive currents, spark-gap transformers and tesla coils. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance

Potential missing Tesla Patent filed by Bell Labs, on January 27th 1943, two weeks after 
Tesla's death: "Negative resistance loading" https://google.com/patents/US2373624

April 1963 the US Air Force studies KRYPTON FILLED THERMIONIC CONVERTERS - For 
the last three years the Union Carbide Corporation has been engaged in a research program 
to study electron propagation through high pressure inert? gas filled diodes. The results of 
these studies have shown: (1)an inert gas filled thermionic converter, in which the space 
charge is neutralized by positive ions produced in the gas by nuclear radiation, seems 
feasible and (2) inert gas filled thermionic diodes or converters can be designed to have 
negative resistance characteristics which could be used or obtaining AC Outputs. 
http://dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/401900.pdf 

February 12 2020 Anomalous phonon-mode dependence in polarized Raman spectroscopy of
the topological Weyl semimetal. "For example, they can show negative magnetoresistance, 
which means when you apply a magnetic field, the resistance drops. With many conventional 
materials, it increases." Topological Weyl semimetals (WSMs) have attracted widespread 
interest due to the chiral Weyl fermions and surface Fermi arcs that enable unique optical and
transport phenomena. https://phys.org/news/2020-02-class-materials-strange-electron-
properties.html

FREE ENERGY SUPRESSION

Free Energy Suppression and more on Tesla by the famous Vinyasi. 
https://youtu.be/efwBW_1qoJ4

The now famous "Vinyaai" YouTube channel Includes more deep thinking on Tesla's work 
than anyone. His Feb. 9th update on "Notes to Myself on Eric Dollard's Analysis of Uni-
Directional DC Impulse Current Motor (Used in the Prius) / Electricity" 
https://youtube.com/watch? v=RM3zqCoMitA

Vinyasi covering Longitudinal waves, negative resistance in his latest video update on "Pierce
Arrow, Tesla Magnifying Transmitter, Uni-Directional Impulse, Analog Computer, Eric Dollard" 
Part 1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=yopBwJHii7c Part 2 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=JEPzO808BV0 

"The price of electricity is dropping to $0.00 Kw/hr and will stay there" Cost of solar rooftop is 
to be at the same or even cheaper than an asphalt roof,” the then you have free solar or 
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negative-cost solar and that day is not too far away.” 
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/11/27/amid-ev-surge-austin-eyes-new-way-business-episode-
48-local-energy-rules-podcast/

This record low price of green electricity on earth, just beats out the 1.79¢/kWh from Saudi 
Arabia, and is part of a pattern marching toward 1¢/kWh bids that are coming in 2019 (or 
sooner). I predict that in 2019 we’re going to see 1¢/kWh from a solar power project – and this
low price will be primarily driven by increasing solar panel efficiencies 
https://electrek.co/2017/11/16/cheapest-electricityon-the-planet-mexican-solar-power/

Hogwash! That's how conventional wisdom describes free energy. (vinyasi.info) 
<http://vinyasi.info/hogwash/> Index of /graham (vinyasi.info) 
<http://vinyasi.info/graham/> Index of /patent (vinyasi.info) 
<http://vinyasi.info/patent/> Mho's Law Justifies Free Energy, byVinyasi- Monday, 26 
July 2021 <http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/> --VinyasiVinyasiQx (researchgate.net) 
<https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Vinyasi_Qx> 

13 ways and 7 places where renewable energy and gas is free or nearly free or cheaper than 
fossil fuels. https://engadget.com/2016/12/10/six-places-where-renewable-energy-is-cheaper-
than-fossil-fuels/ 1) 192 days of Free Energy from Chile's Solar Over-Capacity 
http://inhabitat.com/chile-is-generating-so-much-solar-energy-that-its-giving-it-away-for-free/ 
2) Free Energy from California & Texas Wind over-capacity 
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-05/one-thing-california-texashave-in-common-
is-negative-power 3) Georgia Power charges 40 cents to charge electric cars at night-time 
http://ucsusa.org/cleanvehicles/electric-vehicles/georgia-electric-vehicles 4) South Australia 
charges $1 per day to charge electric cars http://reneweconomy.com.au/agl-to-offer-1-a-day-
all-you-can-eat-electric-vehicle-charging-62209/ 5) Niagara Falls was generating a surplus of 
revenue by 1902-3 and paid off by 1910 https://books.google.com/books? 
id=ExU8AAAAYAAJ&pg=PA680&dq"niagara+falls+power"+paid+off -- Today will pay off your 
student loans http://thesimpledollar.com/student-loan-forgiveness-move-to-a-place-that-pays-
your-loans/ 6) Fracking & Oil Off-gassing Re-Capture 
http://popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a24190/mixing-hydrogen-with-natural-gas/ -- 
Generating power from waste gas https://newscientist.com/article/mg22530142-000-north-
dakota-curbs-wasteful-flares-of-oil-drilling-gas/ 7) Renewables to Hydrogen Gas 
http://nawindpower.com/power-to-gas-technique-doesnt-let-renewable-energy-go-to-waste 8) 
Fukushima Nuclear Power & Renewables to Hydrogen Gas 
http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1104253_japan-wants-fukushima-to-be-major-
hydrogenproduction-center to power H2 electric vehicles at 50 cents per gal or free H2 for two
years https://scientificamerican.com/article/japan-bets-on-a-hydrogen-fueled-future/ 9) 
Deepwater Horizon to gas using Ocean Mass http://google.ch/patents/US6666024 10) 
Iceland's Geothermal Energy to Auroracoin http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-
newcurrency-at-the-end-of-the-world

13 WAYS TO POWER THE WORLD

#1) the "Tesla Tube" of 1900 capable of generating Unlimited Energy #2) Fully recyclable 
water or electrolyzing into hydrocarbon's, jet fuel etc. #2a) Extract Lithium and Uranium etc. 
all using just the potential energy of "Ocean Mass" or other large object like, A Mountain; #3) 
The potential energy in "Water Running To Level" with 30,000 sites for Pumped-Hydro and 
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530,000 sites for Hydroelectric; Inland Dams: Project Atlantropa, Grand Canyon, Great Lakes 
#4-5) Potential energy in "Geothermal" or Hot Water from any Volcano like Yosemite or 
Hawaii and energy or Free Gasses from Hydrothermic Vents #5) Potential in the 24/7 
perpetual atmospheric Radiant Energy from Nikola Tesla's "Law of The Ionosphere" from 
Atmospheric Elevation as-in Apparatus for Utilization of Radiant Energy #6-8) Potential 
energy by Extracting Energy from Storms, Lightning, Tornado's, Hurricane's, Man-Made 
Storms: "Old Stuff" - Nikola Tesla #9-11) Potential energy in the Sun, Desert Sun, Desertec in 
the African Desert #12) Potential energy in Currents such as Wind-Ocean & Solar-Battery 
Hybrids. 

COREXIT DEEPWATER HORIZON HOAX:

Corexit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corexit— BP buys up 1/3 the world’s supply of Corexit 
using the Deep water Horizon Sabotage as an excuse to buy it, but not use it. 
https://propublica.org/a?/bp-gulf-oil-spill-dispersants-0430— Sulfur Hydrides in Corexit 
https://science.gov/topicpages/o/oil+dispersant+corexit— Hydrogen sulfide: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_sulfide— Hydroxide Solvent in Corexit called 
Tetrahydrofuran is also used as the primary Lithium Sulfur Electrolytes 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6030720A/en— Tetrahydrofuran & Corexit 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/es103838p
Corexit, a Hydrogen Sulfite, dumped in the Ocean to allegedly "clean up" their own 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill https://www3.epa.gov/pesticides/chem_search/ppls/008928-
00002-19901217.pdf
October 9th 2020 The Corexit Hydrogenated Sulfur is supposed to be used in solid state 
batteries that are estimated to last 3-4 Million miles 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsenergylett.0c01977
January 30th 2020 The use of sulfur cathodes in lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries and silicon 
anodes in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) is the most attractive example of inexpensive electrodes
with excellent ability to store lithium https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757 
January 6th 2020 Lithium, Sulfur, Nitride and Organo Hydride Batteries 
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a30418296/lithium-sulfur-battery-phone-
charge/
January 3rd 2020 #corexit Using the same materials in standard lithium-ion batteries, 
researchers reconfigured the design of sulfur cathodes so they could accommodate higher 
stress loads without a drop in overall capacity or performance. Inspired by unique bridging 
architecture first recorded in processing #detergent powders in the 1970s, the team 
engineered a method that created bonds between particles to accommodate stress and 
deliver a level of stability not seen in any battery to date. https://techxplore.com/news/2020-
01-supercharging-tomorrow-team-world-efficient.html 
January 3rd 2020 Corexit’s primary use is for the Sulfur-Nitrate eletrolyte mixture to be used 
in electric car batteries that could last 100 years. 
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/1/eaay2757
December 26th 2019 As published here, Tesla adds components of a Atmospheric Nitrogen 
(battery), Oxygen & Nitrates, and the Sulfur component in #corexit to their Patent; on their 
way towards the Million Mile Battery. https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-electrolyte-patent-1-
million-mile-battery/
March 22nd 2019 Highest energy density all-solidstate batteries now possible with a new 
complex hydride lithium superionic conductor.  "Complex hydrides have received a lot of 
attention in addressing the  problems associated with the lithium metal anode because of their
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outstanding chemical and electrochemical stability against the lithium metal anode," said Kim.
"But because of their low ionic conductivity, using complex hydrides with the lithium metal 
anode have never been attempted in practical batteries. So we were very motivated to see if  
developing complex hydride that exhibit lithium superionic conductivity  at room temperature 
can enable the use of lithium metal anode. And it  worked."  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190322105701.htm
February 16th 2018 Chemisorption of polysulfides through redox reactions with organic 
molecules for lithium?sulfur batteries https://nature.com/articles/s41467-018-03116-z
October 11th 2017: #Corexit #Tetrahydrofuran is the organo-sulfur hydride; a proprietary 
material that is best used for electric car batteries. The polymer interphase layer creates no
dendrites with 99% efficiency after 400 full cycles. 
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/10/171011120313.htm
February 1st 1955 Lithium Aluminum Hydride 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja01608a015— Lithium Sulfur Batteries: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium?sulfur_battery

OVER UNITY

Questions on Over-Unity & Perpetual Motion Machines in regards to Open Systems vs 
Closed Systems and modern Scientific Laws: Most laws only apply to "closed systems" and 
don't take into account the Earth and Matter are "open systems". Concepts to consider are: 
constructive interference, light wave upconversion, molecular upconversion, cyclotron's 
(resonant cavities), potential energy (rigidity of a spring), swelling magnets, "gravity" motors, 
"flux" capacitors, Tachyonized materials, Halogen Perovskite Super-Ion's, Self-Illuminating 
gasses, Density engine's, Reciprocating engines, Tesla effects, Back EMF (Feedback), 
Nuclear power and in the manufacture of gasses. Nikola Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization 
of Radiant Energy" would be considered a daytime/nighttime Perpetual Motion Machine set in
a superconductive condition. Efficiency is generally the measure of percentage of input 
energy or heat vs output. They don't point out the power and energy sources of wind, sun, 
wave etc. are infinite. 

February 12 2020 #topological #insulators #superconductivity "Powering a topological 
superconductor using a time crystal gives you more than the sum of its parts," says Jason 
Alicea, a researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In crossing this boundary, 
the wave function has to undergo a change that can lead to conducting edge or surface states
at the boundary that are symmetry-protected by particle number conservation and time-
reversal symmetry, making them particularly robust to perturbations. 3-D topological states 
have come to light in which intrinsic spin-orbit coupling takes the place of the magnetic field, 
as well as topological superconductors and photonic and magnetic analogues. Alicea explains
that the study led them to the discovery that it is possible to enrich topological 
superconductors by coupling them to controllable magnetic degrees of freedom. "Then we 
realized that by turning those magnetic degrees of freedom into a time crystal, topological 
superconductivity responds in remarkable ways," says Alicea. 
https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4

March 6th 2022 Nikola Tesla on Gravity, Fluid Dynamics, Perpetual Motion 
Machinehttps://teslaleaks.com/f/nikola-tesla-on-gravity-fluid-dynamics-perpetual-motion-
machine

https://journals.aps.org/prl/accepted/8207bY04Ua413365468292600efeed0fb1530ecd4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium?sulfur_battery
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ja01608a015
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/10/171011120313.htm
https://nature.com/articles/s41467-018-03116-z
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190322105701.htm


FEEDING THE METER

Glenn M Green, previous Chairman of the Presidential Task force on Radio & Los Angeles 
DWP admits that energy from the power plants is used to "FEED CUSTOMERS" METER" 
and not power your house. Page 523 -- Other important details on portable radio used at 
DWP in 1941. https://books.google.com/books?
id=9k02AQAAIAAJ&pg=PA523&lpg=PA523&dq=cusomers%27+meters

Eric Dollard and others allege that the utilities bill customers for much more electricity than the
power plants produce. Unless, those power plants are Over-Unity. Two 120-volt wires and a 
grounded neutral wire feed the meter through the weather head. 
https://www.thespruce.com/how-an-electrical-system-works-1152759

June 13 2012 My client contacted me concerned that his electric bills were atrocious. .... What
I DO suspect is the transformer/transducers that feed the meter ... 
https://homeenergypros.org/forum/topics/utility-meter-accuracy 

PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES

March 6th 2022 Nikola Tesla on Gravity, Fluid Dynamics, Perpetual Motion 
Machinehttps://teslaleaks.com/f/nikola-tesla-on-gravity-fluid-dynamics-perpetual-motion-
machine

NIKOLA TESLA U.S. PATENT 428,057 PYROMAGNETO-ELECTRIC GENERATOR, May 
26th 1887 SNIP:

Then apply to the iron between the coil and the steel bar a flame or other source of heat 
which will be capable of raising that portion of the iron to an orange-red, or a temperature of 
about 600° centigrade. When this condition is reached, the iron somewhat suddenly loses its 
magnetic properties, if it be very thin, and the same effects produced as though the iron had 
been moved away from the magnet or the heated section had been removed. This change of 
condition, however, is accompanied by a shifting of the magnetic lines, or, in other words, by a
variation in the magnetic influence to which the coil is exposed, and a current in the coil is the 
result. Then remove the flame or in any other way reduce the temperature of the iron. The 
lowering of its temperature is accompanied by a return of its magnetic properties, and another
change of magnetic conditions occurs, accompanied by a current in an opposite direction in 
the coil. The same operation may be repeated indefinitely, the effect upon the coil being 
similar to that which would follow from moving the magnetized bar to and from the end of the 
iron bar or plate. - Nikola Tesla

Magnets are manufactured in a Machine, and it's field is aligned by another Nikola Tesla high 
frequency electric machine; not made nor found in Mountains; Just like how synthetic 
diamonds are manufactured in a Nikola Tesla A/C Electric Arc Furnace, and only 25% of 
diamonds are mined from Mountains.

Gravity is not a perpetual motion machine. There is no Gravity Meter, Gravity Motor nor 
Gravity Generator - Reality https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/teslaleakscom-
debunking-einstein-nuke-hoax-3-by-chief-justice

https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/teslaleakscom-debunking-einstein-nuke-hoax-3-by-chief-justice
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/teslaleakscom-debunking-einstein-nuke-hoax-3-by-chief-justice
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/happy-valentines-ft-diamonds-by-nikola-teslas-arc-furnace-1888
https://www.thespruce.com/how-an-electrical-system-works-1152759
https://books.google.com/books?id=9k02AQAAIAAJ&pg=PA523&lpg=PA523&dq=cusomers'+meters
https://books.google.com/books?id=9k02AQAAIAAJ&pg=PA523&lpg=PA523&dq=cusomers'+meters


Heat Engines are Perpetual Motion Machines: (1) NIKOLA TESLA U.S. PATENT 428,057 - 
PYROMAGNETO-ELECTRIC GENERATOR - CATEGORIZED AS A PERPETUAL MOTION 
MACHINE https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-428057-pyromagneto-
electric-generator

Law of the Ionsophere is a 24/7 Perpetual Motion Machine: This is the Nikola Tesla A/C or
DC Generator used as what he calls a "Translation Device" for his Apparatus for Producing 
Ozone; "and other gasses"; ft "Negative Resistance" or "Positive Feedback" in A/C Systems; 
also used as the Motor/Generator in Method Of Utilizing Radiant Energy and Apparatus for 
the Utilization of Radiant Energy to provide the Elevated Capacitor the super-conductive & 
self-cooling effect/s of Negative Resistance and Atmospheric Condition between the elevated 
Tin/Mica Plate or Sphere and Air using Nikola Tesla's "Law Of The Ionosphere" 1900. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US462418A/en

Value of Nuclear Power is a Perpetual Motion Machine?: Atomic Energy is not a perpetual 
motion machine per-say; as no additional energy beyond that what was input, can be utilized. 
The effects of ionizing radiation (Alpha, Beta & Neutrons) are only as valuable as the purpose
for which any particular machine is built; as-in, the 13 functions of a Nuclear Power Plant such
as Depleting Uranium, Generating Electricity, Manufacturing Hydrogen, Breeder Reactors, 
De-Salination, Demand Response & Wireless Power etc. - Paraphrasing Nikola Tesla 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/tesla-westinghouse-nuclear-power-danger-
hoaxproject-independence
TeslaLeaks.com Debunking Einstein + Nuke Hoax 3 by Chief Justice (nurembergtrials.net) 

Thermo-Nuclear Fusion is a 100% efficient Perpetual Motion Machine:  

By July 4th 1891 Nikola Tesla invents Wireless electrodeless vacuum tube capable of 
(Thermo-nuclear Fusion) & for electricity. Patent citation: 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/ Carbon or Diamond button type that also 
"consumes no fuel". https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=2028643984115088&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960%2F -- 'Nikola 
Tesla's 1891 Incandescent Carbon Button Electric Light Patent 
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2526425080733584&id=116710791705037 --It is 
categorized at the Patent office as a Laser, Ion Trap & Meter. In one citation under NiCola 
Tesla, for ionic Thermo-nuclear Fusion Electrical Generator with 100% efficiency of the HE/H. 
These lights he refers to them in other patents as "translation devices". His translation 
devices are also used to Hydro-crack Ozone, Hydrogen or Nitrate's from the Air otherwise 
known as Nitrogen Fixation. Tesla refers to these methods in his 1900, Treatise "The Problem
of Increasing Human Energy". Sources for the above is at the top of www.teslaleaks.com

December 29 2019 The Concord Jets run off of a Ram-Jet style air compressor that provides 
Thrust akin to a Perpetual Motion Machine.. These compressed air Turbofans are also used 
as electric generators. This technology is likely the Ram-Jet Engine in --Nikola Tesla's "Flying 
Stove" -- The Concord Encyclopedia https://youtube.com/watch?v=_E-Ohbra1-U&t=24m25s 
-- December 28 2019 Further Proof There is No Jet Fuel in Wings of Commercial Jets 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=of1WsdZEQl4 

See the Magic of the Tesla Ram-Jet Valve. Smithsonian now gives credit to Nikola Tesla 
inventing Jet Engine https://boingboing.net/2019/12/12/see-the-magicof-a-tesla-valve.html

http://www.teslaleaks.com/
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2526425080733584&id=116710791705037
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028643984115088&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960%2F
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2028643984115088&id=100009085196708&set=a.1621698638142960%2F
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5162094A/
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/teslaleakscom-debunking-einstein-nuke-hoax-3-by-chief-justice?blogcategory=Masks&fbclid=IwAR2lnR3LqVkzxBmSppu-F_n7POxcCzbIbE4Z3tsE4ElReXzhf_6XlHOlxFA
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/tesla-westinghouse-nuclear-power-danger-hoaxproject-independence
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/tesla-westinghouse-nuclear-power-danger-hoaxproject-independence
https://patents.google.com/patent/US462418A/en
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KScJw80g8QI
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US568177A/en
https://www.google.com/search?q=%22nikola+tesla%22+%22translation+device%22
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-428057-pyromagneto-electric-generator
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-428057-pyromagneto-electric-generator
https://boingboing.net/2019/12/12/see-the-magicof-a-tesla-valve.html


"He invented the bladeless turbines used in modern jet engines and imagined a wireless 
future in which information, music, pictures, and limitless renewable energy could be beamed 
around the globe instantly, free, and available for all." 
https://smithsonianmag.com/travel/nikola-tesla-museum-belgrade-inventor-electricity-
smithsonian-journeys-travel-quarterly180958881/ 

July 4th 1891 The Mining Journal, Railway and Commercial Gazette, Volume 61, Part 2 - 
Tesa's electrodeless vacuum tube that "consumes no fuel". https://books.google.com/books?
id=OvWjPKqH9ZIC&pg=PA919&lpg=PA919&dq=nikola+tesla 

"PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES" - Google Scholar – Includes section on Nikola Tesla’s 
systems which are considered “Perpetual Motion Machines” (Which all your school books say
don't exist) Patent refers to a missing Tesla Inventions https://scholar.google.com/scholar?
q"PERPETUAL+MOTION+MACHINES 

Missing Patents & Inventions of "Nicola Tesla"

Stationary Waves, Reactive Currents, Compunding Twin Tesla Turbine, Fluid Numeric Device,
Perpetual Motion Machine, Zero Point Radiation, Black Body Radiation, 100% Efficiency, 
Spark Plug, Pulse-Width Modulator for Medical Testing & Therapy, Negative Resistance, 
Weather Modification, Tesla's Fusion, Light to Electricity, Loops & Nodes, Wireless Power 
Transmission, Lightning Generator, Extracting Energy from Storms. 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html

Update: 7/27/2017 Patent citation to Tesla for #cold #fusion This missing Tesla patent 
description for an electrical circuit controller https://patents.google.com/patent/US609251A/en
has one referring patent citation approved on 7/27/2017 for a " Fusion devices and methods 
for cold hydrogen Fusion " https://patents.google.com/patent/DE102017000657A1/ Feb 25, 
2018, 4:51 PM Chris Edwards posted in Energía Libre Nikola Tesla. 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity

Nikola Tesla states in The Washington Herald March 17th, 1912 “The most important is 
electric transmission lines from HydroElectric central plants. Although the specter of 
GOVERNMENT RESTRICTION has had a deterrent effect on the development of this 
important industry, it has not inflicted a permanent injury... “A perfect means for this purpose 
has been afforded through the discovery of the STATIONARY WAVES, but unfortunately there
is no plant as yet in operation with these waves, which, as I have shown, pass from one to the
other end of the globe without diminution of intensity, producing stationary loops and nodes, 
the danger of collisions at sea will be greatly reduced.” https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/articles/what-future-electricity -- 
https://teslauniverse.com/sites/default/files/styles/sharing_image/public/19120317-
washington-herald.pdf.png 

Nikola Tesla missing, misnamed patents filed under "The Tesla Electric Company". Patents 
describe the primary patents sold to Westinghouse regarding how A/C Induction Motors, 
Generators and Transmission works. http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-
he-was-listed-in-trows.html -- http://google.com/search? tbm=pts&q=inassignee:"The Tesla 
Electric Company" -- Nikola Tesla Company's: 2) Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/01/tesla-leaks-nicola-tesla-missing.html
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/what-future-electricity


Company https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Electric_Light_and_Manufacturing 3) Tesla 
Electro-therapeutic Co. 4) Tesla International Propulsion Co. 5) Tesla Ozone Co. 6) Tesla 
Propulsion Co. 7) Tesla Nikola Co. 8) Tesla Machine Co. 9) Tesla Co, Inc. Pres. George 
Herbert Walker Scherff 10) Tesla Institute http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-
as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html Dec 28, 2017, 3:13 AM Chris Edwards 
http://martinhillortiz.blogspot.com.es/2015/12/tesla-as-he-was-listed-in-trows.html 

Nikola Tesla's patent applications therefor patents had not been granted - IEEE 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6419149/

Missing Tesla Items, we need your help - Tesla Memorial Society Missing: 2. Audio recordings
of Tesla's voice and video recordings of Tesla. http://www.teslasociety.com/missing.htm 

PATENT OFFICE CONSPIRACY

Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Another Nikola Tesla Patent mis-named for his inventions for all
"Homo-polar" "Mono-polar" Electric Machines: US Patent 406968 A "And alfred s" for the 
Homo-polar Dynamo Electric-Machine that his the basis for Toyota's and other DC Motors and
DC Generators for their Electric/Hybrid Cars. http://google.com/patents/US406968

Refers to Toyota's Patent for a "Homopolar machine which acts as a direct current (DC) high 
voltage generator or motor" https://google.com/patents/US5278470

The machine located on the Tesla Electric-Arc Aircraft potentially used on 9/11/2001 - 
"Orbiting multi-rotor homopolar system" http://google.com/patents/WO2006054973A1

Electric Arc Aircraft https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE https://youtube.com/watch?
v=H2eZVR-NFTI

Another Nikola Tesla Patent title changed to "best available cop"?? 
https://google.com/patents/US396121 (The Toyota Hybrid patent in 1994 was originally 
rejected because it was already "anticipated". In the same fashion, the Marconi/RCA lawsuit 
in 1943, Supreme Court Case 3,6,9 ended for the same reason, the RCA/Military had 
"anticipated" the technology based on the original Nikola Tesla patents. 

Patent Office Conspiracy Ctd: Who is the "BLANK" Applicant! What is "JOHN M" Invention, 
Sep 9, 1919 https://google.com/patents/US1315595

Just as Nikola Tesla finishes his Autobiography in 1919, and begins work with RCA, this 
Anonymous Person with a Fake Name Patent shows up at the patent office. The origin of 
(RADIO) patents from RCA, Telefunken, the origin of (DOPPLER RADAR), (SECURE 
COMMUNICATIONS), (PROJECT BLUE BEAM), (SCENE ILLUMINATOR) (DOPPLER 
DECOYS) (FRIEND OR FOE) can be found in the above and below referring patents. Dec 21,
1954 Standard Oil Dev Co (Rockefeller), "Reflector for electromagnetic waves" 
https://google.com/patents/US2697828

Jan 2, 1974 Wind turbine driven generator to recharge batteries in electric vehicles 
https://google.com/patents/US3876925

https://google.com/patents/US3876925
https://google.com/patents/US2697828
https://google.com/patents/US1315595
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI
https://youtube.com/watch?v=H2eZVR-NFTI
https://youtube.com/watch?v=k9CgJYeTxFE
http://google.com/patents/WO2006054973A1
https://google.com/patents/US5278470
http://google.com/patents/US406968
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6419149/


 Mar 24, 2016 The "automotive conversion technology system" 
https://google.com/patents/WO2016043714A1 -- (SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS) Jan 14,
1918 https://google.com/patents/US1384014 -- TESLA/MARCONI TELEFUNKEN 
(WEATHER RADAR) https://google.com/patents/US2151336 
https://google.com/patents/US2212110 (DOPPLER RADAR) 
https://google.com/patents/US5508704 (AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES PASSIVE RADAR) 
https://google.com/patents/US20150130651 -- 9/11 SCENE ILLUMINATOR 
https://google.com/patents/US8581771 -- 9/11 RADAR DECOY'S 
https://google.com/patents/US4843396 -- 9/11 FRIEND OR FOE TRANCEIVERS Jun 9, 2001
https://google.com/patents/DE10128131A1 https://google.com/patents/US5508704 

(PATENT OFFICE SCAM) TESLA PATENT FOR PYROMAGNETO ELECTRIC MOTOR 
"TITLE" CHANGED TO (("best available cop"??)) https://google.com/patents/US396121

Tesla referring Patent US2850707 - Electromagnetic coils- The ferromagnetic material is 
preferably an iron powder embedded in a resin such as epoxy 
https://google.com/patents/US2850707 "The small hollow sphere s is filled with some 
conducting powder" ... causes a huge drop in resistance" https://books.google.com/books?
id=JZY9BQAAQBAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+powder

On Tesla's Radio, "This evolved into a detector called a (coherer). This is just a horizontal 
glass tube loosely filled with metal chips (iron, nickel)" http://altered-states.net/barry/tesla/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherer

On Chemtrails, The heat generation needed to modify the weather can be fostered by adding 
"magnetic iron oxide powder" to polymers exuded by many high-flying aircraft. 
https://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals09.htm

Tesla's March 30th 1886 patent shows methods using his Thermo-Electric Motor uses the 
phenomenon that Iron becomes non-magnetic at high temperatures. The magnetism as 
exhibited in iron is an isolated phenomenon in nature. https://google.com/patents/US396121 
-- https://books.google.com/books? 
id=PmrsAgAAQBAJ&pg=PT448&lpg=PT448&dq"nikola+tesla"+iron+non+magnetic -- to 
magnetic changes, will not exhibit their magnetism as soon after the passage ... 
https://google.com/patents/US524426 

MISINFORMATION

Top 20 details on Nikola Tesla, prior to the last 40 years of mis-information; August, 1981 High
Times. [https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/]

0) Wardenclyffe was to shoot all power for Paris Exposition of 1903—all the way across the 
Atlantic

1) [#Magnifying] (https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/magnifying?hc_location=ufi) 
[#transformer](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/transformer? hc_location=ufi) to step the 
current down, after you siphon it off the main [#Neutral]
(https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/neutral? hc_location=ufi) feeder cable

https://hightimes.com/culture/nikola-tesla/
https://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/lostjournals/lostjournals09.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherer
https://books.google.com/books?id=JZY9BQAAQBAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq
https://books.google.com/books?id=JZY9BQAAQBAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq
https://google.com/patents/US396121


2) Thomas Edison: Terrible dangerous idea, Old Tom called it. All that electricity all over, 
#trillions of volts maybe, terrible, terrible dangerous. Think of the children! Enough of ’em fried
themselves dead every year on low-test, oldfashioned Edison DC. And now some crazy Serb 
wants to have trillions of volts sizzling all up and down the whole blame country? Unthinkable.
Irresponsible. Obscene!

3) Westinghouse gave him $1 million cash for the title to all his patents so far, and guaranteed
him a $1 royalty—U.S. and foreign—for every unit of horsepower his system might generate. 

4) Edison, of course, was desperately filling the #Hearst papers with scientific-sounding 
jeremiads about the certain and horrible consequences of this alternating-current #witchcraft. 
Goddammit, it just produced too much juice, Old Tom wailed, the world wasn’t ready for it. 
“Just as certain as death,” he guaranteed the papers, “Westinghouse will kill a customer 
within six months after he puts in a system of any size.” To prove it, Edison got a lot of people 
physically killed, dead forever, with this newfangled Tesla-Westinghouse AC

5) Edison showed the Hearst papers how you could fry live dogs, calves, and ultimately a 
horse. But it never got him anywhere. Inside ten years, Edison was renting AC from 
Westinghouse by the megawatt.

7) This is where he would #galvanize and #disintegrate metal plates with his bare fingers, 
strobing and flaring magnificently in his tux and cummerbund, before awed thousands at the 
Academy of Music and Carnegie Hall.

8) He even showed the foremen at Alcoa how most efficiently to use Niagara Falls #electric 
#arc #furnace to extract aluminum out of bauxite ore.

9) He would free humanity of those stupid copper wires, if it was the last thing he did. “I must 
first ascertain exactly how many vibrations to the second are caused by disturbing the mass 
of electricity which the earth contains…” #Schumann #Resonance

10) Tesla bouncing signal impulses up through the magnetosphere, from a land-based 
transmitter to a land-based receiver, was only prelude to some immensely grander notion 
about driving signals down into the earth itself and having them burst out elsewhere, 
immeasurably [#amplified](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/amplified?hc_location=ufi)

11) Lab Fire; Typical of Tesla’s life, the lab somehow caught fire just then: all his equipment, 
models, notes, and a big bundle of hard cash up in smoke, with no insurance. #Insurance?! 
Nikola Tesla had more important things to do with his money than haggle with insurance 
agents, those troglodytic slaves to Mammon.

12) Earthquake Machine: By and by they were getting 5, 10, 15 times more energy back out 
of the ground than it took to run the hammer’s air compressor. Eureka! This was something 
better than [#perpetual] (https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/perpetual?hc_location=ufi) 
[#motion](https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/motion? hc_location=ufi)!

13) Colorado Springs: It had to do with a 200-foot metal mast surmounted by a four-foot 
copper ball, dominating the lonesome Colorado prairie under Pike’s Peak. Below this pylon, in

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/amplified?hc_location=ufi


a shed, sat Tesla’s “magnifying transformer,” extruding a primary coil that wound about a 75-
foot-diameter fence and stretched up aloft to make contact with the giant copper ball, or 
“#electrode.”

14) The visual display would be a challenge to #George #Lucas. Tesla was casting lightning 
bolts as high as the #Empire #State #Building, and that was just the stray skim-off from the 12
million volts he was able to pump through this baby continuously. When visitors wanted 
impressing, Nikola would put up in the night sky whole extended ballets of many-colored 
“#globe #lightning”

15) Resonance: Nikola was jamming megafixes of pure juice into Mother Earth, to see how 
much lightning he could call down out of God’s sky to #restabilize the local electromagnetic 
setup. At least this was one part of what he was doing, as frantically as possible, while the 
money held out. His broader project had something to do with precisely measuring the exact 
wattage of #potential resonance between the electricity within the earth and the electricity in 
the sky above it.

16) Tesla's Wardenclyffe Tower was designed to shoot all the electric power for the grand 
#Paris #Exposition of 1903—all the way across the almighty Atlantic, no hands, no wires, 
nothing up his sleeve.

17) Nikola was still #copper-plating his 150-foot-diameter “electrode,”

18) When Tesla died in 1943, the FBI went through his place and carried off all his papers 
while the body was still warm.

19) Sunday-supplement writers found him a dependable source of diverting comment, 
prattling on about gem-focused “#death #rays,” #faster-than-light communications systems, 
#climate-modifications through magnetic manipulation of the #Ionosphere 

RADIANT ENERGY

Jan 9th 1901 "Electricity: A Popular Electrical Journal ..., Volume 20" - Page 86 (Nikola Tesla 
claims to have discovered a new law in electrical science which will necessitate the re-writing 
of most of the text books now in use. "The capacity of an electrical conductor ... various under
different conditions ... it is not fixed and unalterable at all ... it is susceptible to grate 
changes ... I observed that the capacity varied with the elevation of the conduction surface 
above the ground (THE IONOSPHERE).

Nkola Tesla's November 5th 1901 Anniversary (The only Day-Night Perpetual Motion Machine
approved at the U.S. Patent Office) an "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" part 
of his Worldwide Wireless Power System where the receiver "antenna" is the "meter". 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikolatesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?
view=flipcard

Two months after the assassination of U.S. President Mckinley on Oct 6th 1901; on 
November 11th, Tesla sends JP Morgan legal documents including international patents with 
improvements on various crucial aspects of his wireless machinery. He promises once again 
to beat Marconi in the race for the wireless. Morgan acknowledges receipt of the patents in a 

http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikolatesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2014/11/nikolatesla-apparatus-for-utilization.html?view=flipcard


letter from his secretary to Tesla. However, in December, Marconi successfully transmits the 
letter S (dot/dot/dot) from England to Canada. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php? 
fbid=1631103050535852&set=p.1631103050535852%2F

Tesla's latest patent up to November 11th, 1901 is his November 5th 1901, "Apparatus for the
Utilization of Radiant Energy", a receiving device. https://google.com/patents/US685957 -- 
The first referring patent to the "Apparatus" is LIDAR used in Autonomous vehicles like for 
Tesla Motors. https://google.com/patents/US3455243 -- Some international patents for 
improvements in the transmission of electrical energy are here: 
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm

100+ Nikola Tesla Letters to JP Morgan https://youtube.com/watch? v=ZwdaHpeOOWI -- 
More on JP Morgan & Tesla http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm

Tesla simultaneously patented receiving devices for his transmission system on November 
5th 1901 including: US Patent 685,955 Apparatus for Utilizing Effects Transmitted From a 
Distance to a Receiving Device Through Natural Media - US Patent 585,954 Method of 
Utilizing Effects Transmitted Through Natural Media - US Patent 685,953 Method of 
Intensifying and Utilizing Effects Transmitted Through Natural Media. Previously Tesla had 
already patented a Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations 
(superconductivity) on October 22nd 1901, US Patent 685,012, using cold temperature and a 
superconducting liquid.

"A simple explanation of Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver by George Trinkaus: "For starters, 
think of this as a solar-electric panel. Tesla's invention is very different, but the closest thing to
it in conventional technology is in photo-voltaics. One radical difference is that conventional 
solar-electric panels consist of a substrate coated with crystalline silicon; the latest use 
amorphous silicon. Conventional solar panels are expensive, and, whatever the coating, they 
are manufactured by esoteric processes. But Tesla's "solar panel" is just a shiny metal plate 
with a transparent coating of some insulating material which today could be a spray plastic. 
Stick one of these antenna-like panels up in the air, the higher the better, and wire it to one 
side of a capacitor, the other going to a good earth ground. Now the energy from the sun is 
charging that capacitor. Connect across the capacitor some sort of switching device so that it 
can be discharged at rhythmic intervals, and you have an electric output. Tesla´s patent is 
telling us that it is that simple to get electric energy. The bigger the area of the insulated plate,
the more energy you get. But this is more than a 'solar panel' because it does not necessarily 
need sunshine to operate. It also produces power at night." See another good presentation on
Free-Energy Aerial Systems. From Tesla's Radiant Energy Receiver patent he states what the
common thinking at the time is about the behavior of electricity and matter, “Minute particles 
of matter from secondary cosmic rays or the rays render the air and matter as conductive. 
These radiations are generally considered to be ether vibrations of extremely small wave 
lengths, and in explanation of the phenomena noted it has been assumed by some authorities
that they ionize or render conducting the atmosphere through which they are propagated." 
Continuing from the patent, Tesla states his theory: "My own experiments and observations, 
however, lead me to conclusions more in accord with the theory heretofore advanced by me 
that sources of such radiant energy throw off with great velocity minute particles of matter 
which are strongly electrified, and therefore capable of charging an electrical conductor, even 
if not so, may at any rate discharge an electrified conductor either by carrying off bodily its 
charge or otherwise.” “In applying my discovery I provide a condenser, preferably of 

http://teslatech.info/ttmagazine/v4n1/seifer.htm
http://tfcbooks.com/patents/patents.htm


considerable electrostatic capacity, and connect one of its terminals to an insulated metal 
plate or other conducting body exposed to the rays or streams of radiant matter.” In Nikola 
Tesla's 1899 Colorado Springs Notes, Tesla used highly polished, large surface area, 
insulated plates "the plates act as a condenser", elevated tin foiled, copper and brass 
sphere's, for reasons presumably to absorb and emit or send and receive UV, even at night. 

Tesla recommends using his U.S. Patent #611719 for an Electrical Circuit Controller to 
convert the condenser discharges or his U.S. Patent #609246 for high frequency Electrical 
Circuit Controller using a conducting liquid. See the 1905 Electrical Chemical Society 
meetings on Aluminum & Tin Foil Condensers. June 2nd 2015 Physicists make first 
observation of the pushing pressure of light. In regards to the magnetic effects on the metals 
in solar cells: Magnetic Nanoparticles Enhance Performance of Solar Cells. 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/permalink/806913416113085/ 

COSMIC RAY MOTOR

Brookyln Eagle 1931 "I have harnessed the cosmic rays caused them to operate a motive 
device" "25 years ago I began my efforts to harness the cosmic rays and I have succeeded" 
1933 New York American, Device to Harness Cosmic Energy "power derived of the universe, 
cosmic energy, the sun present everywhere in unlimited quantities". The Tesla electric "Back 
to the Future" car anecdote refers to a supposed Tesla invention described by a Peter Savo 
(nephew of Tesla), to one Derek Ahers on 9/16/1967. Savo said that Tesla took him to Buffalo,
NY in 1931 and showed him a modified Pierce-Arrow car. Tesla had the stock gasoline engine
replaced with a brushless AC motor run by a 'cosmic energy receiver" and was driven 50 
miles at speeds of up to 88 mph during an 8-day period. Other U.S. patents have been filed: 
(#3,811,058, #3,879,622, and #4,151,4310), for example, for motors that run exclusively on 
permanent energy, seemingly tapping into energy circulating through the earth's magnetic 
field. The first two require a feedback network in order to be self-running. Years later, in 1933, 
he was more pointed in his remarks about the introduction of his fuel-less generator. In the 
Philadelphia Public Ledger of November 2, is an interview with Tesla under the headline: 
Tesla 'Harnesses' Cosmic Energy. In it he was asked whether the sudden introduction of his 
principle would upset the present economic system, Dr. Tesla replied, "It is badly upset 
already." He added: "Now as never before was the time ripe for the development of new 
resources." At a press conference to celebrate his 76th birthday, Tesla announced that he had
invented a cosmic-ray motor. In 1931, under the financing of Tesla Pierce-Arrow and George 
Westinghouse, a 1931 Pierce-Arrow was selected to be tested at the factory grounds in 
Buffalo, N.Y. The standard internal combustion engine was removed and an 80-H.P. 1800 
r.p.m electric motor installed to the clutch and transmission. The A.C. motor measured 40 
inches long and 30 inches in diameter and the power leads were left standing in the air - no 
external power source. At the appointed time, Nikola Tesla arrived from New York City and 
inspected the Pierce-Arrow automobile. He then went to a local radio store and purchased a 
handful of tubes, wires and assorted resistors. A box measuring 24 inches long, 12 inches 
wide and 6 inches high was assembled housing the circuit. The box was then placed on the 
front seat and had its wires connected to the air cooled, brushless motor. Two rods 1 /4" in 
diameter stuck out of the box about 3" in length. Mr. Tesla got into the driver's seat, pushed 
the two rods in and stated, "We now have power." He put the car into gear and it moved 
forward. This vehicle, powered by an A.C. motor, was driven to speeds of 90 m.p.h. and 
performed better than any internal combustion engine of its day. One week was spent testing 
the vehicle. Several newspapers in Buffalo reported this test. When asked where the power 



came from, Tesla replied, "From the ethers all around us."... In the 1970's, an inventor used 
an Ev-Gray generator, which intensified battery current, the voltage being induced to the field 
coils by a very simple programmer (sequencer). By allowing the motor to charge separate 
batteries as the device ran, phenomenally tiny currents were needed. The device was tested 
at the Crosby Research Institute of Beverly Hills, Ca., a 10- horsepower EMA motor ran for 
over a week (9 days) on four standard automobile batteries. The inventors estimated that a 
50-horsepower electric motor could traverse 300 miles at 50 m.p.h. before needing a re-
charge. http://peswiki.com/directory:teslas-pierce-arrow

 COSMIC RAY MOTOR - An Antenna of ionized air - The "Kenetron" tubes are capable of 
rectifying voltages exceeding 100,000 volts to supply a direct current to the leads of the X-ray 
tube. Tesla was able to produce 4 Million volts. http://www.google.com/patents/US2760055 
Mar 8, 1955 US Patent US 2703882 A

RADIANT ENERGY TRANSMISSION SYSTEM http://www.google.com/patents/US2703882 
1951 BWO Carcinotron is a vacuum tube that is used to generate microwaves up to the 
Terahertz range. It belongs to the traveling-wave tube family. It is an oscillator with a wide 
electronic tuning range. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backward-wave_oscillator

DEBUNKING EINSTEIN

More by Tesla Leaks on Nikola Tesla debunks Albert Einstein's "Spooky" "Action at a 
Distance", "Faster than Light", "Photoelectric Effect", "Splitting an Atom", "Ether", "Curved 
Space", Nuclear Power & Nuclear Bomb Hoax 
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-alberteinsteins.html?m=1 

Albert Einstein wrote in 1946 “A World Government must be created which is able to solve 
conflicts between nations by judicial decision. Albert Einstein called on governments to 
"proceed further by taking gradual steps towards forming an effectual Federal World 
Government." https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1645279199118237&set=gm.771888692948891%2F Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_government

February 24th 2016 - Graphene becomes superconductive—Electrons with 'no mass' flow 
with 'no resistance' http://phys.org/news/2016-02-graphene-superconductiveelectrons-mass-
resistance.html

-Tesla's Ultra Low Frequency ULF method of wireless power transfer for "Action at a 
Distance" is faster than light. The action is of a velocity of V=Pie/2XC (C=the speed of light in 
a vacuum) or 1.57X the speed of light. Instantaneous wireless power transfer would require a 
system of monopoles to be setup using a network of Wardenclyffe Towers at specifically 
triangulated points on the Earth surface. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnIfYx6NXK4

Russia & Israel push propaganda that Nuclear Energy is dangerous; so they can ban it and 
create FEAR it can be turned into a bomb. 4th Reich + Vatican + Scientology + Greenpeace 
created the Nuclear Scare Scam: https://teslaleaks.com/f/russia-israel-alex-jones-nuke-bomb-
nuclear-power-danger-hoax Debunking Einstein + Nuke Hoax 3 by Chief Justice 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/teslaleakscom-debunking-einstein-nuke-

https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/teslaleakscom-debunking-einstein-nuke-hoax-3-by-chief-justice
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hoax-3-by-chief-justice

September 11th 2022 Trump's Nuke Secrets "Classified At Birth" Atomic Energy Act 1946 
https://teslaleaks.com/f/trumps-nuke-secrets-classified-at-birth-atomic-energy-act-1946

October 16th 2021 Russian Hoaxes: Cuba Missile Crisis, Sputnik, ICBM, Nukes & Moon! 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/russian-hoaxes-cuba-missile-crisis-sputnik-
icbm-nukes-moon

PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

Nikola Tesla in 1894 on converting electricity to light, speaking of the "photo-electric effect", 
20 years before "Einstein" https://books.google.com/books?id=X0ZCAQAAMAAJ&pg=RA1-
PA113&lpg=RA1-
PA113&dq=nikola+tesla+how+to+make+metals+non+magnetic+heat&q=nikola%20tesla
%20how%20to%20make%20metals%20non%20magnetic%20heat&f=false 

LIDAR

MIT's New Sensor Brings LIDAR Vision to Tiny Microchips to be 1000X more sensitive for $10
ea. http://popularmechanics.com/technology/a22211/small-lidar-sensor/

The 1st referring patent to Nikola Tesla's Nov 5th 1901 patent for an "Apparatus for the 
Utilization of Radiant Energy" https://google.com/patents/US685957

Is Laser Optical Radar and Distance Detecting Device, or (LIDAR) patented in (1956) used by
the Army in 1974, like those in Autonomous vehicles like for Tesla Motors. 
https://google.com/patents/US3455243

8/8/2016 Elon Musk: Full Autonomy Is Coming Sooner Than Anyone Expects—It Will ‘Blow 
People’s Minds’; to be 10X safer than a human driver. 
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Elon-Musk-Full-Autonomy-is-Coming-Sooner-Than-
Anyone-Expects-and-It-Will

WIRELESS POWER & ACTION AT A DISTANCE

Nikola Tesla describes, builds, patents and executes "Action at a Distance" in his Colorado 
Springs Experiments from 1899-1900. In 1900, Tesla publicly states "If I can send energy 22 
miles away, why can't I send matter"? Emanating matter from the Ether. Nikola Tesla, "The 
True Wireless" 1919. Tesla further describes his system as unlimited number of secure, 
instantaneous, uninterruptible, to any distance, no limits to the power with less than a 5% 
loss, channels. Below is a picture of a Four Tuned Circuit or "Quadrupole" from The True 
Wireless article. Action at a distance and creating "rigidity" inside vacuum tubes at a distance.
"Take the very striking and beautiful vacuum-tube experiment to participate in ... gaseous 
column possesses rigidity" http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-
his-work-0

The article NIKOLA TESLA TELLS OF NEW RADIO THEORIES "yet solid and possessed of 
rigidity incomparably greater than that of the hardest steel". 
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http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/1929-09-22.htm

Summation of Tesla's Dynamic Theory of Gravity. "upon which vibration is impressed by rapid 
changes of electrostatic potential, is rigid". He recounted how he had developed a "new form 
of vacuum tube" in 1896. http://netowne.com/technology/important/ 

October 21, 2015 - Einstein debunked: New test proves universe is "spooky", "action at a 
distance" http://news.yahoo.com/einstein-wouldnt-test-proves-universe-spooky-
170604665.html

FASTER THAN LIGHT

Nikola Tesla denied that Einstein’s theory was true, not just because he rejected the idea that 
matter is convertible into energy, and energy into matter, or the existence of space-time, but 
because he himself had measured speeds traveling faster than light in numerous 
experiments... In 1899 he conducted experiments at Colorado Springs where he sent currents
from his transmitter around earth and back to his receiver traveling at a mean velocity of 
292,815 miles per second. On April of 1900 he published a patent on this transmitter titled the 
Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Medium, which was just a play thing
compared to his Magnifying Transmitter patented in 1914. Not only this, but as far back as 
1896 he conducted experiments on cosmic rays where he measured cosmic ray velocities 
from the star, Antares, which he measured to be fifty times greater than the speed of light, 
thus demolishing one of the basic pillar of the structure of relativity. 
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/159992409923/last-night-thenational-geographic-channel-
began-a

Passages from Tesla's patent 787,412 were included verbatim in the introduction for special 
attention: -- The most essential requirement is that irrespective of frequency the wave or 
wave-train should continue for a certain period of time, which I have estimated to be not less 
than one-twelfth or probably 0.08484 of a second and which is taken in passing to and 
returning from the region diametrically opposite the pole over the earth's surface with a mean 
velocity of about 471,240 kilometers per second [292,822 miles per second, a velocity equal 
to one and a half times the "official" speed of light]. 
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_22.htm 

Nikola Tesla and the True Explanation of the Photoelectric Effect “There can be no great harm
in a student taking an erroneous view, but when great minds err, the world must dearly pay for
their mistakes.” –Nikola Tesla 
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/169136913618/herbertspencerquotes-drnikolatesla-nikola

Dr Bell and Dr Ramachers re-investigated ideas about the photoelectric effect dating back to 
Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein when they considered whether these ideas could be used for 
modern solar power -- leading to the development of this new process. 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207125941.htm 

RENEWABLE ENERGY in 2022

March 16th 2022 DOE: 100% carbon-free energy by 2030 + 100 Hybrids & Nikola Tesla 
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https://teslaleaks.com/f/doe-100%25-carbon-free-energy-by-2030-100-hybrids-nikola-tesla?
blogcategory=Nikola+Tesla

WHITE HOUSE: Reaching 100% carbon pollution-free electricity by 2035. White House 
Executive Order for 100% carbon-free electricity by 2030 ft 100+ Hybrid Energy Systems, 
Energy Recycling, Conversion & Transmutation.  
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/07/radiant-energy-harvesting-night-time.html?
view=flipcard  

March 17th 2022 Africa’s Electrification Needs $350 Billion Investment By 2030 as 640 million
Africans have no access to energy https://www.woodmac.com/press-releases/Utility-
evolution-in-Africa-to-reshape-global-electricity-demand/
March 17th 2022 We Need Humans To Achieve A Just Energy Transition: A Human Transition 
(Video) https://cleantechnica.com/2022/03/17/we-need-humans-to-achieve-a-just-energy-
transition-a-human-transition-video/
March 17th 2022 Middle Eastern Oil Producers Worried More People Will Buy EVs As A 
Result Of High Oil Prices https://cleantechnica.com/2022/03/17/middle-eastern-oil-producers-
worried-more-people-will-buy-evs-as-a-result-of-high-oil-prices/
March 17th 2022 In Al Gore's home state Tennessee, Largest Federal Utility Chooses Gas, 
Defying Biden’s Clean Energy Goals https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/17/climate/tennessee-
valley-authority-biden-climate.html
March 17th 2022 How higher and more volatile energy prices will affect the move to clean 
energy https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/17/what-higher-volatile-energy-prices-mean-for-clean-
energy-transition.html
March 17th 2022 Clean energy superstar or smokescreen for fossil fuel use? Here’s what you
need to know about Renewable Hydrogen. https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-
solutions/2022/03/17/hydrogen-clean-energy-climate-change/
March 17th 2022 Octet Scientific Gets Big Boost to Strengthen Region’s Role in the Future of 
Clean Energy https://finance.yahoo.com/news/octet-scientific-gets-big-boost-195000381.html
March 17th 2022 Kansas impasse shows green energy opposition has lost steam 
https://apnews.com/article/climate-business-kansas-topeka-utilities-
dca6db465c014306f45f5c1e6340b383
March 17th 2022 New Hollow Mountain in Scotland renewable energy pumped hydro project 
planned https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-glasgow-west-60780848
March 17th 2022 Renewables provided 81 percent of new US electrical capacity in 2021 
concludes SUN DAY campaign review 
https://www.renewableenergymagazine.com/panorama/renewables-provided-81-percent-of-
new-us-20220317
March 17th 2022 Spiking Oil Prices Drive Increased Call For Renewable Energy 
https://www.newsweek.com/sspiking-oil-prices-drive-increased-call-renewable-energy-
1689171
March 17th 2022 Farmers key to renewable energy future 
https://www.dailydemocrat.com/2022/03/17/farmers-key-to-renewable-energy-future/
March 17th 2022 Clean Energy Is Grid Reliability’s Best Hope, Not Enemy 
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-law-week/clean-energy-is-grid-reliabilitys-best-hope-not-
enemy
March 17th 2022 Virginia approves 1 GW solar + storage expansion by Dominion Energy 
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/virginia-approves-1-gw-renewable-energy-expansion-by-
dominion-energy/620540/
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March 17th 2022 Alibaba Adopts Renewable Energy Generation With Rooftop Solar Panels 
https://www.renewableenergymagazine.com/pv_solar/cainiao-adopts-renewable-energy-
generation-with-rooftop-20220317
March 17th 2022 The Business Standard: West will ultimately switch to renewable energy 
https://www.tbsnews.net/analysis/west-will-ultimately-switch-renewable-energy-386922
March 17th 2022 Michigan: Rep. Meijer supports renewable energy, warns against 
‘villainizing’ oil and gas https://www.thedailynews.cc/articles/rep-meijer-supports-renewable-
energy-warns-against-villainizing-oil-and-gas/
March 17th 2022 Sure, we need more oil production. But the renewable energy future is 
already in Texas Read more at: https://www.star-telegram.com/opinion/letters-to-the-
editor/article259389999.html
March 17th 2022 Europe’s Path to Renewable Energy May be Bridged by Nuclear Power and
Coal https://www.onegreenplanet.org/environment/europes-path-to-renewable-energy-may-
be-bridged-by-nuclear-power-and-coal/
March 17th 2022 Accelerate and incentivise renewable energy says European Federation of 
Energy Traders https://energydigital.com/renewable-energy/accelerate-and-incentivise-
renewable-energy-calls-efet
March 17th 2022 Australian Financial Review: Labor promises to tackle NIMBY problem 
slowing the renewables boom https://www.afr.com/policy/energy-and-climate/labor-promises-
to-tackle-nimby-problem-slowing-the-renewables-boom-20220317-p5a5iz
March 17th 2022 Caribbean Govt. work group to review renewable energy documents related
to renewable energy, in addition to possible funding options and framework 
https://www.thedailyherald.sx/islands/govt-work-group-to-review-renewable-energy-
documents
March 17th 2022 Clean energy depends on lithium. Can California supply it from brine? 
https://www.csmonitor.com/Environment/2022/0317/Clean-energy-depends-on-lithium.-Can-
California-supply-it
March 17th 2022 Button pushed on £25m project in Moray to power up renewable energy - 
with local firms 'among beneficiaries' https://www.scotsman.com/business/button-pushed-on-
ps25m-project-in-moray-to-power-up-renewable-energy-with-local-firms-among-beneficiaries-
3615609
March 17th 2022 ‘Where is plan for renewable energy for Barbados? 
https://barbadostoday.bb/2022/03/17/where-is-plan-for-renewable-energy/
March 17th 2022 Egypt, UAE discuss fostering bilateral cooperation in electricity, renewable 
energy fields https://www.egypttoday.com/Article/3/113928/Egypt-UAE-discuss-fostering-
bilateral-cooperation-in-electricity-renewable-energy
March 17th 2022 Pivot Power secures planning for battery storage duo in Bedfordshire and 
Cornwall https://renews.biz/76435/pivot-power-gains-consent-for-two-grid-batteries/
March 17th 2022 Taiwan Mobile targets 100% renewables by 2040 
https://www.mobileworldlive.com/asia/asia-news/taiwan-mobile-targets-100-renewables-by-
2040
March 17th 2022 Opinion: Clean energy key to CT future 
https://www.ctpost.com/opinion/article/Opinion-Clean-energy-key-to-CT-future-17006433.php
March 17th 2022 Việt Nam seeks US investment in renewable energy 
https://pulsenews.co.kr/view.php?sc=30800028&year=2022&no=245103
March 17th 2022 Blockchain-based renewable credits fund solar PV in South Sudan 
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/distributed-generation/blockchain-based-
renewable-credits-fund-solar-pv-in-south-sudan/
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March 17th 2022 Insurance Journal: Burn the Client or Burn the Carbon? Insurer AXA 
Grapples With Clean Energy Transition. 
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/international/2022/03/17/658323.htm
March 17th 2022 EIB, Neoenergia sign EUR 200m loan to support renewable energy in Brazil
https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/business/1966083-eib-neoenergia-sign-eur-200m-loan-
to-support-renewable-energy-in-brazil
March 17th 2022 Azerbaijan to establish ECO Clean Energy Center 
https://www.azernews.az/business/190847.html
March 17th 2022 Renewable Industry asks FERC to End New England Rules Favoring 
Natural Gas https://ctexaminer.com/2022/03/17/renewable-industry-asks-ferc-to-end-new-
england-rules-favoring-natural-gas/
March 17th 2022 Going Green(er) for St. Patrick’s Day: Catholic University to Build Region’s 
Largest Urban Solar Array https://communications.catholic.edu/news/2022/03/going-greener-
for-st.-patricks-day.html
March 17th 2022 Could A World Crisis Propel Us Into A New Era Of Energy? 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jemmagreen/2022/03/17/could-a-world-crisis-propel-us-into-a-
new-era-of-energy/
March 17th 2022 One-third of Australian electricity came from renewable energy sources in 
2021 https://themarketherald.com.au/one-third-of-australian-electricity-came-from-renewable-
energy-sources-in-2021-2022-03-17/
March 17th 2022 Radio Havana Cuba | The benefits of renewable energy for Central America 
are highlighted https://www.thevalleypost.com/radio-havana-cuba-the-benefits-of-renewable-
energy-for-central-america-are-highlighted/
March 17th 2022 Solar helps Bangladesh to universal access to electricity https://www.pv-
magazine.com/2022/03/17/solar-helps-bangladesh-to-universal-access-to-electricity/
March 17th 2022 An Empire For Solar Discovery And Education In The Making? SinglePoint 
Reports Building Out Network For Clean Air And Green Energy Efficiency 
https://www.benzinga.com/markets/penny-stocks/22/03/26177232/an-empire-for-solar-
discovery-and-education-in-the-making-singlepoint-reports-building-out-n
March 17th 2022 The path to defeating Putin lies in ending our dependence on fossil fuels | 
Opinion https://www.pennlive.com/opinion/2022/03/the-path-to-defeating-putin-lies-in-ending-
our-dependence-on-fossil-fuels-opinion.html
March 17th 2022 Reuters: OPINION: Ukraine invasion shows urgency of renewables shift for 
Global South https://news.trust.org/item/20220317101917-2m0k8/
March 17th 2022 Bosnia's Serb Republic to add 1 GW of renewables by 2029 - utility head 
https://renewablesnow.com/news/bosnias-serb-republic-to-add-1-gw-of-renewables-by-2029-
utility-head-777399/
March 17th 2022 Canada seeks input on clean electricity, net-zero grid https://www.power-
eng.com/policy-regulation/canada-seeks-feedback-on-clean-electricity-standard-goal-of-net-
zero-grid-by-2035/
March 17th 2022 Chickahominy Power cancels plans for 1.5GW natural gas plant in Charles 
City, Virginia https://www.virginiamercury.com/blog-va/chickahominy-power-cancels-plans-for-
natural-gas-plant-in-charles-city/
March 17th 2022 Chile’s 2030 fossil fuel-fired generation bill to undergo further senate 
scrutiny https://www.bnamericas.com/en/news/chiles-2030-fossil-fuel-fired-generation-bill-to-
undergo-further-senate-scrutiny
March 17th 2022 Two steps forward for reducing fossil fuel funding, three steps back for the 
environment https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2022-03-17-two-steps-forward-for-
reducing-fossil-fuel-funding-three-steps-back-for-the-environment/
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March 17th 2022 Power struggle continues in New York for Con Ed customers 
https://www.scarsdalenews.com/top_stories/power-struggle-continues-in-new-york-for-con-
ed-customers/article_2f3a372a-a637-11ec-8324-3b4c9b7fc2ad.html
March 17th 2022 New York lawmakers weigh a budget plan for a fully public Long Island 
electric utility https://www.wshu.org/long-island-news/2022-03-17/new-york-lawmakers-weigh-
a-budget-plan-for-a-fully-public-long-island-electric-utility
March 17th 2022 $2.9bn extension cord to Snowy Hydro plant holding Victoria back 
https://reneweconomy.com.au/transgrid-prefers-above-ground-transmission-link-for-snowy-2-
0-despite-opposition/
March 17th 2022 Time to shift conversation from high gas prices to renewables, says climate 
campaigner https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/q-a-renewables-ukraine-crisis-
fossil-fuel-dependency-russia-1.6388623
March 17th 2022 Massport Unveils Net-Zero Greenouse Gas Reduction Plan 
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/massachusetts/articles/2022-03-17/massport-
unveils-net-zero-greenouse-gas-reduction-plan
March 17th 2022 Storing renewable electricity with supercritical CO2 heat pump 
https://www.pv-magazine-australia.com/2022/03/18/storing-renewable-electricity-with-
supercritical-co2-heat-pump/
March 17th 2022 Have we bottom on our oil addiction? https://www.journal-
news.net/eedition/have-we-bottom-on-our-oil-addiction/article_a549c72a-8f30-5ed1-8373-
15b885d00e72.html
March 17th 2022 Green Hydrogen and Tidal Power + Nuclear can bolster UK’s energy 
security https://expertsnrg.com/hydrogen-and-tidal-power-can-bolster-uks-energy-security/
March 17th 2022 Methane-eating bacteria convert greenhouse gas to fuel State-of-the-art 
method reveals never-before-seen atomic structures controlling the process 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2022/03/220317143713.htm
March 17th 2022 Scientists Discover a New, Sustainable Way To Make Hydrogen for Fuel 
Cells and Fertilizers https://scitechdaily.com/scientists-discover-a-new-sustainable-way-to-
make-hydrogen-for-fuel-cells-and-fertilizers/
March 17th 2022 Harvard Business Review: The Path to a Carbon-Neutral Future Through 
Digital Technology and Platform Innovation https://hbr.org/sponsored/2022/03/the-path-to-a-
carbon-neutral-future-through-digital-technology-and-platform-innovation
March 17th 2022 Progressive Caucus Urges Biden to Declare Climate Emergency, Stop New 
Fossil Fuel Extraction, Turbocharge Renewables https://biologicaldiversity.org/w/news/press-
releases/progressive-caucus-urges-biden-to-declare-climate-emergency-stop-new-fossil-fuel-
extraction-turbocharge-renewables-2022-03-17/
March 17th 2022 SENATOR MARKEY INTRODUCES SWEEPING LEGISLATION TO 
CREATE 21ST CENTURY ELECTRIC GRID https://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-
releases/senator-markey-introduces-sweeping-legislation-to-create-21st-century-electric-grid
March 17th 2022 Strategic Biofuels Project Moves into FEED 
https://www.renewableenergymagazine.com/biofuels/strategic-biofuels-project-moves-into-
feed-20220315
March 17th 2022 Diversifying workforce key to growing NM’s clean energy industry 
https://www.abqjournal.com/2480409/diversifying-workforce-key-to-growing-nms-clean-
energy-industry-2.html
March 17th 2022 ZincFive leverage nickel-zinc for sustainable energy storage 
https://sustainabilitymag.com/renewable-energy/zincfive-leverage-nickel-zinc-for-sustainable-
energy-storage
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March 17th 2022 For Women’s History Month, NREL Celebrates the Powerful Women of 
Water Power https://www.nrel.gov/news/program/2022/women-in-water-power.html
March 17th 2022 Rushing Clean Energy Could Stifle Everyone 
https://english.aawsat.com/home/article/3537221/rushing-clean-energy-could-stifle-everyone
March 17th 2022 California's 'Solar Canals' Will Save Water and Produce Clean Energy 
https://www.treehugger.com/california-solar-canals-save-water-produce-clean-energy-
5222409
March 17th 2022 Clean energy investing makes financial as well as climate sense says new 
report https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/234858/clean-energy-investing-makes-financial-well/
March 17th 2022 Clean Heat Standard advances in Vermont 
https://energynews.us/digests/clean-heat-standard-advances-in-vermont/
March 17th 2022 Agrivoltaic systems have the potential to meet energy demands of electric 
vehicles in rural Oregon, US https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-08673-4
March 17th 2022 Smart System to Optimize Energy Use of Water Heaters 
https://www.environmentalleader.com/2022/03/smart-system-to-optimize-energy-use-of-
water-heaters/
March 17th 2022 Ripple Energy opens first UK consumer-owned wind farm 
https://energydigital.com/renewable-energy/ripple-energy-opens-first-uk-consumer-owned-
wind-farm
March 17th 2022 No easy solutions to Britain’s energy crisis 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/mar/17/no-easy-solutions-to-britains-energy-
crisis
March 17th 2022 EU can tap geothermal potential to cut Russian gas - EGEC 
https://renewablesnow.com/news/eu-can-tap-geothermal-potential-to-cut-russian-gas-egec-
777273/
March 17th 2022 Ukrainian plans for 10 GW of Green Hydrogen electrolysis overcast by war 
https://renewablesnow.com/news/ukrainian-plans-for-10-gw-of-electrolysis-overcast-by-war-
776758/
March 17th 2022 Half of Ukraine's renewables threatened with destruction, industry body 
says https://renewablesnow.com/news/half-of-ukraines-renewables-threatened-with-
destruction-industry-body-says-776717/
March 17th 2022 climateflation, fossilflation and greenflation 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/date/2022/html/ecb.sp220317_2~dbb3582f0a.en.html
March 17th 2022 OWC Opens Office in Greece, Eyes Offshore Wind Opportunities 
https://www.offshorewind.biz/2022/03/17/owc-opens-office-in-greece-eyes-offshore-wind-
opportunities/
March 17th 2022 Analysis: Europe faces struggle to escape Russian gas this year 
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/europe-faces-struggle-escape-russian-gas-this-
year-2022-03-17/
March 17th 2022 Connecticut boilermaker reduces emissions further with solar carport 
https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/2022/03/connecticut-boilermaker-reduces-emissions-
further-with-solar-carport/
March 17th 2022 Petrofac to study green hydrogen to ammonia project in Egypt 
https://renewablesnow.com/news/petrofac-to-study-green-hydrogen-to-ammonia-project-in-
egypt-777366/
March 17th 2022 Opinion: Cleantech important to Northern Nevada's economic future | Mike 
Kazmierski https://www.rgj.com/story/opinion/columnists/2022/03/17/opinion-cleantech-
important-northern-nevadas-economic-future-mike-kazmierski/7078377001/
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March 17th 2022 Cincinnati plans to buy electric police cars, install neighborhood charging 
stations https://www.fox19.com/2022/03/17/cincinnati-plans-buy-electric-police-cars-install-
neighborhood-charging-stations/
March 17th 2022 Ten Chicago-area communities are easing their solar interconnection 
processes, making it faster, easier, and more affordable for homes and businesses to go 
solar. https://solarbuildermag.com/news/ten-chicago-area-communities-just-made-it-easier-to-
go-solar/
March 17th 2022 Renewable fuels can replace up to 70% of Russian crude oil imports by 
2030 https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/renewable-fuels-can-replace-up-to-70-of-russian-
crude-oil-imports-by-2030/
March 17th 2022 Italy builds first offshore wind farm amid push for energy independence 
https://www.thelocal.it/20220317/italy-builds-first-offshore-wind-farm-in-push-for-energy-
independence/
March 17th 2022 Australian Firm Claims “Giant Leap” Toward Clean, Cheap Hydrogen Power 
https://www.motherjones.com/environment/2022/03/australian-firm-hysata-claims-giant-leap-
clean-cheap-hydrogen-power-electrolysis/
March 17th 2022 National Grid talks sustainable future 
https://www.qchron.com/editions/queenswide/national-grid-talks-sustainable-
future/article_81cf1caa-4638-5ba9-941a-5db0c8aac62c.html
March 17th 2022 Sonangol Announces Plans to Produce Green Hydrogen in Angola 
https://energycapitalpower.com/sonangol-announces-plans-to-produce-green-hydrogen-in-
angola/
March 17th 2022 Nigeria Issues Tender to Develop 4 GW Nuclear Energy Plant 
https://energycapitalpower.com/nigeria-issues-tender-to-develop-4-gw-nuclear-energy-plant/
March 17th 2022 E2S Power, IPCL Come Together for Energy Storage Solutions to attain 227
GW renewables capacity by the end of 2022 only and wants to decommission 50 GW coal 
based power plants in coming years https://www.saurenergy.com/ev-storage/e2s-power-ipcl-
come-together-for-energy-storage-solutions
March 17th 2022 ESS Launches in Europe to Meet Demand for Long-Duration Iron Flow 
Battery Storage https://www.altenergymag.com/news/2022/03/17/ess-launches-in-europe-to-
meet-demand-for-long-duration-energy-storage/36992/
March 17th 2022 An interview with Lee and Li Attorneys at Law discussing renewable energy 
project finance in Taiwan https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=d12078ab-8737-
4987-92a4-76acf58cf9d1
March 17th 2022 Czech Republic opens tender for new nuclear reactor 
https://www.wral.com/czech-republic-opens-tender-for-new-nuclear-reactor/20191893/
March 17th 2022 Grid connection deal signed for 1-GW wind precinct in Queensland 
https://renewablesnow.com/news/grid-connection-deal-signed-for-1-gw-wind-precinct-in-
queensland-777476/
March 17th 2022 Masdar begins work on 230MW solar park in Azerbaijan https://www.pv-
magazine.com/2022/03/17/masdar-begins-work-on-230mw-solar-park-in-azerbaijan/
March 17th 2022 Is California doing enough on climate and pace of the energy transition, high
electric rates? We asked the new CPUC chief 
https://www.latimes.com/environment/newsletter/2022-03-17/is-california-doing-enough-on-
climate-we-asked-the-new-cpuc-chief-boiling-point
March 17th 2022 Former landfill near Bridgwater could generate clean energy 
https://www.bridgwatermercury.co.uk/news/20000937.former-landfill-near-bridgwater-
generate-clean-energy/
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March 17th 2022 Nexans contributes to France's energy transition by connecting the Dieppe -
Le Tréport offshore wind farm https://www.nexans.com/newsroom/news/details/2022/03/2022-
03-17-pr-nexans-contributes-to-Frances-energy-transition-by-connecting-the-Dieppe-Le-
Treport-offshore-wind-farm.html
March 17th 2022 Semco Maritime Wins Work on Taiwan’s Round 3 Offshore Wind Project 
https://www.offshorewind.biz/2022/03/17/semco-maritime-wins-work-on-taiwans-round-3-
offshore-wind-project/
March 17th 2022 Reliance, Ola Electric win incentives in India's $2.4 bln battery scheme, 
sources say https://www.reuters.com/world/india/reliance-ola-electric-others-get-incentives-
under-indias-24-bln-battery-scheme-2022-03-17/
March 17th 2022 UK Offshore Energy Strategic Environmental Assessment 4 (OESEA4) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/uk-offshore-energy-strategic-environmental-
assessment-4-oesea4
March 17th 2022 Solar PLI scheme may be split 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/renewables/solar-pli-scheme-may-be-
split/articleshow/90299610.cms
March 17th 2022 Taxpayer, Environmental Groups Sound Alarm on $6 Billion Nuclear Bailout 
https://foe.org/news/federal-nuclear-bailout/
March 17th 2022 What is Energy Security? And what it isn’t https://energypost.eu/what-is-
energy-security-and-what-it-isnt/
March 17th 2022 Argonne pioneers new processes to create materials for batteries, biofuels 
https://www.anl.gov/article/argonne-pioneers-new-processes-to-create-materials-for-batteries-
biofuels
March 17th 2022 The social cost of carbon is back 
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/morning-energy/2022/03/17/the-social-cost-of-carbon-is-
back-00018012
March 17th 2022 New report examines the benefits of advanced conductors to rebuild 
transmission pathways https://dailyenergyinsider.com/news/34259-new-report-examines-the-
benefits-of-advanced-conductors-to-rebuild-transmission-pathways/
March 17th 2022 Biogas from animal waste supplies entire UK town https://www.bioenergy-
news.com/news/biogas-from-animal-waste-supplies-entire-uk-town/
March 17th 2022 Association IGW sees potential for wind power to replace gas in Austria 
https://renewablesnow.com/news/association-igw-sees-potential-for-wind-power-to-replace-
gas-in-austria-777406/
March 17th 2022 Saudi Arabia’s Alfanar to invest GBP 1bn in UK SAF project for sustainable 
aviation fuel (SAF) https://renewablesnow.com/news/saudi-arabias-alfanar-to-invest-gbp-1bn-
in-uk-saf-project-777358/
March 17th 2022 North Carolina Attorney General Josh Stein, a Democrat, to block solar net 
metering; as Florida lawmakers recently passed a bill that will eventually phase out net 
metering altogether. https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/solar/north-carolina-ag-asks-
delay-to-dukes-solar-net-metering-plan/
March 17th 2022 Highlighting Women-Led Clean Energy Solutions in India 
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/sameer-kwatra/women-lead-implementation-clean-energy-
solutions-india
March 17th 2022 Energy & Environment — Ruling blocking climate accounting metric halted 
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/overnights/598716-energy-environment-ruling-
blocking-climate-accounting
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March 17th 2022 Letter to the editor: Mountain communities can set the example on climate 
change https://www.summitdaily.com/opinion/letter-to-the-editor/letter-to-the-editor-mountain-
communities-can-set-the-example-on-climate-change/
March 17th 2022 Shaping a sustainable energy transition 
https://www.nst.com.my/news/nation/2022/03/781040/shaping-sustainable-energy-transition
March 17th 2022 Western China can benefit from low-carbon transition 
https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202203/18/WS6233dea9a310fd2b29e51ac7.html
March 17th 2022 Karachi, Pakistan WWEA calls for no competitive bidding system for power 
SMEs https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/942483-wwea-calls-for-no-competitive-bidding-
system-for-power-smes
March 17th 2022 Speaking to a panel on Reducing Emissions and Increasing Renewable 
Energy at the Pakistan Climate Conference (PCC), CEO K-Electric Moonis Alvi has stated 
that as a low-emissions country, Pakistan is at an opportune moment in time to tackle the 
climate change while ensuring energy security. https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/942441-
pakistan-at-opportune-moment-to-tackle-climate-change-ke-ceo
March 17th 2022 GARTH McGimpsey, senior project manager the world’s largest 
independent renewable energy company Renewable Energy Systems, has been named as 
the new chair of RenewableNI. 
https://www.irishnews.com/business/2022/03/18/news/renewableni-appoints-new-chair-and-
deputy-2617488/
March 17th 2022 Vulcan Energy (ASX:VUL) lithium extraction plant on track for mid-year 
commissioning. Managing Director Francis Wedin says its geothermal and lithium division is 
particularly pertinent at a time when Europe’s reliance on Russia for energy is being keenly 
felt https://themarketherald.com.au/vulcan-energy-asxvul-lithium-extraction-plant-on-track-for-
mid-year-commissioning-2022-03-18/
March 17th 2022 Sewage-to-energy project pitched to heat homes, hospital in New 
Westminster https://bc.ctvnews.ca/sewage-to-energy-project-pitched-to-heat-homes-hospital-
in-new-westminster-1.5824354
March 17th 2022 AES is Creating Opportunities in Renewable Energy in Hawaii 
https://www.khon2.com/living-808/aes-is-creating-education-and-job-opportunities-in-the-
renewable-energy-sector/
March 17th 2022 Critical and rare: the minerals Australia can supply to the world. 
https://cosmosmagazine.com/science/engineering/rare-earth-metals-key-to-renewable-
energy-econom/
March 17th 2022 BUSINESS Face Book Twitter Zalo Bình luận Tin nóng Vietnam to become 
green manufacturing hub by 2050 through net zero approach 
https://vietnamnet.vn/en/business/vietnam-to-become-green-manufacturing-hub-by-2050-
through-net-zero-approach-823614.html
March 17th 2022 “Not fit for purpose”: Labor vows to overhaul regulatory process for 
transmission projects https://reneweconomy.com.au/not-fit-for-purpose-labor-vows-to-
overhaul-regulatory-process-for-transmission-projects/
March 17th 2022 House Bill for Nuclear microreactors in Alaska? 
https://www.petroleumnews.com/pntruncate/599729699.shtml
March 17th 2022 Net Zero Scrutiny Group, the Orwellian name of a collection of about 20 
hardline Brexiteer MPs, unelected peers, climate-change deniers, and Nigel Farage. Among 
those who appear to have discovered suddenly a passion for poverty alleviation is Jacob 
Rees-Mogg, the Minister for Brexit Opportunities and co-founder of Somerset Capital 
Management LLP, which has millions invested in oil and coal-mining, and traded shares in a 
firm that was fined more than £1 billion for its part in the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010. 
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https://www.churchtimes.co.uk/articles/2022/18-march/comment/columnists/paul-vallely-
fracking-will-not-solve-the-energy-crisis
March 17th 2022 Key Kansas lawmaker blocks green energy initiatives 
https://spotonoklahoma.com/frontier-country/850806/key-kansas-lawmaker-blocks-green-
energy.html
March 17th 2022 World-first trial using battery electric trucks for heavy haulage in outback. 
The Janus Electric vision is to use our breakthrough battery technology to create a 100 per 
cent carbon zero solution for electrifying Australia’s road transport fleet, 
March 17th 2022 Bureau of Indian Affairs Approves First Ever Tribal Energy Development 
Organization https://nativenewsonline.net/sovereignty/bureau-of-indian-affairs-approves-first-
ever-tribal-energy-development-organization
March 17th 2022 In New Zealand, Wind and hydro power soared to 91% of all electrical 
generation, while coal plummeted in spring https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/climate-
news/128032984/wind-and-hydro-power-soared-while-coal-plummeted-in-spring
March 17th 2022 Utility 3.0: How Africa Is Remaking The Grid 
https://www.woodmac.com/horizons/utility-3.0-how-africa-is-remaking-the-grid/
March 16th 2022 The Green Brief: Europe’s great gas U-turn 
https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/the-green-brief-europes-great-
gas-u-turn/
March 16th 2022 The Russian oil embargo proves we a need a clean energy revolution 
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2022/03/16/the-russian-oil-embargo-proves-we-a-
need-a-clean-energy-revolution/
March 15th 2022 Oil suffers ‘spectacular’ collapse, falls into bear market territory just 5 days 
after settling at nearly 14-year highs https://finance.yahoo.com/m/bc0d9408-2289-386d-8fe5-
3ffc61986428/oil-suffers-%e2%80%98spectacular%e2%80%99.html
March 15th 2022 Net-zero innovation hubs: 3 priorities to drive America’s clean energy future 
https://www.brookings.edu/research/net-zero-innovation-hubs-3-priorities-to-drive-americas-
clean-energy-future/
March 14th 2022 Sarasota Takes Next Step Toward 100 Percent Renewable Energy Target 
https://www.sarasotamagazine.com/news-and-profiles/2022/03/sarasota-takes-next-step-
toward-100-percent-renewable-energy-target
March 11th 2022 Tesla Next Generation Graphene Battery with 100 Year lifespan, full charge 
in 15 minutes and 750+ miles per charge https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muP5LH4ho3k
March 10th 2022 Ukraine Climate Scientist Says “This Is A Fossil Fuel War” 
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/03/10/ukraine-climate-scientist-says-this-is-a-fossil-fuel-war/
March 9th 2022 Elon Musk & Chief Justice predicted The End Of Petro Tyrants RIP 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/elon-musk-chief-justice-predicted-the-end-
of-petro-tyrants-rip
March 8th 2022 Electric Truck Hydropower, A Flexible Solution To Hydropower In 
Mountainous Regions https://cleantechnica.com/2022/03/08/electric-truck-hydropower-a-
flexible-solution-to-hydropower-in-mountainous-regions/
March 6th 2022 Nikola Tesla on Gravity, Fluid Dynamics, Perpetual Motion Machine 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/nikola-tesla-on-gravity-fluid-dynamics-
perpetual-motion-machine
March 2nd 2022 California company aims to turn oil wells into clean energy generators 
https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/solar/california-company-aims-to-turn-oil-wells-into-
clean-energy-generators/
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March 1st 2022 This Solar Panel Sucks Water From the Air to Grow Veggies 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-solar-panel-makes-electricity-cleans-water-and-grows-
veggies
February 28th 2022 Germany aims to get 100% of energy from renewable sources by 2035 
https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/germany-aims-get-100-energy-
renewable-sources-by-2035-2022-02-28/
February 28th 2022 FACT SHEET: On reaching 100% carbon pollution-free electricity by 
2035 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/02/28/fact-sheet-
president-biden-to-highlight-clean-energy-manufacturing-and-deployment-investments-that-
cut-consumer-costs-strengthen-u-s-energy-sector-and-create-good-paying-jobs/
February 26th 2022 Tesla Cyberland Update in 2022 - Motor, Batteries, Charging & FUD 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/tesla-cyberland-update-in-2022---motor-
batteries-charging-fud
February 25th 2022 IEEE: The BEST battery news since I started this Youtube channel; all 
Tesla batteries can be 100% recycled  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
app=desktop&v=DUS5s1tYp6g
February 23rd 2022 After Biden gives the $3T in Cobalt and Lithium to Blackrock & 
Blackwater aka The Taliban... Tesla Is Reviving Old School Battery Technology 
https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Renewable-Energy/Tesla-Is-Reviving-Old-School-
Battery-Technology.html
February 17th 2022 India wants Tesla to buy $500 million of local auto parts 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/renewables/india-wants-tesla-to-buy-500-
million-of-local-auto-parts/articleshow/89618334.cms
February 16th 2022 US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO LAUNCH PUERTO RICO GRID 
RESILIENCE AND TRANSITION TO 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY STUDY by William-Jose 
Velez Gonzalez https://pasquines.us/2022/02/16/us-department-of-energy-to-launch-puerto-
rico-grid-resilience-and-transition-to-100-renewable-energy-study/
February 15th 2022 Clean hydrogen is crucial to DOE’s strategy for achieving President 
Biden’s goal of a 100% clean electrical grid by 2035 and net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. 
https://www.energy.gov/articles/doe-establishes-bipartisan-infrastructure-laws-95-billion-
clean-hydrogen-initiatives
February 15th 2022 TeslaLeaks.com: The Independent Reports on the previously revealed 
battery technology of Lithium+Sulfur (Corexit) that can charge at 4000 full cycles with "no 
degradation" with a theoretical limit of 10-20,000 full charge cycles or 3-6 Million Miles 
https://www.independent.co.uk/tech/battery-electric-car-lithium-sulfur-b2015456.html
February 2nd 2022 We Must Move To VTOL & Wireless Energy w/out Delay - Nikola Tesla 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/we-must-move-to-vtol-wireless-power-wout-
delay---nikola-tesla
February 12th 2022 That's right. Electricity is a CURE. Vaccines, chemotherapy, poison pills 
and sepsis creating surgery are DEATH. https://d1softballnews.com/three-paralyzed-people-
walk-again-with-electrodes-implanted-in-the-spinal-cord/amp/
February 10th 2022 Meet The Drag Queen Biden Just Put In Charge Of Nuclear Waste. Note:
Depleted Uranium isn't "waste"; it's infinitely valuable and invented by Nikola Tesla 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-02-10/meet-drag-queen-biden-just-put-charge-
nuclear-waste
February 9th 2022 DOE: Building a Solar-Powered Future. (NREL) projects solar energy 
could provide 45% of the electricity in the U.S by 2050 
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/02/09/building-a-solar-powered-future/
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February 8th 2022 Floating Offshore Wind Industry About To Be Disrupted Already. World 
Bank, X1 estimates that the technical potential for offshore wind clocks in at 71 terawatts, and
about 70% of that is suitable for floating wind turbines. 
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/02/08/floating-offshore-wind-industry-about-to-be-disrupted-
already/
February 8th 2022 Covid=Coal. Indian Coal Mogul Becomes Asia’s Richest Person As He 
Moves Into Renewables. Adani Group have surged on the stock market by over 600 percent 
in the past two years https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Indian-Coal-
Mogul-Becomes-Asias-Richest-Person-As-He-Moves-Into-Renewables.html
February 7th 2022 ORNL: Calculating Better Solid-State Batteries 
https://www.ornl.gov/news/energy-storage-calculating-better-batteries
February 7th 2022 Decarbonising AMMONIA production. Could a revolutionary new process 
be the key? https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=RkfpvajgM_w
February 7th 2022 Tesla Model 3 loses only 2.2% of battery range after four years and 100k 
miles https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-model-3-battery-range-loss-100k-miles-video/
February 5th 2022 Scientists develop electro-chemical method to capture 99% of carbon 
dioxide (or other fuels) from air https://knowridge.com/2022/02/scientists-develop-game-
changing-tech-to-capture-99-of-carbon-dioxide-from-air/
February 5th 2022 Geothermal Drilling: U.S. DOE Announces $20 Million To Lower Costs Of 
Geothermal Drilling https://cleantechnica.com/2022/02/05/geothermal-drilling-u-s-doe-
announces-20-million-to-lower-costs-of-geothermal-drilling/
February 4th 2022 Why This Car NEVER Needs Refueling! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
app=desktop&v=qVxLl87Ap6s
January 28th 2022 China Non-Fossil Fuel Power Capacity To Hit Record This Year 
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/China-Non-Fossil-Fuel-Power-Capacity-
To-Hit-Record-This-Year.html
January 13th 2022 Nikola Tesla's Worldwide Wireless Energy +13 Ways to Power Earth 
https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-0/f/nikola-teslas-worldwide-wireless-energy-
update-by-chief-justice
January 7th 2022 Ethiopia to generate electricity from the 5GW Grand Renaissance Dam 
amid negotiations deadlock https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/01/ethiopia-generate-
electricity-gerd-amid-negotiations-deadlock
December 13th 2021 Tesla now has 7 electric vehicle variants approved in India, but no clear 
timeline for launch https://electrek.co/2021/12/13/tesla-7-electric-vehicle-variants-approved-
india-timeline-launch/
December 8th 2021 Statement by Secretary Granholm on the President's Executive Order 
Catalyzing America's Clean Energy Economy Through Federal Sustainability ft 100% carbon 
pollution-free electricity by 2030, at least half of which will be locally supplied clean energy to 
meet 24/7 demand   https://www.energy.gov/articles/statement-secretary-granholm-presidents-
executive-order-catalyzing-americas-clean-energy

Through this historic executive order and its accompanying Federal Sustainability Plan, the 
Biden Administration will leverage the federal government’s procurement power and scale to 
achieve five ambitious primary goals: 

• 100% carbon pollution-free electricity by 2030, at least half of which will be locally 
supplied clean energy to meet 24/7 demand 

• 100% zero-emission vehicle acquisitions by 2035, including 100% zero-emission light-
duty vehicle acquisitions by 2027 
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• Net-zero emissions from federal procurement no later than 2050, including a Buy 
Clean policy to promote use of construction materials with lower embodied emissions  

• A net-zero emissions building portfolio by 2045, including a 50%emissions reduction by
2032 

• Net-zero emissions from overall federal operations by 2050, including a 65% emissions
reduction by 2030. 

SABOTAGE BY TERRORISTS

Since 1888 at Niagara Falls, Thomas Edison made good on his promise to make the 
government "Ban" renewable energy, buy using the 1906 Antiquities Act. When Renewable 
Energy Is An 'Aesthetic Nuisance' (like: "It hurts my eyes" or "it's disrupting the view of my 
coal plant" - Law360 https://www.law360.com/articles/908296/aesthetic-nuisance-claims-
against-renewable-energy 

COP21 Rewind: The "Terror Attack" on the friday before the COP21 (Convention on Climate 
Change) 21st year, "coincidentally" happened the day before conventioners were to arrive in 
Paris. CNN's John D. Sutter argues the international climate summit in Paris should continued
as planned, in defiance of recent terror attacks in France. 
http://cnn.com/2015/11/17/opinions/sutter-parisattacks-climate-cop21/

Renewable Energy Marches (CANCELLED) COP21 climate marches in Paris not authorized 
following attacks | Environment | The Guardian 
https://theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/18/cop21-climate-marches-paris-attacks

"ISIS" VS RENEWABLE ENERGY? (Since the assassination of President William Mckinley 
on 9/6/1901 at the "Electric Tower" in the Temple of Music by an "Anarchist") http://davidjkent-
writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-thomas-edison-assassination-president-williammckinley/

ISIS attacks Iraq because Afghani's want an electrical line from Hydro plants to Afghan cities. 
- https://au.news.yahoo.com/world/a/32134304/explosion-near-minority-hazara-
demonstration-in-kabul-police/

John Kerry equates wanting an air conditioner or an asthma inhaler to ISIS - 
http://washingtonexaminer.com/kerry-refrigerator-chemicals-are-just-asbad-as-
isis/article/2597416

 ISIS attacks Paris days after the announcement to ban the Internal Combustion Engine, days
before COP21 - https://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2015/02/12/paris-to-ban-all-old-cars-
from-city-limits-starting-next-year/

ISIS attacks Brussels/Norway days after their announcement to ban the Internal combustion 
Engine - http://fortune.com/2016/06/04/norway-banning-gas-cars-2025/

Germany moves to 100% renewable energy and gets attacked by "Terrorists" -- 
http://autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry/germany-plans-ban-combustion-engine-cars-2030 -- 
ISIS ceases Hydro plant in Syria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ
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ISIS "Terrorists" bomb Warren Buffet's Hydro plants in Africa http://pbs.org/newshour/bb/how-
farmer-philanthropist-howard-buffett-is-planting-hope-in-africa/

"White ISIS" blocks solar panels, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y84OO4-ZsPA 
"Terrorists" bomb wind turbine's http://rappler.com/business/industries/173- power-and-
energy/123068-pagudpud-wind-farm-bombing-nlr and hydro plants in the U.S. 
http://registerguard.com/rg/news/local/34030738-75/dam-repairs-needed-at-cougar-dam-east-
of-eugene-will-drop-reservoirsseasonal-level.html.csp

"Jhadi's" attack Afghanistan's Hydro Plants since 2001 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jul/06/inside-afghanistans-hydropower-
revolution

ISIS attacks oil pipeline's not owned by their controllers http://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-
News/World-News/PKK-Attacks-Turkey-KRG-Oil-Pipeline.html

Bernie Sanders "Climate Change" created ISIS https://youtube.com/watch?v=DRd86FGrDxQ

Faux Greenie Terrorists https://mothersagainstwindturbines.com/tag/faux-green-terrorists/

The "Terrorists" hate nuclear power http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-saathoff/there-are-
good-reasons-fo_b_11133916.html

The "Terrorists" hate transmission lines http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/766266/2-transmission-
towers-in-ilocos-norte-bombed

President Mckinley was shot after returning from a speech at Niagara Falls, presumably about
Hydro Electricity and Wireless Power Transmission. More on the assassination of President 
Mckinley http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-
buffalo-ny/

"Terrorists" even attacked the Hoover Dam, and even Niagara Falls. The Hoover Sabotage 
was the sabotage of Hoover Dam undertaken by China. 
https://archives.gov/publications/prologue/2003/summer/hoover-dam-1.html 
http://azcentral.com/story/news/local/best-reads/2015/10/01/arizona-wwii-history-hoover-
dam/32564733/

Oroville Dam Sabotage: http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2017/02/oroville-dam-impending-
catastrophe-may-be-grounds-to-impeach-trump-the-tallestdam-in-america-is-about-to-fail-
and-no-one-is-doing-jack-jim-stone-3475480.html

Niagara Falls Sabotage by Germans with "Operation Pastorius" 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Pastorius 

Project Censored removed the story from their website "JP Morgan and Electric Power: 100 
years of misconduct" THE PANIC OF 1893; ELECTION OF 1896; PANIC OF 1907; at the 
Archive: https://web.archive.org/web/20150919112635/http://www.dailycensored.com/jp-
morgan-and-electric-power-100-years-ofmisconduct/
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The StreetCar Conspiracy How General Motors Deliberately Destroyed Public Transit. 
http://lovearth.net/gmdeliberatelydestroyed.htm -- GM destroyed commuter rail lines. Original 
post missing. 
https://web.archive.org/web/20011206110956/www.tompaine.com/history/2001/09/10/index.ht
ml

General Motors streetcar conspiracy https://youtube.com/watch?v=mSR23ycXIoE -- 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_streetcar_conspiracy

May 2003 Did Auto, Oil Conspiracy Put the Brakes on Trolleys? - LA Times 
http://latimes.com/me-2003-los-angeles-streetcarhistory-story.html

According to Wikipedia sources, the A/C motor electric trolley's running off of A/C electric 
Hydro power, were shut down after the (man-made) San Francisco Earthquake of 1906. The 
San Francisco cable car system is the world's last manually operated cable car system. .... 
Those objections disappeared after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_cable_car_system

The TurboTrain: A Futile, Chicago-Born Attempt at High Speed Rail; their prosperous future 
were imperiled by the 1973 oil crisis. http://chicagomag.com/city-life/October-2013/The-
TurboTrain-AChicago-Born-Attempt-at-High-Speed-Rail-in-America/

10 ways the 1973 oil embargo changed the industry 
http://autonews.com/article/20131014/GLOBAL/131019959/10-ways-the-1973-oil-embargo-
changed-the-industry https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail

Up next, the Hindenburg Zeppelin Conspiracy. The video of the disaster has unusual edits at 
the time of the explosion. A radio tower is pictured in view of the Hindenburg: 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=F54rqDh2mWA

The previous Chicago Zeppelin disaster was alleged to be radio-frequency communication 
towers causing metals to become electrified. -- Aluminum & Iron Oxide metals, like used on 
the surface of the Hindenburg's skin, accumulate negative ion's, electrons to form AL3+ to 
AL11+. The accumulation of charge on its surface can be discharged to the ground using a 
tether or other methods. https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?
qid=20120116203649AA8w8KF -- http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=1277&context=star

Can Radio Ignite Balloons? - Nikola Tesla Electrical Experimenter - October 1, 1919 
https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/dimension=670x10000:format=png/path/s40c
423127565d23a/image/ie90e7faaa60b d0cd/version/1455404831/image.png -- 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/can-radio-ignite-balloons

February 2013 Smithsonian Magazine. Balloons, with wires attached reaching to the ground, 
were Tesla's suggested aerials. http://smithsonianmag.com/history/the-rise-and-fall-of-nikola-
tesla-and-his-tower-11074324 
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What they don't tell you is that the price of Lithium, Solar Panels & Electric Cars dropped 
below the tipping point of adoption, before September 11th 2001. Lithium for example, was 
between $1,000 to 2,000 per ton. After 9/11, prices spiked to between $5,000 and some spot 
pricing as high as $13,000 per ton. http://1.bp.blogspot.com/- 
oAU9too6cps/Tup6Aqu4yII/AAAAAAAAARA/CsMYMm0sQ0g/s1600/Historical+Inflation+Adju
sted+Lithium+Price+in+Dollars+and+P ounds+v2.jpg

The price of Tellurium for Solar Cells was selling for $15 per pound; after 9/11, Dupont and 
others raised the price to over $100-$200 a pound. http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-
d_OMTSeQkiI/UsuZDtZ8WYI/AAAAAAAAA4M/f0UwXHa71A/s1600/Nd+Price+History+3. 

History of the National Renewable Energy Labs in 1978. The "Sun Day" inaugural event day 
rained-out by cloud-seeding airplanes: 
https://www.facebook.com/100009085196708/videos/g.750861428384951/176610385036910
4/

Donald Trump's Executive Order http://time.com/4703638/donald-trump-budget-energy-arpa-
epa/ is reportedly denying DOE funds for already approved ARPA-E & NREL projects 
https://thinkprogress.org/arpa-e-funding-not-going-through-5da18dccd935

Chem-trails (cloud-seeding) rained-out Woodstock in 1969 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=lsqfk-WtoIo -- NREL's Sustainable Energy Research 1977-2017 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=0Jw-o2qivWc 

Rick Perry: Trump Might Seize States' Renewable Energy Goals. Considers renewable 
energy as Terrorist activity and a threat to national security. He pushes the false meme that 
renewable energy is unreliable and doesn't work when the sun doesn't shine or wind blows. " 
wind and solar might make the grid unreliable given they only work when the sun is shining 
and the wind is blowing, creating national security concerns. http://ecowatch.com/trump-state-
renewable-energy-goals2381603128 

These 450 organizations and their co-conspirators are responsible for blocking all Renewable
Energy for over 129 years beginning with the protests to block the construction of Niagara 
Falls in 1888. In letter to president, 450 organizations oppose any efforts to remove or 
decrease protections for any national monuments (embargoed until May 2 6 am, ET) | 
Wilderness.org https://wilderness.org/press-release/letter-president-450-organizations-
oppose-any-efforts-remove-or-decrease-protections-anynational

Sierra Club drops lawsuit, clearing way for dam removal (Sierra Club is proud to have 
demolished over 100 powered and non-powered dams over the last decades) http://thenews-
messenger.com/story/news/local/2017/05/02/sierra-club-drops-lawsuitclearing-way-dam-
removal/101192348/

Renewable Energy in the "back country" could be halted by the Sierra Club 
http://sandiegouniontribune.com/news/environment/sd-me-sierra-club-lawsuit-20170428-
story.html 

Joe Biden visits Serbia to apologize for bombing Nikola Tesla's hometown (and his Museum) 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=codWkAPKCg4
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Biden is the #1 hater of Tesla's hometown, Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=l7Th795t3f4 
-- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_bombing_of_Yugoslavia

U.S. drops depleted Uranium on Serbia https://youtube.com/watch?v=djv8UyrrC34 -- The 
U.S. bombs the Tesla Museum: http://revisionisthistory.org/nato1.html

U.S. bombs Serbian Hydro-electric plants 
http://nytimes.com/1999/05/04/news/04ihtbelgrade.2.t.html

Serbia death camp Hoax https://youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA -- WW1 was about 
attacking Tesla's hometown, Serbia http://njegos.org/emigrants/teslaeng.htm 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-worldssorcerer

At the end of WW2, British and Allies carpet bomb citizens leaving Serbia 
https://4international.me/2012/06/11/tudjmanthe-croatian-ustashe-nazi-genocide-of-krajina-
serbs-part-2-2/

20 year study on Wind turbines in Scotland have no effect on nearby eagles. "No adverse 
impact on survival or breeding", "In 15 years since 64 turbines have been in operation, only 2 
observed flights of an eagle over the wind farm, out of 1000's". Note: There is no such thing 
as "flying Desert Turtles" which are alleged to be affected by wind turbines and solar panels. 
With $$Trillions oil, gas & coal companies have, there isn't 1 video on Youtube, nor Google 
Images of a legitimate situation where a bird nor turtle nor a bug, nor a sheep trail is hurt by a 
wind turbine or solar panel. (Not even with Photoshop or Adobe After Effects) 
http://scotsman.com/news/environment/wind-turbines-in-argyll-have-no-effect-on-nearby-
golden-eagles-study-finds-1-4226776 – 25/04/2012

[FULL SESSION] Donald Trump at the Scottish parliament committee meeting: Windfarms 
https://youtube.com/watch? v=XzoqTiTimPA -- Donald Trump opposes windfarm plans for 
Aberdeenshire https://youtube.com/watch?v=mFVDDng1vGI -- DOE's Berkeley Labs reports 
US Wind Energy Selling At Record Low Prices of 2-2.5 Cents Kw/hr “Wind energy prices—
particularly in the central United States—are at rock-bottom levels" 
http://windpowerengineering.com/featured/business-news-projects/berkeley-labreport-
confirms-low-wind-power-prices-improved-project-performance/ 

March 27 2020 Was it China that made Trump cancel all subsidies for electric cars and 
renewable energy, or did he do it on his own accord? Did China make Trump indefinitely 
remove ALL environmental protections in the U.S.? 
https://electrek.co/2020/03/27/epasuspends-environmental-law-enforcement-citing-
coronavirus/

March 25th 2020 The first demonstration of autonomous robotaxi's and wireless charging to 
be displayed at the 2020 Olympics have been cancelled. Japan will let driverless cars roam 
freely ahead of 2020 Olympics. TOKYO -- For seven days next July, before Japan kicks off 
the Summer Olympics, Tokyo will let dozens of driverless vehicles roam freely around the 
competition venues in the city's waterfront area to promote the nascent technology. Sep 5, 
2019 https://youtube.com/watch?v=gtxInrFnTm0
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Heat Pump

Nikola Tesla purposes a #heat #pump method of generating energy from the temperature 
difference between the upper and lower Ocean. December 24 2019 Makai has been heavily 
involved in ocean energy research since the 1970s, especially on ocean thermal energy 
conversion (OTEC) and seawater air conditioning (SWAC) systems. Since 1978, Makai has 
been involved in over 50 contracts related to ocean energy, including the design of the world’s
first commercial SWAC system, and the design, build, and operation of the world’s largest 
operational OTEC plant. https://www.makai.com/about

Their new invention is capable of drawing energy from thermal differences in ambient air. 
Their earlier wireless patents are capable of drawing excess heat generated by a resonant 
energy transfer induction coil receiver or generator and recycling that energy. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9748039

Deep Geothermal

Geothermal could provide 500 Gigawatts, or 1/2 the current electrical power needs if the U.S. 
https://ww2.kqed.org/science/2018/02/05/the-forgotten-renewable-geothermal-energy-
production-heats-up-in-the-mojave/

Hydroelectric power, just the high spots, according to Nikola Tesla in 1904 could provide 
another 150GW, today 300GW and "would displace the need for Billions of slaves" Williams 
says scientists and engineers are still working on the technology for enhanced geothermal 
systems, but if they are able to make it a reality, that could potentially open up thousands of 
megawatts of energy potential from new reservoirs. And that could someday take from the 
country’s current 3,000 megawatts of geothermal energy production to almost 500,000 MW.

Volcano's

August 13th 2018 This California Volcano's hot water could power the United States all by 
iteself https://www.newsweek.com/dormant-california-supervolcano-home-240-cubic-miles-
magma-1070218 

Ocean Mass

The "Tesla Tube" from Nikola Tesla's "Problem of Increasing Human Energy", June 1900. 
http://tfcbooks.com/tesla/1900-06-00.htm

A Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a large mass. 
http://google.ch/patents/US6666024

Nikola Tesla proposed in 1900 how to get unlimited energy, hydro-cracking and electrolysis of 
gasses using the potential energy in a large mass, such as the Ocean. Think " Deepwater 
Horizon ". The point at which the depth of the Ocean automatically electrilyzes water. 
https://youtu.be/Wx8Jobwq95k 

12-2002 Power station utilizing potential energy of sea water pressure 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040201222
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Jan 2009 Deep water power generation system and apparatus (a Tesla Tube) 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/

Aug 2010 "A Hydrogen Containing Vessel" Deep water generation of compressed hydrogen. 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766

Power generation with a long, horizontal pipe, using atmospheric pressure differences 
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-
horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ

Density Engines

The patent references include pressure to gas. The "Density Engine" patent produces hydro-
cracking and electrolysis from an "Ocean Mass". 
https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2012150483A1/en

Fraunhofer Tests a New Underwater Energy Storage Concept, utilizing a recent concept to 
use "OCEAN MASS" to generate pressure differences underwater, which then turns air 
turbines to generate electricity. Previously, on Nov. 17th 2015, the company proposed using 
underwater balloons to pump with air pressure using electricity from renewables, like wind 
and solar. This two concepts are like pumped hydro, but are quite different. 
http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/fraunhofer-races-hydrostor-forunderwater-storage

Toronto Hydro Pilots World’s First Offshore Compressed-Air Energy Storage 
Projecthttp://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/toronto-hydro-pilots-worlds-first-offshore-
compressed-air-energy-storage

Dec. 23rd 2003 Method and apparatus for generating energy using pressure from a LARGE 
MASS. http://google.ch/patents/US6666024

Patent WO2012150483A1 - The DENSITY ENGINE is a method and apparatus which 
produces power by releasing dissolved air from rising water. The energy of the raised water 
can propel a ship or pump water or the energy can be converted by turbines and alternators 
into electricity. The electricity in turn can be used to produce combustible gas or artificial 
gasoline to propel vehicles and aircraft. http://google.ch/patents/WO2012150483A1

TESLA'S MURDER DE-CLASSIFIED

Jan 8, 2020 New York Public Radio's director of archives, Andy Lanset takes us back to 
WNYC's tribute to Nikola Tesla, who died January 7, 1943. https://wnyc.org/story/andy-
archives-death-nikola-tesla/ 

January 5th 2022 Nikola Tesla "A Murder Declassified" Anniversary, Jan. 5-7th 1943 
https://teslaleaks.com/f/nikola-tesla-a-murder-declassified-anniversary-jan-5-7th-1943

Nikola Tesla does not have an Autopsy, Death Certificate and was presented at Memorial with
a Closed Casket. The FBI director was warned years earlier of Tesla's possible kidnapping, 
molestation or murder. (33 pages) Nikola Tesla Death Investigation | Nikola Tesla "Apparatus 
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https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/257715/power-generation-with-a-long-horizontalpipe-using-atmospheric-pressure-differ
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100089766
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7969031B2/
https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/
https://wnyc.org/story/andy-archives-death-nikola-tesla/
http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/05/nikola-tesla-death-investigation.html
https://teslaleaks.com/f/nikola-tesla-a-murder-declassified-anniversary-jan-5-7th-1943


for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" November 5th 1901 (nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com) 

Tesla's alleged assistant was gathering papers for Tesla to turn over the military in the days 
Tesla died. Louis Adamic sent a letter to the FBI two days before his death, asking them to 
check up on ailing-Tesla. Hitler's bodyguard Otto Skorzeny and George Herbert Walker 
Scherff were allegedly looking to assassinate Tesla. The full list of possible suspects have 
been posted here. https://youtube.com/watch?v=vMWt3jgFMpc The FBI interviewed over 50 
close associates named at the end of the full Tesla FBI File: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ElO5W7iEW8c 

The FBI director was warned in 1940 to protect Tesla. Days before his death, friend Louis 
Adamic sent a letter asking the FBI to check up on ailing-Tesla. Hitler's bodyguard Otto 
Skorzeny & George Herbert Walker Scherff were allegedly looking to assassinate Tesla. The 
full list of possible suspects have been posted here. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=vMWt3jgFMpc

Nikola Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

Hillary Clinton emails top secret - Tesla FBI Files 2237 "Teleforce" in Deposit Box @ Clinton 
Hotel https://youtube.com/watch?v=36d6vbVW5Ro

Hitler's Bodyguard & "Curious George" http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/03/01/nikola-tesla-
deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-was-41s

Letters to George HW Scherff http://columbia.edu/cu/lweb/archival/collections/ldpd_4079392/ 

Louis Adamic's letter to the FBI on January 5th 1943 
http://68.media.tumblr.com/e31fd2d6ce33aa0799f1004ea11df30e/tumblr_noeghdL71X1rcocg
bo1_500.png

In Tesla's FBI File, Fitzgerald states that within 30 days of Tesla's death, Tesla told him that 
his experiments in connection with the wireless transmission of electrical power up to 12,000 
miles and also "Teleforce" had been COMPLETED & PERFECTED (FBI document 7, line 35-
37)  

DEADLY INTELLIGENCE premieres Sunday, April 8 at 10pm ET/PT on Science Channel. 
What some experts have deemed cold or closed cases, others see as ongoing conspiracies 
based on bizarre circumstances, significant holes in investigations, and possible motives for 
murder. he series takes a look at some of the most famous mystery deaths of scientists, 
including Gerard Bull and Nikola Tesla. https://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/deadly-
intelligence 

((( Possible list of conspirators involved in the possible kidnapping, torture, attempted murder, 
murder of inventor Nikola Tesla, theft and it's cover-up. --- Edison, Steinmetz and Shepherd at
GE, Marconi, JP Morgan, Federal Reserve Operatives, Einstein, Westinghouse, 
Telefunken/AEG, Schlumberger, Tesoro, Russia, UK scientists, Hitler, Otto Skorzeney, 
RCA/AT&T, Kenneth Seezey, Pierce-Arrow, Barbara (Pierce) Bush, George Herbert Walker 
Scherff (Curious George), Agent Fitzgerald, Agent Foxworth, Agent Haberfeld, General 
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Eisenhower, Otto Skorzeny, Louis Adamic, Dept of Alien Property, Dept of Defense, assistant 
Spanel, Henry Wallace, the Maid Alice Monaghan, his friend Mark Twain, the kid who fed his 
Pigeons, the Taxi Cab that ran him over in 1937, the "Cable Guy", ACME Safe Co., Ford 
Foundation, John G Trump.... Leland Anderson, Cousin Sava Kosanovich, Nephew George 
Clark, Yugoslavia, Bloyce Fitzgerald, George Willis, "Federal Agents", Spies, JFK, 
AGFA/Kodak/Peerless, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs....Watergate papers, Chinese Spies, Japanese 
Kairetzu, ilderberg-Treffens, Rothschild Agents, Russian Oil Oligarchs, Vatican Assassins, 
Saudi Assassination Squad, "Anarchists", Walt Disney, Al Gore, International Latex 
Corporation, U.S. Dept of Scientific Research, Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, braham 
Spanel, the NSF, DOE, Patent Office, Referring patent holders. The Tesla Museum in Serbia 
bombed twice by the Allies and NATO. After the second time in 1999, the Croatian president 
emergency exits Croatia with secret papers. (Pilfered, not Stolen). Whatever was left wend 
down with Building 7, the Solomon Brothers building with the Enron papers, The Terminator. 
NIST is still trying to answer that "after initiation of collapse": thing. The rest was destroyed by 
a hammer by Peter Lanza's, of GE Energy Finance, son Adam's on his hard drive. Upon 
doing that Adam disappeared from the Universe for 4 years and has never returned. The FBI 
and CIA are searching Hillary's hard drives for possible evidence of the conspiracy. ))) 

How did Nikola Tesla die? Tesla's 1943 Assassination? FBI? (CIA, Gun?), Atlas Shrugged, 
1895 Lab Fire, Self Immolation & Castration? https://youtube.com/watch?v=Kjy6Ne6E1SM 
Tesla FBI File, John G Trump, Who Killed Tesla, Who stole his Belongings? 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE "What's a fake death among friends?" - 
Sanctuary https://youtube.com/watch?v=NZsMu0CoxF8 "Tesla is not Dead" - Eulogy by NY 
Mayor LaGuardia https://youtube.com/watch? v=RAgevN9iseM Tesla closed casket Funeral 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=z77sNrHB3ZU 

Those close to Tesla who were murdered: 1) 1895 William Birch Rankine, funder of Tesla's 
company in 1895 http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla

2) 1906 President William Mckinley http://www.davidjkent-writer.com/2015/07/27/nikola-tesla-
thomas-edison-assassination-president-william-mckinley/
http://weirdandwonderfulamerica.com/the-assassination-of-president-mckinley-buffalo-ny/

3) 1906 Stanford White, co-designer of Wardenclyffe https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/timeline/1906-teslas-friend-and-wardenclyffe-architect-stanford-white-murdered 4) 1912 
John Jacob Astor died on the Titanic. JP Morgan and Marconi “Failed To Board”.

OPERATION THUNDERCLAP

An original treatise on What is Beyond Thunderdome; coming soon. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=otrEdaoENz0

Nikola Tesla's Colorado Springs experiments; when he told JP Morgan he first circled the 
world with Electrical waves; Tesla's missing Patents on "Tuned Lightning", The Mad Max 
Scenario (Peak Gas Hoax) Part 1 https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1923446594634828&id=100009085196708&set=gm.1095481310589626&source=48 -- 

Peak Gas Hoax Part 2 https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1937956426517178&id=750861428384951
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Nuke Hoax presented in their fraudulent movie. https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1923876707925150&id=750861428384951

"All the want is what is -beyond- a Thunderdome", Nikola Tesla on how Lighting gets its power
and the resulting power in a Thunderclap https://youtu.be/2kdlWowplSE similarly aka 
Operation Thunderclap (phenomena). https://youtu.be/prQCAOZzsYg 

CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA

March 18th 2018 The Cambridge Analytica Files. ‘I made Steve Bannon’s psychological 
warfare tool’: meet the data war whistleblower. Or, as Wylie describes it, he was the gay 
Canadian vegan who somehow ended up creating “Steve Bannon’s psychological warfare 
mindfuck tool”. Now, 28-year-old Christopher Wylie goes on the record to discuss his role in 
hijacking the profiles of millions of Facebook users in order to target the US electorate. In 
Wylie’s stash, including a pitch made by Cambridge Analytica to Lukoil, Russia’s second 
biggest oil producer. In an email dated 17 July 2014, about the US presidential primaries, Nix 
wrote to Wylie: “We have been asked to write a memo to Lukoil (the Russian oil and gas 
company) to explain to them how our services are going to apply to the petroleum business. 
Nix said that “they understand behavioural microtargeting in the context of elections” but that 
they were “failing to make the connection between voters and their consumers”. The work, he 
said, would be “shared with the CEO of the business”, a former Soviet oil minister and 
associate of Putin, Vagit Alekperov. “It didn’t make any sense to me,” says Wylie. “I didn’t 
understand either the email or the pitch presentation we did. Why would a Russian oil 
company want to target information on American voters?” 
https://theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-christopherwylie-faceook-
nix-bannon-trump

Now meet "Nikola Tesla" Leaks! http://facebook.com/groups/750861428384951/ -- : This is 
the original and first compilation of "Tesla Leaks", first post compiled on July 4th 2014, the day
of the beginning of the oil price collapse and posted on Blogspot on November 5th 2014. 
They are the anniversary of dates of Nikola Tesla's destruction of his Wardenclyffe Tower on 
Long Island, and the former the date approved for Tesla's "Apparatus for the Utilization of 
Radiant Energy". https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1774170919562397&id=750861428384951

March 18th 2018 The Cambridge Analytica Files. ‘I made Steve Bannon’s psychological 
warfare tool’: meet the data war whistleblower. Or, as Wylie describes it, he was the gay 
Canadian vegan who somehow ended up creating “Steve Bannon’s psychological warfare 
mindfuck tool”. Now, 28-year-old Christopher Wylie goes on the record to discuss his role in 
hijacking the profiles of millions of Facebook users in order to target the US electorate. In 
Wylie’s stash, including a pitch made by Cambridge Analytica to Lukoil, Russia’s second 
biggest oil producer. In an email dated 17 July 2014, about the US presidential primaries, Nix 
wrote to Wylie: “We have been asked to write a memo to Lukoil (the Russian oil and gas 
company) to explain to them how our services are going to apply to the petroleum business. 
Nix said that “they understand behavioural microtargeting in the context of elections” but that 
they were “failing to make the connection between voters and their consumers”. The work, he 
said, would be “shared with the CEO of the business”, a former Soviet oil minister and 
associate of Putin, Vagit Alekperov. “It didn’t make any sense to me,” says Wylie. “I didn’t 
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understand either the email or the pitch presentation we did. Why would a Russian oil 
company want to target information on American voters?” 
https://theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-christopherwylie-faceook-
nix-bannon-trump

ELECTRICAL SELF COOLING

Krypton was discovered in 1898 "is obtained by the fractional distillation of liquid air", the 
same method to produce liquid (N) or liquid (O2); can be made in Nuclear Power Plants. 
Nikola Tesla's June 1900 article "Problem of Increasing Human Energy", he compares 
extracting energy from the environment to the work of others who were learning to condense 
atmospheric gases into liquids. He cited Dr. Karl Linde who discovered what Tesla described 
as a "self-cooling" method for liquefying air. 
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_25.htm

Tesla's March 1900 patent for "Means for Increasing the Intensity of Electrical Oscillations", a 
free-oscillating coil, magnified by cold temperature http://tfcbooks.com/patents/0685012.htm - 
Krypton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krypton 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractional_distillation 

Ruby Laser & LIFI

Nikola Tesla invented the laser light, ruby laser https://books.google.com/books?
id=rwekkS3oD0EC&pg=PA118&lpg=PA118&dq=nikola+tesla+ruby+laser

Tesla Ruby Laser lamp was so constructed so as to place a piece of matter such as carbon, 
or a diamond or a ruby, in the center, and bombard this "button" with electrical energy that 
would bounce off the button onto the inside of the globe and bounce back onto the button. If 
this were a ruby, and Tesla specifically worked with rubies, then is exactly how a ruby laser is 
created. Tesla refers in INVENTIONS to a "pencil-thin" line of light that was created with this 
device. It is my belief that Tesla not only invented the ruby laser in 1893, but he also 
demonstrated it and published it's results. The problem with the device was that it was set up 
so as to "vaporize," or destroy, the button, so that the laser effects were probably short-lived. 
http://bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_2.htm

June 9th 2021 We're not in Kansas anymore: Fluorescent ruby red roofs mixed with Chromium
stay as cool as white https://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/09/21/ruby-red-roofs-stay-cool-white-
roofs/

Jan 1892 Tesla Carbon Button Incandescent Electric Lamp Patent 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/patents/us-patent-514170-incandescent-electric-light

Cubic Zirconia is maufactured by a method using Tesla-type Radio Frequency Induction Coils 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubic_zirconia

The Soviet-perfected skull crucible is still used today, with little variation. Water-filled copper 
pipes provide a cup-shaped scaffold in which the zirconia feed powder is packed, the entire 
apparatus being wrapped with radio frequency induction coils running perpendicular to the 
copper pipes. A stabilizer, typically calcium oxide, is mixed with the feed powder Analyses of 
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China’s Laser Patent Deployment -- 
http://ledinside.com/news/2016/8/analyses_of_chinas_laser_patent_distribution 

Nikola Tesla's works on the Carbon Button Lamp & Ruby Laser & "Self Cooling" mechanisms 
in 1893-1900 -- Sept 21st 2016 CNN runs a HIT PIECE on Chromium-6 -- School science 
teaches us that in the sun, dark colors get hot while white stays cool. New research has found
an exception: scientists determined certain dark pigments can stay just as cool as white by 
using fluorescence, the reemission of absorbed light 
https://sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160921140440.htm

Why the CNN hit piece? https://youtube.com/watch?v=CYAyiFVrgQc Because of recent solar 
power technology that uses Chromium. Aug 30, 2016 Plastic Foil, Ultrathin, air-stable 
perovskite solar cells with Chromium oxide interlayers http://spie.org/newsroom/6223-
ultrathin-air-stableperovskite-solar-cells-for-powering-unmanned-aircraft

August 22nd 2017 (Nikola Tesla's) Laser Light is 1000X more efficient than LED 
http://eetimes.com/document.asp?doc_id=1332182

Aug 1, 2016 New high-temperature device captures a broader solar wavelength each made of
Chromium & Gold http://phys.org/news/2016-08-high-temperature-device-captures-broader-
solar.html

March 2016 Phosphorus atoms help drive metal to form ammonia, using a chromium (Cr) 
complex http://phys.org/news/2016-03- phosphorus-atoms-metal-ammonia-adding.html

May 2015 Flexible, Plastic Foil, high power-per-weight perovskite solar cells with chromium 
oxide–metal contacts for improved stability in air 
http://nature.com/nmat/journal/v14/n10/full/nmat4388.html

ENDING WARS

Full analysis of Nikola Tesla's inventions to End All Wars, (The Electric Earthquake 
Machine/Mechanical Oscillator) (Tesla's Tidal Wave) (Tesla's remote control 
Automaton/Torpedo) (Tesla's Death Ray for Planes) (Weather Warfare) (Operation 
Thunderclap) -- Nikola Tesla - Tesla's Plan to Create a Tidal Wave for Defense, preventing 
attacks on countries by Sea in an attempt to and "End Wars" 
http://anengineersaspect.blogspot.com/2011/08/nikola-tesla-teslas-plan-to-create.html 
http://theteslasociety.com/sites/default/files/Volume%2018%20Page%20019.jpg

PBS: Tesla - Master of Lightning: A Machine to End War http://pbs.org/tesla/res/res_art11.html

Tesla's Tidal Wave to Make War Impossible | Tesla Universe -- Just at this time, when all 
efforts towards peaceful arbitration notwithstanding, the nations are preparing to expend 
immense sums in the design and construction of monstrous battleships, it may be useful to 
bring to the attention of the general public a singular means for naval attack and defense, 
which the telautomatic art has made possible, and which is likely to become a deciding factor 
in the near future. https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/teslas-tidal-wave-make-war-
impossible
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Nikola Tesla Japan Fukushima Earthquake Tsunami Machine to make War Impossible 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=V69lNjJBMBY

Superman vs the Mad Scientist: Electric Earthquake (1942) -- How Tesla’s 1898 Patent for the
remote control AUTOMATON Changed the World 
http://teleautomaton.com/post/1373803033/how-teslas-1898-patent-changed-the-world

Tesla's Operation Thunderclap, Petroleum Warfare, Dirigibles, Chemtrails, Teleforce to End 
WW2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=prQCAOZzsYg

ELF Weapons - Tesla's quest to Control the Weather https://youtube.com/watch?
v=gzml8qOaNzs

Tesla FBI File on Missing files turning into DARPA, CERN & Eisenhower Farewell Address + 
Tesla's Letter to the League of Nations https://youtube.com/watch? v=J469g5CEPfg

Tesla's 1934-40 Death Ray for Planes & Teleforce http://rense.com/general10/deathray.htm 
http://tfcbooks.com/teslafaq/q&a_011.htm https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_ray 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce

Tesla tried to prevent World War II. He also could have prevented the attack on Pearl Harbor. 
http://drnikolatesla.tumblr.com/post/148259237943/nikola-tesla-tried-to-prevent-world-war-ii-
he 

OTHER INVENTIONS

#CP30 was equipped with the first #universal #language #translator invented by --Nikola 
Tesla. https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/articles/nikola-tesla-3

Tesla proposed to JP Morgan to also have a universal #fax Teletype and a worldwide #Atomic
/ Krypton #clock; https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI

These same devices were and are used by the Empire and the United Nations. Google's 
Alphabet is copying all of --Nikola Tesla's inventions. January, 2019 Google releases 
Universal Translator: https://telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/01/08/google-unveils-instant-
language-translator-people-hold-conversations/ 

IEEE: Simulation of Nikola Tesla's Atmospheric (Maser) Discharges. In this paper, an attempt 
is made in the laboratory to simulate Nikola Tesla atmospheric maser discharges. The ground 
lightning bolt, commonly observed, takes the form of filamentary lightning channels called the 
leader and the return strokes. It is taken that Nikola Tesla atmospheric discharges are 
obtained when a powerful high-frequency source triggers the atmospheric discharge and 
enables the energy stored in the cumulonimbus clouds to be released in the form of maser 
radiations, which are accompanied by a diffuse glow-like discharge covering a large area, as 
in the case of the aurora borealis. The main point in the current investigation is the generation
of the powerful hydrogen atom (maser) line at 1.420 GHz recorded under the condition of high
humidity present in air. This suggests that the driving frequency of high power at a frequency 
close to 1 GHz is capable of electrolysis of the water vapor present in air, dissociation of the 
hydrogen molecule into atoms, excitation of atomic hydrogen, and consequent emission from 
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the hydrogen atoms in the manner found in the hydrogen atomic clock. 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7239615/ 

Magnetic Refrigeration

Nikola Tesla's "Magnetic Refrigerators" using his 1890 patent for a "Pyromagneto-electric 
generator" (Heat Pumps) -- Magnetocaloric materials have been successfully used to produce
ultra-low temperatures, and also have good prospects in the production of heat engines and 
refrigeration units. http://phys.org/news/2016-08-physicists-peculiarities-material-giant-
magnetocaloric.html

Tesla's Pyromagneto-electric generator https://google.com/patents/US428057

June 15 2016 Magnetic fridge eliminates gases, drastically reduces energy use by 50% 
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160615005178/en/Cooltech-Applications-
Launches-Magnetic-Cooling-System-Commercial

MANUFACTURING DIAMONDS

February 14th 2022 Happy Valentines Day ft Diamonds Made in Nikola Tesla Arc Furnace 
https://teslaleaks.com/f/happy-valentines-day-ft-diamonds-made-in-nikola-tesla-arc-furnace

1901 Science Magazine Volume 22 https://books.google.com/books? 
id=Q4MCAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA141&lpg=PA141&dq=nikola+tesla+electrical+furnace+diamonds

In 1891-1892, and by the 1893 Worlds Fair, before inventing his own monopolar Incandescent
"Carbon Button" lamp https://teslauniverse.com/nikolatesla/patents/us-patent-514170-
incandescent-electric-light

Nikola Tesla had reportedly planned on using the Edison "Carbon Filament" lamp in his A/C 
demonstrations at the Worlds Fair. Edison reportedly denied Tesla the use of the Edison lamp.
http://www.instructables.com/community/Carbon-Button-Lamp-1/

Tesla then proceeded to invent his own Incandescent Lamp in just a few months. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_button_lamp -- It's a "Carbon Button", lamp that was 
manufactured in the same concurrent fashion as his machines that manufacture Diamonds as
a by-product, buy using a Tesla "Electric Furnace". https://books.google.com/books?
id=jKNIAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA271&lpg=PA271&dq=nikola+tesla+electrical+furnace+diamonds

The Carbon Button lamp was described by Tesla as a long lasting carbon crystal light, that 
also could substitute Ruby's, (the Ruby Laser) and other crystals. Between 1893-1895, it was 
reported that Nikola Tesla had perfected the methods used to manufacture artificial diamonds.
https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla

With Tesla's inventions we can manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July 
of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these
Tesla methods would be "perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to 
manufacture Diamonds in Electrical Furnaces. The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell
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to 666, (600 Amps, 60 Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). https://books.google.com/books?
id=GR4iAQAAIAAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=electrical+furnace+tesla 

Russian 1,000 Trillion in Diamonds (Truth) http://businessinsider.com/huge-russian-diamond-
find-overhyped-2012-9 -- Conspiracy sites have often tell of Tesla's dislike for women's 
jewelry, in connection with the fake news that Tesla was gay, or had a dislike for women. The 
real reason may be of vital importance to humanity. Using Tesla Inventions, mankind can 
manufacture Crystals, Metals & Gasses. In this case, by July of 1894, (Before Tesla's NY Lab 
Burns to the Ground) the "Queens Quarterly" predicted these Tesla methods would be 
"perfected" as to the method to use Coal Ash, Charcoal to manufacture --Diamonds-- in his 
"Electrical Furnaces". The mechanics in the story coincidentally spell to 666, (600 Amps, 60 
Volts at 6000 (F) degrees). -- http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/03/nikola-teslaradio-
history-fake-news-vs.html?view=flipcard

The subjects in the above blog covered previously include:

1) Tesla Electric Furnace or Coal Plants to Manufacture of Crystals

2) Tesla FBI File on Purification of Metals

3) Tesla/Westinghouse Transmutation of Metals, Atomic Power, Value (Today, there are more 
than 430 Westinghouse nuclear power reactors in operation worldwide. (Tesla stated that 
nuclear power would results in "more or less value" depending on the metals and gasses 
derived or function used.) http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2015/10/nikola-tesla-debunks-
albert-einsteins.html?view=flipcard

4) Tesla Conversion of Gasses

5) Coal Plants to Gas (CO2, Methane, Hydrogen) Potash, Carbon Capture, Mercury...

6) New Molten Carbonite Battery Fuel-Cell 
http://renewableenergyfocus.com/view/45651/fuelcell-energy-and-posco-energy-open-20-mw-
fuel-cell-park-in-south-korea/

Similar to the Star Wars Hans Solo Carbonite Freeze scene in Star Wars using Molten 
Carbonite & Super-Conductive Gasses (Superconductivity https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-
tesla/patents/us-patent-685012-means-increasing-intensity-electricaloscillations) 

GROWING CRYSTALS

The mainstream media responds to the Nikola Tesla methods of manufacturing diamonds 
with a propaganda story about the "Pink Star" Steinmetz diamond valued at $71M 
http://smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/712-million-diamond-just-set-new-world-record-
180962789/

What's the connection? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pink_Star_(diamond) Charles Steinmetz 
was a contemporary and competitor to Nikola Tesla, hired by Thomas Edison to work for JP 
Morgan's (GE). https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/niagara-falls-power-project-1888/charles-
proteussteinmetz-1865-1923/
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Steinmetz was familiar with Tesla's work on "Electric Furnaces" used to manufacture crystals 
at high temperature. Enough so as to file his own patent for an Electric Furnace in 1900, 
using what he calls "pyro-electrolytes" https://google.com/patents/US773821

Steinmetz describes the process from the patent "Most precious stones-as topaz, sapphire, 
emerald, and ruby are alumina or aluminum silicate more or less colored by foreign material. 
Others are oxide and silicate of beryllia and zirconia. I have thus found by experiment that by 
heating aluminum silicate by this means it fuses to a transparent mass, colored yellowish in 
the present instance by impurities and of the nature, hardness, and composition of topaz, and
I have also succeeded by small traces of chromic oxid and cobaltic oxid in getting green and 
blue transparent masses of the nature of emerald and sapphire, while in other cases I have 
produced a red color." Although Steinmetz has over 100 patents, most have little or no 
referring patents. 

KILLING PESTS

Nikola Tesla vs Monsanto & GMO's for killing pests in Agriculture without pesticides. U.S. 
DOA 1974 Summary of Electric Insect Traps https://books.google.com/books?
id=04F1mIxXW4AC&printsec=frontcover

Could lights be the future of pesticides http://mnn.com/leaderboard/stories/could-lights-be-the-
future-of-pesticides

Laser Bug Zapper Inches To Market http://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-
talk/aerospace/military/laser-bug-zapper-inches-to-market

Bosch's agricultural robot "Bonirob" gets rid of weeds without pesticides 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=n_KM5tPtz-U

Light trap lures more mosquitoes, fewer bugs you don’t need to kill 
https://news.ifas.ufl.edu/2015/06/light-trap-lures-more-mosquitoes-fewer-bugs-you-dont-need-
to-kill/

The Tesla/Tiffany fountain also functions as the most efficient bug trap 
http://teslacollection.com/tesla_articles/1915/scientific_american/nikola_tesla/nikola_tesla_s_f
ountain 

DEBUNKING NIKOLA TESLA

Response to commenters who claim "They know everything about "Nikola Tesla"", then go on 
to claim they can "debunk" Tesla. Even though it's unlikely they know how to spell his name. 
Tesla Leaks has sourced the documents and admission by Tesla and the Library of Congress 
in 1891, his name is spelt with a (C) "Nicola Tesla". http://www.teslaleaks.com/ -- Some think 
that everything online about Tesla, is made up! How do you know "everything"? You've read 
all the top secret documents in every country on Earth, you must work for the CIA. In fact, you
must have written the entire un-redacted FBI File and the other 3 files referred to in the FBI 
File. Do you have the Alien skeletons too? And the real pictures of Space, not the 100% fake 
Photoshop pictures NASA puts out. To his credit, Tesla invented Photoshop in 1899 with his 
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composite picture of him sitting there inside his Colorado Springs Lab. Either way, the 
Tyrannasaur bone, rock, fossil fuel tooth looking thing you have might catch $10M on eBay. 
The 800,000 documents, newspapers, articles and 900 patents and Inventions at the Tesla 
Museum much available online to find in 5 seconds is "made up"? You must have also worked
for the 13 companies Doctor Tesla owned, have his 600 missing patents and Inventions (900 
FBI File) and read the 400,000 documents at the Tesla Museum. You also must have worked 
at the Tesla society in 1915, worked at his Museum that was bombed in WW2 and the one 
that Bill Clinton bombed in 1999. You must be sure "he had it all in his head". Of course it also
helps to have the other 400,000 documents, 40 trunk's, 30 bundles, a safe and a multi-
decade resistance box you were able to crack, which John G Trump admitting reviewed in 
Tesla's NY storage unit and also have seen the two pictures of everything the FBI said they 
took. Sava Kosanovich told the FBI under oath that the 200 page notebook Tesla was writing, 
was also missing. You must have snatched that too! Even beyond that, you must have gotten 
access to Einstein's brain held in (according to Tesla, non destructive) cryogenic freezing at 
CERN. And of course you are aware that Tesla has the earliest patent for superconductivity 
"Means for increasing electrical intensity oscillations using cold temperature" in 1900. As you 
know, CERN gets it's superconductive gasses like Krypton using a Westinghouse Nuclear 
Power Plant or Tesla's Electrical method using his 1897 Patent and Apparatus for producing 
Ozone and other gasses. The point being, with Einstein's brain you can figure out Nuclear 
Power and Nuclear Bomb Hoax, since, according to UN and US law, Nuclear is considered 
"classified on birth". It's a benefit if you can speak and write 13 languages, because his 
Serbian handwriting is terrible. They should have brought you in to analyze the Tesla papers, 
instead of the FBI bringing in Deforest. If you we're right there like his Assistants Kolman Tzito
Father and Son, Lowenstein, Scherff or Fitzgerald, you might have seen it all. Like all other 
great minds study scientists before them, it's also great that you have the 1000 points of 
lights, tubes that Tesla said under oath of his 1922 Supreme Court foreclosure appeals case, 
that each light described a scientific secret. We're all glad you have that, because, it's been 
missing since 1943. Since Fitzgerald told the FBI director in 1945 that because the Russians 
had access to "the Entire Tesla Collection" behind the Iron Curtain, and because of 
experiments going on at Hill AFB, that he was soliciting Army Intelligence and "Wealthy 
Backers" like the Ford Foundation, to accumulate all they can on Tesla's effects and turn them
into "Idea Factories". Being a double-agent for the Army and the Air Force, and a Russian 
agent would be the coup de gras; you might even get to work for Alex Jones at Infowars. If 
you could return those audio recordings of Tesla's real voice and videos of the real person, 
since they are also ALL missing, that would be great. If you could just fallaciously go back in 
time like Einstein said, then you could have asked Tesla's financier in Radio, Peck, his 
financiers John Astor & JP Morgan, his last co-designer in Wardenclyffe, the famous Stanford 
White or even President William McKinley what they knew about Wireless Power and the 
Death Ray, because they were all assassinated. Granted, Tesla did tell JP Morgan that if he 
did not provide the next $250,000 or more to finish Wardenclyffe that you, JP Morgan would 
"Never see that machinery". But, since Tesla stated in his 1919 Autobiography in Electrical 
Experimenter, he wanted to dispell a rumor in the press about the destruction of his tower, 
Wardenclyffe, he said "They were building more of them". In the same Autobiography he 
states "every one of my Inventions prior to 1919 worked 100% as he prescribed". Days after 
Tesla dies, Spanel tells the FBI that Fitzgerald told him that Tesla had "completed and 
perfected" wireless power transmission and that the main goal of Tesla's latest works was to 
provide electricity to the world absolutely for free. Is Tesla lying? If you think so, prove it! 

MIT ON NIKOLA TESLA



MIT Lec 26, Mar. 2002: Traveling Waves, Standing Waves, Nodes, Infinite Number of 
Resonant Frequencies, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Harmonics, Multi-plexing, Extra Nodes in A/C System | 
8.02 Electricity and Magnetism (Walter Lewin) https://m.youtube.com/watch? 
v=hZCsnd257w0

MIT (Lec 01) Conservation of charge, electro-static induction, polarisation, electro-static 
discharges, brush discharge, Van De Graaffe generators, Electric Force, Nuclear Forces?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Lx64cq0HeXY

MIT (Lec 02) Electric Field Lines, Superposition, Inductive Charging, Induced Dipoles 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pd9HY8iLiCA

MIT (Lec 16) Electromagnetic Induction, Non-Conservative Fields https://youtube.com/watch?
v=FUUMCT7FjaI

MIT (Lec 6) High-Voltage Breakdown (highest angle of curvature, purifying metals, et Al 
Tesla), Lightning, Lightning Rods, Sparks - Hindenburg Disaster, Static Charge Induced 
Gunshots https://youtube.com/watch?v=ww0XJUqFHXU

Lect 4 - Electrostatic Potential, Electric Energy, Equipotential Surfaces, Scalar 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QpVxj3XrLg

DONALD TRUMP & JOHN G TRUMP

John G Trump, Donald Trump's uncle and Nikola Tesla were recently added to and then 
removed from Donald Trump's Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump -- 
His uncle, John G. Trump, a professor at MIT from 1936 to 1973, was involved in radar 
research for the Allies in the Second World War, and helped design X-ray machines and 
Electron Therapy that prolonged the lives of cancer patients; in 1943, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation requested John Trump examine Nikola Tesla's papers and equipment when 
Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel.[9] Vignettes of early radiation workers with 
John G. Trump, DSc Professor of electrical engineering MIT. Moderated by Lauriston S. 
Taylor. In his video series "Vignettes of Early Radiation Workers" Taylor interviews pioneers 
on topics in "fields that have impinged on the applications of ionizing radiation to diagnostic 
and therapeutic radiology"; Trump has been involved in the "development of high-voltage 
radiation producing machines making them available for research applications such as 
medicine." August 29, 1978. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wozw24RACZ8 

The added text must have been removed. It is still on the John G Trump Wikipedia: In 1943, 
as the technical aide in Division 14 of the NDRC, Trump reviewed and analyzed the papers of
Dr. Nikola Tesla when Dr. Tesla died in a NY hotel. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_G._Trump

The Archive.org will have a screen capture, before it was removed: March 1st 2017 
https://web.archive.org/web/20170301032030/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump 

CLASSIFIED
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Trump White House Leaks CIA (FOIA) on Nikola Tesla "Scalar Waves", "Industrial 
Enterprises" http://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/02/teslaleakscom-trump-white-house-
leaks.html

2/5/2017 The Trump administration has sprung a leak. Many of them, in fact 
https://washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the-trump-administration-has-sprung-a-leak-many-
ofthem-in-fact/2017/02/05/a13fad24-ebe2-11e6-b4ff-ac2cf509efe5_story.html

2/1/2017 C.I.A. releases document on Nikola Tesla on Scalar Waves, formerly TOP SECRET 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=a3WuJEoSInA

2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 404 | CIA FOIA NIKOLA TESLA INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE. 
Welcome to the new CIA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Electronic Reading Room. 
https://cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/nikola-tesla-industrial-enterprise

2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 403 Forbidden - (CIA FOIA) RADIO PRODUCTION AT 
NIKOLA TESLA RADIO FACTORY, BELGRADE 2. RADIO RESEARCH CENTER, 
BELGRADE. https://cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp82-00457r009600350009-3

2/3/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) Nikola Tesla wanted to build a deadly invisible wall protect the
US - Business Insider. The inventor wanted to build a "Chinese Wall of Defense" that would 
"render helpless any military attack." http://businessinsider.com/tesla-death-ray-border-wall-
trump-2017-2

2/3/2017 How Qi (Chi) Energy Flows Through The 12 Meridians Points That Exist Within Your
Body – Collective Evolution. Nikola Tesla told us that “the day science begins to study non-
physical phenomena, it will make more progress in one decade than in all the previous 
centuries of its existence” http://collective-evolution.com/2017/02/03/how-qi-chee-energy-
flows-through-the-12-meridians-points-that-exist-within-your-body/

2/3/2017 "Reports Of My Death (Nikola Tesla) Have Been Greatly Exaggerated". Energy 
Dept. To President Donald Trump: I'm Not Dead Yet! 
https://cleantechnica.com/2017/02/01/energy-dept-president-donaldtrump-im-not-dead-yet 

If Donald Trump can de-classify "anything he wants", then please de-classify all scientific 
papers of Nikola Tesla. https://change.org/p/the-united-states-government-release-all-
scientific-papers-of-nikola-tesla-to-the-americanpublic 
https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/trump-has-the-power-to-declassify-whatever-he-wants-
including-the-russian-intercepts/

President William Mckinley was the first President to go public with Tesla's Niagara Falls and 
Wireless Power. The same day, he was shot in Buffalo and died 7 days later. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_William_McKinley

By, 1920, President Woodrow Wilson supported a bill to give free energy devices protection, 
he resigned in 1921. http://free-energyinfo.com/Chapt15.html

The next was General Eisenhower, who was supposed to receive Nikola Tesla's 80 trunks of 
personal effects, but never received it. The closest he got to de-classification, was warning 
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the public after WW2, of the Scientific Technocratic Elite, running the Military Industrial 
Complex. https://youtube.com/watch?v=J469g5CEPfg

Next was, JFK, who spoke of "Weather Control" at the United Nations. The next year, he was 
allegedly shot and killed. https://youtube.com/watch?v=5EOnHgL0aEc

The President can "De-classify anything he wants" 
https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/may/16/trumprussia-spies

What is missing? 1) The FBI ceased 80 trunks, 2 safes and multi-decade box 2) What was 
found in Rooms 2237, 2238 & secret rooms 3) What was uncovered when the FBI searched 
basements of Hotels in 1943 4) What was uncovered from the report in the Tesla FBI File on 
collection of all of Tesla's works by Army Intelligence, Hill AFB & Ford Foundation 5) Where is 
the attachments associated with the 8 page report written by John G Trump 6) What were the 
results of Project Tesla, Project ULF and other Tesla Manhattan Projects 7) Where are Tesla's 
patent applications and International patents 8) Where are Tesla's patents held as Classified 
9) What are the Tesla patent references that are blanked out or patents mis-named at the 
U.S. Patent Office 10) What other patents are filed under "Nicola Tesla" - 

2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 404 | CIA FOIA (foia.cia.gov) NIKOLA TESLA INDUSTRIAL 
ENTERPRISE. Welcome to the new CIA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Electronic 
Reading Room. https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/nikola-tesla-industrial-
enterprise

2/1/2017 Beware of (Troll Trap) 403 Forbidden - (CIA FOIA) RADIO PRODUCTION AT 
NIKOLA TESLA RADIO FACTORY, BELGRADE 2. RADIO RESEARCH CENTER, 
BELGRADE. https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp82-
00457r009600350009-3
 
TO THE MOON: TESLA SAYS NO

ROCKETS TO THE MOON? No, says Tesla!

At the time I talked to Dr. Tesla the newspapers were discussing the possibility of the flight of 
a rocket to the moon.

“No rocket,” he insisted, “will reach the moon save by a miraculous discovery of an explosive 
far more energetic than any known. And even if the requisite fuel were produced, it would still 
have to be shown that the rocket machine would operate at four hundred and fifty-nine 
degrees below zero — the temperature of interplanetary space.

“The mean distance of the moon,” he explained, “is 238,862 miles, and its mass 1/81.8 that of
the earth's. Travel 215,085 miles away from the earth, and the gravitational attraction of earth 
and moon will be equal.”

“To project a missile as far as that point will mean starting at an initial velocity of 6.8815 miles 
a second — not making additional allowance for the atmosphere's retarding action. And 
irrespective of this speed, which might be less in a rocket than a projectile from a gun, the 
actual work performed in lifting each pound of weight skyward would be 20,499,712 
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footpounds of energy, requiring 26,346 B. t. u., or heat units, produced by the burning of the 
fuel. Even if the rocket weighed only a pound for every pound of fuel it carried, just twice this 
amount, or 52,692 B. t. u., must be developed for every pound of fuel.

“Now when you consider that the thermal efficiency could hardly exceed forty percent, and the
mean propulsive efficiency fifty percent, 263,460 B. t. u. must be evolved by every pound of 
fuel —an enormous quantity of energy, about sixty times greater than that of dynamite! 
Although diminishing fuel weight and weakening gravity would make the rocket's path easier 
as it progressed, it is evident that no known fuel could drive it clear to the moon.”

This discussion of tremendous power suggested the possibility of harnessing atomic energy.

“The scheme is worse than that of a perpetual motion machine — for the latter will almost 
work!” he exclaimed. “A motor driven by atomic power is unrational because it would take far 
more energy to break up an atom's structure than can be recovered in more useful work.”

On the whole subject of matter, in fact, Dr. Tesla holds views that are startlingly original. He 
disagrees with the accepted atomic theory of matter, and does not believe in the existence of 
an “electron” as pictured by science — or, he maintains, if it can exist at all, it does so only in 
perfect vacuum.

“To account for its apparently small mass, science conceives the electron as a hollow sphere, 
a sort of bubble,” Tesla says. “Now, a bubble can exist in such a medium as a gas or liquid 
because its internal pressure is not altered by deformation. But if, as supposed, the internal 
pressure of an electron is due to the repulsion of electric masses, the slightest conceivable 
deformation must result in the destruction of the bubble!

“Just to mention another improbability, the force tending to tear an electron apart is, in pounds
per square inch, represented by the staggering figure of 256,899 followed by twenty-one 
zeros — and this is 513,798,000,000,000,000,000 times greater that the tension that tungsten
wire can withstand! And yet it does not burst! Not even when it is hurled against an obstacle 
with a speed hundreds of thousands times greater than that of a bullet!

And — more widely interesting in this day of radio — this strange, many-sided man clings to 
the opinion he expressed in his scientific investigations published from 1896-1898, that the 
source of all rays we know is always a stream of tangible particles or “corpuscles,” rather than
waves or vibrations. Even before the discovery of radium, Tesla expressed his belief that 
radioactive rays were of this sort, a view ridiculed at that time. When radium was discovered it
was found actually to emit particles of matter — flying nuclei of helium atoms, called “alpha” 
rays. Tesla has maintained ever since that radium is not a generator but a transformer of 
energy, the emanations being caused by cosmic rays of immense power capable of 
penetrating all obstacles however thick. The existence of this radiation — which, he says, 
should not be confounded with the comparatively very feeble “cosmic rays” observed more 
recently — he has proved by mathematical theory agreeing closely with experiment.

These conclusions Tesla has drawn from experiments with a remarkable vacuum tube of his 
own invention, with a single electrode, operated at millions of volts.

https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/famous-prophet-science-looks-future 



TESLA TIMELINE

Tesla's Timeline Chronograph: Tesla's Early Years 1856, 9-10 July, Nikola Tesla is born (at 
lightning stroke of midnight) 1856-62, Tesla lives in Smiljan, Lika, western military district 
(Krajina), Austro-Hungarian Empire. 1861, death of his older and only brother Dane, 12. 1862,
family moves to closest town, Gospic. 1862-66, Tesla attends elementary or 'normal' school in
Gospic. 1866-70, Tesla attends Real Gymnasium in Gospic. 1870-73, lives at Rakovac 6 
above his aunt & Col. "old war-horse". 1873, Tesla graduates Gimnazija Karlovac, Rakovac, 
Croatia. 1874, recovers from Cholera, escapes life as priest, first occurrence of his visions. 
1875, father sends him into hills to hide from army. 1875, accepted at k.k. (kaiserlich 
konigliche) Technischen Hochschule in Graz, Austria. 1875-78, attends "Joanneum" 
polytechnic (now Technische Universitat Graz (TUG)), Rechbauerstrasse 12. 1875, Sept, 
takes a room at Attemsgasse 8.** 1876, boards at Neugasse 10 (now Hans-Sachs-Gasse 
10). 1877, boards at Attemsgasse 11 and Jahngasse 5. 1878, boards at Heinrichstrasse 11 
(unbek.). 1878, spring, drops out of hochschule before 3rd year exams. 1878-79, lands first 
job, assistant engineer, Maribor, Slovenia. 1878, Sept-Nov, rooms on Tegetthofstrasse 
(Partisans Road since 1945), Maribor.** 1879, 24 March, police escort the "vagrant" Tesla 
from Maribor home to Gospic.** 1879, death of his father, Milutin. 1880, summer, audits 
classes at the Karl-Ferdinand University of Prague. 1880-81, rooms at Ve smeckach 13, 
Prague.** 1880-81, plays pool, spotting foes 48 of 100 points, at Narodni Kavarna (People's 
Cafe) on Vodickova St.** 1881, January, arrives in Budapest too early for job with Puskas 
brothers. 1881, Budapest Austrian Telegraph Office, engineer 1881, Budapest Central Post 
Office, draftsman 1881, American Telephone Company, repairman 1881, Budapest power 
company, electrical engineer 1881, Budapest Central Telephone Exchange, designer 1881, 
Tesla's first mental breakdown 1881, AC epiphany on walk with Antal Szigety in Budapest's 
Varosliget city park. 1882, April, Tivadar Puskas hires Tesla at Continental Edison Co., Paris. 
1882, Charles Batchelor oversees Tesla at Edison lightbulb factory, Irvy-sur-Seine. 1882, May,
Belgrade newspapers report Tesla's visit. 1883, works on DC generators for Electricit? de 
Strasbourg, Alsace. Note: ** Dan Mrkich, "Nikola Tesla: The European Years, 1856-1884." 
Tesla Comes To the United States Of America 1884, spring, Tesla lands in New York City, NY, 
with 4 cents in his pocket. 1884, Thomas Edison hires Tesla to fix designs of DC dynamos. 
1885, quits Edison's Etna Iron Works, 104 Goerck St. 1885, founds the Tesla Electric Light & 
Manufacturing Co, Rahway, NJ. 1886-87, winter, digs ditches for $2.00 per day. 1887, April, 
Peck and Brown fund the Tesla Electric Co. 1887, 30 April, Tesla files his first patent. 1887, 10
May, old friend Antal Szigeti lands in NY. 1887-88, Invents the AC induction motor, 89 Liberty 
St, NY. 1888, 15 May, speech to American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE). 1888, 7 
July, sells AC patents for $25,000 to Westinghouse; receives 150 shares in Westinghouse, 
plus $2.50/horsepower. 1888-89, trains Westinghouse engineers in Pittsburgh, PA. 1889, 
Nikola Tesla becomes US citizen. 1889, opens his own lab on Grand Street. 1890, Aug 6, 
Prof. H. Brown "Westinghouses" ax-murderer Wm Kemmler at Auburn State Prison, NY. 1890,
Nov, lights vacuum tube, wirelessly, with high-frequency coil. 1891, invents the Tesla coil. 
1891, first Westinghouse-Tesla engine installed at a Colorado mine. 1891, 20 May, speaks to 
AIEE at Columbia U. 1892, London lecture to Royal Institution of Electrical Engineers. 1892, 
Feb, mother Djouka (Mandic) dies. 1893, AC plant powers Chicago's Columbia Exposition. 
1893, 1 May, President Grover Cleveland pushes button to light 100,000 lamps in Chicago's 
"City of Light". 1893, 24 Feb, lectures to the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. 1893, 1 March, 
wireless remote-control boat in St. Louis. 1894, Tesla's AC powers Telluride and Cripple 
Creek, CO. 1895, 13 March, suspicious fire burns lab, 35 S 5th Ave (now ~539 West 



Broadway). 1895, 20 May, lands in Pulitzer's World after girl, 16, leaps from pie at JL Breese's
studio, 5 W 16th St. 1895, July, only recorded earthquake in Manhatten, at lab, 46 E Houston 
Street, NY City, NY. Tesla smashes his "Earthquake Machine" - the mechanical oscillator to 
pieces. 1895 Century editor R.U. Johnson runs Tesla article by T.C. Martin and "Pudd'nhead 
Wilson" by Mark Twain. 1896, 19 July, tours Niagara Power House with George 
Westinghouse. 1896, 16 Nov, transmits electricity 26 miles from Niagara Falls to Buffalo, NY, 
first 3-phase AC power plant. 1897, April 6, lectures NY Academy of Sciences, 2 E 63rd St. 
1898, first efficient-magnifier Tesla coil. 1898, high-tension conductor produces pressures of 
100 million volts. 1898, Madison Square Garden demos teleautomat boat with 'borrowed 
mind" remote control. 1899, Lights 200 bulbs wirelessly 26 miles from Pike's Peak with the 
prototype Magnifying Transmitter. 1899-1900, discovers terrestrial stationary waves, Colorado
Springs. 1900, 100-foot discharge 'flashed a current around the globe'. 1900, J.P. Morgan 
buys 51% of Tesla's tele patents for $150,000. 1901, builds Magnifying Transmitter at 
Wardenclyffe (Shoreham, Long Island). The beginning of Tesla's New World of Tomorrow. 
1901, 12 Dec, Marconi beams a...Morse-code "S'' across the Atlantic. 1903, 15 July, NY Sun 
reports on Wardenclyffe's "blinding streaks of electricity." 1905, opens office at 165 Broadway 
(Now 1 Liberty Plaza). 1906, builds speedometers for Waltham Watch Co. 1907, 3 May, NY 
World reports Tesla's "magnifying transmitter" hits 25 Million horsepower. 1908, "Hugo Award"
Gernsback meets Tesla, writes robot story "Ralph 124C 41+." 1909, G. Marconi, C. Maxwell &
H. Hertz share Physics Nobel for radio. 1911, Patents turbine and pump based on Bladeless 
Disk design. 1912, creditors reposes equipment from Wardenclyffe. 1914, opens office in 
tallest skyscraper: Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway. 1915, 6 Oct, NYT falsely reports 
Edison and Tesla to share Nobel. 1915, Waldorf-Astoria's manager George Boldt demands 
back rent of $19,000. 1915, surrenders Wardenclyffe deed to George Boldt for back rent 
monies due. 1915, Tesla declares bankruptcy. 1917, 16 May, wins AIEE's Edison medal, flees
to feed pigeons. 1917, 4 July, Navy uses explosives to demolish the tower at Wardenclyffe. 
1918, Chicago turbine project with W.W. Wilhelm. 1922, his beloved pigeon dies at Hotel St. 
Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) #1607. 1924, 25 May, Hotel St. Regis sues Tesla for $3,299 in 
back rent. 1924, Sheriff's deputy serves debt liens on office, 8 W 40th St 20th floor. 1931, 20 
July, "Tesla at 75" on cover of Time magazine. 1931, 18 Oct, Edison dies at 84. 1934, 
Scientific American pictures Tesla with "Colossus" a 2MV Van de Graaf generator Tesla Coil, 
now at Boston's Museum of Science. 1934, 11 July, NYT A1: "Tesla, at 78, Bares New 'Death 
Beam.'" 1935, Feb Tesla's pro-eugenics Liberty article edited by friend G. S. Viereck, a Nazi. 
1937, Nikola Tesla is hit by cab in Manhattan, but refuses care. 1937, honorary doctorate from
Tesla's former hochschule in Graz. 1938, experiments under 59th Street Bridge near 2nd Ave,
NY. 1939, (Soviet) Amtorg Trading Corp pays Tesla $25,000. 1942, Governor Clinton Hotel, 
NY, "multi decade resistance box." 1942, July 8, birthday meeting with exiled King Peter II 
Karadjordjevic of Serbia. 1943, Jan, tries to send cash via messenger-boy Kerrigan to "Mr. 
Samuel Clemens." (Mark Twain) insisting the Twain was still alive. 1943, 5 Jan, admits last 
maid service, asks for no futher disturbances. 1943, 7 Jan, dies at 86 in New Yorker Hotel, 
#3327. Posthumous 1943, 8 Jan, maid enters room and finds Tesla dead. 1943, 8 Jan, FBI 
seizes 80-trunk archive of Tesla's papers. 1943, 8 Jan, Tesla's nephew Sava Kosanovic finds 
Tesla's room emptied. 1943, body sent to Campbell's Funeral Parlors (Madison Ave & 81St). 
1943, cremated at Ferncliff Cemetery, Ardsley, NY. 1943, 12 Jan, memorial at Cathedral of St.
John the Divine, NYC. 1943, 13 Jan, service by Serbian Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 
W 26th St. 1943, 21 June, U.S. Supreme Court reverses itself, favors Tesla radio patents over
Marconi. 1943, John J. O'Neill publishes "Prodigal Genius." 1944, Bela Lugosi plays 
Romanian scientist/vampire "Armand Tesla" in "Return of the Vampire." 1944-46, "Project 
Nick" Brig. Gen. L.C. Craigie at USAFB Patterson attempts "Peace Ray." 1952, Tesla estate 



including shirts, suits, shoes & papers are sent to Belgrade. 1955, Tesla Museum opens in 
Belgrade, 51 Proleterskih brigada. 1956, 100th anniversary, memorial erected in Smiljan by 
Grgo Antuna. 1958, Tesla's cremated remains sent to Belgrade. 1960, 'Tesla' declared unit of 
magnetic induction by Intl. Cmsn. for Electrical Engineering, T = Wb/m2. 19??, NYC declares 
40th St & 6th Ave "Nikola Tesla Corner." 1976, Tesla statue dedicated on Goat Island, Niagara
Falls. 1976, Rev. Sun Myung Moon buys New Yorker Hotel for $5M as Unification Church HQ.
1978, Margaret Cheney publishes "Man Out of Time." 1980, Croat biopic movie "Secrets of 
Nikola Tesla" (Tajna Nikole Tesle) features Orson Welles as J.P. Morgan. 1981, monument by 
F. Krsinic erected in Gospic town square. 1991-95, Croat troops occupy Smiljan house, Serbs
bomb Gospic. 1997, Tesla bust installed in Becton engineering hall at Yale, 15 Prospect St. 
2000, 12 Dec, PBS airs "Tesla: Master of Lightning." 2001, 10 July, fans commemorate 
Tesla's birth by rededicating plaque on 34th Street wall of New Yorker Hotel. 2006, 150th 
Anniversary of Tesla's birth celebration planned. "Nikola Tesla Corner" is located at 40th St & 
6th Ave, SW corner of Bryant Park, behind the NY Public Library, where he fed pigeons. 
Nikola Tesla's Laboratory Locations: all in downtown Manhattan, New York City, NY 1887, 89 
Liberty Street, (now 1 Liberty Plaza). 1889, 175 Grand St (now 179 Grand St, Wu Lim Back 
Rub)* 1890-1895, 35 S 5th Ave (now ~539 West Broadway, Washington Square Village: 
3rd/Bleeker),13 March, 1895 destroyed by fire. 1895-1899, 46-48 E Houston St (now Soho 
Billiards), July 1895, where the earthquake caused by his mechanical oscillator took place. 
1901-1912, Shoreham, Long Island. The location of Tesla's Magnifying Transmitter, 
Wardenclyffe Station. Later Periods, Queensbourough Bridge, 59th St near 2nd Ave.* Tesla's 
Offices: 1905, 165 Broadway (now 1 Liberty Plaza) 1914, 233 Broadway, #1136, Woolworth 
Building. 1914, 1 Madison Ave, #202-203,*Metropolitan Life Tower (23rd St). 1915-1924, 8 
West 40th St, #2006,* (5th Ave). Later Periods, 350 Madison Ave*, old Conde Nast HQ 
(44/45th St.) Hotels in New York City, where Tesla lived: 1884-1889? 1889-92, Astor House 
Hotel, 140 Broadway (Barclay/Vecey Sts). 1892, Hotel Gerlach (Radio Wave Bldg), 49 W 27th
St (Broadway/6th Ave). 1??? Metropolitan Hotel, 580 Broadway (op. Guggenheim SoHo). 
1897-1920, Waldorf-Astoria, 5th Ave & 33rd St (now the Empire State Bldg). 1918-23, Hotel 
St. Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) #1607. 1923-25, Hotel Marguery, 270 Park Ave (48th St). 
1925-30, Hotel Pennsylvania, 401 7 Ave (33rd St) #1522E,* muse for the 1938 Glen Miller hit 
"Pennsylvania 6-5000." 1930-34, Governor Clinton Hotel, 535 W 31 St (now Southgate 
Tower)(7th Ave), 20th fl. 1934-43, Hotel New Yorker, 481 8th Ave (34th) #3327. Posthumous: 
Campbell's Funeral Parlors, Madison Ave & 81St. Ferncliff Cemetery, 281 Secor Rd, Ardsley, 
NY. Manhattan Storage & Warehouse Co., 52 St & 7th Ave. Cathedral of St. John the Divine, 
112th St & Amsterdam Ave. Serb Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 W 26th St. Places 
where Tesla is honored, Greater New York areas: Statue of Liberty Museum has photo of 
Tesla. Jersery City, New Jersey, Liberty Science Center, daily demos of a Tesla Coil. 
Wardenclyffe "Radio City" (Shoreham, Long Island), NY. Niagara Falls, Goat Island features a
large, purposely un-illuminated statue of Tesla. * Leland I. Anderson, "Nikola Tesla's 
Residences, Laboratories, and Offices," (Denver: Boyle-Anderson Pub, 1990), the best 
source for Tesla's addresses. More: https://web-
beta.archive.org/web/20130621012055/http://www.frankgermano.net/tesla_chrono.htm 
Updated May 2, 2017, 12:20 AM May 2, 2017, 12:20 AM Chris Edwards posted in 
TeslaLeaks.com - Nikola Tesla Leaks. https://web-
beta.archive.org/web/20130621012055/http://www.frankgermano.net/tesla_chrono.htm

Full Nikola Tesla Timeline Chronograph: 1) Tesla's Early Years 2) Coming to America 3) 
Posthumous 4) Lab Locations 5) Offices 6) Hotels 7) More ... 1856, 9-10 July, Nikola Tesla is 
born (at lightning stroke of midnight) 1856-62, Tesla lives in Smiljan, Lika, western military 

https://web-beta.archive.org/web/20130621012055/http://www.frankgermano.net/tesla_chrono.htm
https://web-beta.archive.org/web/20130621012055/http://www.frankgermano.net/tesla_chrono.htm


district (Krajina), Austro-Hungarian Empire. 1861, death of his older and only brother Dane, 
12. 1862, family moves to closest town, Gospic. 1862-66, Tesla attends elementary or 
'normal' school in Gospic. 1866-70, Tesla attends Real Gymnasium in Gospic. 1870-73, lives 
at Rakovac 6 above his aunt & Col. "old war-horse". 1873, Tesla graduates Gimnazija 
Karlovac, Rakovac, Croatia. 1874, recovers from Cholera, escapes life as priest, first 
occurrence of his visions. 1875, father sends him into hills to hide from army. 1875, accepted 
at k.k. (kaiserlich konigliche) Technischen Hochschule in Graz, Austria. 1875-78, attends 
"Joanneum" polytechnic (now Technische Universitat Graz (TUG)), Rechbauerstrasse 12. 
1875, Sept, takes a room at Attemsgasse 8.** 1876, boards at Neugasse 10 (now Hans-
Sachs-Gasse 10). 1877, boards at Attemsgasse 11 and Jahngasse 5. 1878, boards at 
Heinrichstrasse 11 (unbek.). 1878, spring, drops out of hochschule before 3rd year exams. 
1878-79, lands first job, assistant engineer, Maribor, Slovenia. 1878, Sept-Nov, rooms on 
Tegetthofstrasse (Partisans Road since 1945), Maribor.** 1879, 24 March, police escort the 
"vagrant" Tesla from Maribor home to Gospic.** 1879, death of his father, Milutin. 1880, 
summer, audits classes at the Karl-Ferdinand University of Prague. 1880-81, rooms at Ve 
smeckach 13, Prague.** 1880-81, plays pool, spotting foes 48 of 100 points, at Narodni 
Kavarna (People's Cafe) on Vodickova St.** 1881, January, arrives in Budapest too early for 
job with Puskas brothers. 1881, Budapest Austrian Telegraph Office, engineer 1881, 
Budapest Central Post Office, draftsman 1881, American Telephone Company, repairman 
1881, Budapest power company, electrical engineer 1881, Budapest Central Telephone 
Exchange, designer 1881, Tesla's first mental breakdown 1881, AC epiphany on walk with 
Antal Szigety in Budapest's Varosliget city park. 1882, April, Tivadar Puskas hires Tesla at 
Continental Edison Co., Paris. 1882, Charles Batchelor oversees Tesla at Edison lightbulb 
factory, Irvy-sur-Seine. 1882, May, Belgrade newspapers report Tesla's visit. 1883, works on 
DC generators for Electricit? de Strasbourg, Alsace. Note: ** Dan Mrkich, "Nikola Tesla: The 
European Years, 1856-1884." Tesla Comes To the United States Of America 1884, spring, 
Tesla lands in New York City, NY, with 4 cents in his pocket. 1884, Thomas Edison hires Tesla
to fix designs of DC dynamos. 1885, quits Edison's Etna Iron Works, 104 Goerck St. 1885, 
founds the Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing Co, Rahway, NJ. 1886-87, winter, digs ditches
for $2.00 per day. 1887, April, Peck and Brown fund the Tesla Electric Co. 1887, 30 April, 
Tesla files his first patent. 1887, 10 May, old friend Antal Szigeti lands in NY. 1887-88, Invents 
the AC induction motor, 89 Liberty St, NY. 1888, 15 May, speech to American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers (AIEE). 1888, 7 July, sells AC patents for $25,000 to Westinghouse; 
receives 150 shares in Westinghouse, plus $2.50/horsepower. 1888-89, trains Westinghouse 
engineers in Pittsburgh, PA. 1889, Nikola Tesla becomes US citizen. 1889, opens his own lab 
on Grand Street. 1890, Aug 6, Prof. H. Brown "Westinghouses" ax-murderer Wm Kemmler at 
Auburn State Prison, NY. 1890, Nov, lights vacuum tube, wirelessly, with high-frequency coil. 
1891, invents the Tesla coil. 1891, first Westinghouse-Tesla engine installed at a Colorado 
mine. 1891, 20 May, speaks to AIEE at Columbia U. 1892, London lecture to Royal Institution 
of Electrical Engineers. 1892, Feb, mother Djouka (Mandic) dies. 1893, AC plant powers 
Chicago's Columbia Exposition. 1893, 1 May, President Grover Cleveland pushes button to 
light 100,000 lamps in Chicago's "City of Light". 1893, 24 Feb, lectures to the Franklin 
Institute, Philadelphia. 1893, 1 March, wireless remote-control boat in St. Louis. 1894, Tesla's 
AC powers Telluride and Cripple Creek, CO. 1895, 13 March, suspicious fire burns lab, 35 S 
5th Ave (now ~539 West Broadway). 1895, 20 May, lands in Pulitzer's World after girl, 16, 
leaps from pie at JL Breese's studio, 5 W 16th St. 1895, July, only recorded earthquake in 
Manhatten, at lab, 46 E Houston Street, NY City, NY. Tesla smashes his "Earthquake 
Machine" - the mechanical oscillator to pieces. 1895 Century editor R.U. Johnson runs Tesla 
article by T.C. Martin and "Pudd'nhead Wilson" by Mark Twain. 1896, 19 July, tours Niagara 



Power House with George Westinghouse. 1896, 16 Nov, transmits electricity 26 miles from 
Niagara Falls to Buffalo, NY, first 3-phase AC power plant. 1897, April 6, lectures NY Academy
of Sciences, 2 E 63rd St. 1898, first efficient-magnifier Tesla coil. 1898, high-tension 
conductor produces pressures of 100 million volts. 1898, Madison Square Garden demos 
teleautomat boat with 'borrowed mind" remote control. 1899, Lights 200 bulbs wirelessly 26 
miles from Pike's Peak with the prototype Magnifying Transmitter. 1899-1900, discovers 
terrestrial stationary waves, Colorado Springs. 1900, 100-foot discharge 'flashed a current 
around the globe'. 1900, J.P. Morgan buys 51% of Tesla's tele patents for $150,000. 1901, 
builds Magnifying Transmitter at Wardenclyffe (Shoreham, Long Island). The beginning of 
Tesla's New World of Tomorrow. 1901, 12 Dec, Marconi beams a...Morse-code "S'' across the 
Atlantic. 1903, 15 July, NY Sun reports on Wardenclyffe's "blinding streaks of electricity." 
1905, opens office at 165 Broadway (Now 1 Liberty Plaza). 1906, builds speedometers for 
Waltham Watch Co. 1907, 3 May, NY World reports Tesla's "magnifying transmitter" hits 25 
Million horsepower. 1908, "Hugo Award" Gernsback meets Tesla, writes robot story "Ralph 
124C 41+." 1909, G. Marconi, C. Maxwell & H. Hertz share Physics Nobel for radio. 1911, 
Patents turbine and pump based on Bladeless Disk design. 1912, creditors reposes 
equipment from Wardenclyffe. 1914, opens office in tallest skyscraper: Woolworth Building, 
233 Broadway. 1915, 6 Oct, NYT falsely reports Edison and Tesla to share Nobel. 1915, 
Waldorf-Astoria's manager George Boldt demands back rent of $19,000. 1915, surrenders 
Wardenclyffe deed to George Boldt for back rent monies due. 1915, Tesla declares 
bankruptcy. 1917, 16 May, wins AIEE's Edison medal, flees to feed pigeons. 1917, 4 July, 
Navy uses explosives to demolish the tower at Wardenclyffe. 1918, Chicago turbine project 
with W.W. Wilhelm. 1922, his beloved pigeon dies at Hotel St. Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) 
#1607. 1924, 25 May, Hotel St. Regis sues Tesla for $3,299 in back rent. 1924, Sheriff's 
deputy serves debt liens on office, 8 W 40th St 20th floor. 1931, 20 July, "Tesla at 75" on 
cover of Time magazine. 1931, 18 Oct, Edison dies at 84. 1934, Scientific American pictures 
Tesla with "Colossus" a 2MV Van de Graaf generator Tesla Coil, now at Boston's Museum of 
Science. 1934, 11 July, NYT A1: "Tesla, at 78, Bares New 'Death Beam.'" 1935, Feb Tesla's 
pro-eugenics Liberty article edited by friend G. S. Viereck, a Nazi. 1937, Nikola Tesla is hit by 
cab in Manhattan, but refuses care. 1937, honorary doctorate from Tesla's former hochschule 
in Graz. 1938, experiments under 59th Street Bridge near 2nd Ave, NY. 1939, (Soviet) Amtorg
Trading Corp pays Tesla $25,000. 1942, Governor Clinton Hotel, NY, "multi decade resistance
box." 1942, July 8, birthday meeting with exiled King Peter II Karadjordjevic of Serbia. 1943, 
Jan, tries to send cash via messenger-boy Kerrigan to "Mr. Samuel Clemens." (Mark Twain) 
insisting the Twain was still alive. 1943, 5 Jan, admits last maid service, asks for no futher 
disturbances. 1943, 7 Jan, dies at 86 in New Yorker Hotel, #3327. Posthumous 1943, 8 Jan, 
maid enters room and finds Tesla dead. 1943, 8 Jan, FBI seizes 80-trunk archive of Tesla's 
papers. 1943, 8 Jan, Tesla's nephew Sava Kosanovic finds Tesla's room emptied. 1943, body 
sent to Campbell's Funeral Parlors (Madison Ave & 81St). 1943, cremated at Ferncliff 
Cemetery, Ardsley, NY. 1943, 12 Jan, memorial at Cathedral of St. John the Divine, NYC. 
1943, 13 Jan, service by Serbian Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 W 26th St. 1943, 21 
June, U.S. Supreme Court reverses itself, favors Tesla radio patents over Marconi. 1943, 
John J. O'Neill publishes "Prodigal Genius." 1944, Bela Lugosi plays Romanian 
scientist/vampire "Armand Tesla" in "Return of the Vampire." 1944-46, "Project Nick" Brig. 
Gen. L.C. Craigie at USAFB Patterson attempts "Peace Ray." 1952, Tesla estate including 
shirts, suits, shoes & papers are sent to Belgrade. 1955, Tesla Museum opens in Belgrade, 
51 Proleterskih brigada. 1956, 100th anniversary, memorial erected in Smiljan by Grgo 
Antuna. 1958, Tesla's cremated remains sent to Belgrade. 1960, 'Tesla' declared unit of 
magnetic induction by Intl. Cmsn. for Electrical Engineering, T = Wb/m2. 19??, NYC declares 



40th St & 6th Ave "Nikola Tesla Corner." 1976, Tesla statue dedicated on Goat Island, Niagara
Falls. 1976, Rev. Sun Myung Moon buys New Yorker Hotel for $5M as Unification Church HQ.
1978, Margaret Cheney publishes "Man Out of Time." 1980, Croat biopic movie "Secrets of 
Nikola Tesla" (Tajna Nikole Tesle) features Orson Welles as J.P. Morgan. 1981, monument by 
F. Krsinic erected in Gospic town square. 1991-95, Croat troops occupy Smiljan house, Serbs
bomb Gospic. 1997, Tesla bust installed in Becton engineering hall at Yale, 15 Prospect St. 
2000, 12 Dec, PBS airs "Tesla: Master of Lightning." 2001, 10 July, fans commemorate 
Tesla's birth by rededicating plaque on 34th Street wall of New Yorker Hotel. 2006, 150th 
Anniversary of Tesla's birth celebration planned. "Nikola Tesla Corner" is located at 40th St & 
6th Ave, SW corner of Bryant Park, behind the NY Public Library, where he fed pigeons. 
Nikola Tesla's Laboratory Locations: all in downtown Manhattan, New York City, NY 1887, 89 
Liberty Street, (now 1 Liberty Plaza). 1889, 175 Grand St (now 179 Grand St, Wu Lim Back 
Rub)* 1890-1895, 35 S 5th Ave (now ~539 West Broadway, Washington Square Village: 
3rd/Bleeker),13 March, 1895 destroyed by fire. 1895-1899, 46-48 E Houston St (now Soho 
Billiards), July 1895, where the earthquake caused by his mechanical oscillator took place. 
1901-1912, Shoreham, Long Island. The location of Tesla's Magnifying Transmitter, 
Wardenclyffe Station. Later Periods, Queensbourough Bridge, 59th St near 2nd Ave.* Tesla's 
Offices: 1905, 165 Broadway (now 1 Liberty Plaza) 1914, 233 Broadway, #1136, Woolworth 
Building. 1914, 1 Madison Ave, #202-203,*Metropolitan Life Tower (23rd St). 1915-1924, 8 
West 40th St, #2006,* (5th Ave). Later Periods, 350 Madison Ave*, old Conde Nast HQ 
(44/45th St.) Hotels in New York City, where Tesla lived: 1884-1889? 1889-92, Astor House 
Hotel, 140 Broadway (Barclay/Vecey Sts). 1892, Hotel Gerlach (Radio Wave Bldg), 49 W 27th
St (Broadway/6th Ave). 1??? Metropolitan Hotel, 580 Broadway (op. Guggenheim SoHo). 
1897-1920, Waldorf-Astoria, 5th Ave & 33rd St (now the Empire State Bldg). 1918-23, Hotel 
St. Regis, 2 E 55th St (5th Ave) #1607. 1923-25, Hotel Marguery, 270 Park Ave (48th St). 
1925-30, Hotel Pennsylvania, 401 7 Ave (33rd St) #1522E,* muse for the 1938 Glen Miller hit 
"Pennsylvania 6-5000." 1930-34, Governor Clinton Hotel, 535 W 31 St (now Southgate 
Tower)(7th Ave), 20th fl. 1934-43, Hotel New Yorker, 481 8th Ave (34th) #3327. Posthumous: 
Campbell's Funeral Parlors, Madison Ave & 81St. Ferncliff Cemetery, 281 Secor Rd, Ardsley, 
NY. Manhattan Storage & Warehouse Co., 52 St & 7th Ave. Cathedral of St. John the Divine, 
112th St & Amsterdam Ave. Serb Orthodox Cathedral of St. Sava, 20 W 26th St. Places 
where Tesla is honored, Greater New York areas: Statue of Liberty Museum has photo of 
Tesla. Jersery City, New Jersey, Liberty Science Center, daily demos of a Tesla Coil. 
Wardenclyffe "Radio City" (Shoreham, Long Island), NY. Niagara Falls, Goat Island features a
large, purposely un-illuminated statue of Tesla. * Leland I. Anderson, "Nikola Tesla's 
Residences, Laboratories, and Offices," (Denver: Boyle-Anderson Pub, 1990), the best 
source for Tesla's addresses. More: https://web-
beta.archive.org/web/20130621012055/http://www.frankgermano.net/tesla_chrono.htm 

List of over 1000+ Nikola Tesla's patents, inventions, concepts and improvements in:

Arc Lamps, Unipolar DC, AC Polyphase System, Impulse DC, Heat Pumps, Tesla Coils, 
Continuous-wave Radio, Multi-plexing, Teleautomatics, Faximile, Remote Control, Logic 
Gates, Wireless Energy, Non-Radiative Power Transfer, Radiant Energy, Solar Cells, Plasma 
Containment, Superconductivity, Cryogenics, Transmutation, the Ether, Faster-than-Light, 
Longitudinal & Standing Waves, Perpetual Motion Machines, Submarine Communications, 
Super-Critical Water, Radioactive Elements, Nuclear Power, Tesla's Fusion, Neutron 
generator, Electrical conversion, Translation devices, Teleforce, Proton Beams, Electron 
Guns, Thyristors, Cyclotron's, Field Effects, Power to Gas, Melting of Metals, Purification of 



Metals, Manufacturing Synthetic Diamonds, Levitation, Nodal Systems, Ruby Laser, Radar, 
Triangulation, Doppler Effect, X-Ray, Transformers, Ozone Generator, Fluorescent Lighting, 
UV Curing, UV Communications, UV Rain Making, Light-Fidelity (LIFI), LED, Pulse Lamps, 
Vacuum Tube Capacitors, Salt Battery, Flow Battery, Lightning Protection & Capture, Tesla 
Disc Turbine, Tesla Pump, Rotary Motor, Superchargers, Turbochargers, Fluid Propulsion, 
Fountain, Electric Train, Monorail, Steam Engine Generator, Mag-Lev, Starter, Spark Plug, 
GPS, Speedometer, Flow Meter, Ships Log, Atomic Clocks, VTOL Aircraft, CERN, RF 
HAARP, Earthquake Machines, Molecular Dis-association, Weather Modification, Ball 
Lighting, Teleportation, Matter Projection, Invisibility, Mind Control, Rife Machines, RF Curing, 
RF Surgery, Cosmic Ray Motor, Atomic Clocks using Krypton, Electric Car, Electric Arc 
Aircraft, Device to End Wars, TV machine, Non-Tape Recording Devices, Gravity Motor, Metal
Analyzer, Underground Locator, Translator Device, Flying "Stove" Machine, ElectroKinetic 
and Gravitic Machines. 

Electrical Experimenter, Jan 1919 editors notes on Nikola Tesla's technical prints, inventions 
and discoveries. The following is only a partial list of terms now adopted and published in text 
books: Tesla two-phase, three-phase, multi-phase, poly-phase system of power transmission 
Tesla principal Tesla rotating magnetic field Tesla rotating magnetic field transformer Tesla 
induction motor Tesla split-phase motor Tesla system of distribution Tesla rotary transformer 
Tesla system of transformation by condenser discharges Tesla coil Tesla oscillation 
transformer Tesla electrical oscillator Tesla mechanical oscillator Tesla high frequency 
machines Tesla dynamo-electric oscillator Tesla tube Tesla lamp Tesla high-potential methods 
Tesla inductor Tesla marvels Tesla impedance phenomena Tesla electro-therapy Tesla 
electrical massage Tesla currents Tesla transmission Teslaic experiments Tesla capacity Tesla
arclight system Tesla third brush regulation Tesla devices Tesla sparks Tesla arrangements 
Tesla theory Tesla point Tesla Steam Turbine Tesla Gas Turbine Tesla Water Turbine Tesla 
Pump Tesla Compressor Tesla Igniter Tesla condensers Tesla electro-static field Tesla effects 
Tesla wireless system Tesla methods of wireless transmission Tesla magnifying transmitter 
Tesla telautomata Tesla insulation Tesla underground transmission, etc. 

https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57
 
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement
 
Nikola Tesla patents he did not file, applications, International, missing and misnamed relating
to Telegeodynamics, Teleforce, Tuned Lightning, the Law of the Ionosphere, 1000 Points of 
Lights and more: https://facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708

Weather Modification & Warfare: https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-
anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html

300+ --Nikola Tesla Patents in HD https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU

JP Morgan Letters 1901-1906 in HD https://youtube.com/watch?
v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s

https://youtube.com/watch?v=t00MPAcADHU
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZwdaHpeOOWI&t=02m20s
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html
https://nikolateslasolar.blogspot.com/2017/09/9-11-anniversary-2017-nikola-tesla.html
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708
https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2093546950958124&id=100009085196708
https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/nikola-tesla-and-his-inventions-announcement
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156722570941632&id=716016631&set=a.10156722545796632&source=57


“ ... the invention itself makes it impossible for anyone to compete with me" "I am a Century 
ahead in my art, and my patents cover the only practical means and methods for the 
transmission and individualization of telegraphic and telephonic messages without wires, and 
will create a Revolution" "The Canadian Niagara Co. will agree to transmit their power without
wires to any part of the globe" "My patents on the wireless project, control absolutely all 
essential features ... as surely as my name is Tesla" "The designs for Wardenclyffe, "You will 
never see that machinery"" "5 years ago, in Colorado Springs, I succeeded in encircling the 
earth with electrical waves" "Your no Christian at all, you're a Fanatic"”

Full 400+ page Tesla FBI File with attachments and Interviews with known associates in HD 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE

Full 354 Page FBI File, not including interviews with known associates 
https://archive.org/details/NikolaTeslaFBI
 
Tesla FBI File "Interviews with 40 known Associates": Mrs Holden, daughter of Robert 
Underwood Johnson told the FBI "I have witnessed that of "The Oscillator of 1899", and 
conversations on "Weapons of War", (Death Ray) and the "Transmission of Power", Assistant 
Fritz Lowenstein, Assistants Julious Czito and Father, inventor Lee De forest called in to 
interpret Tesla's papers, confidant of Robert E Lee Jr. John J Hammond, cousin Sava 
Kosanovich, John O'Neill of "Prodigal Genious", publisher of Electrical Experimenter, Tesla's 
relations with RCA, Un-filed Patents, ending the Spanish American War & WW2 and Tesla's 
auditor, George Herbert Walker Scherff (Curious George) Jr. 
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
 
John G Trump's 8 Page Report in the Tesla FBI File referring to 15 categories of Inventions: 
https://facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F

Preliminary patent list of John G Trump 
https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf

Google pantents for John G Trump include inventions for water purification, cancer cures and 
particle accelerators. Some Google patents mis-spell Trump's name. 
https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump
 
420 Nikola Tesla Files, Documents & Images used on the Tesla Leaks Facebook Group, Tesla
Leaks Video's on YouTube and the 1200 page Website 
https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/

 

https://facebook.com/christopher.l.edwards13/albums/10156722545796632/
https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+G+Trump
https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/pdf/mc223.pdf
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F
https://facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1631999090446248&id=100009085196708&set=oa.757563367714757%2F
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1849602735364755&id=1848977322093963
https://archive.org/details/NikolaTeslaFBI
https://youtube.com/watch?v=vryqT3WPYkE
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December 20, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nuremberg 2.0 Starts Now! The Nikola Tesla Conspiracy & Covid-
19

Nuremberg 2.0 Begins Now! https://banned.video/watch?id=63a0c8594d9b490077048334 -- 

3rd Anniversary: A Novel Coronavirus from Patient #2 with Pneumonia in China, December 

20th 2019 https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/...

Continue Reading
December 18, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Elon Musk Tweets "Follow The White Rabbit" + Other Twitter News

December 18th 2022 ACTIVATION CODE! MORE GOV CORRUPTION EXPOSED ON 

TWITTER! PFIZER ADMITS HEART PROBLEMS! PRAY! + ELON MUSK & TWITTER NEWS

W/ OPERATION ALICE https://bitchute.com/video/Put5eTcBNRFy/

Continue Reading
December 17, 2022|Nikola Tesla

NIKOLA TESLA 1 MILLION-HOUR A/C MOTOR IN THE TESLA 
MODEL S PLAID

Tesla is based on Nikola Tesla. A/C induction motor is 60lbs & 503HP @ 98% efficiency, can 

last for 500 years, unobstructed & indestructible - Nikola Tesla. Runs at a nominal speed for 1

Million Hours (20-60 Million Mile...

Continue Reading
November 24, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Magical Inventions Of Nikola Tesla ft Death Star at Wardenclyffe

E-book: The Magical Inventions Of Nikola Tesla - 133 pages (draft) - "You can burn all the 

coal, gas and trees in the world, but Niagara Falls will last Forever"! - Nikola Tesla, April 1896 

https://teslaleaks.com https:/...

Continue Reading
November 18, 2022|Nikola Tesla
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TeslaLeaks.com News November 2022 - Nikola Tesla & Tesla 
(TSLA)

November 18th 2022 ELON MUSK LAUGHS AS 1,200 MORE TWITTER STAFF QUIT! MSM 

& LEFTIST CRY https://www.bitchute.com/video/2f2RhszXoRo/

Continue Reading
November 5, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nov 5th 2022 - 121st Anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Radiant Energy

Nikola Tesla's November 5th 1901 patent US685957A - Apparatus for the utilization of radiant 

energy. is the only invention approved by the patent office as a 24/7 "perpetual motion 

machine" using "Law Of The Ionosphere"....

Continue Reading
October 9, 2022|Nikola Tesla

"STOLEN HISTORY - LIFTING THE VEIL OF DECEPTION" PARTS
1-4

Apocalypsis=Lifting The Veil=Revelation. History Has Been Rewritten. Exemplified by the 

article "Disappearing Tesla" The Burial of Tesla and Rebirth of His Discoveries. 

http://whale.to/b/lyne_tesla.html Stolen History -T...

Continue Reading
October 7, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nuke Hoax Predicted by Chief Justice - Nuke Bio-Terror False-Flag

Gas, Oil, Coal want you to believe Nuclear Energy is dangerous; so they create FEAR it can 

be turned into a bomb. 4th Reich + Vatican + Scientology + Greenpeace created the Nuclear 

Scare Scam: https://nurembergtrials.net...

Continue Reading
September 30, 2022|Nikola Tesla
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The Magical Inventions Of Nikola Tesla - E-book by Chris Edwards

The Magical Inventions Of Nikola Tesla is a new book revealing the mystery and magic of his 

creations; without breaking any laws-of-nature. Not magician magic, but "real magic" - The 

Prestige. “Any sufficiently advanced ...

Continue Reading
September 13, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nuremberg 2.0 Covid News Sep13-19 ft Stocks Down, Nikola Tesla 
Up

Dow down 1,300 points for worst day since my last 4 hour French kiss in June 2020 

https://cnbc.com/2022/09/12/stock-futures-are-higher-as-wall-street-awaits-key-inflation-

report-.html -- Nikola Tesla Wireless EV Charging...

Continue Reading
September 12, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nikola Tesla Wireless EV Charging To Moving Vehicles Coming to 
US

Instantaneous, Non-Radiative Inductive Wireless EV Charging At Highway Speeds Coming To

U.S. ORNL’s “Oak Ridge Converter,” charges at 1.5 MW sq/m. Charge a Tesla to 80% in 5 

min. Runs a Nikola Tesla "Million Hour" A/C in...

Continue Reading
September 11, 2022|Nikola Tesla

ALEX JONES CAUGHT BY CALLER ~ DR JUDY WOOD WHERE 
DID TOWERS GO?

DR JUDY WOULD BY ACE BAKER FT WHERE DID THE TOWERS GO 

https://bitchute.com/video/g4jDXhTj8Rr7/ -- https://nurembergtrials.net/nuremberg-trials-2-

0/f/solving-9-11-to-save-the-world-ft-nikola-tesla-by-chief-justice https:/...

Continue Reading
September 11, 2022|Nikola Tesla
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Trump's Nuke Secrets "Classified At Birth" Atomic Energy Act 1946

Atomic Energy Act ruled that nuclear weapon and energy development ... the novel doctrine 

later described as "born secret" or "classified at birth". 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_Energy_Act_of_1946 -- Classified A...

Continue Reading
September 8, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Army Corps to pump H2O from MS to CA-CO-NV w/ Tesla Turbine 
Pump?

September 7th 2022 We could fill Lake Powell in less than a year with an aqueduct from 

Mississippi River https://usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/08/15/climate-change-west-

mississippi-river-pipeline/10332092002/ -- Au...

Continue Reading
July 10, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nikola Tesla 166th Birthday ft Tesla Birthday Expo @ Wardenclyffe

Watch the Sparks Fly in Honor of Nikola Tesla’s 166th Birthday! RADIO is the theme of this 

year’s Tesla Birthday Expo as we celebrate the great inventor’s contributions to wireless 

technology with exhibits and entertainm...

Continue Reading
June 30, 2022|Nikola Tesla

UN Ocean Emergency + Great Pacific Ocean Garbage Patch Hoax

UN “Ocean Emergency” https://unric.org/en/un-secretary-general-declares-an-ocean-

emergency/ -- NOAA Admits Great Ocean Garbage Patch Pictures Are FAKE. They are trash 

dumped by cruise ships and the military; not citizens...

Continue Reading
June 19, 2022|Nikola Tesla
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Tesla Model S just broke Guinness World Record @ 1+ Million Miles

A Tesla that just broke the Guinness world record at 1 Million Miles and still going... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTgRDm6A4uc - Tesla Will Put LEGACY Auto OUT OF 

BUSINESS--by Beating Them at Their Own Game!! https...

Continue Reading
June 14, 2022|Nikola Tesla

WHO Tedros is a Terrorist who runs the sabotage of Ethiopian Dam

WHO IS TEDROS - EXPOSED https://bitchute.com/video/FGWaxsnSYee4/ -- Ethiopia 

accuses WHO chief Tedros of backing Tigray rebels who sabotage the Grand Renaissance 

Dam https://reuters.com/article/uk-ethiopia-conflict-who/e...

Continue Reading
June 8, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Unlimited Fertilizer of Atmospheric Nitrogen Fixation ft Tesla

BURNING OF NITROGEN FROM AIR AKA "NITROGEN FIXATION". PROBLEM OF 

INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY by Nikola Tesla in Century Magazine June, 1900. Bill Gates 

calls "Nitrogen Fixation", Magic... ft “Summer Of Starvation”? https://n...

Continue Reading
May 29, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Global Tipping Point: 52% of car buyers want a Tesla + Gas vs EV

For the first time more than half of those surveyed, 52%, who intend to buy a car say they 

intend to choose either a fully electric, plug-in hybrid or hybrid vehicle. Italy (73%), China 

(69%), and South Korea (63%) are t...

Continue Reading
May 4, 2022|Nikola Tesla

TeslaLeaks.com Facebook, YouTube, Blogspot & Rise Of The Jedi

Tesla Leaks Facebook Group 2.0 & Tesla Leaks YouTube 1.0, Tesla Leaks YouTube 2.0, 

Tesla Leaks Blogspot, Rise Of The Jedi Podcast Facebook Page & Rise Of The Jedi Podcast 

YouTube. 
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Continue Reading
May 3, 2022|Nikola Tesla

May Day, May Day, May Day: Nikola Tesla's 1887-8 Patents For 
A/C!

May Day, May Day, May Day (Morgan, Edison, GE &, Rockefeller!). Nikola Tesla's Polyphase 

A/C generators, transformers & motors capable of power, smelting, sintering, synthetic 

diamonds, steel plant gasses & heat pumps: ...

Continue Reading
April 20, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Tesla Battery Day Part 4.20 ft Nikola Tesla Self-Charging Battery

Quantum glass battery known as the “forever battery and holy grail”? Braga/Goodenough 

glass battery Part 3. Self-charging battery with lithium or sodium glass w/ negative resistance 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/...

Continue Reading
March 30, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Biden seizing the worlds supply of Lithium & Blocking renewables?

Putin & Biden to seize the Lithium in Serbia; after giving Afghanistan Lithium & Cobalt to the 

"Taliban"? Used car dealer Joe Biden proposes programs to put as many road blocks in front 

of Renewable Energy & Tesla as pos...

Continue Reading
March 25, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Alex Jones Lies About Hydro Fluro Silicic Acid In Drinking Water!

Alex Jones & Chevron etal claim Hydro Fluro Silicic Acid is added to drinking water to make 

you stupid. Petroleum Institute, Dictionary & Sierra Club know it's "Fracking" fluid that 

contains Hydrogen Fluoride & Frac-Sand...

Continue Reading
March 21, 2022|Nikola Tesla
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Russia, Israel & Vatican Nuke Bomb & Nuclear Power Danger Hoax

Put simply Gas, Oil, Coal companies want you to believe nuclear power is dangerous; so they

create FEAR it can be turned into a bomb. Nikola Tesla proved "There is no energy in matter, 

other than from it's environment" a...

Continue Reading
March 16, 2022|Nikola Tesla

DOE: 100% carbon-free energy by 2030 + 100 Hybrids & Nikola 
Tesla

WHITE HOUSE: Reaching 100% carbon pollution-free electricity by 2035. White House 

Executive Order for 100% carbon-free electricity by 2030 ft 100+ Hybrid Energy Systems, 

Energy Recycling, Conversion & Transmutation.  htt...

Continue Reading
March 14, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nikola Tesla on Faster Than Light to Infinity & Beyond - V=Pi/2XC

The Versiera - Witch of Agnesi, Resonance Curve & Faster Than Light

Continue Reading
March 9, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Elon Musk & Chief Justice predicted The End Of Petro Tyrants RIP

Tesla green lit for German gigafactory where 25% of new cars are electric. Vice Admiral 

McGinn: Renewables Will Save Us From Petro Dictators. Nikola Tesla power plant in Sandon 

BC in 1897 is still operating for 125 years...

Continue Reading
March 6, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Oil's Desperate Move to $7/gal ft Electric Cars vs Gas Efficiency

Brent crude rips through the ceiling out of the gates. Prices near $140 early Monday in Asia 

CHIEF JUSTICE SPECIAL REPORT: Wirelessly Powered Electric Cars have a 30-40X better 

round-trip efficiency than Gas: Tesla Cyber...
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Continue Reading
March 6, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nikola Tesla on Gravity, Fluid Dynamics, Perpetual Motion Machine

Debunking Einstein & Gravity and Magnets & Electric Fields: 1) "Gravity is Not A Force" - 

Tesla in Einstein FBI File 2) "Gravity is Not A Force" - Wikipedia 3) Earth Core cannot be 

Molten & have Electro-Magnetic Fields. ...

Continue Reading
February 26, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Tesla Cyberland Update in 2022 - Motor, Batteries, Charging & FUD

James Inhofe (R) Oklahoma called for investigation into Tesla lane changes. He used to sell 

used cars for a Chevy dealership, just like Joe Biden... Senator Warren still lying about Musk 

saying he pays no taxes, despite ...

Continue Reading
February 23, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Tesla-Westinghouse invented nuclear power & depleted Uranium

Protests in Ukraine prior to the invasion were anti-vaxx protests. Ukraine is 50% powered by 

Westinghouse/Nikola Tesla nuclear power despite the Red Terror/CIA blowing up Chernobyl &

disabled Duga Radar (The Woodpecker) ...

Continue Reading
February 21, 2022|Nikola Tesla

5G Causes Covid19 or Symptoms Hoax or Nikola Tesla Wireless 
Power

The  5G causes or creates symptoms Covid-19 Conspiracy came about from the   cable 

companies; who will be put out of business by 5G; and also slow   the release of the Tesla 

Autonomous Driving Cars. However, the   capabi...

Continue Reading
February 14, 2022|Nikola Tesla
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Happy Valentines Day ft Diamonds Made in Nikola Tesla Arc 
Furnace

98% of Industrial Diamonds & 75% in Jewelry are made in a Nikola Tesla Electric Arc Furnace

Steel Smelter at Niagara Falls 1895 (Queens Quarterly). Synthetic Diamonds: 1) "perfect" 2) 

harder than natural 3) 1/10 the cost...

Continue Reading
February 2, 2022|Nikola Tesla

We Must Move To VTOL & Wireless Energy w/out Delay - Nikola 
Tesla

Michigan to develop Nikola Tesla's wireless EV-charging road next year. Buses, trucks, cars 

can charge while driving up to 500 mi. in 30 min. Tesla Semi, DOE goal 500Kw with 6-12" gap

@ 98% ft 20 Ways of Wireless Power. ...

Continue Reading
January 28, 2022|Nikola Tesla

TeslaLeaks.com FB Timeline Jan-Dec 2020 ft Jedi Podcast & 
Covid19

TeslaLeaks.com Facebook Group Backup Timeline from start of Covid19 Hoax, January 5th 

2020 - December 25th 2020. Official chronology of events posted includes posts on Nikola 

Tesla, Covid19 Hoax, Rise of the Jedi Podcast...

Continue Reading
January 25, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Novak Djokovic Hoax to block world supply of Lithium in Serbia

May 21st 2021 Djokovic supports Lithium protests in Serbia; NY Times: Why Novak Djokovic 

Is a Hero in Serbia (For blocking Lithium for Tesla's). June 14th 2021 Lithium in Serbia: What 

Can We Learn from Superman? https://...
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Top 13 Ways To Power The World - Updated for 2022 ft Nikola Tesla

"Resonant Rise" is the word Nikola Tesla used to describe the electrical standing wave 

phenomena created by his generators; which is an increase in Voltage with no increase in 

Current. Like the way there is voltage build...

Continue Reading
January 7, 2022|Nikola Tesla

Nikola Tesla "A Murder Declassified" Anniversary, Jan. 5-7th 1943

Nikola Tesla does not have an Autopsy, Death Certificate and was presented at Memorial with

a Closed Casket. The FBI director was warned years earlier of Tesla's possible kidnapping, 

molestation or murder. (33 pages) Nik...

Continue Reading
December 22, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Nikola Tesla's X-Rays to Cure Cancer & Covid-19 ft John G. Trump

May 13th 2020 Low-Dose Radiation For Treating COVID-19. Low dose Radiation induces 

Cytokine's as an antioxidant & anti-inflammatory agent to restore homeostasis. High dose X-

rays induce a Cytokine Storm.  https://forbes....

Continue Reading
December 19, 2021|Nikola Tesla

NurembergTrials. - Chief Justice's 160+ Blog Posts On 1 Page!

NurembergTrials.net - Nuremberg Trials 2.0 & Chief Justice 160+ Blog Posts All On 1 Page in

Categories 1 Corinthians 13, 4th Reich, Cancel Culture, Climate Lockdowns, Contact Tracing,

Coronavirus, Covid-19 Timeline, Cure...

Continue Reading
December 14, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Who is Chief Justice of Nuremberg 2.0? Apply as a Juror or Expert

Chris Edwards is Chief Justice. He's editor in chief since 2009 of Tesla Leaks & Tesla Leaks 1

& 2. He predicted 13 aspects of the Covid scenario hours before novel covid19 on Rise of the 

Jedi Podcast Dec 26th 2019 @ 1AM...
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Continue Reading
December 13, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Elon Musk Time Magazines Person of the Year 2021 @ 
TeslaLeaks.com

Elon Musk is Time Magazines 2021 Person of the Year. https://time.com/person-of-the-year-

2021-elon-musk/ -- First place assist by Chief Justice @ TeslaLeaks.com 30 Special Reports 

by Chris Edwards on Nikola Tesla & TSLA

Continue Reading
December 5, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Debunkng Einstein w/ INSTANTANEOUS Wireless Power Standing 
Waves

Nikola Tesla's famous observations in his wireless power patents describe "Surface Waves"; 

Longitudinal Standing Waves that are by definition, INSTANTANEOUS, (DOES NOT MOVE) 

can be made to -Travel- as in "Traveling Wave...

Continue Reading
November 26, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Tesla To The Moon as Oil Prices Crash ft GM & Ford Bankrupt 
Looms

5 Trillion Reasons To Be Bullish On Tesla. TSLA passes $1T. Musk Richest Man @ $330B. 

Tesla vs Covid Hoax Odds = Centillion to 1. Tesla Bankwuptcy Flips-Script. Tesla FLEXES 

MUSTLE to World. CyberTruck vs Covid19 Zombies...

Continue Reading
November 24, 2021|Nikola Tesla

TeslaLeaks.com WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla Archive 7000 pgs 2009-
21

TeslaLeaks.com's Official 7000 pages of time stamped special reports and posts on "Tesla 

Leaks; The WikiLeaks of Nikola Tesla". Data Archive from Blogspot, Facebook, YouTube & 

Website from 2009-2021. Tesla Leaks Facebook...

Continue Reading
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November 21, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Tesla Coils for Unlimited Fuels ft Energy, Frequency & Vibration

November 20th 2021 China's Sinopec Unveils New Tech For Low-Carbon Petrochemical 

Production. Tesla Coils used to manufacture unlimited fuels and chemicals using microwaves 

and plasma.

Continue Reading
November 19, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Unlimited Fertilizer of Atmospheric Nitrogen by Nikola Tesla 1900

THE FIRST PROBLEM: HOW TO INCREASE THE HUMAN MASS — THE BURNING OF 

ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN AKA "NITROGEN FIXATION" OR HABER PROCESS. 

PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY by Nikola Tesla in Century Magazine June, 

1900. Novembe...

Continue Reading
November 8, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Earth's $400 Quadrillion Asset, The Tesla Tube using Ocean Mass

November 8th 2021 A $400+ Quadrillion Asset — The Earth Itself. Ft. Top 33 Ways to Power 

The World, Top 20 Ways of Wireless Power & Top 100 Ways of Renewable Energy 1) "Tesla 

Tube" of 1900 capable of generating unlimited...

Continue Reading
November 5, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Nov 5th 2021 - 120th Anniversary of Nikola Tesla's Radiant Energy

Nikola Tesla "Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy" November 5th 1901: and 

"Method of Utilizing Radiant Energy" Collector Schematic PDF U.S. Patent #'s 685,953-8 

November 5th 1901 & Nikola Tesla "Apparatus fo...

Continue Reading
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Tesla (TSLA) Value passes $1 Trillion as Musk becomes Richest 
Man

Tesla up 13.33% passing $1 Trillion in Valuation, Musk becomes Richest Man in the World, 

again! Passing Eugenicist Gates, Monopolist Buffet & Hitler Brown-Shirt Soros, combined! 

Nikola Tesla as Santa w/ Elf, Elon Musk. S...

Continue Reading
October 21, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Facebook/Cambridge Analytica vs Chris Edwards & Nikola Tesla Pt 
2

October 20th 2021 D.C. Attorney General Will Drag Zuckerberg to Court for Privacy Lawsuit 

over Cambridge Analytica. A special report was prepared by Tesla Leaks and posted on 

Facebook immediately after the March 18th 201...

Continue Reading
October 16, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Nuke Hoax "To The Moon? Tesla Says No" & OJ Simpson 
Capricorn One

Cuba Missile Crisis, Tsar Bomb Nukes, Sputnik Satellite, ICBM & Moon Hoaxes by Russia-

USA ft "To The Moon? Tesla Says No!" ft OJ Simpson in Capricorn One "It would be possible 

for government to get over a Hoax like that"...

Continue Reading
October 9, 2021|Nikola Tesla

Tesla Thermo-Nuclear Light; The Bellagio ft Sun a Diamond Lense?

This post on Nikola Tesla's Thermo-Nuclear Light Bulb was posted across Facebook and 

elsewhere; the same day,  December 2019, the WHO China Country Office was informed of 

cases of pneumonia of unknown etiology (unknown c...

Continue Reading
October 3, 2021|Nikola Tesla
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Was it over when Germans bombed Pearl Harbor? ft Remote 
Control!

Dec. 7th 1941 Did the Germans use "Operation Northwoods"; by painting up radio controlled 

planes as Japanese; armed with autonomous torpedo's and used against Pearl Harbor like 

John Belushi said in Animal House? https://...
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The Great Light Bulb Conspiracy: Nikola Tesla vs Thomas Edison

From the movie National Treasure: "There's only one way to make a light bulb"; is massive 

disinformation. First, Thomas Edison, instead of figuring out in his head before-hand, like 

Nikola Tesla does with "lucid dreams"...

Continue Reading
September 30, 2021|Nikola Tesla

1000 Experiments on Nikola Tesla's Free Energy ft Finding Vinyasi

Vinyasi.info singlehandedly produced over 1000 scientific experiments on Nikola Tesla 

Technology from Free-Energy, Over-Unity, Negative Resistance, Zero Resistance, Reactive 

Currents, Infinite Gain, Standing Waves, Radia...

Continue Reading
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Tesla Leaks Homeschool Course Day 1: Nikola Tesla's 
Autobiography

Introduction: The first course on September 13th 2021 is beginning with Nikola Tesla's 

Autobiography. That's because, it is the most accurate representation of his works; as it is 

from the inventor himself, and not from ...
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TeslaLeaks.com 16 Reports by Chris Edwards on Nikola Tesla & 
TSLA

Homeschooling with Tesla using Instinct, Intuition & Imagination. Become a not-"Woke" 

Genius by learning the 1000 Inventions of Nikola Tesla. Classes are taught by Chris Edwards,

the editor in chief of Tesla Leaks. C...

Continue Reading
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Tesla University by Chief Justice - Homeschool & become a Genius
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